




Ar NEC YOU'LL FIND QUALITY 
MEMORIES IN EVERY CATEGORY. 

All in one place. 
Chances are, we have the exact 

memories you're looking for. Leading-edge 
25ns 16K static RAMs. 64K static RAMs. 
128K UV EPROMs. New 256K DRAMs. And 
our remarkable one megabit ROM-the 
highest density ROM in the world. 

These aren't promises of things to 
come. They're here. Now. And ready for 
your next design. 

}bu can trust our memories. 
At NEC, quality is understood. Fact 

is, you can expect 100% burn-in, standard. 
And a guaranteed AQL of 0.1 %. Which 
means, with NEC, your memories will be 
worry-free. 

A complete package deal. 
Be reminded, our memory devices 

come in a variety of packages. Standard 
and skinny. Plastic and ceramic DIPs. Flat 
packages and leadless chip carriers. 

So if you have designs on the future , 
remember NEC. For a never-ending line of 
quality memories. 

NEC Memory Products 
Technologies Densities 

cf) Cri rf) Type of Memory 
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Static RAM 2 . . • 
Dynamic RAM • . 
ROM • • 
PROM • . • • 
EEPROM • 
UVEPROM • . 
1 MMOS refers to Mixed-MOS technology (CMOS and NMOS). 
:!High speed 4K and 16K devices available. 

• • . . . . . 
• 
• 
• . • • 

WE'RE TAKING ON THE FUTURE. 

• . 

R:>r a fast response aOOut NEC Electronics' complete line of memory products, call 
TOLL ffiEE J.8()().556-1234. ext. 188. ln California. ca ll J.8()().441-2345. ext. 188. 

. 

NEC sales o fficeso Woburn . MA (617) 935-6339 · Melville. NY (516) 423-2500 · 
Fbughkeeps ie, NY (914) 452-4747 · Fbmpano Beach. FL (305) 78.5-8250 ·Columbia. MD 
(301) 730-8600 · Norc ross. GA ( 404) 447- 4409 · Arlington Heights. IL (312) 577-9090 · 
Southf ie ld . Ml (313) 559-4242 Bloomington. MN (612) 854-4443 · Da llas, TX 
(214) 931-064 1 · Orange, CA (714) 937-5244 · Cupertino. CA ( 408) 446-0650 

© 1983. NEC Electronics 
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COMPUTER DESl&ll® 

This month's cover was designed 
and created by Mary Codd and 
Steve Branch at Coddbarrett 
Associates, Inc. It was 
illustrated by Steve Branch and 
based on an idea from 
Advanced Micro Devices. 

SPECIAL REPORT ON 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 
59 The spread of digital signal processing technology applications is 

accelerating. Together, VLSI, software, algorithms, development tools, 
and subsystems have rapidly increased DSP' s involvement in such 
compute-intensive chores as image enhancement, speech recognition, and 
spectrum analysis. Moreover , cost has declined and reliability has 
increased . Computer designers need to know what DSP can do for their 
systems and what new signal processing functions they can expect. As 
DSP becomes more flexible, designers will have to decide first whether 
the DSP approach suits their needs and then choose from among the 
different DSP components and subysystems. 

61 Digital signal processing moves into high gear 
VLSI chips, software development tools, and algorithms now handle a 
variety of computer design applications. 

81 General-purpose board is designer's first step into DSP 
An entry-level, single-board computer performs 1-K complex point fast 
Fourier transforms, matrix operations, and filters. 

89 Array processor doubles as DSP engine 
Almost host independent, an application software-driven subsystem 
solves a wide range of design problems. 

SYSTEM TECHN OLOGY SYSTEM DESIGN 
33 Software: 

Data bases add function to meet computer 
aided design needs 

42 Software: 
Artificial intelligence concepts are being put to 
practical use 

46 Microprocessors/microcomputers: 
Multi-user systems prepare to do battle with 
PC AT 

50 Test & development: 
Silicon compilation cuts costs of custom VLSI 

121 Control & automation: Analog board cuts 
data acquisition costs using STD bus 
In computer-based industrial measurement and 
control environments, an STD bus-compatible 
analog input board can cut the data 
acquisition cost per channel by 60 percent. 

129 Integrated circuits : Winchester/ floppy 
controller eases disk interfacing 
Chip performs seek overlaps and interleaved 
data transfers for high performance disk 
control. Other techniques such as disk caching 
and elevator sorting are easily supported. 

141 Computers: Multiple micros distribute text and 
graphics functions 
An integrated system distributes design and 
editing work load of technical publishing 
across multiple microprocessors. This 
architecture automates document production 
by enhancing traditional methods. 

POSTMAST ER: CH A NGE OF ADDR ESS FORM 3579 to be sent to COMPUTER DES IGN. Circulat ion Department , P.O. Box 593, Liuleton, MA 01460 (U PS 127-340) . 
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PARALLEL MULTIPILER , 
DATA FLOW CPUs 

OR SYSTOLIC ARRAYS 

BIT-SLICE ALU WITH 
HARDWARE MULTIPLIER 

Oct 15, 1984 

VIDEO 

SINGLE-CH!PDSP 
(WITH INTERNAL MULTIPILER) •• 

97 Data flow chip optimizes image processing 

109 

An image processor uses data flow architecture, an 
internal circular pipeline, and a large instruction set 
to maximize efficiency in digital image processing 
system s. 

DSP/ development board offers host independence 

MPUI MCU 

JkH! 

The application is programmed, the board is plugged into a Q-bus, and 
the designer enjoys virtually host-independent digital signal processing . 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

151 Computers: 
Image processing vaults beyond the world of 512 x 512 pixels 

152 Test & development: 
In-circuit testers expose device timing errors 

152 Microprocessors/ microcomputers: 
Card family puts 8088 on STD bus 

154 Memory systems: 
Bubble memory serves well in tough settings 

154 Peripherals: 
Printer uses binary charge technology to combine text/ graphics 

155 Computers: 
Hardware/ software standards merge in design workstation 

155 Peripherals: 
Scanner digitizes graphics and reduces storage requirements 

---r-- TELECOMMUNICATIONS....___. __ _... 

IOkHz 100 kHl IMkHz IOMkHz 

DEPARTMENTS 
5 Up front 
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24 Letters to the editor 

178 Literature 

180 Calendar 

181 Designer's bookcase 

182 System showcase 

184 Advertisers' index 

186 Recruitment 

187 Reader inquiry card 

187 Change of address card 
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METACOMP LAUNCHES 

A Major Breakthrough in 
Multibus Data Communications 

BREAKING THE COMMUNICATIONS BARRIER 
The COMM-2000 family is a powerful assort

ment of software and firmware products that 
perfectly integrate with METACOMP's 
MPA-2000™ CPU/Intelligent 1/0 
Controller to provide the widest 
possible range of data communi
cations protocol and networking 
support available to Multibus 
system integrators. 

COMM-2000 plus MPA-
2000 equals the complete 
hardware, software, 
and firmware 
solution to all your 
Multibus data 
communications 
problems. 

Comm-2000 offers 
packet-switching, 
terminal 1/0 concen
trator, network gateway 
emulation, and DLC pro
tocol support. 
Available capabilities include: 
• X.25 with full CCITT 1980 recommended 

features 
• IBM 3270 SNA protocols 

• SDLC, HDLC (LAPB), BISYNC, and other DLCs 
• LAN (XNS, TCP/IP, and others) 

BREAKING THE TIME BARRIER 
With the COMM-2000 family at your disposal, you can 

design Multibus systems that provide standard data com
munications facilities in the shortest possible time and with 
the least possible hassle. Because COMM-2000 com
binations are endless . .. easy, and readily available. 

BREAKING THE SPACE BARRIER 
Thanks to the modularity of the COMM-2000 

family, your special hardware, software, 
and firmware combination can be inte

grated into a single board solution, 
giving you the most capabilities 

with tremendous savings in system 
capacity. 

BREAKING THE 
SERVICE BARRIER 

The ultimate ingredient of 
COMM-2000 is com

mitment. You can 
absolutely rely on 

METACOMP for 
service and customer 

support guaranteed to 
meet your requirements. 
At METACOMP, we pride 

ourselves on customer service 
that's unequaled by any other Multibus 

manufacturer. 

BREAKING THE INFORMATION BARRIER 
Here's an easy breakthrough you can make today. Write 

or call for complete details on COMM-2000. We will 
respond with a package of information that will promote 

your data communications breakthrough tomorrow. 
METACOMP, INC., 9466 Black Mountain Road San Diego, 

California 92126, 619 I 578-9840, TWX 910-335-1736. 

COMM-2000 and MPA-2000 ore trademarks 
o f METACOMP. inc . 
Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corp. 
©Copyright 1984 METACOMP. inc. 
All rights reserved 6 I 6 I 84. 
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UP FRONT 
Intergraph workstation joins the 32-bit list 

The 32-bit workstations announced by Tektronix (Beaverton, Ore) 
in September will have competition. Intergraph (Huntsville, Ala), 
is also introducing a 32-bit Unix-based workstation for computer 
aided design/ computer aided engineering applications. In 
addition, the Intergraph workstation-Interpro 32-can be used as 
a personal computer when running an MS/ DOS. It can also be a 
terminal emulator, and functions as a Digital Equipment Corp 
DT200, Tektronix 4014, or IBM 3270 Series terminal. Interpro 32 has 
a 15-in. color monitor with 1184- x 884-pixel resolution. P rice tag 
is approximately $20,000 per workstation.-R. G. 

Team work speeds integration of design and debug tools 
The union of designing and testing will move ahead as more 
makers of digital test tools join forces with workstation vendors. 
For example, Dolch Logic Instruments' (San Jose, Calif) recent 
unveiling of its CAESAR-short for computer aided engineering 
system analyzing resource-might not have drawn attention if it 
had not been coupled with the announcement of the firm's joint 
technology agreement with CAE Systems (Sunnyvale, Calif). 
Under the agreement, Dolch will provide its CAESAR tools (a 
variety of in-circuit emulation, logic analysis, and pattern 
generation hardware developed for Dolch's Atlas logic analyzer 
system) to CAE Systems on an OEM basis. 

Since Northwest Instruments (Beaverton, Ore) announced an 
OEM agreement to supply its µAnalyst logic analyzer to its 
Beaverton neighbor, Mentor Graphics, such workstation vendors 
as Valid Logic, Daisy, and CAE Systems have been scurrying 
around for suppliers of similar tools . The two major makers
Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, Calif) and Tektronix-would have 
no reason to strengthen competitors who will make the same kind 
of integrated design and test systems. 

As a result, the candidates for joint agreements or acquisition 
are not many. Gould's Biomation/ Millenium group of Santa 
Clara, Calif is an obvious possibility, but that firm is having 
problems keeping up with the competition and is looking at 
disappointing sales. An OEM agreement with a major workstation 
vendor would give it a shot in the arm, however. With Northwest 
Instruments already linked to Mentor (and developing a high 
channel count pattern generator expressly for Mentor), it is out 
of the running. An even closer link between Northwest and 
Mentor in the near future would be no surprise. One remaining 
candidate appears to be Nicolet/Paratronics of Fremont, Calif 
teamed with Applied Micro Systems (in view of the latter's recent 
acquisition by Nicolet). The two have had a relatively close and 
informal relationship for more than two years to promote an 
inexpensive system based on Paratronics' logic analyzer and 
Applied Micro Systems' emulator. Another possible candidate, 
Hilevel Technolgoy (Irvine, Calif), is known for its Emulyzer 
product. This firm is hot at work developing a pattern generator, 
and exploring the possibilities of acting as an OEM supplier of 
logic analysis, emulation, and pattern generation tools-J.M. 
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IPFlllT 
Tektronix throws monkeywrench at Northwest 

Dark clouds may be looming on the horizon for Northwest 
Instruments and in turn, for Mentor Graphics. The growth of 
several Beaverton-based design and test tool companies has been 
stoked with Tektronix alumni. Tektronix has treated its graduates 
with benign neglect because they did not present direct 
competition. But Tektronix has just filed suit against Northwest 
Instruments to restrain its new vice president of engineering, 
James Cavoretto, from (presumably) taking up where he left off 
at Tektronix. Since Cavoretto was involved with the company's 
oscilloscope effort, Tektronix' suit does not make sense. It 
appears to be a warning of Tektronix' future action, allowing the 
company to keep its integrated designs and test tool plans under 
wraps a little longer. Some key Tektronix people have joined the 
competition in this area, including Larry Sutter, president and 
CEO of Northwest (from Tektronix Design Automation Div) and 
Peter Strong, the new group vice president for test and 
measurement at Gould's Biomation/ Millenium organization, also 
from Tektronix' design and automation group.-J.M. 

Converter chip marries 80286s to 8088s 
Designers of PC AT compatible systems, as well as those designing 
80286 expansion boards for the standard PC, face a 
time-consuming technical problem-how to control slow 8-bit 
circuitry with a fast 16-bit processor. Help may be on the way. 
The EL-286-88 processor converter chip from Edsun Labs, Inc 
(Wayland, Mass) is an application-specific VLSI IC that converts 
80286 processor signals into the equivalent signals of an 8088. It 
solves the bus interfacing problem by allowing an 80286 to drive 
circuitry design for the 8088 and will, according to the 
manufacturer, save the designer up to 9 months of product lead 
time. The EL-286-88 is scheduled to appear in Jan 1985, but a 
board version will be available to OEMS in Nov 1984 for 
prototyping-J.H. 

Opening up ARCnet for the PC deluge 
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A line of products just announced by Datapoint Corp (San 
Antonio, Tex) includes a networking package for the IBM PC, a 
direct ARCnet interface for Datapoint's Vista-PC system, and a 
CP/ M software support package for the ARCnet. The PC 
connection package is based on an Intelligent Network Executive 
interface card that connects to the PC. Card and software are 
priced at $770. Datapoint was one of the first into the local area 
network fray, and first to offer LAN functions on a chip, via the 
ARCnet VLSI controller from Standard Microsystems Corp, 
(Hauppauge, NY). Claiming 6000 installed LANs, Datapoint can 
win a numbers game with any LAN vendor. But offering 
connection for PC-DOS and other environments-in essence 
opening up its formerly proprietary network-has become a prime 
goal for this manufacturer.-]. V. 





IPFlllT 
Touchscreen computers tie to IBM PCs via an Ethernet 

Up to 50 networked Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, Calif) 
Touchscreen computers and IBM PCs now can share such 
peripherals as ThinkJ et and LaserJet printers through a local area 
network provided for HP by 3Com Corp (Mountain View, Calif). 
Dubbed EtherSeries/ 150, the LAN requires that at least one 
Touchscreen computer with a 15-Mbyte hard disk (Touchscreen 
MAX personal computer) to act as a file server. Each server can 
accommodate from two to eight users. EtherSeries/ 150 consists of 
four elements: EtherLink accessory board for accessing Ethernet; 
EtherShare/ 150, for allowing multiple users to share data and 
fixed disks; EtherPrint/ 150 for sharing printer facilities; and 
EtherMail/150 for providing fast electronic mail service. In 
addition, HP has expanded its mass drive offering to include 
double-density, double-sided 3 Vi -in. drives for a total storage 
capacity of 1.4 Mbytes.-N.M. 

Waiting in the wings . .. a Brown Trout 
Industry watchers have stepped up the scan rate in anticipation of 
the debut of a new high end processor from IBM. Much 
speculation has surrounded this machine series. Some believe this 
"Sierra" series will be delayed some six months beyond its 
previously expected January arrival because of the lack of 
aggressive high end competition. Others say that this is 
contradicted by recent price reductions in the 3080 line-usually a 
sure sign of imminent unveiling. In any event, it is anticipated 
that when the machine is unveiled, it will come in within the 
$200,000/ MIPS window. The first introduction in the series should 
provide 28.5-MIPS performance. Code-named Morgan, or Brown 
Trout, the dual-processor machine will act as a pivotal point for 
the series, with further announcements to come in on both the 
upper and lower performance sides.-P.K. 

Artificial intelligence for the masses 
Texas Instruments (Austin, Tex) is about to enter the artificial 
intelligence field with a dedicated Lisp processor for symbolic 
processing applications. The TI "Explorer" establishes new 
ground in price and size at the low end of the market. Explorer is 
NuBus-based and is a result of collaboration between TI and LISP 
Machine, Inc (Culver City, Calif). It is software-compatible with 
LMI's Lambda series machines. The microprogrammed 32-bit Lisp 
processor has 16- x 56-kbits of writable control store and a 
tagged architecture. Along with the Lisp compiler, numerous 
program development tools and toolkits are to be either provided 
or are already available.-J.B. 
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IF IT WEREN'T FOR UNIX 
WE NMR COULD HAVE 

BUILT THE PYRAMIDS 
Ordinary computers, yes. But 

not a Pyramid Technology 90x. 
After all, here's a supermini 

not just capable of running 
UNIX;" but born to run it.And 
run it up to four ti mes faster than 
the most popular UNIX host. 
For a lot less money. 

The secrets of this Pyramid 
are a thorough understanding of 
UNIX, a few fundamentals of 
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer) theory, more regis
ters than 30 VAXs, and a 32-bit 
proprietary architecture that out
performs a roomful of micros. 

All combined to speed up 
UNIX just where it likes to 
slowdown. 

For example, gone are 85% of 
performance-rabbi ng memory 
references. The endless param
eter shuffling of yesterday's 
technology has been replaced 
with a hardware register win
dow. Even context switching 
takes less than one percent 
of the CPU's time. 

It's amazing what hardware 
architects can do, given the 
chance. It's almost as startling as 
what our software wizards did. 

They crafted OSx, a dual port 
of Berkeley's 4.2 BSD and Bell's 
System V Because you can 
switch environments at will, no 
UNIX port offers more capabil
ities. With absolutely no loss 

of compatibility. 
Well, almost. 
We do admit to one feature 

not compatible with other UNIX 
systems. Our single-source 
support. 

One telephone number 
instantly connects you to both 
hardware and software experts. 
In-house pros, who spend their 
energy pointing you towards 
solutions. Not pointing fingers 
at each other. 

So no matter how you see 
your requirements shaping up, 
contact Pyramid Technology, 
1295 Charleston Road, 
Mountain View, California 94043. 
Or call (415) 965-7200. 

Because when it comes to 
running UNIX, a Pyramid looks 
good from any angle. 

-::;- PYRAMID 
-==:=:: TECHNOLOGY 





You find Shugart new gen
eration drives where they were 
built to be. In all kinds of systems. 
Under all kinds of conditions. 
Running. And running and 
runnmg. 

Setting a world standard for 
quality. A standard that doesn't 
allow room for failure. Because 
you don't. 

To insure the reliability of your 
system, we begin with our sup
pliers. They go through a lot. 
Learning and qualifying, even 
building drives themselves. 

We also involve our manufac
turing engineers. And our quality 
control experts. From the very 
beginning. The design stage. 

With their full collaboration, 
every new drive is designed for 
top quality. Unbeatable reliability. 
And ease of assembly. Using the 
fewest number of parts possible. 

In other words, the same un-

compromising quality you design 
into your system is designed 
and built into every new Shugart 
drive. Right from the start. So 
you can count on consistent 
reliability. For example, 20,000 
hours MTBF for new generation 
Winchesters. 

Of course, every Shugart 
drive is subject to the most strin
gent testing and inspection at 
every stage. But inspection doesn't 
insure quality. At Shugart, we 
believe there's only one way to 
insure a reliable product. By 
eliminating the cause of failure 
from the product design. 

At Shugart, quality is designed 
in. Not inspected in. 

Let us prove it. Call Doug Daetz, 
our Director of Corporate Quality 
at ( 408) 737-3009 for details. 

ShUl(Blt 
Right from the start. 

Milpitas, CA (408) 263-2600, Costa Mesa, CA (714) 979-1935, Thousand Oaks, CA (805) 496-5388; Rochester. NY (716) 235-7190; Minneapolis, MN (612) 546-4411; 
Richardson, TX (214) 234-3568, Framingham, MA (617) 879-1700, Saddle Brook, NJ (201) 368-8445, Smyrna, GA (404) 436-0953,Markham, ONT (416) 475-2655; 
Paris, France (3) 946·42·66, Munich, West Germany (089) 786-021, London, UK (44) 4862-27272, Wanchai, Hong Kong (852) 5-733307. © 1984 Shugart Corporation 

Hamilton/Avnet, authorized distributor 
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EDITORIAL 

FEEDBACK LOOPS AND DUALITY CIRCLES 
Most comparisons of Japanese and American manage
ment styles concentrate on the differences-as I did in 
my editoral, "Wa versus the Gunslingers" (Computer 
Design, Oct 1983, p 11). However, the real secret of the 
Japanese and Silicon Valley miracles may lie in a single 
feature that characterizes the most successful high tech
nology companies. No matter where they are located, the 
best companies seem to have effective communication 
between management and the people in various depart
ments and plant locations. This, in turn, leads to a com
mon bond of trust within the organization and to a 
unified sense of purpose and direction. 

In a small entrepreneurial company, internal communi
cation occurs naturally because the founders begin with 
a common purpose and a small group of employees at 
a single location. As the organization grows, however, 
communication breaks down because people start to pull 
in different directions. It then becomes necessary to 
restore communication via some strategy such as the 
Japanese "quality circles." 

When scanning a recent issue of the Quality Circle 
Digest recently, I was surprised to learn that about one 
million U.S. employees are already involved in quality 
circles or other problem solving groups. Until I read that, 
I had a lukewarm interest in the concept. To begin with, 
the topic of quality control-though important-tends 
to be boring. Also, I have an inherent distrust of organi
zations run by "facilitators and coordinators" because 
they usually turn out to be excessively bureaucratic. What 
finally aroused my curiosity, however, was a Quality 
Circle Institute survey of U.S. quality circles. This sur
vey revealed that the major benefits of these groups were 
improved communications, teamwork, morale, and atti
tude-in addition to the expected quality and productivity 
benefits. 

Once my interest was stirred, I became aware of other 
proponents of similar management styles . A source that 
convinced me that I had stumbled upon something signif
icant was the testimony of Charles E. Sporck, president 
and CEO of National Semiconductor Corp. In his address 
to a local hearing of the Joint Economic Committee of 
the U.S. Congress held in Sunnyvale, Calif, Sporck 
described how his company had instituted a Quality 
Enhancement Strategy program (QUEST), which involves 
"techniques that somewhat resemble quality circles." 

The QUEST program is not the only strategy National 
uses to encourage employee communication and involve
ment. Open offices, with shoulder-high, movable parti
tions and no doors , focus on the essentials for doing the 

job rather than nonessential 
trappings. "Answer line" 
forms placed throughout the 
buildings allow any employee 
to send managers direct, 
confidential messages and 
receive prompt responses. 

National's Santa Clara, 
Calif headquarters has a 
closed-circuit television net
work that allows Sporck to 
speak directly to employees 
about key issues and give 
immediate answers to questions. Also, Sporck says that 
when serious issues affecting the company are in the news, 
National sends letters to each employee's home. All this 
is in addition to Sporck's regular talks to large groups 
and frequent informal breakfast or dinner meetings with 
small groups of employees. 

Of course, these strategies are not unique to National. 
In fact, most of the successful computer and semicon
ductor companies I have visited-especially those in Silicon 
Valley and on the Route 128 belt around Boston-have 
similar programs to ensure communication. Perhaps 
where Sporck differs from other high technology 
managers is in his giving such high priority to communi
cation versus other strategies for innovation. He explains, 
"If I were to isolate the human factor for this analysis, 
and boil it down to one essential element, it would be 
the necessity to establish trust with employees. On that 
foundation of trust, the rest of the business structure can 
be built. Trust means there is a common understanding 
and agreement about the mission of the enterprise. That 
is achieved through continual communication . . . with a 
significant level of participation from employees in the 
definition and execution of that mission, and with 
employees sharing the results of the success of that 
mission.'' 

[To learn more about quality circles and to get a copy 
of the magazine, call or write Janice Minch, Circulation 
Manager, Quality Circle Digest, PO Box Q, Red Bluff, 
CA 96080-1335. Tel : 916/ 527-6970 ext 103.] 

Michael E lphick 
Edi to r in C hief 
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.MEET THE STRONGEST 

here's a lot 
more to a Fujitsu 
gate array than 
glass, gold, and 

aluminum; it's the human element 
that really sets our product apart. 

When you order a Fujitsu gate 
array, you become part of a team. 
You work through your objectives with 
a highly-skilled design engineer who 
knows silicon the way you know logic. 

That way, you combine your 
expertise with ours to shape the subtle
ties of silicon into product advantages. 

Instead of glitches. 
This approach is a good part 

of the reason that since 1974, Fujitsu 
has produced more than 3,000 gate 
array designs - and every one of them 
has worked according to plan. 

Our engineers can help you 
execute designs in a complete range 
of technologies - CMOS, TTL, ECL
you name it. Because the Fujitsu 
team's incredible versatility comes 
from a solid background within each 
of those technologies. 

That's how you get numbers 
like these: 

CMOS 
GATE PROP DELAY GATE 

TECHNOLOGY LENGTH TIME* COUNT 

STD CMOS 3.6 µ 7.0 ns 700-3900 
HCMOS 2.8 µ 5.0ns 440-3900 
VHCMOS 2.3 µ 2.5 ns 2600-8000 
*2-lnput NAND Gate,F/0 = 2 

BIPOLAR 
POWER 

PROP DELAY GATE DISSIPATION 
TECHNOLOGY TIME* COUNT PER GATE 

LS TTL 1.8ns 500 2.3mW 
LS TTL 1.9ns 240-1100 0.8mW 
LS TTL 0.95 ns 2000 0.65mW 
*3-lnput NAND Gate, F/0 = 1 



TEAM ON THE CIRCUIT. 

CIRCLE 8 

There are now three fully 
equipped Fujitsu Gate Array 

Design Centers in the U.S.; 
in Boston, Dallas, and 
Santa Clara. There's a 
sophisticated telecom

munications network 
between centers, and 

high-speed leased
line and satellite 
communications 
with FMI host com

puters in Japan. 

Call the FMI Design 
Center nearest you. 
We'll show you how to 
get our team on your 
circuit. 
Boston Design Center 

57 Wells Avenue 
Newton Centre 
Massachusetts 02159 
(617)964-7080 

All that, 
and a first
class gate 
array design 
team, too. 
With you 

as star 
player. 

Santa Clara Design Center 
3320 Scott Boulevard 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
(408) 727-1700 

Dallas Design Center 
1101 East Arapaho Road 
Suite225 
Richardson, TX 75081 
(214) 669-1616 

Literature request line: 800-556-1234 (ext 82) 
In California, 800-441 -2345 

FUJITSU 
MICROELECTRONICS. INC. 
Technology that works 
3320 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95051 · ( 408) 727-1700 



llEllCA 

Teamwork is making a comeback in America. 
Cooperation on the production line helped 

America win World War II. We're in another kind of 
battle today-a fight for economic survival in an 
increasingly competitive world market. Coopera
tion 1n the workplace is helping us meet this 
challenge too. 

In plants and offices throughout the country, 
management is asking employees for their ideas 
on how to increase productivity and improve the 
work environment. And workers and their unions 
are responding with a wealth of practical sugges
tions and a renewed spirit of cooperation. 

For information about how others are working 
better by working together, contact: 

Cooperative Labor-Management Programs 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Washington, D.C. 20216 
202-523-6098 

us. Department ot Labor ~ 
Printed by this publication as a public service 
Photograph: Lange Collection, Oakland Museum 
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What Lear Siegler Does Best 
we Also Do Special. 

As standard products or 
OEM specials, Lear Siegler video 
display terminals convey the look 
and feel of quality your systems 
deserve. 

With Lear Siegler terminals 
as your primary operator interface, 
your products will be more 
attractive, more reliable, easier 
to use, and more marketable 
than ever. 

We will custom tailor Lear 
Siegler's superior performance, 
ergonomic design and exclusive 
High Touch '" style to meet 
your exact requirements-from 
simple logo changes to 

completely unique terminal 
designs and proprietary firmware. 

Our dedicated OEM sales 

Complete OEM design, engineering, 
assembly and testing are performed at 
Lear Siegler's Anaheim, CA. facility. 

CIRCLE 9 

and engineering groups are 
terminal experts who specialize 
in serving your needs. And they're 
backed by Lear Siegler's proven 
experience and reputation as 
an OEM supplier. 

Call or write today for 
complete information on how 
Lear Siegler's OEM capabilities 
can work for you. 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 
DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION 
901 E. Ball Road Anaheim, CA. 92803 
(714) 778-3500 



A brand new perspective on 
filling your IC Microcomputer 
and Microprocessor needs. 

Here's news for every design 
and purchasing department: 
Toshiba has developed one of the 
world's most comprehensive 
line-ups of CMOS and NMOS 
Microcomputers available today. 

In fact, we're the world's 
second largest manufacturer of 4-bit 
CMOS and NMOS Microcom-

puters. Our 8-bit devices-includ
ing the CMOS and NMOS 8048 
and 8049 as well as the CMOS Z80 
family-are meeting wide approval 
because they're tops in quality and 
are in high volume production now. 
And our 16-bit processors are on the 
way. 

Throughout our entire product 
line, we have the experience, tech
nology, quality, price, performance 
and availability to surprise you in a 
lot of pleasant ways. 

AREA SALES OFFICES: WESTERN AREA, Toshiba America , Inc., (714) 752-0373; CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America . Inc., (312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America , Inc ., (617) 272-4352; 
NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America , Inc ., (408) 244-4070. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Glen While Associates , (205) 883-7938; ARIZONA, Semper Fi Sales Company, (602) 991-4601 , 
ARKANSAS, Technology Sales Company, (214) 380-0200; CALIFORNIA (Northern) , Elrepco, Inc . (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA (Southern) , Bag er Electronics , Inc ., (714) 957-3367; COLORADO, Duffy 
Associates , (303) 595-4244; CONNECTICUT, Datcom , Inc ., (203) 288-7005; DELAWARE, Vantage Sales , (609) 663-6660; FLORIDA, Donato & Associates , (305) 352-0727, (8t3) 785-3327; GEORGIA, Glen 
White Associates , (404) 441-1447 ; IDAHO, Components West , (206) 271-5252; ILLINOIS, L-TEC , (312) 773-2900; INOIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (311) 842-3245; IOWA, J.A. Sales Engineering , 
(319) 393-2232; (816) 763-5385; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; LOUISIANA, Technology Sales Company, (214) 380-0200: MAINE, Datcom. Inc ., (617) 891-4600; MARYLAND, Glen 
White Associates. (301) 252-6360: MASSACHUSETTS, Datcom , Inc .. (617) 891-4600; MICHIGAN, A.C Nordstrom & Company, (313) 559-7373 ; MINNESOTA, Quantum Sales, Inc., (612) 884-4700; 



Get close to the world's most 
respected name in M 0 S technology 
and make us your new source of 
CMOS and N MOS Microcomputers 
and Microprocessors. 

Toshiba. This new perspective 
will do you a world of good. 

8-BIT SINGLE CHIP MICROCOMPUTERS-804&'8049 FAMILY 

Technol~ 
Operating Standby 

Device ROM (Bytes RAM(Bytes Speed Current (Max Current 
TMP8048 NMOS 1K 64 6MHz 135mA 15mA 
TMP80C48 CMOS 1K 64 6MHz !Om A lOi.tA 
TMP8049 NMOS 2K 128 6MHz/11MH~ 170mA SOmA 
TMP80C49 CMOS 2K 128 6MHz !Om A IOi.tA 
TMP80C50 CMOS 4K 256 6MHz 15mA lOi.tA 

8-BIT MICROPROCESSOR-CMOS Z80A FAMILY l l l Operating I Power-Down 
Device Description TecbnoJogy Current Current 

TMPZ84COO "I 4MHz Z80A CPU 1 CMOS .1 15mA 1. lOµ A 
(@ 4MHz) 

Also available are the popugL~~/,°~'fjl'~s~n11iiMOS including P 110, CTC, 

8-BIT MICROPROCESSOR-8085A FAMILY 
TMP8085A NMOS 8085A 3MHz CPU plus many of the popular 8-bit peripherals. 

4-BIT SINGLE CHIP MICROCOMPUTERS-TLCS-47 FAMILY 

The TLCS-47 Includes Many Powerful Features Including: 
• 90 Instruction, Instruction Set • U-Bit Timer/Counter 
• Serial 110 Capability • 6 Interrupts 
Available Device Types: • Devices With LCD Drive 
• CMOS Devices •Devices With V.F. Drive 
• NMOS Devices • Many ROM/RAM, 1/0 Versions 

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 
A WORLD STANDARD IN MOS. 

MISSISSIPPI, Glen White Associales . (205) 883-7938; MONTANA, Components West. (206) 885-5880; NEVADA, Elrepco . Inc .. (415) 962-0660; NEW HAMPSHIRE, Datcom . Inc .. (617) 891-4600; NEW JERSEY, 
Necco 1, (201) 461-2789 . Vantage Sales , (609) 663-6660; NEW MEXICO, Semper Fi Sales Company, (602) 991-4601 ; NEW YORK, Necco 1, (201) 461-2789 , Pl-Ironies , (315) 455-7346 ; NORTH CAROLINA/ SOUTH 
CAROLINA, Glen White Associates , (919) 848-1931 . (615) 477-8850; NORTH/ SOUTH DAKOTA, Quantum Sales , Inc., (612) 884-4700; OHIO, Del Steffen & Associates , (216) 461-8333 , ( 419) 884-2313 , (513) 
293-3145; OKLAHOMA, Technology Sales Company, (214) 380-0200; OREGON, Components West . (503) 684-1671 ; PENNSYLVANIA, Del Steffen & Associates , (412) 276-7366 , Vantage Sales , (609) 663-6660; 
RHODE ISLAND, Datcom , Inc ., (617) 891-4600; TENNESSEE, Glen White Associates , (615) 477-8850; TEXAS, Technology Sales Company, (512) 346-9940 , (713) 266-24 73 , (214) 380-0200; UTAH, Duffy 
Assoc iates , (303) 595-4244; VERMONT, Datcom , Inc ., (617) 891-4600; VIRGINIA/ WEST VIRGINIA, Glen White Associates , (804) 237-6291 , (804) 295-0435 . (804 ) 224-7764 , (804) 224-0404; WASHINGTON, 
Components West , (206) 885-5880; WISCONSIN, L-TEC , (414) 774-1000; WYOMING, Duffy Associates , (303) 595-4244; CANADA, Electro Source Inc ., (416) 675-4490 . 
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In 64K DRAMs, INMOS 
high performance and flexible 

... including 8Kx 8 . 
.mif8 Look to INMOS for a wide selection of 64K DRAMs. 
~1'1 1 1- . We offer access times from 1 OOns. By-1 , by-4, and 

by-8 organizations. Plus features that boost performance 
and simplify design. This is the family that lets you avoid 

compromises by giving you the performance and organization 
you want ... at costs you can afford. 

8Kx8-The cost and space saver. This newest 
member of the INMOS 64K DRAM family, available 
in a plastic package, offers access times of 120 
and 150ns. The by-8 organization is a natural for 
microprocessor designs and other applications that 
require word width rather than memory depth ... in 
process controllers. intelligent terminals. and buffer 
memories for example. And its pin 1 refresh makes 
it a very attractive alternative to BK x 8 static 
RAMs. Because it combines low power and low cost 
with minimal support circuitry. 

16K x4-The performance chip. With 100, 120, and 
150ns access times. this organization makes a lot 
of sense in high-performance systems. such as high
resolution graphics. where high data rates are 
required . Packaged in plastic DIPs. the IMS2620 also 
gives you the right combination of cost. organiza
tion. and speed for microprocessor systems. terminals. 
and even arcade and home games. If you 're up
grading from 16Kx 1 chips. it provides a factor of 
four reduction in chip count. And its "CAS before 
RAS" refresh assist function minimizes required 
support circuitry for cost and space savings. 

Colorado Springs. Colorado (303) 630-4000 - TWX 91 0/ 
Georgia (404) 475-1936 -TWX 810-751-0015 • Burl in 
-TWX 710-332-8777 • Columbia. Maryland (301 )9 
• Minneapolis. Minnesota (612) 831-5626 · 
Texas (214) 669-9001 - TWX 910-997-
- lWX 910-338-2151 • Torrance. Ca · 
910-347-7334 • Br istol. England 

M \ll 

64K x 1 -The big-system choice. This DRAM also 
gives you a choice of 100, 120. and 150ns access 
t imes. What's more. it includes "Nibble Mode," 
which allows effective cycle times below 85ns. 
Available in a variety of packages. including plastic 
DIPs. ceramic DIPs. and chip carriers. it's ideal for 
systems requiring lots of memory depth. 

Check the chart. You'll find the industry's broadest 
family of 64K DRAMs ... and the right device for 
your requirements. Then call an INMOS distributor fo 
all the details. 

Organization Access Time (ns) Cycle Time (ns) Part No. 

8Kx8 

16Kx4 

64K x 1 

120 
150 
100 
120 
150 
100 
120 
150 

190 
240 
160 
190 
240 
160 
190 
230 

lNMOS Distributors: Anthem Electronics. 
Arrow Electronics. Falcon Electronics. 
Future Electronics. Lionex Corp. 

IMS2620-1 Q. 
IMS2620-14 
IMS2620-1$ 
IMS2600- 0 
IMS2600- 2 
IMS2600-







The Executive 101102 and 
10/102G have all the 

features of DEC terminals 
plus some extra toppings. 

The readability of a 14" screen. Your operators will love our big, high resolution, 
non-glare screen. They can choose a 24 X 80 or 132-column format and enhance 
the display with double width/height characters. There's a full complement of video 
attributes including high/low intensity, blink, reverse and underline. 

Plug-for-plug DEC® compatibility. For hundreds less. Not only does the 
Executive 10/102 cost less than DEC, you get the extra value of a tilt & swivel di splay. 
And a detached, low profile, sculptured keyboard that meets European standards 
and includes a separate, 14-key numeric keypad. 

Graphics mode emulation of Tektronix 4010/4014. The Executive 10/ 102G runs 
all TEK® programs plus many other graphics software packages. In its native mode, 
the 10/102G adds arc and area fill features not available in the TEK 4010/4014 but 
required in many applications. 

So if you're hungry for a more satisfying DEC-compatible terminal, call Esprit 
(Es-pree) toll-free at 800-645-4508. In NY State 516-293-5600. 

" Registered trademarks, DEC. Digital Equipment Corporation. TEK , Tektronix Inc. 

Systems, Inc. 

PEACE OF MIND TECHNOLOGY 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Where were you? 
Reading your editorial of August 1984, 
I wonder if we went to the same National 
Computer Conference. The temperature 
was indeed 110 degrees, but I did not 
notice any undue stress . In fact, I was still 
able to wear my suit all day (it is my office 
and I am lost without the pockets) and 
still remain comfortable. My second com
ment is, with all those free shuttle buses, 
why did you need to take a cab anywhere? 
I brought my wife along to Las Vegas and 
we went to shows in the evening, notably 
Gallagher, and were able to walk to the 
many attractions on the Strip near our 
hotel. After the fiasco at NCC in Ana
heim, I would think Las Vegas would 
have been thought a blessing. Everything 
seemed to go quite well there this year. 
I believe the "Great Olympics Scare of 
'84," of course, had something to do with 
lessened travel in general, but was not a 
factor in the lower attendance at NCC. 

To be frank, in your editorial there was 
no reference to what you consider more 
tolerable. Did you mean better climate, 

better facilities, less expensive accommo
dations, or what? Maybe we should have 
an NCC East and an NCC West. I do not 
have answers, but would be interested in 
other observations . 

Richard Rorex 
Ampex Corp 
200 N Nash St 
El Segundo, CA 90245 

Yes, we did go to the same National Com
puter Conference, and I agree with Mr 
Rorex that the show itself was quite well 
organized-especially when compared to 

UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES 
MULTIBUS - QBUS 

I ''1 !l 11 
I 

: I , I 
J- I . r '" f", - I 

--- fl • ,_-

0-BUS MEMORY 
256KB TO 4MB 
• Battery Backup Mode 
• Block Mode OMA, ECG or Parity 
• Works with LSl-11 , J-11 , MicroVAX 

SINGLE QTY. PR ICE 
1MB . . 
256KB 

....... 1695.00 

...... .. 525.00 
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MULTIBUS MEMORY 
512KB TO 2MB EDC 

• Error Detecting and Correcting (EDC) 
• Faster Access Times 

SINGLE QTY. PRICE 
Without/EOG 

512KB 895.00 
2MB 3595.00 
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W/EDC 
1495.00 
4595.00 

last year's Anaheim fiasco with the over
heated tents and the converted basement 
of the Disneyland Hotel. However, mem
bers of the trade press are expected to at
tend all sorts of other functions scattered 
throughout the city, in addition to the 
conference. That is why I directed my 
criticism primarily at the city of Las Vegas 
and not at the NCC organizers. 

The windstorm and power failure oc
curred just after I arrived at a press recep
tion in the Hacienda casino. One of the 
more serious cab problems occurred after 
a business luncheon at a restaurant called 
The Library. Like Mr Rorex, I did use the 
shuttle buses whenever possible, and they 
were much more plentiful than at the 
Interface Conference earlier in the year. 
I heard that at that conference, the city 
restricted the number of shuttle buses to 
appease the cab fleet owners. 

Like Mr Rorex, I do not claim to have 
all the answers. Perhaps, however, if we 
compare our experiences and state our 
personal priorities, the organizers will 
learn how to please more of the people 
more of the time. And, we may be able 
to accelerate the learning process if-as 
proposed in my editorial-we start to vote 
with our feet. Incidentally, AFIPS still has 
not announced the official attendance 
figures for NCC, so one can only assume 
that they were embarrassingly low. 

Michael Elphick 
Editor in Chief 

Reader comment 
Congratulations on an excellent June 15, 
1984 issue. I have browsed / read six arti 
cles, and they all scored "high" value to 
me. Outstanding! I only regret that there 
is generally so little time to learn and read. 

I'm passing on my Computer Design 
magazine to a number of colleagues. 
Eventually, it lands in the local library of 
my technology group . 
Bjorn T . Cronhjort 
Ericsson Information Systems AB 
Bromma Sweden 





"Frankly, gentlemen, 
their capabilities 
astound me.'' 
"Thank you, sir. We'd like to mention their 
reliability as well; Numonics is rather famous for 
that. And their high resolution. And the flexible 
range of sizes and capabilities. Would you like 
to know more?" 

The 11 2200 Tablet has a user-specified resolution 
as high as .001 ",with standard features including 
versatile firmware for self diagnostics, HOST 
override of switch-settable functions, and matrix 
menuing. It operates in six programmable modes: 
point, stream, switch-stream, incremental, polled, 
or timed, and interfaces in RS232, IEEE, or byte 
parallel, with packed binary or standard format. 
Sizes range from 6" x 6" to 36" x 48". 

The // 2210 Tablet is a simplified version of the 
2200 and also comes in sizes from 6" x 6" 

to 36" x 48" and, like the 2200 all sizes have 
identical control electronics. A single card works 
for all. It digitizes up to 200 points per second, 
in the 6 programmable modes. It accepts down
loads for changing default operating conditions. 
Standard pen; optional 1, 4 or 16 button cursors. 
This low-profile, self-diagnostic tablet interfaces 
with RS232, IEEE, or byte parallel, in standard 
or packed binary format. 

0 NUMON\CS 



L 
The I/ 5624 Plotter with stand, uses a grit-roller 
transport system that produces smooth, accurate, 
controlled plots on D size cut-sheet paper or 
mylar. The new synchro-belt drive is quiet and 
fast, plotting almost 10" per second to a variety 
of commands for vectors, line types, circles, arcs, 
ASCII characters, symbols, hatching, etc. The 
ultimate machine for sophisticated plotting. 
Four turret mounted, self-capping pens. 

The Ii 6412 10-pen Plotter is designed for bus
iness graphics or any application needing a wide 
range of colors, and I ine types, comprehensive 
command structure, accuracy, and high speed -
almost 18" per second. Pens have soft-landing 
and automatic-capping systems, with automatic 
speed control for different pen types. Accepts 
11" x 17" medium. Rugged, industrial 
quality construction. 

The I/ 5424 Plotter with stand, also uses the 
grit-roller system, is a lower cost, single pen 
plotter that accepts non-sprocketed cut-sheet 
paper or mylar, 22" to 24" wide. Plots at 
almost 6" per second, is extremely accurate and 
has a similarly comprehensive command struc
ture. It is designed 
and constructed for 
high dura bi lity. 

0 NUMONICS 
418 Pierce St., Lansdale, PA 19446. 

(215) 362-2766 ; TWX 510-661-6585 
CIRCLE 16 
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SQUEEZE 



MORE OUT OF THE TUBE. 
AMD's CRT controller family wrings every 

last drop of performance out of your video screen. 
You get a dazzling, attractive display your 

customers will find irresistible. 

The Arn805i. You'll wonder where 
the flicker went. 

Thanks to on-board DMA and triple row buf
fers, you get vertical and horizontal split screens, 
with smooth-scrolling windows. All flicker-free. 

You even get double-height and double
width characters, superscripts and subscripts. 

The Arn815iA/53A. Make your display 
look its sparkling best. 

You get cleaner, crispier characters with the 
lOOMHz video system controller. And propor
tional spacing down to two pixels. 

No other VLSI chip set gives you as much. 
And to top it off, the chips even take over 

many of the functions of the CPU. Like linked 
list manipulation for easier editing. Your CPU 
has better things to do. 

We'll put you as far ahead of the 
competition as we are. 

Controllers. Bipolar and MOS micro
processors. Communication circuits. Signal proc
essors. Nobody makes as many peripherals for 
as many microprocessors as AMD. 

And every single chip meets or exceeds the 
International Standard of Quality. 

If you want the 
The International Standard of most out of your 

Quality guarantees a 0.1% AQL on all 
electrical parameters, AC and OC, tube, put the 

over the entire i•ange. squeeze on 
tN'f'S AMD. We'll show 

you several ways to put the sparkle in your 
customer's smile. 

Advanced Micro Devices ~ 
901 Thompson Place, P. 0. Box 3453 Sunnyvale, CA 94088 

(408) 749-5000, outside California, call toll-free (800) 538-8450, Ext. 5000. 
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For all these reasons, 
should be your next 
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the M68000 Family 
high-perfor1nance system. 

Make the systems connection and 
maximize the often-documented 
advantages of an M68000 Family 
microprocessor for your next high
performance system. 

Any MPU standing alone, even the 
MC68000, is no more than potential to 
be exploited. The rest of the M68000 
Family is devoted to that specific purpose. 

This extensive family of compatible, 
easy-to-use MPU-peripheral devices is 
available from Motorola and the industry's 
most comprehensive complement of 
contractual alternate sources. 

Data Comm. OMA Control, Local Area 
Network Control, Parallel, Serial and 
General Purpose 1/0, Memory Manage
ment. Bus Control: all are there and 
more. to raise your systems above the 
competition in a hotly-competitive 
marketplace. 

Critical for high-performance 
systems-OMA. 

Moving data around fast, with 
minimal intervention from the processor 
is the responsibility of the 68440 Dual 
OMA and the 68450 OMA Controller. 
The 68440 is a two-channel high-speed 
solution, capable of a 5 Mbyte/sec 
transfer. The 68450 offers four indepen
dent OMA channels and extensive 
support for the movement of complex 
data structures. 

Link your system to the outside world. 
Whether to a terminal, a transmission 

line or another system. M68000 Family 
data communication devices link up 
your system efficiency and free the 
processor for more important work The 
family offers one of the most popular 
data comm parts available-the 68661 
Enhanced Programmable Communica
tions Interface. It's a universal 
synchronous/asynchronous comm chip 
that interfaces easily to M68000 MPUs 
and directly to most 8-bit MPUs. 

The 68681 Dual UART' is another 
important available family peripheral. It 
provides two completely independent 
full duplex receiver I transmitter channels 
in a single package. 

A Multi-Protocol Communications 
Controller, the 68652, contributes 
extensive flexibility, and basic micro
computer functions are provided by the 
68901 Multi-Function Peripheral. 

Still other aspects ofM68000 Family 
data comm functionality available from 
Motorola include a Polynomial Generator 
Checker, a Parallel Interface/Timer. and 
two Intelligent Peripheral Controllers. 

Additional 68000-compatible data 
communication parts are available and 
under development by other leading VLSI 
manufacture rs. 

Network and bus control. 
Network and bus control require

ments expand as multiple-processor 
operations increase and networking 
grows in popularity. The M68000 Family 
grows to meet these requirements 
with circuits like the 68590, scheduled 
for introduction this year. It's designed 
to meet all IEEE Ethernet™ specifica
tions for M68000 systems. And, with the 
VMEbus becoming a standard, a new 
VME Controller will be added to the family 
as well. 

Disk control and memocy management. 
Management of data storage devices is 

the domain of the 68454 Intelligent 
Multiple Disk Controller. The extremely 
flexible !MDC can control any combina
tion of up to four single- or dual-density 
floppy and hard disks of various formats. 

Our68451 isnowseasonedbyyearsof 
experience with multi-user, multi-task 
systems, because memory management 
was one of the first peripheral functions 
identified in processor systems. UNIX™ 
System V/68™ fully supports operation 
of the 68451 MMU. Now, the require
ments of32-bit demand-paged virtual 
environments are immediately satis
fied by the MC68461 Memory Manage
ment Controller. 

Floating point. 
The Motorola 68881 Floating Point 

Coprocessor is a companion processor 
to the 68020 scheduled for sampling 
within the next few months. It's de
signed to provide support for the latest 
revision of the IEEE specification for 
floating point high-level calculations. 
and also can be used as a peripheral 
with the 16-bit M68000 Family 
processors. 

For additional information on the 
entire M68000 Family. write or fill out the 
coupon, and send it to Motorola Semi
conductor Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20912, 
Phoenix,Arizona85036. Do it today 
Ethernet" is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. 
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
System V / 68 is a trademark of Motorola Inc. 

M68000 FAMILY 
Function Designation Device No. 

16-bit Microprocessor MPU 68000 
8-bit Microprocessor MPU 68008 
16-bit Virtual Memory 

Microprocessor MPU 68010 
16-bit Expanded 

Virtual Memory 
Microprocessor MPU 68012 

32-bit Virtual Memory 
Microprocessor MPU 68020 

Floating Point 
Coprocessor FPC-P 68881 

Dual Direct Memory 
Access DDMA 68440 

Direct Memory Access 
Controller DMAC 68450 

Multi-Protocol Commu-
nications Controller MPCC-2 6856lt 

Dual Universal Serial 
Communications 
Controller DUSCC 68562 

Serial 1/0 SIO 68564t 
Multi-Protocol Commu-

nications Controller MPCC 68652 
Polynomial Generator 

Checker PGC 68653 
Enhanced Program-

mable Communica-
lions Interface EPCI 68661 

Dual Universal Asyn-
chronous Receiver 
Transmitter DUART 68681 

Intelligent Multiple Disk 
Controller !MDC 68454 

Disk Phase Lock Loop DPLL 68459t 
Memory Management 

Unit MMU 68451 
Memory Management 

Controller MMC 68461 
Intelligent Peripheral 

Controllers !PC 68120/121 
Parallel Interface/Timer PI/T 68230 
Multi-Function 

Peripheral MFP 68901 
Local Area Network 

Controller-Ethernet LANCE 68590 
Bus Interrupter Module BIM 68452 
Bus Arbitration Module BAM 68153 

tAlternate source available only 

MOTOROLA 

r.-----------------, ~ TO: Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc. , P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix . AZ 85036. 

~ Please send me more information on the entire M68000 Family. I 
~ 200CD101584 ' I 
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I Company I 
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Because 
You need to run 

FORTRAN rograms 
IOX to 100 faster ... 

Mini-MAP makes it practi
cal to apply array process
ing to general-purpose sci
entific and engineering 
computing. 

P ractical in terms of use: 
Mini-MAP's compiler allows 
you to program the array 
processor directly in FOR
TRAN. An assembler, a 
linker, and a debugger are 
also part of the package. 
Plus you can use our library 
of over 250 highly opti
mized scientific subroutines. 

Practical in terms of 
throughput: Because it is 
an array processor, Mini
MAP increases the computing speed of a mini or super
mini computer as much as 10 to 100 times. Where it takes 
a typical minicomputer minutes to perform tasks such as 
image rotation, Mini-MAP reduces interactive response 
times to seconds. Your computer may require hours to 

perform each step of a trial-and-error-process such as simu
lation, but Mini-MAP, can zip through in mere minutes. 
DEC, PDP-I I, LSI-I I, and VAX-I I are t rademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 
Mini-MAP is a trademark of CSP!. 

P ractical in terms of cost: 
Mini-MAP is available as 
an economical, four-board 
set or as a packaged sys
tem. Now, with Mini
MAP, OEMs can offer 
their customers a better 
product at lower costs. 
Mini-MAP's low power 
demands, small size, and 
high reliability make the 
package extremely attrac
tive. And end users will 
find our FORTRAN com
piler and other software 
tools minimize program 
development costs. 

Some practical th ings to 
know about Mini-MAP: 

32-bit DEC™ floating point format D Interfaces to DEC 
PDP-11, LSI-11, and VAX-11 series D Up to 16 MBytes 
of data memory D 1024 x 1024 2-D FIT in 8.8 seconds 
0 Extensive software tools plus dedicated applications assis
tance including training, convenient parts depots, and field 
service staff support our worldwide installations. 
To find out how Mini-MAP can work for you, call toll 
free 1 800 325-3110. 

CSPI 
THE ARRAY PROCESSORS 

40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, Massachusetts 01821 • 617/272-6020 • 1WX 710-347 0176 
CIRCLE 18 
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Data bases add function to meet computer aided design needs 
Developments now underway promise 
more advanced relational data bases 
capable of handling optimized access 
"production" tasks and flexible 
access decision support. Until these 
more efficient data bases appear, a 
variety of database techniques are 
being used. 

Considerable design effort has 
already been expended on specialized 
data bases to store graphical data for 
rapid display. Manufacturers of 
engineering workstations have devel-
oped such data bases to support their 
equipment; for example, Apollo 
Computer's (Chelmsford, Mass) 
Graphic Metafiles for use with its 
engineering workstations. Similarly, 
Computervision (Bedford, Mass), a 
complete computer aided design 
(CAD) manufacturer, treasures its pro
prietary in-house graphics data bases. 

Database developments are also 
driven by the needs of the even larger 
management information sector 
which seeks better ways to combine 
the data storage needs of executives 
and clerks. Database experts agree 
that the best long range solution for 
this type of storage will be universal 
data bases that can handle a variety 
of data at the same time. Such 
research is underway at companies 
like Computer Corp of America 
(Cambridge, Mass), Mite! (Ottawa, 
Canada), and in several university 
campuses. 

With the spreading use of data 
bases, it has become apparent that 
computers perform two different 
types of activities: optimized access 
and decision support. High produc
tion data processing and engineering 
design graphics image displays require 
optimized access. Decision support 
systems aid management decision 
making and support basic engineer
ing design procedures. 

If the data base is for decision sup
port, relational access is exceptionally 
capable and flexible. However, where 

COMMUNICATION LINK 

_I _.J:'._ £ 
OPTIMIZED OECISION § § ACCESS SUPPORT 
OATA BASE OATA BASE 

MINI- OR MICROCOMPUTER PERSONAL WORKSTATION 
COMPUTER 

Separate data bases may be located with in a single computer or in individual 
computers. Concurrent access for multi-user data bases and outside access 
through communication links are possible. 

optimized access is necessary, existing 
relational data bases cannot satisfac
torily handle many data processing 
production and graphics storage 
problems. Several different tech
niques are currently used to allow 
data bases to provide decision sup
port and optimized access. Since rela
tional data bases are frequently 
unable to handle optimized access, 
other more conventional or more spe
cialized data bases are used for these 
activities. But relational types remain 
the best choice for decision support. 

Separate data bases 
It is common in business applica

tions to maintain completely separate 
data bases for decision support and 
optimized access. Separate, indepen
dent data bases may occupy space in 
the same disk storage unit under the 
control of one computer, or they may 
each be in separate storage units at
tached to different computers. When 
computers or workstations are con
nected, separate data bases can be 
accessed by multiple users, sometimes 
concurrently. In many cases the same 
or similar information is stored in the 
separate data bases, especially when 
access to individually compiled data 
bases is through personal computers. 

Separate data bases can be organ
ized to minimize or eliminate data 
duplications by partitioning and stor
ing all similar information in one 
data base. For example, Mentor 
Graphics (Beaverton, Ore) uses a 
specialized data base optimized for 
graphics presentations. Jack Bennett, 
a project leader at Mentor, explains 
that in this database scheme for com
puter aided engineering (CAE) circuit 
design applications, a separate rela
tional data base stores supporting 
information about circuit properties 
and connections between components. 
This information can be readily 
accessed. 

The relational data base stores 
circuit-related items such as net lists, 
components, pin configurations, and 
properties. Some applications must 
start with specific components, find 
all the pins attached to them, and 
then all the nets attached to those 
pins. Other applications start at the 
nets and work their way to the com
ponents. Still others allow users to 
browse through a circuit and ran
domly change individual component 
properties. Relational flexibility 
allows all these procedures to be fol
lowed with ease. 

(continued on page 34) 
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Data bases add function 
(continued from page 33) 

DATA BASE 
PART I 

RELATIONAL 
DATA BASE 

WITH GRAPHICS 
DATA INCLUDED 

APPLICATION 
PROGRAM 

(a) 

APPLICATION 

(b) 

DATA BASE 
PART 2 

EXTRACTION 
SOFTWARE FOR 

OPflMIZED 
GRAPHICS ACCESS 

When stored information can be 
cleanly divided, the data base can be 
partitioned into separate parts, and 
only the appropriate part is accessed 
(a). Extraction software can provide 
optimized access to data stored in a 
relational data base. Decision support 
data is obtained directly from the data 
base, while optimized access is 
through the extraction software (b). 

The basic requirement for a graph
ical data base is more straight
forward-the stored information has 
to be put on the screen as quickly as 
possible. Suppose the components 
for a computer aided printed circuit 
board design are to be purchased 
from outside vendors. A relational 
data base can store needed informa
tion on component suppliers. 

If the designer needs to know the 
total cost of the parts on the printed 
circuit, however, the graphics data 
must be correlated with costs and 
other project information. Graphical 
and nongraphical information must 
then be merged from the separately 
partitioned data bases. The two can 
be tied together through design appli-
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cation programs that access both data 
bases. From a graphical display, the 
user may select objects of interest. 
The application program can then 
query the graphics data base to iden
tify those objects. With those identifi
cation codes, the application program 
can then query the relational data 
base and retrieve any information the 
user desires about the selected object. 

According to Emran Quereshi, 
CAD database engineer at Mite!, 
(Kanata, Ontario, Canada), sche
matic entry terminals and printed cir
cuit layout tools have been interfaced 
to a central relational data base, to 
commercial testers, and to other com
puter aided manufacturing (CAM) 
operations. Mitel's system, written in 
C, is VAX-compatible and is now in 
the testing stages. 

Extraction techniques 
Michael Stonebraker, a professor 

and database expert at the University 
of California at Berkeley, has pro
posed another way to tackle CAE 
data storage problems. Both the 
graphics and the supporting informa
tion would be kept in a relational 
data base. This provides an efficient 
way to extract the graphics data and 
allows fast display. 

Take a data base designed specifi
cally for graphics storage. Discard 
concurrent access, crash recovery, 
and other database controls and ser
vices. What remains is the access 
structure-the way that data is han
dled between main memory and disk 
storage so as to optimize movement 
of data between the two. In other 
words, the result is optimized extrac
tion software . 

Equipped with this extraction soft
ware, a relational data base can store 
information for graphics display, as 
well as for decision support. When 
displays are needed, the database 
stored graphics information is 
extracted and transformed into the 
most efficient form for main memory 
storage and use. For example, a de
signer may wish to browse through 
the portion of a design of an aircraft 
wing between the wing tip and the 

engine. To do that without suffering 
long waits for display changes, all the 
needed graphics data must be moved 
into main memory. Using the extrac
tion capability, the revised main 
memory contents are quickly retrans
formed into database format once the 
design has been reviewed. Then, the 
memory contents are moved back 
into the relational data base. 

Relational access 
Decision support can also be effec

tively combined with optimized access 
by superimposing a relational "front 
end" on a nonrelational data base. A 
relational data base's flexibility in 
handling unpredictable inquiries is 
due to operations like Join. With this 
operation, users can tie together two 
groups of records, when no tie was 
planned. This makes possible the 
kind of queries needed for decision 
support. 

By combining a query language 
that includes Join and other opera
tions with an optimized access data , 
base, decision support and access 
functions are possible. Where "pro
duction" activities are a primary 
concern, priority arrangements can 
be added to keep decision support 
queries from interfering with produc
tion schedules . Security aspects and 
access restrictions can also be handled 
at the relational front end. This is the 

OPTIMIZED 
ACCESS 

" PRODUCTION" 
APPLICATIONS 

ADVANCED 
RELATIONAL 
DATA BASE 

FLEXIBLE 
DECISION SUPPORT 

AND PROJECT 
APPLICATIONS 

Advanced relational data bases are 
expected to provide a single unified 
basis for both optimized access and 
flexible decision support. Such data 
bases are not yet available. 



approach used in such database prod
ucts as RQL/32 from Perkin Elmer 
(Oceanport, NJ) and ENFORM from 
Tandem Computers (Cupertino, 
Calif). 

These techniques for linking opti
mized access and decision support 
database uses involve extensive spe
cialized software design efforts. 
General-purpose relational data bases 
that can handle both types of require
ments would be a better solution. 
These new data bases are already 
under development. They will need 
new capabilities, including massive 
main memory buffer storage, multi
dimensional indexing, and a rich 
selection of primitive objects that 
includes geometrics, as well as familiar 
alphanumerics. Developments along 
these lines are being stimulated by the 
needs of CAD activities. 

Most general-purpose data bases 
are best suited for accessing data 
residing on a disk. Thus, there are no 
commercial data bases designed to 
make full use of 5-Mbyte main mem
ory buffer storage areas. But, CAD 
applications require the prompt dis
play of massive amounts of data. 
Consequently, main memory buffer 
storage must be very large. This capa
bility is currently under development. 

Existing relational data bases use 
one-dimensional indexing. This serves 
well where the items to be indexed are 
dollar figures or words. For example, 
a typical computer stored table con
tains columns with names, ages, 
salaries, and departments for each 
employee. Access is gained through 
a one-dimensional index of the 
selected key column. 

In contrast, graphics require two
and three-dimensional indexing. This 
allows the software to rapidly identify 
those objects whose coordinate posi
tions are pointed to by the cursor, 
as the user pans the display. For 
graphics, it would be helpful to be 
able to index rectangles. A relation 
containing various rectangles would 
be most efficiently accessed by index
ing the rectangles in such a way that 
each index entry takes account of all 
four corner points. 

A new generation of programming 
tools is emerging from artificial intel
ligence research. Lisp and other simi
lar Al languages support the building 
of abstractions and hierarchies, 
which are the kind of tools needed to 
handle graphics along with other 
types of information in a data base. 
In the near future, we can expect to 
see designers blend these Al tools 
with relational data bases. Work on 
this approach is now underway at 
MIT and companies such as Sym
bolics, Inc (Cambridge, Mass). 
Howard Shrobe, a technical director 
at Symbolics, is building a CAD sys
tem in which all the data manage
ment facilities are written in Lisp . 

Objects in CAD data bases include 
cylinders, polygons, groups of lines, 
and solid shapes . Primitive objects 
currently available for use in data 
bases are integers, slopes, character 
strings, and packed decimals. Simu
lating the graphical objects using 
these alphanumeric primitives is in
efficient. Primitives that directly 
represent geometric shapes would be 
more useful. A relational data base 
typically represents a rectangle by 
four floating point numbers. A data 
base designed to handle graphics effi
ciently, would represent this rectangle 
by a "box" code. 

Just as higher level languages 
allowed programmers to work much 
more effectively than they could with 
assembly languages, these new repre
sentations will open up more power
ful database capabilities. The Daplex 
Adaplex data base, now operating in 
prototype form at Computer Corp of 
America, is able to provide more 
direct representation of objects and 
hierarchies along these lines . Still in 
development, this is a post-relational 
data base based upon, but going 
beyond, relational techniques. After 
further development, relational data 
bases with greater speed and effici
ency should accommodate a wider 
range of needs. 
-Howard Falk, Contributing Editor 
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WHY YOU 
SHOULD 
MAKEA 
CORPORATE 
CONTRIBU
TION TO 
THE AD 
COUNCIL 
The Advertising Council is the biggest 
advertiser in the world. Last year, with 
the cooperation of all media, the Coun
cil placed almost six hundred million 
dollars of public service advertising. 
Yet its total operating expense budget 
was only $1,147,000 which makes its 
advertising programs one of America's 
greatest bargains ... for every $1 cash 
outlay the Council is generating over 
$600 of advertising. 
U.S. business and associated groups 
contributed the dollars the Ad Council 
needs to create and manage this 
remarkable program. Advertisers, ad
vertising agencies, and the media 
contributed the space and time. 
Your company can play a role. If you 
believe in supporting public service 
efforts to help meet the challenges 
which face our nation today, then your 
company can do as many hundreds of 
others-large and small-have done. 
You can make a tax-deductible con
tribution to the Advertising Council. 
At the very least you can, quite easily, 
find out more about how the Council 
works and what it does. Simply write to: 
Robert P. Keim, President, The Adver
tising Council, Inc., 825 Third Avenue, 
New York, New York 10022. 

11!1 A Public Service of This Magazine 
~ & The Advertising Council. 

The cost of preparation of this advertisement 
was paid for by the American Business Press, 
the association of specialized business publi
cations. This space was donated by this 
magazine. 
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Announcing the arrival of the world's first universal 

Standard Microsystems' 
HOC 9224 is so advanced it 
controls hard disks, floppy 
disks and even tape back-up. 

The new addition to Standard 
Microsystems' magnetic control
ler family is a single chip that 
controls Seagate-compatible 
hard disks, as well as IBM®-com
patible single- and double
density floppy disks. 

A single chip that allows you
for the first time- to include tape 

back-up in a small computer 
without adding a lot of costly 
hardware and software. 

A single chip so advanced 
its built-in DMA controller and 
ECC detect and correct errors 
with absolutely no processor 
intervention. 

We've named this new addi
tion the HDC 9224 Universal Disk 
Controller. But you may call it 
one of the biggest break
throughs in IC performance in 
a long, long time. 

The cornerstone of an 
intelligent subsystem. 

The HDC 9224's ultraflexible 
architecture makes it the true 
"next generation Winchester disk 
controller.'' With the addition 
of a few simple parts, you can 
use the HDC 9224 to build a 
high-performance, low-cost sub
system that not only controls 
hard and floppy disks, but car
tridge or cassette back-up, too. 

The HDC 9224 easily inter
faces to all popular ST506-



disk controller. 

compatible hard disk drives with 
up to 16 heads. Its flexible format 
command lets you select hard 
disk sector lengths up to 16 kilo
bytes and can be used with both 
interleaved and non-interleaved 
sector formats. 

What's more, the HDC 9224 
controls up to four disk drives of 
all sizes- 8-inch, 5.25-inch and the 
new 3.5-inch- and it can read 
and write a wide variety of single
and double-density floppy for
mats, including such standards 

as IBM's 3740 and System 34. 
Available for immediate 

delivery. 
Best of all, you can get the 

HDC 9224 when you need it 
the most. Today. We also plan to 
announce a well-respected 
second-source in the near
term future. 

The HDC 9224 Universal 
Disk Controller is an n-channel, 
silicon-gate MOSNLSI circuit 
fabricated with Standard Micro
systems' COPLAMOS® technol-

CIRCLE 20 

ogy. It's available for immediate 
delivery in a 40-pin ceramic or 
cerdip dual in-line package. 

For more information, con
tact Standard Microsystems 
Corporation, 35 Marcus Blvd., 
Hauppauge, New York 11788. 
(516) 273-3100. 
IBM is a registered trademark of the International Business 
Machine Corporation. 

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS 
CORPORATION,! 

I 
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Dual-height contacts 
in our LIF socket 
lower insertion and 
withdrawal forces. 

Life-support system for 
pin-grid-array technology. 
From test to production, 
with AMP. 

Now, an array of PGA sockets to meet every need . 

At the test and burn-in stages , our ZIF high-cycle socket. Maximum 
pin protection during insertion and removal. For a minimum twenty-five 
thousand cycles . Unbeatably rugged , where you need it most. 

And at the production stage , a choice . Our true zero-insertion-force 
production sockets, with normally-closed contact design for superior 

performance . Or low-cost, low-insertion-force sockets. LIF 
sockets feature dual-height contacts-very gentle with delicate 

substrates. And their 0 .280" profile accommodates tight 
board spacing. 

All these choices are available in grid configur
ations from lOxlO to 18x18, with choice of plating , 
too . From the company that gives you complete 
Level II packaging support. AMP. 

For more information, call the AMP PGA Desk at 
(717) 780-4400. AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105 

AMP means productivity. 

Full Pin Grid Array support from AMP, with high-quality sockets for test , burn-in, 
and production . 

Normally-closed 
contacts assure 
reliability and 
long life. 

AMP 1s a trademark of AMP Incorporated 



Introducing the newest member of 

The HP 1630G ... 65 channels and 

First came the HP 1630A and the 
HP 1630D. One, a low-cost general 
purpose logic analyzer suited to the 
needs of the full development cycle. 
The other, with 16 channels of tim
ing analysis and 27 of state, an 
invaluable tool for the hardware 
design engineer. Now Hewlett
Packard introduces the HP 1630G. 
With up to 65 channels of state 
analysis, it is the new standard for 
software design engineers working 
on complex new 16-bit micropro
cessor-based products. Plus, the 
ability to configure 8 of those lines 
for 100 MHz timing analysis gives 
you a logic analyzer system with in
vestigative power and versatility 
for virtually all your needs. 

• • 

Three new software overview 
modes let you nonintrusively 
monitor software perfonnance 
and hardware/soffivare interac
tions in real time. 

The HP 1630G significantly ex
pands on the software performance 
capabilities already introduced in the 
HP 1630A/D family members. In 
addition to time histograms that 
show execution-time distribution, 
and label histograms that show ad
dress activity, the HP 1630G gives 
you three new modes: program 
flow, time positional, and linkage 
measurements. Program flow 
measurement lets you monitor pro
gram activity based strictly on op
code accesses. This can help resolve 
confusions which may occur when 
histogramming by address, especially 

a ~DESIGNED FOR~ HP·IB' Not iu" IE.EE-488, but th< 
• • hardware, document.tion and i I ;; I • support that delivers the shortest 

SYSTEMS path to a measurement system. 

16-bit system 

if the program generates inline 
code or if memory blocks are in
terspersed between sections of the 
program. Time positional measurement 
lets you measure the number of oc
currences of an event per unit time. 
Use this to better understand the 
behavior of your system under a 
time-varying load. Linkage measure
ment measures the relative frequency 
of the activity between specific soft
ware modules. You'll find this mode 
invaluable when you want to moni
tor the transfer activity between a 
main program and a series of sub
routines, for example. Take advan
tage of all these software perfor
mance analysis modes to rapidly 



HP's logic analyzer family. 

advanced software analysis help you 
perfonnance. 

discover if your system is resource
limited or if, for example, poorly 
chosen program segmentation is 
causing too much time-consuming 
disc-to-memory swapping. 

Time tagging gives you added 
insights into system functions. 

In the state analysis mode, time 
tagging measures the time elapsed 
between each stored state. Make 
detailed absolute time measurements 
between states and known physical 
events. Or, use the mode to measure 
the total time from the trigger point 
to a particular state. Because time 
tagging is a single-pass activity, it is 
well suited to helping you identify 
inline sections of code that take 
longer to execute than anticipated. 

Flo~S!r disc interface and 
pop 16-bit microprocessor 
support. 

On-board non-volatile memory 
keeps one instrument setup and 
your current disassembler instantly 
available at power-up. For even 
greater storage, the HP 1630G 
features direct compatibility with a 
number of HP disc drives such as 
the HP 9121S/D (the HP 9121D 
is illustrated). In one convenient 
3 1/2" floppy you can now store 
data, state listings, timing diagrams, 
alternate disassemblers, and instru
ment setup configurations. For add
ed flexibility, the HP 1630G sup
ports all popular 8-bit, as well as the 
following 16-bit microprocessors: 
68000, 8086, 8088, 80186, 80286, 
Z8001 and Z8002. 

,,, 

tNPUT~Y&: 

• 
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Our HP 16300 upgrade kit 
protects your previous HP 
mvestment. 
If you've already invested in an 

HP 1630A or HP 1630D, but you 
feel you need the added capabilities 
of the HP 1630G, you'll be glad 
to know that an upgrade kit is 
available. 

Compare the HP 1630G. At 
$12,100* it's even HP-IB program
mable for fully automated measure
ments. To find out more about the 
HP 1630G or its companions the HP 
1630A/D, call your local HP sales 
office listed in the telephone direc
tory white pages. Ask for the elec
tronic instruments department. 
•U.S.A. list price only. 

OU'l'PUT OISPl.AYS 

0 ' 
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Artificial intelligence concepts are being put to practical use 
The list of participants in the world 
of artificial intelligence keeps grow
ing. Offerings from pioneers Sym
bolics and LISP Machines have been 
joined by IBM 's Lisp/ YM, an AI soft
ware tool that took over I 0 years of 
internal research to develop . Tek-
tronix, Digital Equipment Corp, 
Data General, and Texas Instruments 
have ventured into the field of knowl
edge engineering also. Development 
programs from several startups, writ
ten in Prolog, Lisp, Fortran, and C, 
bring AI to the personal computer 
(see Table, "New Entries in AI") . 

IBM's Lisp/ YM is written for a 
machine configuration that will sup
port both YM /SP and CMS program 
environments. It is not available for 
the PC. To execute, these programs 
require a YM /SP virtual machine with 
a minimum of I Mbyte of virtual 
memory. Actually, Lisp/ YM consists 
of a programming language and a 
unified program development envi
ronment. Its programs and data are 
accessed through a program editor 
(LispEDIT) or through the YM /SP 
editor (XEDIT) . 

LispEDIT requires a minimum of 
4 Mbytes of virtual memory for exe
cution. It provides a split screen in
terface to the system in which the top 
portion shows the Lisp expression 

SCSI .--
RAM ROM 

SUBJECT 
MVS 

MACHINE 

MCCF 
VI RTUAL 

MACHINE 

EXPERT 
VI RTUAL 
MACHINE 

HOST 

OPERATOR 
INTERFACE 
VIRTUAL 
MACH INE 

TE RMINAL 

YES/ MYS runs under the VM / 370 operating system on an IBM 3081 computer. 
Currently, the system is partitioned into three virtual machines for speed and 
efficiency: the MYS operator system, the MYS communications control facility 
(MCCF), and a machine to control the display console. Communication to the 
MYS machine is via centralized control of processors (CCOP), which provides 
centralized control and filtering of messages between various computers at an 
installation. 

currently under consideration, for
matted for the Lisp language. The 
lower portion shows the most recent 
user input and system messages. This 
software uses the CMS file organiza
tion to support its library functions. 
The program librarian allows a col
lection of programs to be stored in 
one file, and individual access to and 
updating of each program. The com
piler, interpreter, editor, and loader 
all interact through these files. 

IBM uses this software to design 
expert systems. One such system is 

68010 FLOATING DISPLAY AND 

the Yorktown Expert System for 
Multiple Virtual Storage (YES/ MYS). 
This system is essentially a software 
watchdog that aids computer opera
tors in controlling an operating 
system. 

CALENDAR 1 MBYTE 32 KBYTES VIRTUAL 
POINT 

ACCELERATOR 
CONTROL 
WITH PAN 

Unlike "static" systems, which can 
solve the problem separate from the 
operation, this system responds to 
changing computer system conditions 
in real time by keeping the large com
puters operating. While watchdogs 
for realtime systems are nothing new 
in the electronic transaction industry, 
this is believed to be the first system 
that applies expert rules to keep sys
tems online. 

Trained operators are needed to 
control large, multimillion-dollar 
installations that handle such appli
cations as banking transactions, 
reservations, and credit verifications. 
As computers become more sophisti
cated and fully trained operators 
become less able to handle them, 
more powerful installation manage
ment tools are needed. 

KEYBOARD MEMORY 

MOUSE i I1 112 RS-232 110 
TIMER • A 

SOU ND l l 
HARD COPY RAM 

ROM I ARBITRATION I ETHERNET OPTION 
EXPANSION 

......___ OPTION 1 MBYTE 
SPACE t 256 KBYTES 

DISPLAY 
MEMORY 

128 KBYTES 

The entire 4404 architecture fits on two boards, with one handling all the 110 

functions and the other handling the rest of the circuitry. While this is a 
complete development system, a built-in ANSI X3 .64 terminal emulator allows it to 
act as a terminal attached to a mainframe computer through an RS-232 port. An 
optional Ethernet is also available. 
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YES / MYS was developed for 
managing MYS operating systems, 
IBM's most widely used operating 
system on its large mainframe com
puters. Currently, the expert system 
is experimental and being applied to 

(continued on page 44) 
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SYSTEM TECHIDLD&Y / ~®~rum~ 
Al concepts 
(continued from page 42) 

New Entries in Al 

Company System Name Application Configuration Price 

Tektronix 4404 Al systems Development system Self-contained desktop $14,950 per unit 
(Beaverton , Ore) using Smalltalk-BO, terminal with 1 0 -MHz 

Franz Lisp , and Prolog 68010 and common 
options . interfaces. 

Data General Common Lisp Software package for Used on DG's 32-bit $8000 lie . on MV 
(Westboro, Mass) Al applications . ECLIPSE MV superminis $2000 lie. on DS 

and DS workstations 

Digital Equipment Corp Numerous Al software Development tools Used on DEC VAX and Based on package 
(Maynard , Mass) packages from including Inference 's personal computers. 

independent producers ART, Gold Hill's 
GCLISP, ISl's Interlisp, 
Prologia's Prolog II , 
Carnegie Group's SRL + 
and PLUME. 

VAX Lisp Development tool based Used on VAX/VMS $8000 
on Common Lisp. machines. 

OPS5 Knowledge-encoding Used on VAX/VMS $5000 
language to derive machines. $3000 lie . 
production rules . 

Teknowledge M.1 Development tool for Used on IBM PC . $12 ,5000 includes 
(Palo Alto , Calif) microcomputers . 4 -day training and 

1 -year maintenance 
$2500 lie . 

Symbolics 3670 Symbolic processor for Self-contained $84,500 
(Cambridge, Mass) Al applications . computer with 30 

Mbytes of memory. 

Logicware MProlog Pro log-derived Used on IBM VM/CMS, $300 to $40,000 
(Toronto, Canada) development language. DEC VAX/VMS, and depending on machine 

IBM PC . used . 

IBM Lisp/VM Development tool for Used on IBM' s System $6500 lie . 
(Kingston , NY) Lisp-based applications . 370 processors . 

Texas Inst ruments Personal Consultant Development tool for Used on Tl's $3000 
(Austin , Tex ) Lisp-based applications . Professional Computer 

under IQLisp. 

Gold Hill Computers Golden Common Lisp Development tool for Used on IBM PC with $495 
(Cambridge, Mass) (GCLisp) microcomputers . at least 256 Kbytes 

of memory. 

Jeffrey Peronne Expert-Ease Development tool for Used on IBM PC with $2000 
and Associates microcomputers . at least 1 2 8 Kbytes 
(San Francisco , Cal if) of memory. 

Metacomco Cambridge Lisp 68000 Development tool for Used on SAGE $750 
(Monterey, Calif) 68000-based systems. computers under 

TRIPOS operating 
system. 

LISP Machine, Inc 4 x4 Four-user Lisp machines Four self-contained Lisp $45,000 per user 
(Los Angeles , Calif) for development of Lisp processors that can 

applications. share common 
resources . 

PICON Realtime expert system Used on LMl's Lambda/ N/A 
for process control. PLUS machines. 

Production Systems OPS83 Refined compiler-based Used on VAX 1117 50 $10,000 
Technologies, Inc programming language and VAX 11 /7 80. 
(Pittsburgh, Pa) to develop production 

rules . 
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large mainframes at the company's 
research facilities in Yorktown 
Heights, NY. 

The software running in a large 
computer installation represents hun
dreds of man-years of development 
and comprises many interacting sub
systems. Each installation has a dif
ferent configuration and different 
local policies for computer operations, 
both of which change over time. 
Thus, the tools that manage a com
puter installation must be tailored 
and modified to meet changing con
ditions. A realtime expert system be
comes a natural choice for this task. 

The challenge to a realtime expert 
system is somewhat bigger than for 
systems that primarily serve a consul
tative role such as MYCIN or CASNET, 

both used in medical settings. These 
static expert systems make conclu
sions based on user-interpreted in
puts, while YES / MYS bases its 
conclusions on primitive facts ob
tained directly from the system being 
monitored. Making the proper choice 
is challenging since, by the time con
clusions are to be put into effect, 
many facts may have changed. The 
dynamic character of the system 
makes it difficult to model, to de
velop, and to debug. 

The software runs under the YM/ 370 

operating system on an IBM 3081 com
puter. Because the subject MYS sys
tem and the YES/ MYS reside on 
different computers, problems on 
one will not interfere with the other. 
Currently, the software is partitioned 
into three virtual machines for speed 
and functional separation. Because 
of its flexibility, the OPS5 language 
was chosen for the MYS environment. 
Intelligence, in the form of OPS5 
rules, is distributed between the 
expert virtual machine and the dis
play controller. 

The IBM researchers fine tuned the 
OPS5 rules to the point where modi
fied versions run significantly faster 
than other Lisp implementations of 
OPS5. Most of the expertise for keep
ing computers running is encoded in 
over 500 OPS5 rules . In addition, sys
tem programmers, manuals, and even 
the MYS designers were consulted . 
Despite these efforts, researchers 

100 4---------------~ At least one research 
firm predicts a decline 
in mainstay Al 

OTHER 

MARKETING 

DIAGNOSTIC/ MA INTENANCE 

applications for the 
military. OM Data , Inc 
predicts a rise in 
commercial and 
industrial applications, 
specifically in financial 
planning and in 
diagnostic/ maintenance. 
It projects the expert 
syste.n software market 
to reach over $10 

PERCENT 
Of 50 

MARKET 

MILITARY 

1982 1984 

YEAR 

found many important pieces of 
knowledge during online testing that 
the experts d_id not mention. 

The capabilities of YES/ MYS will be 
expanded in the future . Other possi
ble subdomains that may be incorpo-

1986 

billion by 1990, up 
from $30 million 

1988 
currently . 

rated are help for the operator during 
initial program loading, planned and 
emergency shutdown, capacity plan
ning, configuration, and installation. 
Another company entering the AI 

(continued on page 46) 
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Al concepts 
(continued from page 45) 
market is Tektronix (Beaverton, Ore). 
Capitalizing on their knowledge of 
Smalltalk-so, these designers built an 
AI development system around this 
icon-based language that sells for less 
than $15,000. 

The company claims that its 4404 
workstation provides a higher perfor
mance for developing such applica
tions as expert systems, natural 
languages, intelligent robotics, vision 
systems, automatic programming, and 
theorem proving at a cost well below 
that of existing AI machines. 

The 4404 is a desktop system that 
runs on the 6S010 processor at 
10 MHz with no wait states. A hard
ware accelerator supports floating 
point operations. Its user memory is 
1 Mbyte of RAM, expandable to 
2 Mbytes, while its page-on-demand 
management provides an 8-Mbyte 
virtual memory space that permits 
development of complex programs 
without segmentation or overlays. 

This system's roots go back to 
1980, when Xerox, the original devel
oper of Smalltalk, chose Tektronix as 
one of four major companies to help 
evaluate the new programming Ian-

guage. (Smalltalk was specifically 
developed for quick prototyping of 
complex systems.) Allen Wirks
Brock, one of the original developers, 
helped Tektronix to tailor the Small
talk for the 4404 workstation's archi
tecture. Besides Smalltalk-so, users 
can develop applications with the op
tional Franz LISP and Prolog soft
ware packages. 

Several other companies are using 
the personal terminal for Al develop
ment. An example is Texas Instru
ments's (Austin, Tex) Professional 
Consultant. This terminal is a tool for 
writing financial and legal expert sys
tems on the company's Professional 
Computer. (See Computer Design, 
Aug 1984, p 8.) It has both a develop
ment engine and an inference engine. 
With these tools, the designer can 
develop an expert system incorporat
ing as many as 400 production rules 
on the TI personal computer. 

This development tool can handle 
uncertain and imprecise data. For 
each application, there are certain 
factors that determine the degree of 
confidence for a particular con
clusion. These factors allow the user 

to ask why a particular question was 
asked or how the system reached its 
conclusion. Presented as numerals, 
the factors can be used as a basis for 
accepting or rejecting system recom
mendations. 

This concept was adopted from the 
MYClN system, an early AI effort. 
Intelligence gathering operations 
basic to MYCIN were later extracted 
for use in EMYCIN, which can be ap
plied to AI applications such as those 
targeted by the Personal Consultant. 

In general, current development 
activity is moving toward such com
mercial and industrial areas as finan
cial planning and analysis. In AI 
Trends 1984, a recently released 
report by DM Data Inc (Scottsdale, 
Ariz), the research firm predicts that 
during the next several years, the 
major Al applications will be for diag
nostic and maintenance aids, and 
financial and manufacturing plan
ning. While it is hard to predict if this 
trend will continue, the recent entries 
listed in the Table certainly confirm 
the research firm's current prediction. 

-Nicolas Mokhoff, 
Senior Editor 

Multi-user systems prepare to do battle with PC AT 
The challenge facing multi-user sys
tems after the introduction of the 
IBM PC AT and the PC network is for
midable. PC-compatible multi-user 
systems are responding by citing cost 
and performance advantages in the 
2- to 12-user range. These systems 
also stress MS-DOS compatibility, 
while the multi-user PC AT is Xenix
compatible. 

Two multi-user systems competing 
with the IBM PCs are the Dimension 
from North Star Computers (San 
Leandro, Calif) and Mega PC from 
Corona Data Systems (Thousand 
Oaks, Calif). These IBM-compatible 
systems consist of workstations, dedi-
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cated workstation processors, a 
centralized server, and shared periph
erals. Both systems claim a cost and 
efficiency advantage by housing 
processors and server in one back
plane. 

North Star's Dimension system in
cludes up to 12 workstations, while 
the Corona Mega PC system, intro
duced the same week as the IBM PC 
AT, supports up to eight. Both use a 
7-MHz, soss-2 processor (compared 
to the PC's 4.77-MHz processor). 
The Dimension server uses an 80186 
processor, while the Mega PC server 
uses an SOSS-2 processor augmented 
with a hard disk controller. 

Each workstation functions as a 
single-user system with its own oper
ating and file system, much like an 
independent IBM PC or XT. The 
workstations can also transfer data to 
one another, and share peripherals 
such as disk drives, printers, and 
streaming tape drives. 

The Mega PC system runs under 
MS-DOS . The Dimension system uses 
an MS-DOS emulation, NS-DOS, which 
was recently revised for compatibility 
with 3Com semaphores. This com
patibility allows users to take advan
tage of applications written for the 
3Com/ Ethernet marketplace. A 

(continued on page 48) 
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While others struggle to get their Ada 
compilers past START, ROLM has been 
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Multi-user systems 
(continued from page 46) 

WORKSTATION WORKSTATION 
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North Star's Dimension system allows workstation processors to communicate 
with a server processor via an IBM PC-compatible bus. The processors and the 
server are located in one backplane, and workstations are connected to 
processors with coaxial cable. IBM-compatible boards can be plugged into spare 
slots in the bus. 

semaphore coordinates processes that 
run at the same time and share infor
mation. A number of multi-user 
database software packages, includ
ing Ashton-Tate's dBase II and Soft
ware Connections' LAN:Datastore, 
are written to take advantage of 
3Com semaphores. 

Closely coupled network 
By housing the processors and the 

server in one backplane, the IBM 
compatibles minimize the need for 
shared communication lines. This 
makes it unnecessary to transmit data 
in packets, gain access to a LAN bus, 
and cope with collisions and retries. 
However, the processors and the 
server use arbitration to gain control 
of an IBM-compatible bus. Since the 
bus has a higher bandwidth than 
cable, communication between the 
workstation processors and the server 
is rapid. North Star calls this architec
ture a "closely coupled network." 
The trade-off for this approach is 
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that workstations do not have their 
own local memory. In addition, the 
server is the linchpin of the system
if it goes down, the entire system goes 
down. However, for small systems, 
the savings in cost and overhead may 
well compensate for these disad
vantages. 

Both systems allow the user to plug 
IBM-compatible cards into spare slots 
in the IBM bus. A Corona spokesman 
commented that one could plug a 
LAN card into the bus, and run 256 
users off the card. He did not see this 
as a common application of the Mega 
PC, however. 

Both systems use a polling scheme 
to determine the priority of worksta
tion requests. In the Dimension sys
tem, for example, the 80186 polls each 
processor on a regular basis and 
queues up requests. Service requests 
from processors are handled on a 
first come, first served basis. Pre
emptive scheduling allows higher pri
ority tasks, such as requests from the 

disk drives , to claim the server pro
cessor when necessary. 

A copy of MS-DOS runs on a vir
tual machine in the server. This oper
ating system adds a named file system 
to the Dimension's electronic mail 
and spooling functions, and makes a 
set of generic subroutines available to 
any task . A realtime, multitasking 
kernel in the Dimension reduces idle 
time in the server processor. If a task 
that currently has control of the 80186 

becomes blocked while waiting for an 
event, such as disk 1/0, the kernel 
releases the server processor and 
allows another task to run. 

Workstation communication 
In both multi-user systems, com

munications between workstation 
processors are handled by the server. 
The Dimension server can map 
64-Kbyte blocks of memory from any 
workstation into its own address 
space, and read and write directly to 
this memory. Using this method, 
communication is rapid. However, if 
several workstations are trying to 
communicate simultaneously, a 
workstation may have to wait to 
transfer data. 

Workstations in both systems con
sist of keyboard / CRT terminals. 
Workstations are connected to the 
processors with coaxial cable, with 
separations of up to 300 ft. In the 
Dimension system, workstation pro
cessors have 128 Kbytes of RAM, 
expandable to 256 or 512 Kbytes. 
Mega PC workstation processors 
have 256 Kbytes of RAM, expandable 
to 512 Kbytes . 

Until recently, caching of any kind 
has been uncommon on the micro
computer level. However, the Dimen
sion and Mega PC systems both 
speed disk access time by caching 
data from the disk. These multi-user 
systems offer either 256- or 512-
Kbyte RAM in server memory. In 
North Star's Dimension system, 
about 156 Kbytes are required for 
overhead . Thus, about 100 Kbytes 
are available for caching with the 
256-Kbyte RAM. When a request for 
disk access comes in, the server 
checks to see if it can be handled 
from cache. If it can, disk access is 



about 1 percent of the time required 
to go to hard disk. 

The Dimension system caches one 
track of 17 sectors (8 \/2 Mbytes) at a 
time, on the theory that a program 
that uses one sector is likely to use 
adjacent sectors. When the cache is 
full, the server clears out the least 
recently used track and makes room 
for a new track. Corona's Mega PC 
system provides caching only if 512-
Kbyte RAM is provided in the server. 
In this case, a separate disk cache 
board is provided. According to 
Corona, average disk access time is 
four times faster if the board is 
installed. 

Both systems claim a substantial 
price advantage over IBM PC net
works. Both cost less than $8000 for 
a basic, two-user system, with addi
tional workstations available for 
about $1500. For a Mega PC system, 
$7805 buys a two-user system with 
256-Kbyte RAM per user, and a 
IO-Mbyte hard disk drive. Each addi
tional workstation costs $1495. Thus, 
a three-user system would cost 
around $9300. A PC AT with two 
additional terminals can be pur
chased for less than this. However, 
in this situation, users are time
sharing one 80286 processor. Also, the 
applications are different because the 
multi-user PC AT uses a Xenix 
environment. 

Weighing the advantages 
IBM's PC network, which can 

accommodate up to 72 PCs, XTs, or 
ATS, requires about $700 worth of 
hardware for each node. The cost of 
each computer is added to this. Of 
course, each workstation has its own 
local memory, a feature that is lack
ing in the North Star and Corona 
schemes. 

Corona and North Star claim a 
performance advantage too. Corona 
claims its benchmarks show the Mega 
PC to be twice as fast as a compar
able network of IBM PCs. Compari
sons to the PC AT and the IBM PC 
network are not yet available. Despite 
the cost/ performance claims of 
North Star and Corona, IBM will be 

.-a tough competitor in the multi-user 
market. 

In fact, IBM's entry into this market 
is expected to set a number of de facto 
standards (see Computer Design, 
Oct 1, 1984, p 27). The question fac
ing vendors like North Star and 
Corona is whether users will seek the 
security of the IBM label, or consider 

the alternatives that may not conform 
to future standards set by IBM. 

-by Richard Goering, 
Field Editor 

SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
(continued on page 50) 

See us at Comdex, MGM Grand, Booth #M352 
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Silicon compilation cuts costs of custom VLSI 
There was a quiet revolution at work 
in the semiconductor industry last 
year, and its culmination was the 
MicroVAX computer chip introduced 
by Digital Equipment Corp. Although 
it was not widely known at the time, 
MicroVAX I was the proof-of-concept 
for a new design tool now known as 
"silicon compilation." 

The MicroVAX design work was 
done at Silicon Compilers, Inc (Los 
Gatos, Calif) on its, at that time, un
announced Genesil system. The sys
tem, with its silicon compilation 
capability, enabled designers to com
plete the MicroVAX in six months . 
This is much less time than it takes 
designers of competitive micropro
cessors such as Intel's iAPX 80286. 
This chip was introduced at the same 
time as MicroVAX, but took several 
years to design. 

Silicon compilation uses massive 
computing power to replace many of 
the semiconductor designer's skills. 
Thus, it allows a system designer, 
who has no specialized knowledge of 
IC design, to define a sysrem that will 
eventually be reduced to one or more 
custom 1cs. It allows calculation of 
IC size and production costs without 
circuit redesign. In addition, each 
design can be modified to fit because 
the design rules of several foundries 
can be input to the system. 

Saving skilled labor 
Companies that do not convert to 

silicon compiling are going to be at 
a serious disadvantage in the near 
future. Custom VLSI designs are 
becoming too expensive to be ap
proached any other way. The final 
development stage of a custom IC, 
the layout phase, is the most labor
intensive. Constant reiterations of the 
timing and logic simulations required 
to verify each "tweak" of the chip 
are a huge drain on most projects. 

Heavy demand for skilled labor 
time has forced many companies to 
use the standard-cell or gate-array ap
proach of semicustom !Cs. This 
choice is not always best, but it pro
vides chips faster than the fully cus
tom approach. Many experts feel that 
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The silicon compiler's block editor permits top-down design of onchip logic 
beginning with simple block diagrams, if that is where the designer chooses to 
start. Graphic representations are automatically translated into required 
geometrics for VLSI fabrication, and there is a library of functional cells that can 
be called. Each design level has preselected default circuits that the designer can 
optimize, discard , redesign, or use without modification . 

if layout could be automated, then 
custom 1cs could become a more 
viable development tool. Most skilled 
IC designers agree that compilation 
of a system or circuit design directly 
to silicon will happen eventually. 

The Genesil system supports four 
designers from first concept through 
silicon layout in a hierarchical system 
design. In addition, it checks each 
design step for correctness. This 
makes it practically impossible to 
design a bug into the system because 
each step is checked for its impact on 
other parts of the system. 

Design rule verification 
During layout, a complete set of 

design rules for the specific process 
and IC manufacturer is used. Viola
tion of the design rules is not allowed. 
Up to four processes can be verified 
simultaneously, allowing the designer 
to check between them to see which 
system allows the smallest die size. 

The Genesil system is not restricted 
to designing one IC at a time. De
signers can begin with the complete 

system, regardless of the number of 
chips required for a full implementa
tion. In the event that more than one 
chip is required for the system, 
designers are able to continue inter
active design of the entire chip set. 
Thus, system partitioning (intercon
nections between the chips and other 
optimizations) can be done during the 
early design phase and monitored or 
changed at any point in the design 
cycle. 

Genesil is aimed at all system de
signers (not specifically IC designers) 
and has a Digital VAX-II /750 with a 
1600-bit/ in. tape drive, 450 Mbytes 
of disk storage, up to four color 
graphics stations (1025- x 768-pixcl 
resolution), and design automation 
software packages. These packages 
include IC definition, functional 
simulator, timing analyzer, place and 
route, testout, and tapeout. 

Currently, the software package 
only supports NMOS chip designs. 
In the first quarter of next year, a 
CMOS function set that will be directly 

(continued on page 52) 
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Road, Winnersh lliangle, Wokingham, Berkshire, 
RGll 5TR, England, (0734) 698-787 

COMPATIBLE I/Os. 
Shift registers, binary counters, and 
now, logic elements! Harris Microwave 
Semiconductor can now supply production 
quantities of SSI logic elements with 3.5 
GHz clock speeds. 

For your information 
our name is Harris. 

I} HARRIS 
© Harris Microwave Semiconductor, 1984 CIRCLE 26 



New variable rate 
U.S. Savings Bonds 

guarantee 
investment growth ... 

The employees 
at HONEYWELL 
keep their future 
plans on target 

when they rely on 
the Payroll 

Savings Plan. 

Ray Wilkillson - "As an investor I seek rerurn and 
security. When looking at other competitive forms of 
investments, such as money market funds, U.S. Savings 
Bonds performed better and were more secure." 

Aggie Anderson - "Purchasing Savings Bonds is 
an excellent way of saving for emergencies or future 
retirement. I like the fact that the interest is not taxable 
until the bonds are cashed" 

Kathryn Mao - "I buy U.S. Savings Bonds to sup
port our government and to save for my kids' college 
education." 

!\.:~~ 
Take :. - -; 

. Stock7~~s-;; 
r:--___ 1n_Nnerica., 

Director of Sales I U.S. Savings Bonds Division I 
Department of the Treasury I I Washington, D.C. 20226 

I 
Yes, please send me Free I 
information about the Payroll Savings Plan. I 

I Name I 
I Position I 
I Company I 
I Address I 
I City State __ Zip _ _ _ I 

~------------.... 
f,. t ~ A puDI< ""'"" ol th" puDl<al~ 
lOUlCI and the Advert1s1ng Council 
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Silicon compilation 
(continued from page 50) 
interactive with the NMOS function 
set, is expected. This will permit con
version of NMOS designs into CMOS 
circuits. IC design functions for both 
systems fall into six categories: 
memory, complex logic, data path, 
random logic, pads, and test. Mem
ory functions offer blocks including 
RAM, ROM, first in, first out buffers, 
and stacks. Complex logic functions 
include PLAs, decoders, and encoders, 
while data path functions allow paral
lel data paths from 4 to 32 bits wide. 

Top-down design 
Compared to previous approaches, 

Genesil is a more hierarchical design 
environment. Designers can start at 
any design level. Logic and timing 
can be verified at any stage through 
more and more detailed iterations. A 
system architecture can be developed 
during the design process. This is 
different from the method used at 
VLSI Technology. That company's 
method provides cell compilers to 
assist in detailed layout of silicon pat
terns but requires that most of the 
system design be completed prior to 
the start of the IC design. Treating 
the IC as a subsystem does not allow 
the same design freedom or rapid 
movement from system-level design 
to completed silicon. 

Random logic functions allow the 
user to compose lower level functions 
such as NAND and NOR gates or flip
flops for simple signal inversions, 
gate buffering, or control signals. 
This provides direct access to the de
sign's gate level, which is normally 
hidden in the other Genesil functions' 
block level design . 

The Pad function is used to con
struct the pad blocks that provide 
offchip connections. Test functions 
allow designers to include test blocks 
within the IC design. Two separate 
functions are provided-level-sensitive 
scan device (LSSD) and Interblock 
Scan Path. In LSSD, users create a 
test strategy that converts sequential 
circuits into combinatorial circuits by 
setting all of the sequential nodes so 
that test vector generation can be 
used . The Interblock Scan Path im
proves the controllability and observ
ability of the internal paths. This 

yields a built-in test strategy in which 
the interblock registers are configured 
as linear feedback shift registers. 
These registers translate incident test 
patterns or compress test results into 
a signature that can be scanned . 

Proven concept 
How well does all this work? Over 

the last few years, Silicon Compilers 
has proved its methodology in a series 
of projects. The first was the Ether
net datalink controller now being 
used by Seeq Technology. Silicon 
Compilers claims that this is the first 
such product on the market, despite 
the fact that Intel spent two years on 
its version before Seeq work even 
began. The second was a dynamic 
raster controller chip now used in Sun 
Microsystems, Inc's engineering 
workstations . The third, and prob
ably most impressive project was the 
MicroVAX I. This 32-bit VLSI com
puter system chip has 98 to 99 per
cent of Intel 80286 chip's density. 

Yet, designers are not apt to rush 
out and buy a Genesil system without 
some serious consideration. It is 
priced at $545,000, or close to 
$140,000 per user. This is almost 50 
percent higher than other worksta
tions presently on the market. How
ever, the capabilities and labor 
savings are also higher than other 
workstations intended for gate-array 
or standard-cell VLSI design (eg, 
those from Daisy, Metheus, and 
Mentor). But, when many designers 
are literally betting their company's 
future on the next product line, the 
corporate decision makers may be 
forced to pay the higher price. 

Like to write? 

-Bill Furlow, 
Senior Editor 

The editors invite you to 
write technical articles for 
Computer Design. For a 
free copy of our Author's 
Guide, circle 503 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 



PICTURE PERFECT 
PRODUCTIVITY 

Administration 

Engineering 

1,783 

1,1141 ... 
,,. 41'1 

114 711 

,,. "' 

Order Entry 

Finance 

Marketing and Sales 

Q.A. and Statistics 

MIS Monitors from Mitsubishi 
Mitsubishi monitors take excellent care of 

business at every level from clerical to top 
management. Our extensive product line 
includes both color and monochrome models, 
with high and medium resolution. In any size 
you need, with exceptional strength in 12", 
14" and 16" models. Customs, too. 

With all this selection, it's easy for you to 
performance-match our monitor to your MIS 
requirements. For superb business graphics, 
we'll deliver super-high contrast monitors 
with an extended range of true, vibrant colors 
and a very dense black. For number-crunching 
tasks, select a high-efficiency monitor with 
special anti-reflective coating, reducing oper· 
ator fatigue even after extended periods of 
viewing. Choose economical monochrome 
units to staff up an entire order entry depart· 
ment. And use our precision, high fidelity 

Just pick the features, then let us show you 
how Mitsubishi monitors can give your system 
a better image at the best possible price. 

For complete technical specifications or 
MIS applications information, contact 
Mitsubishi today. 

Write or call: Mitsubishi Electronics 
America, Inc., Industrial Electronics Divi· 
sion, 991 Knox St., Torrance, CA 90502. 
Telephone: (213) 515-3993. In the East, 
call (617) 938-1220; in the Central area, 
call (312) 298-9223. 

• MITSUBISHI 
Seeusat ... ELECTRONICS monitors for demanding CAD/CAM 

applications. COfnDIH'1Fall '84 ADVANCED AND EVER ADVANCING 

BOOTH #2488-2493 CIRCLE 28 





Tektronix. 
The higher the 

visual resolution 
of a color display, 

the more difficult it 
becomes to converge 
the color beams at a 
precise point. 

Yet, without precise 
control of convergence, 
productivity gains 
promised by high reso
lution graphics simply 
can't be realized . 

That's why Tek 
designed the 41158 
with AutoConvergence 
as our engineering 
prerequisite. 

The engineering work 
environment is tough on 
high resolution displays. 
A shift in display angle 
for better viewing. Mild 
vibration from a stray 
elbow. Minor tempera
ture change. Circuit drift. 
Tube aging. The earth's 
magnetic field . 

They all can cause 
the color line blurring 
effects commonly 
called misconvergence. 

Loss of detailed infor
mation, especially in 
corners. Fuzzy, fringed 
colors. And visual ambi
guity. All of which can 
lead to user fatigue, 
error and loss of 
productivity. 

Until the 41158, man
ual reconvergence was 
typically up to an hour
long task for a service 
technician- resulting 
in even more lost time. 

No wonder most 
display manufacturers 
won't talk about the 
problem. ButTek will. 
Because we solved it 
with our exclusive 
AutoConvergence. 

Push one button on 
the 41158 and all three 
electron guns are con

f-----------1 verged automatically. 

A photodetector picks 
up light from the indexing 
phosphors. A microcom
puter then compares 
instantaneous beam pos1-
t1ons with factory spec1f1ca
t1ons. Convergence 
corrections are generated 
to make the two coincide 

In 20 seconds. Not 
just in the screen 
center but from corner 
to corner. 

Convergence accu
racy is within .25mm, 
as compared to the 
0.3mm to 1.0mm 
achievable by man-
ual or other techniques. 
There's no interruption 
to work, so there's no 
loss of productivity. 
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The 4115B's high per
formance doesn't stop 
with AutoConvergence. 
It just begins there. You 
can apply its 60 Hz non
interlaced , 1280 x 1024 
display, 50,000 vector/ 
second redraw speed 
and user selectable 32-
bit coordinate space to 
optimize productivity on 
any application . 

Large area fills 
are accomplished at 125 
million pixels per sec
ond . Standard host 
communications is 

19.2K baud . 
So if you want to start 

with the highest resolu
tion and work at your 
best all day, every day, 
call your Tek Sales 
Engineer. For literature 
or the location of your 
local Tek sales office, 
call toll-free: 
1-800-54 7-1512. 
In Oregon, 
1-800-452-18 77. 

CallTek 

Tektronix 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 





Challenge the mainframes. 
VERSAmodules now run the MC6802Q 

true 32-bit performance standard. 
VERSAmodule microcomputer boards 
have already proven themselves in 
performance-demanding communica
tion, industrial, laboratory and imag
ing applications. You knew these 
boards were powerful workhorses 
before, but hold on to your bootstraps, 
because Motorola's VERSAmodule 
line now ripples with even 
higher performance 
using the MC68020. 

TheVM04 
VERSA
module 

proc-
essor board, 
with the MC68020 
on board, now provides the required 
mainframe throughput for such 
processor-intensive applications as 
bit-mapped graphics manipulators, 
scientific data acquisition systems and 
artificial intelligence machines. Appli
cations that, before this, required main
frame machines. 
Gaining speed, adding power, 
lowering overhead. 

The new VERSAmodule VM04 
processor board can access more than 
4 billion bytes of data and manipulate 
or process 32 individual pieces of 
information every 180 billionths of a 
second (180 nanoseconds) . Measured 
in millions of instructions per second 
(MIPS), the VM04 operates at a sus
tained rate of 2 to 3 MIPS, with burst 
rates exceeding eight MIPS, challeng
ing the speed of some mainframe 
computers. 

16K bytes of instruction/data cache 
on-board help reduce off-board 
memory accesses to ensure top per
formance. When off-board access 
is needed, the VM04 calls on the 
interface capabilities of Motorola's 
MC68020-specific RAMbus '" to elimi
nate most arbitration overhead and 
speed memory transfers . 

The VM04 monoboard is the first 
MC68020 processor board to offer 
paged memory management hard
ware, plus an interface to support 

the soon available MC68881 floating 
point math co-processor. 

These new modules add to a broad 
offering of board-level products includ
ing processor, memory, controller and 
communication modules with complete 
evaluation and development systems. 

Broad VERSAmodule line. 
Two new high density memory 

boards have been added to the line 
to complement the MC68020-based 
monoboard. 

The VM12 includes 1 or 4 Mbytes 
of RAM and supports the full 32-bit 
address width of the M68000 Family. 

The VM13 dynamic RAM module 
provides 1 or 4 Mbytes of ran-
dom access memory dual ported to 
both RAMbus '" and VERSAbus. '" 
A perfect system mate for the VM04 
32-bit monoboard, the VM13 has error 
detection and diagnostic capability. 

For system applications requiring 
high-capacity rotating mass storage, 

the VM22 disk controller supports 
four SMD drives and four SA 400/800 
floppy disk drives. Data transfer 
speeds up to 3 Mbytes/sec are main
tained by the direct memory access 
feature of the disk controller. 
A choice of real-time and 
whose-time-has-come 
operating systems. 

The VERSAmodule Family is sup
ported by both of Motorola's M68000 
operating systems: the VERSAdos '" 
operating system for real-time applica
tions, and the SYSTEM V/68'" operat
ing system where a UNIX'" operating 
system environment is desired . 

Full operating system support, 
including VERSAdos real-time device 
drivers, is available today for MC68000-
and MC68010-based VERSAmodule 
monoboards. Porting is under way 
to assure their early availability on 
the VM04 monoboard. 
Continued Motorola support. 

Add to all this Motorola's expertise, 
proven products, training and service 
support and you can understand why 
VERSAmodules continue to be your 
best high-performance choice for 
board-level applications. 

For more detailed information on 
VERSAmodule system components, 
mail in the coupon 
or call your local We're 
Motorola semicon-
ductor sales office, pn~our 
a1;1th?rized systems desi n-in 
d1str1butor or sys- J_ 
terns representative . Le ffi. 

®MOTOROLA 

VERSAmodule, VERSAbus, VERSAdos, SYSTEM 
V/68 and RAMbus are trademarks of Motorola Inc . 
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036 
Please send me more information on the VERSAmodule system . 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Call Me( 206CD101584 



even the toughest condltiOrlS & ~ 
The result has been a large number of very satis

fied customers, which means a large number of 
satisfied OEM's. But durability is only part of the 
Genicom 3000 printer advantage. 

The Genicom 3000 family of printers offers multi
model flexibility combined with single design sim
plicity to give OEM's real dollar savings with price/ 
performance matching for every customer. Parts 

mdd8 I 

inserters, mu ·-color printing 
more. There's such a diversity of , featUres 
and options, you can choose just the right printer 
and you don't have to pay for things you don't need. 

See how long you can keep your customers satis
fied ... with the long lasting, field proven printers that 
have earned the respect of OEM's nationwide-the 
Genicom 3000 family. 

Genicom Corporation, One General Electric Drive, Waynesboro, VA 22980 In Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170 
For the solution to your printing needs call 

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468 

CIRCLE 30 



SPECIAL REPORT ON 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Real-world signals are analog in nature. Unless 
quantum theory is considered, these signals are well 
represented by continuous waveforms whose 
Fourier transforms are also continuous functions. 
In recognition of this relationship in the 1920s, the 
first filters developed for removing unwanted sig
nals from telephony transmissions were analog 
devices. Some of the first practical computers that 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology researchers 
and others experimented with in the 1930s and 1940s 
were also analog. These computers depended on 
variable resistors, inductors, and capacitors, as well 
as on tube-based amplifiers to simulate differentia
tion and integration. 

Today, digital computers perform most calcula
tions, even though analog technology still provides 
a great deal of the filtering functions that most prac
tical communication and computer systems need. 
Matters are changing rapidly, however. For exam
ple, digital filters are replacing the basic analog 
signal processing device-the analog filter. Filter
ing is the most rudimentary signal processing chore 
that is, nevertheless, a kind of signal processing. It 
consists of the conversion of a signal or waveform, 
regardless of its nature or shape, from one ampli
tude and phase distribution as a function of time
or frequency-to another, usually more desirable 
distribution . 

In a practical system, filters and other kinds of 
signal processing elements combine to perform cer
tain chores. These may be mathematical in nature, 
including correlation and multiplication. The 
mathematical chore may be part of the implementa
tion of some algorithm for speech recognition, 
image enhancement, spectrum analysis, high speed 
calculations, and a host of others. Limitations of 
analog technology, including precision, reproduci-

bility, price flexibility, reliability, size, and power 
consumption, have prevented widespread adoption 
of such systems, however. 

Spurred by the development of VLSI technology, 
digital signal processing is making its mark in the 
electronic systems world. VLSI-based DSP is combin
ing with a wide variety of algorithms and their soft
ware implementations to perform signal processing 
chores uniformly among processing units and with
out analog's disadvantages. Development tools are 
also appearing, with the personal computer func
tioning as a design aid. 

The industry is working overtime to develop the 
chips, algorithms, software, and subsystems that 
computer designers link together to make DSP
based systems. Standards are being discussed, new 
applications are evolving, and the industry is realiz
ing that DSP need not be solely the expert's 
domain-even though it requires a degree of mathe
matical precision to use properly. 

The following article provides an overview of 
these developments. It is geared to the novice be
cause most computer designers are unfamiliar with 
DSP technology. But it also covers much material 
for the initiated. The overview lays the groundwork 
for the contributed articles that follow. These con
centrate on recent and anticipated product introduc
tions. They offer computer system designers and 
integrators a good idea of what to expect for their 
DSP designs during the next couple of years. 

Harvey J. Hindin 
Special Features Editor 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

DIGITAL SIGNAL 
PROCESSING MOVES 
INTO HIGH GEAR 
VLSI chips, software development tools, and algorithms now 
handle a variety of computer design applications. 

Harvey J. Hindin, 
Special Features Editor 

Software, algorithms, development tools, VLSI, and 
subsystems are combining to speed the use of digital 
signal processing techniques. This acceleration is 
especially apparent in such compute-intensive chores 
as image enhancement, speech recognition, and spec
trum analysis. And, they are all available at ever
lower cost and offer higher reliability. 

Many, if not most, designers are far more familiar 
with analog technology or the digital VLSI chips and 
general-purpose microprocessors at the heart of 
today's computer systems. The world of special
purpose microprocessors oriented to digital signal 
processing (DSP), and the realm of support chips 
geared to implementing some compute-intensive 
function by means of a specially designed mathe
matical algorithm, is strange to them. To do their 
jobs properly, however, computer systems designers 
and integrators need to know that DSP is, and what 
it can do for their systems. Then they need to know 

what new DSP functions they can expect in the next 
year or two. 

As DSP becomes more flexible and widespread, 
both analog and digital designers will have to make 
more choices between different DSP components 
and subsystems. They will also have to decide, early 
on, if they should opt for the DSP approach. 

Getting started 
Today, digital computers perform most calcula

tions; but analog technology still provides a great 
deal of the signal processing functions that most 
practical communications and computer systems 
need. However, matters are changing rapidly . For 
example, the basic analog signal processing device
the analog filter-is being replaced by digital filters. 
Filtering is the most rudimentary signal processing 
chore but it is, nevertheless, signal processing. It is 
the conversion of a signal or waveform, regardless 
of its nature or shape, from one amplitude and phase 
distribution as a function of time (or frequency) to 
another, usually more desirable distribution. 

A great part of DSP technology depends on the 
use of a variety of digital filters. For example, 
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practical implementation of most algorithms requires 
a number of filters. In a practical system, filters and 
such other signal processing elements as micro
processors, multipliers, address generators, A -0 and 
0-A converters, and correlators combine to perform 
most chores. 

These chores, often highly mathematical in nature, 
include waveform correlation, matrix inversion, 
Fourier transforms, multiprecision, and floating 
point arithmetic. The mathematical chore may be 
part of an algorithm for speech recognition, image 
enhancement, spectrum analysis, or high speed cal
culations, for example . Some of these applications 
are suitable for single-chip OSP implementations 
that use a dedicated microcomputer. Others are 
geared more to subsystem or system implementations 
in the form of OSP units known as array processors. 

As the experienced designer expects, overlap exists 
between the various design approaches-dependent 
upon the application and its specification . OSP is 
chosen for all the applications, however , because its 
precision, reproducibility, price, reliability , size, and 
power consumption are superior to that of analog 
or conventional digital systems. Most important , in 
some cases, OSP technology is the only way the job 
can be done. And, OSP has an added benefit. Unlike 
the case with many analog systems, OSP theory 
closely predicts what happens in actual systems 
undergoing tests. 

But DSP has harbored these advantages for years . 
Only since VLSI-based DSP has combined with a 
wide variety of algorithms and their software imple
mentations has the technique come into its own . 
DSP development tools are also appearing, with the 
personal computer functioning as the heart of the 
design support system. 

Since the swing to DSP started, designers have 
been working overtime to develop even more of the 

FRONT ENO MAY BE 
PROGRAMMABLE 

APPLICATION PROGRAM 
INPUT FROM INDIVIDUAL 

PROGRAM SOURCE MINICOMPUTER 
OR MAINFRAME 

chips , algorithms, software, and subsystems that 
comprise DSP-based systems. The industry is dis
cussing standardization, and is pioneering applica
tions . And it is finding that DSP can be used by 
novices as well as experts. One aspect of DSP that 
remains primarily in the expert's domain, however, 
is algorithm development. Computer scientists and 
mathematicians are cooperating more and more to 
overcome the limitations algorithms present. 

How to calculate 
Algorithms provide the mathematical structure at 

the heart of OSP . The word itself derives from the 
name by which ninth century Arab scientist / mathe
matician/ astronomer Mukhammad ibn Musa was 
known-al-Khorezmi. (This name was taken from 
the empire northeast of modern day Iran from which 
he came.) Because of his work with mathematics, 
" al-Khorezmi" became the name for the procedure 
called an "algorithm." 

An algorithm is simply a mathematical rule for 
performing a calculation . School children use a 
classical algorithm to work out Jong division. Simi
larly, computer designers use the Cooley-Tukey 
algorithm-developed in 1965-to calculate a fast 
Fourier transform. 

The recent strides in constructing ever-more effi
cient algorithms have helped make DSP practical. 
When coupled with the abilit y of dedicated, single 
VLSI-based chips to implement algorithms, the most 
complex calculations can become part of a OSP
dependent computer system at relatively little cost. 
In these days when powerful VLSI is available so in
expensively to all comers, the superiority of any one 
system design is often a matter of algorithm design. 

Calculations that can be performed more effi
ciently provide benefits including faster realtime sys
tems and better image enhancement, for example . 

BACK ENO 
MAY BE 

PROGRAMMABLE 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

RAW 
FRONT ENO DIGITAL 

(A-0. INPUT 

SINGLE-CHIP, MULTIPLE
CHIP, OR ARRAY-PROCESSOR 

OSP IMPLEMENTATION 
(ALU, FLOATING POINT UNIT, 

MULITPLIER. AOORESS 
GENERATOR, SEQUENCE, 

ROM, RAM) 

PROCESSED 
DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 

BACK END 
(D-A, 

FILTERS, 
BUFFERS. 

Depending on its fu nct io ns, a 
digital signal process ing (osr ) 
system usually has an a na log input 
subsystem (front end ), a back end , 
a nd a processing unit. T he la tter 
contai ns a dedicated compu ter 
implemented in a single- o r 
mult iple-chi p, or a m ul ti ple pri nted 
ci rcuit boa rd design . 

FILTERS. 
BUFFERS. 

MULTIPLEXER) DEMULTIPLIER) 

ANALOG OUTPUT 

FRONT OR BACK ENO MAY NOT BE NECESSARY. DEPENDING ON APPLICATION 
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TABLE 1 

Applicat ions of Digital Signal Processing 

Numeric proce ssing Signal processing High speed control 

Fast multiply/divide Digital filtering Servo links 
Double-precision operations Correlation Position and rate contro l 
Fast scaling Hilbert transforms Motor control 
Nonlinear function computation Windowing Missile guidance 
(ie , sin X , ex) Fast Fourier transforms Remote feedback control 

Adaptive filtering Robotics 
Instrumentation 

Waveform generation Telecommunications 
Spectrum analysis Speech processing 
Digital filtering Radar and sonar processing Adaptive equalizers 
Phase locked loops Electronic countermeasures µIA law conversion 
Averaging Seismic processing Tone generators 
Arbitrary waveform generation High speed modems 
Transient analysis Speech processing 

Multiple-bit rate modems 

Image processing 
Amplitude, frequency , and 

Speech analysis phase modulation/demodulation 
Pattern recognition Speech synthesis Data encryption 
Image enhancement Speech recognition Data scrambling 
Image compression Voice store and forward Digital filtering 
Homomorphic processing Vocoders Data compression 
Radar and sonar processing Speaker authentication Spread spectrum communication 

The bible on algorithms for computer use is, of 
course, Donald E. Knuth's (of Stanford University) 
The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 2: 
Seminumerical Algorithms (Addison-Wesley, 1981). 
The latest words are found in research journals and 
company memoranda and these publications show 
that even classic algorithms get better . 

Algorithm applications 
The digital filters seen so often in DSP systems are 

either nonrecursive digital filters- known as finite 
impulse response (FIR) filters , or recursive digital 
filters-known as infinite impulse response (IIR) 

filters. The FIR is the most commonly used design. 
It may be implemented as a straightforward tapped 
delay line in which the input data stream is convolved 
with data from weighted filter taps. The appropriate 
configuration of delays and taps implements the 
filter 1/0 relationship needed for a particular DSP 
system; the output signal can be expressed as various 
sums and products of the input signals. 

Such a straightforward design approach is valid 
when the number of taps and delays is of no concern. 
Other designs, keeping half or more of the number 
of parts (a typical FIR filter may have hundreds of 
taps), are based on approximations of the very long 
string of input and output digital signal samples. 

These result in "fast" algorithms for implement
ing FIR filters. They are fast because their imple
mentation substitutes additions for multiplications. 
A complex number multiplication such as (A + jB) 
(C + jD) = E + jF can be calculated as E =AC -
BD and F = AD + BC, or as E=(A - B)D + 
A(C - D) and F = (A - B)D + B(C + D). The 
first requires two additions and four multiplications, 

while the second uses four additions and only three 
multiplications. Note that an elaborate , fast algo
rithm may represent a nonrecurring design expense 
which may or may not be justified for a particular 
DSP application. The DSP computer designer must 
ponder this and make a judicious trade-off between 
cost and efficiency. 

Algorithms are also used in the actual implementa
tion of FIR filters . For example, the equiripple 
approximation is known to result in the lowest order 
filter able to meet a given 110 specification. The 
Parks-McClellan algorithm allows for equiripple 
FIR designs that may be implemented on main
frames. Or, the designs may even be done on an IBM 
or Texas Instruments (Dallas, Tex) personal com
puter using DOS operating system-based software. 

In Atlanta Signal P rocessors'(Atlanta, Ga) design 
approach, the filter order and the edges of the pass
band and stopbands are fixed. Moreover, the FIR 
filter coefficients are systematically varied so that 
an equiripple behavior is achieved in each approxi
mation band . The algorithm terminates when this 
is achieved. An alternative algorithm is the so-called 
Kaiser-window method. It trades off filter order, 
ripple magnitude, and the filter passband-to-reject
band transition region size. It is important that a 
wide variety of algorithms and computers handle the 
design of both IIR and FIR filters since they are the 
basis of most DSP systems. 

Faster and faster 
The classic continuous Fourier transform is in the 

repertoire of every electrical engineer who ever 
needed to find the frequency domain equivalent 
(magnitude and phase) of a time domain signal, and 
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Trellis searching is an important DSP task with many 
applications in computer-based systems. Functionally, the 
trellis is a fi nite impulse response filter with thousands of 
taps (a). It has many applications (b)-tracing the signal 
fl ow is the problem. 

vice versa. It has a discrete analog-it is both 
meaningful and possible to find the alternative 
domain equivalents of discrete time or frequency 
signals. 

The discrete Fourier transform is the most per
formed DSP operation, and processors of all sizes 
attack it in every DSP application. It used to be a 
costly (in computer time) operation. But, matters 
improved greatly in 1965 when the fast Fourier trans
form (FFT), a quick algorithm for computing the 
discrete Fourier transform, was developed by Cooley 
and Tu key. Depending on the application, a trans
form could be done in .01 of the time it took before. 
This made practical some Fourier transform
intensive systems that could not be designed before . 

Other recently developed algorithms have reduced 
the time even more. All are rather complex. And, 
as in the case of fast FIR algorithms, an engineer
ing design trade-off must be made between whether 
or not to use them. Certain systems for national 
defense, for example, will use the brand-new Wino
grad algorithm for FFTs to gain that last extra rush 
of speed. Under certain conditions it is particularly 
good at reducing the number of multiplications 
needed in a transform. But it is difficult to under
stand and use in designs . 

Other algorithms 
A wide variety of specialized algorithms exist for 

particular DSP problems. For example, the so-called 
trellis searching is a useful technique for decoding 
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convolutional c;odes, demodulating signals with 
intersymbol interference, and is good for text, charac
ter, and voice recognition. Such algorithms as the 
Viterbi algorithm, used to implement trellis search
ing in FIR filters, require the efforts of mathema
ticians, computer scientists, and DSP designers to 
understand, implement, and use. 

The purpose of a trellis search is to define the path 
through a digital network or filter that most closely 
approximates how a given set of discrete network 
input signals is converted into an output signal set. 
The straightforward "method of exhaustion," 
wherein every possible path "through the trellis" is 
tried, simply uses too much processor time (growth 
is exponential with trellis size). Again, a "fast" algo
rithm is needed and the Viterbi algorithm is a prac
tical one. 

Experts needed 
Algorithm research is making its mark in more 

efficient DSP systems, but there is much to do. The 
problem, says IBM fellow Richard E. Blahut at IBM 

in Owego, NY is that "algorithm understanding is 
not widely disseminated." Blahut is the author of 
the basic work Fast Algorithms for Digital Signal 
Processing (Addison-Wesley, 1984). Moreover, other 
industry gurus say, algorithm work is just plain 
difficult, requiring high level skills not seen in the 
average engineer. Key algorithm work and much al
gorithm development is going on in the general 
categories of data compression, compaction, encryp
tion, transmission encoding, and translation to meet 
the needs of a variety of DSP applications, accord
ing to Blahut. For example, new vector quantiza
tion algorithms can now compress speech to a few 
hundred bits per second. And, Blahut maintains, 
modern data compaction codes are such that neither 
the encoder or decoder needs any knowledge about 
the information to be compacted. 

There are many algorithms for computer data 
transmission. For example, the Reed-Solomon code 
(also an algorithm) corrects data errors due to noise 
or purposeful interference. The military and com
mercial applications are vast. A computer-controlled 
communications system can operate in a hostile 
environment with minimal degradation and a DSP
based computer system can be sure of the purity of 
its input data . Reed-Solomon data decoders depend 
on, among other algorithms, the FFT. Finally, note 
that many data transmission codes used by computer 
designers for secure or low noise transmissions 
require trellis searching with the Viterbi algorithm. 

The "regularity" of an algorithm is as important 
as its low number of multiplications. In other words, 
for cost-effectiveness in algorithm implementation 
it is best to implement the algorithm structure on 
a VLSI chip. This means that both the chip and al
gorithm architectures must be regular and matched. 
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Algorithms that require substantial internal chip var
iations are expensive, if not impossible, to imple
ment in silicon. 

Industry experts agree that the most significant 
advances in fast algorithms will come when DSP 
chip architectures are developed jointly with algo
rithm architectures. This is no easy chore . It requires 
marrying two formerly separate technologies. 

Matters are made even more complicated by the 
development of new DSP chip architectures. For 
example, the data flow architecture in the NEC (Na
tick, Mass) µ,PD7281 DSP chip-with its advantages 
over the traditional von Neumann computer 
architecture-should stimulate the development and 
implementation of some novel algorithms . These al
gorithms could speed some of the chip's chores 
including image and numerical processing (see "Data 
Flow Chip Optimizes Image Processing," p 97 in 
this issue) . And, the systolic arrays that will ulti
mately appear in DSP design will also need their own 
brand of algorithms (see "Paralelism Makes Strong 
Bid for ext Generation Computers, " Computer 
Design, Sept 1984, p 104). 

Silicon riches for DSP 
There is a wide variety of VLSI -based chips suita

ble for signal processing applications, some of which 
have been around for several years. Only now are 
their applications showing rapid growth, however, 
as the various DSP factors come together . It is 
difficult to classify the niches into which these chips 
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fit, largely because many trade-offs exist between 
applications served , processing power, speed, and 
other DSP system design parc<meters specific to a 
particular case. 

At the low end of the signal frequency spectrum, 
standard microprocessors are being designed to serve 
as DSP devices. There is no magic to this . A DSP 
chip is a microprocessor (microcontroller) dedicated 
to the DSP function . It usually has onchip RAM, 
ROM, an ALU (and perhaps hardware multipliers), 
registers that allow repetitive calculations much 
faster than processors not similarly equipped, and 
other DSP-oriented features . But, the general
purpose processor that is not similarly equipped can 
be used with auxiliary chips if medium to high end 
operation is not needed. Moreover, they may be 
easier to program since designers and software devel
opers are more familiar with them. Motorola's 6800 
and 68000 families seem to be a favorite among soft
ware designers. According to one study, they com
pete with Tl's dedicated TMS32010 for the designer's 
attention-as do custom or proprietary designs 
geared for a specific application (often for the 
military). 

A variety of chips such as the NEC device men
tioned previously have been introduced recently or 
within the last year or so. Some are available as sam
ples, some are in production, and others are in the 
planning stages. Where a particular chip fits in this 
categorization is a function of the size of the poten
tial order, the customer's clout, and other variables 
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that the design engineer needs to investigate on a 
case-by-case basis. The new chips range from full
blown microprocessors and support chips dedicated 
to DSP applications through to multipliers which can 
be used for DSP or other chores, and to the A-D and 
D-A converters essential to getting the real world of 
analog signals into and out of a DSP system. 

There are also a variety of "glue" chips. These 
provide the support details of a DSP system that a 
VLSI chip geared to some major function does not 
have room for. No nontrivial system calculates any
thing without them; and the designer cannot afford 
to ignore them. Fairchild Semiconductor Div (Moun
tain View, Calif) has made a name for itself by pro
viding the DSP industry with fast glue chips. As 
almost always in the VLSI business, however, there 
are many suppliers. 

Speed is most often the watchword in DSP sys
tems. Either full-width microprocessors or bit-slice 
designs, in either MOS or bipolar ECL process tech
nologies, respectively, have offered designers a 
choice. Of course, for highest speed applications, 
bipolar bit-slice design is the only way to go-and 
Advanced Micro Devices (Sunnyvale, Calif) makes 
what amounts to the industry standard (see "General
Purpose Board is Designer's First Step into DSP," 
p 81 in this issue. A variety of other firms provide 
such elements as support chips and pin-for-pin com
patible chips. 

Where a single chip implementation is called for, 
the NMOS process technology of Tl's TMS320010 
reduced instruction set architecture seems to be a 
favorite (see "Parallelism Makes Strong Bid for Next 
Generation Computers," Computer Design, Sept 
1984, p 104). It blazes along at 5 million instructions 
per second (MIPS). It has plenty of competition 
from such Silicon Valley firms as Intel and American 
Micro Systems, Inc (Santa Clara, Calif), and such 
Japanese firms as Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc 
(Santa Clara, Calif) and NEC. Many of these com
panies are traveling the low power consuming route 
offered by CMOS. In any case, everybody watches 
everyone else-for example, TI is looking into bit
slice designs and AMD is checking out CMOS. 

Roughly speaking, MOS devices are superior to 
bipolar in component density and power consump
tion but inferior in speed. Today, CMOS is compar
able to NMOS in both density and speed and superior 
in power consumption. As a result, it is getting a 
lot of attention (see "Circuit Density and Speed 
Boost Tomorrow's Hardware," Computer Design, 
Sept 1984, p 210). Gallium arsenide (GaAs), promis
ing the highest speed of all, has yet to make its mark 
after years of advance publicity. Production samples 
of various GaAs-based DSP devices will not be avail
able for some time. And, it will be years before GaAs 
devices appear in real DSP systems in quantity
assuming they do not have major cost , reliability, 

flexibility, specification, or other problems. Eight
bit GaAs devices will appear first. 

Lately, power saving CMOS has begun to make its 
speed mark . For example, Analog Devices, Inc (Nor
wood, Mass) has come up with a set of four chips 
that together act as a 10-MHz, 16-bit slice, DSP 
system. For designers who need floating point calcu
lations conforming to the IEEE's proposed standard 
for such matters, two new chips are available for 
10-MHz fixed or floating point (single and double 
precision) arithmetic. 

The differences between fixed point, floating 
point, or block floating point arithmetic in DSP sys
tems are a major concern for DSP designers. The 
proper arithmetic choice is critical to system accuracy 
and precision, requiring a study of numerical 
approximation subtleties. These are thoroughly dis
cussed in the proposed IEEE floating point standard. 
Although benchmarks are subject to the limitations 
of design and interpretation, they at least provide 
a starting point for the designer . 

More on chips 
The Analog Devices DSP chip set consists of a 

program sequencer chip, an address generator, an 
ALU, a multiplier-accumulator, and a floating point 
multiplier and ALU. General-purpose in design, 
none of the first four mentioned chips have architec
tures geared to specific algorithms, allowing de
signers to "roll their own." Although geared to 
16-bit DSP, the chips can be cascaded to handle 
32-bit applications. 

As one representative of the latest in chip design, 
the set sports a high degree of integration of ancillary 
functions. In the past, these functions had to be fur
nished by glue chips in a real DSP system. Eliminat
ing glue chips cuts down on board space and power 
requirements. It also speeds DSP algorithm imple
mentation since chip-to-chip communication over
head is reduced. Analog Devices hopes that its 
CMOS set will be a tough competitor against the 
bipolar bit-slice architecture that has dominated high 
speed DSP applications. Other CMOS DSP chip 
manufacturers have the same goal. 

The firm will not depend on speed alone to pro
mote its products, however. For example, designers 
will be able to implement a so-called radix-4 FFT by 
using the chip set. This algorithm for the FFT has, 
to a large extent, been ignored by DSP designers. 
They have used the lower throughput radix-2 FFT 
for several reasons. For one, it is more well known 
and designers tend to lock themselves into using 
familiar or less complex algorithms. (Radix-2 is 
complex enough for most designers.) For another, 
it has been difficult to implement the radix-4 algo
rithm's complex computations in systems where cost 
is a major factor. Only the highest speed systems
for military applications in sonar and radar signature 
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TABLE 2 

Benchmarks of Floating Point Arithmetic Processors 

Analog Devices 
ADSP-321 0 Intel 
ADSP-3220 8087 

Effective throughput rate 
(Single precision 
floating point) 100 ns 19 µ.s 

(multiply) 

Multiply/accumulate 
throughput rate 100 ns 37 µ.S 

Input-to-output time 200 ns 19 /1 S 

Power dissipation for 
multiply and ALU 800 mW 3W 

Double precision 
multiply throughput 500 ns 27 µ.s 

Double precision 
add throughput 200 ns 18 µ.s 

32-bit fixed point 
multiply throughput 100 ns 19 µ.S 

32-bit fixed point 
add/subtract throughput 100 ns 18 µ.S 

Package 96-lead 40-pin 
PGA DIP 

analysis-have gone to radix-4 with its complicated, 
expensive, dedicated printed circuit boards full of 
silicon parts. 

Designers continually face the problem of making 
the most clever choice of algorithms. Not only is the 
radix-4 method not used as much as it might (even 
with bipolar bit-slice logic) , but some designers 
believe that FFTs must use multiples of 1024 data 
points in their calculations. This is just not true, 
however, as an analysis of the transform itself shows. 
A myth has developed that all calculations must be 
based on data block lengths with multiples of two. 

Basic DSP 
The DSP goal is to implement some algorithm as 

quickly as possible. The algorithm performs a repeti
tive calculation defined by some instruction set 
stored in the chips implementing the algorithm. The 
chips also hold the originally analog data that has 
been converted to digital by an A-D converter 
and whatever data (coefficients) are needed to imple
ment the algorithm. To perform these chores, 
regardless of a chip set's process technology or its 
manufacturer, certain identical functions must be 
carried out. 

The first chore-the calculations themselves-is 
performed by the ALU and a multiplier-accumulator 
(onboard or as a separate chip). The ALU might be 
aided by a fixed or floating point coprocessor and 
the multiplier-accumulator must be dedicated to mul
tiplying (the DSP time-consuming operation) as fast 
as is practical. 

These chips are controlled by a program sequencer 
that controls the flow of instructions to the calculat
ing chips. Inst ructions handle the flow of addresses 
to the program memory, the program branching, in-
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terrupts, and all the functions common to any micro
processor system. The difference is that the sequencer 
must be fast-its overhead must be minimal when 
it does its assigned chores. This explains why a dedi
cated sequencer is often seen in DSP. 

Finally, a typical DSP system algorithm requires 
rapid reads and writes of data and coefficients and 
a method for performing this chore with minimal 
overhead is necessary. Thus, most DSP systems need 
a dedicated address generator that specifies where 
data and coefficients are in memory. 

Note that both high speed operation and high 
throughput are required and that the two figures of 
merit are not the same. The raw rate at which a cal
culation (or part of a calculation) may be performed 
must be tempered by how much useful work can be 
gotten through the DSP system. Once the chips in 
a system are put together, the needed glue chips 
added, and all the intra- and inter-chip communica
tions and overhead taken care of, system through
put will decrease. So, mere reference to a faster 
process technology for chip construction, for exam
ple, is not the whole story; nor is raw instruction 
execution speed. 

More problems 
There are many other trade-offs that determine 

system throughput. For example, large data words 
may be handled by the DSP system. But, if they are 
handled in two or more parts because some system 
chip (or chips) cannot deal with them directly, a com
munication and overhead bottleneck may occur, 
wiping out the anticipated high throughput. (This 
would result from taking apart and restoring the 
large word.) Moreover, 1/0 bottlenecks or other in
efficiencies could emerge in any design, regardless 
of its architecture. 

DSP computer designers need to consider these 
bottlenecks carefully when configuring their systems. 
It is particularly important to make fair compari
sons between alternative system designs. For exam
ple, dedicated DSP microcomputers, with all the 
mentioned functions on one chip, may indeed save 
power and board space and have the usual benefits 
associated with a single-chip implementation. 

Compromises in the chip design may exist that 
allowed all the DSP functions to be put on one chip 
in the first place, however. These compromises might 
affect system throughput, the impact of which would 
depend upon the application. Thus, no substitution 
can be made for intelligent system design; relying 
on chip manufacturers who might not know about 
system problems can be dangerous. 

Similarly, high performance bit-slice architectures 
(bipolar) are fast and flexible , but have their own 
set of trade-offs. Such trade-offs might include 
whether the DSP system must be general-purpose or 
algorithm-specific. For example, a bit-slice address 
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generator is often dedicated to one 
algorithm while implementing a 
general-purpose bit-slice address 
generator might require multiple 
chips. A full bipolar system might 
also consume too much power or 
space for the system designer's 
taste. 

Current thinking has it that, for 
the ultimate in high end, high 
speed DSP applications, bit-slice is 
the only way to go. However, de
signers had better track closely 
such new architectures as the NEC 
data flow chip. Nevertheless, AMD 
is enjoying great success with its 
bit-slice set. AMD's set offers a 
multiport pipelined processor, and 
an FFT address sequencer for data 
and coefficients. It also has a 
single-clock 16 x 16 parallel multi
plier with registers, two multilevel 
(dual two-stage or single four
stage) pipeline register (four 8-bit 
registers) devices, and a 16 x 16 
parallel multiplier-accumulator. 
Many vendors are trying to im
prove on one or more of these 
designs or offer variations. 

The designer with savvy knows 
that even DSP benchmarks are not 
the whole story. For example, a 
given FFT may be performed by 
one chip set as quickly as another. 
But, considerations including 
board space, power, cost, glue
chip count and availability, 
programming ease, upgradeabil
ity, availability, and the complete
ness of the vendor's line will swing 
the decision one way or the other. 
In fact, depending on what is 
important in the design, what can 
be tolerated, and what is just plain 
unacceptable, designs might call 
for a slower chip set. In the real 
world of computer design, the fact 
that a radix-2, 1024-point FFT 
may be completed in some num
ber of milliseconds (or less) may 
not be the most important consid
eration. 

Low electric bill 
CMOS process technology is 

making its mark in a variety of 
DSP chip applications. And, as 
CMOS technology becomes more 



pervasive in the VLSI world, DSP computer designers 
wonder if its low power consumption benefits will 
come to all the DSP chips. Since most DSP algo
rithms require multiplication and addition, and since 
fast multipliers based on bipolar process technology 
use up power, many designers could opt for 
CMOS-if the equivalent performance (or even 
close) was available. 

One of the many firms looking into CMOS multi
pliers is Integrated Device Technology of Santa 
Clara, Calif. It has come up with a 200 mW, 16-
x 16-bit multiplier pair that does its job in 65 ns. 
The chips can be set up in large multiplication arrays 
and are quite typical of what CMOS can offer. 

IDT is by no means alone in this field. And, DSP 
designers need to carefully examine the trade-offs 
to be made in opting for a new vendor. For example, 
IDT's delivery capabilities may not be the same as 
those of another company having a complete DSP 
line. On the other hand, designers might be interested 
only in multipliers or IDT's other products and 
designers may be willing to mix and match vendors 
to supply parts for the system. Certainly, IDT's 
claim that its multiplier is as fast as the traditional 
bipolar design while consuming only half the power 
is a strong selling point. Designers concerned with 
supplying system power, coping with temperature 
rises in confined spaces, and other practical problems 
of a real system design will be listening. 

Along with multipliers, there are a number of 
chips that satisfy the needs of a complete DSP sys
tem. Most of these are made by a variety of ven
dors. For example there are many possibilities for 
D-A and A-D converters . One of the latest of these 
geared to display applications is from the TRW LSI 
Components Div (La Jolla, Calif). Such chips are 
less glamorous than the elaborate and complex chips 
designed to implement algorithms. They are a neces
sary, indeed critical, system component, however. 
They can limit a DSP system's speed, throughput, 
signal-to-noise ratio, accuracy, precision, and more. 

TI now offers a D-A and A-D converter set also 
able to perform such signal conditioning functions 
as anti-aliasing and sin(x) / x corrections. It also has 
such functions as control logic , serial data 110 and, 
first in, first out (FIFO) memory. The set can be used 
with most DSP processors. When it is used with n's, 
however, it provides a programmable front end and 
back end for a DSP system. One reason for this is 
that its filters can be adjusted. 

Still other DSP chip types have unique applica
tions . For example, Logic Devices, Inc of Sunnyvale, 
Calif has a multiport register file. The firm offers 
a CMOS register file featuring eight, 8-bit registers 
(that can be combined for wider words}, accessible 
by five parallel ports (to get at any register when the 
designer wants to). It is ideal for bit-slice devotees 
who are frustrated with a bit-slice architecture's rela-

tively small external memory-to-ALU bandwidth 
(which limits the number of DSP operations that can 
occur in a given time period) and looking for a single
chip solution. It allows external data to be put into 
an ALU simultaneous with DSP algorithm operations 
and can speed DSP throughput. 

As might be expected, AMD has a similar chip. 
Still another chip Logic Devices offers is a 16-bit 
CMOS microprocessor slice . It was designed to 
replace the comparable AMD chip with onboard 
multilevel lookahead carry generation capability. In 
fact, it is meant to use the same application soft
ware as the AMD chip. 

Data flow moves in 
A DSP chip that is radically different will be avail

able soon from NEC Electronics Inc (Natick, Mass). 
NEC has eschewed convention and gone to the so
called data flow architecture for its design (see 
"Parallelism Makes Strong Bid for Next Generation 
Computers, Computer Design, Sept 1984, p 104). 
This design speeds image and numeric processing 
and allows chip cascading for even faster speeds. It 
is fully described in "Data Flow Chip Optimizes 
Image Processing,'' in this issue on p 97. 

Along with multipliers, there are a 
number of chips that satisfy the 
needs of a complete DSP system. 

The NEC design uses pipelining but abandons the 
classic von Neumann architecture for its calculat
ing engine. In the von Neumann architecture, the 
CPU fetches instructions from ROM, and data from 
memory, for example. Each of these acts must wait 
until the previous acts are completed. In contrast, 
with the data flow architecture the CPU is data
driven. It responds to data's arrival by attaching it 
to instructions waiting for it in the CPU. Moreover, 
every instruction that needs the data is given it so 
no more than one fetch is necessary for a data 
"piece." 

With this design, it is possible to perform a lot 
of parallel processing because events do not have to 
wait for previous events. As a bonus, up to a point 
that can be calculated, it is possible to speed matters 
linearly by cascading data flow chips. NEC claims 
5 MIPS per chip and minicomputer performance for 
its chip in certain DSP applications. As is the case 
with other DSP chip architectures, however, careful 
system consideration determines the chip's practical
ity in a given application. 

With a new architecture like data flow, the availa
bility of software both for software development and 
algorithms is particularly important. NEC is well 
aware of this and is addressing the problem directly 
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with software aids. All major vendors, regardless 
of the kinds of chips or systems they off er, provide 
a variety of such aids. These include canned pro
grams, third-party vendor-developed applications, 
detailed manuals, development toolkits, seminars, 
and emulators. They realize that DSP designers 
know that a "better" chip or system does no good 
unless designers can program them. 

In a systolic array, an array has 
dozens, or ultimately hundreds, of 
identical processing elements that 
are hooked together for shifting data. 

Taking a more traditional tack, but continuing the 
trend toward CMOS, another Japanese firm, Fujitsu 
Microelectronics has come up with a DSP engine. As 
one of the latest DSP engines, it features more on
board ROM and RAM memory, adjustable l/O, 
higher speeds rivaling bipolar devices, and all the 
evolutionary goodies expected from a VLSI firm 's 
latest and greatest. The chip is not a bit-slice design, 
but is a rather complete DSP microcomputer. 

Many vendors 
There are many other firms in the DSP chip busi

ness. Some of them produce parts for another part 
of their firm (for example, Hewlett-Packard of Palo 
Alto, Calif and Rockwell of Culver City, Calif). 
Others are second sources, such as General Instru
ments (Hicksville, NY) for the TI chip . Still others 
are geared to specific applications (Hughes of El 
Segundo, Calif) for missile guidance, AT&T Tech
nologies of Basking Ridge, NJ for satellite link echo 
cancellation). Lastly, AMI, Intel (Santa Clara, 
Calif), Monolith Memories, Inc (Santa Clara, Calif), 
Hitachi (San Jose, Calif), and others produce for 
the merchant market. Intel was an early leader with 
its 2920, and says it is working on new DSP chips but 
could provide no information about them for this 
report. 

In all, some thirty firms worldwide make DSP 
chips for their own or external use. Some make just 
a few pin-compatible chips, hoping they will tap into 
the market of a major vendor who has already pre
pared the market for alternate sources. Others pro
vide complete families and software support. 

Some firms are devoting much effort to figuring 
out what DSP designers will need in the future-and 
they are getting ready to provide it for them. Cer
tainly GaAs is one such area of research and develop
ment. The theory says that GaAs chips should allow 
faster speeds at much the same power consumption 
as CMOS. First chips to appear will probably handle 
such 8-bit arithmetic as multiplication. 

While NEC is the first firm with a data flow archi
tecture chip , others are coming into the non-von 
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Neumann world. Of course, Tl already has its modi
fied Harvard architecture, as do several other firms. 
This architecture is not a radical departure from 
existing structures, however. 

Several radical departures in architecture were 
recently described at the premier DSP conference
The 1984 International Conferences on Acoustics, 
Speech and Signal Processing held in San Diego, 
Calif. IBM's Federal Systems Divison (Manassas, 
Va) briefly described its so-called bimultiply accumu
late chip. Still experimental, the 12.5-MHz, pipe
lined, NMOS, 144-pin chip is the basis for a kind of 
systolic array . It is implemented as an FIR building 
block. Another chip mentioned at the conference 
was from France's Ecole Nationale Superieure des 
Telecommunications. Also a kind of systolic array, 
it is an NMOS device geared to speech recognition 
and implements one of that field's algorithms. 

In a systolic array, an array has dozens, or ulti
mately of hundreds, of identical processing elements 
that are hooked together for shifting data around. 
These arrays were first introduced at Carnegie
Mellon University (Pittsburgh, Pa) in the late 1970s. 
They execute the same instruction in parallel on mul
tiple data words. The array elements share control 
lines, timing and program instructions. 

Many systolic array design problems limit its use 
in DSP and other applications. One is designing a 
systolic array chip that can connect efficiently to 
many neighbors without bogging down in overhead. 
Construction is also a problem and wafer scale inte
gration is being considered. Other problems plaguing 
systolic array designers include how to know when 
a chip has failed and determine which one it is (they 
all seem the same) in order to reconfigure the sys
tem and bypass the offender. Then there is the ques
tion of how a systolic array is packaged. 
Conventional packaging requires just too many pins. 

Nevertheless, preliminary systolic array designs for 
DSP are on the way. For example, systolic arrays 
may be seen to some extent in INMOS's (Colorado 
Springs, Colo) transputer (a 32-bit microprocessor) 
and TRW's yet-unavailable chip for FIR filters. MIT 
is also looking into them, as are General Electric 
Company of England, and several other British
based division of U.S. companies, including Hewlett
Packard , Ltd. 

New software too 
Radical architectures require radical software 

algorithms. Conventional DSP algorithms are geared 
to von Neumann designs (see "Fifth Generation 
Computing: Dedicated Software is the Key," Com
puter Design, Sept 1984, p 150) and are often not 
suited to data flow or systolic designs. Given that 
von Neumann algorithms are difficult enough to deal 
with, it seems clear that algorithms for NON-VON 
architectures, as they are known, will be a long time 
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The Analogic APSOO array processor is rated at 9 MFLOPS 

but is said to have throughput exceeding that of other, 
nominally faster machines. Ariel Corp's FFT card suits the 
IBM XT personal computer or the Hewlett-Packard Series 
200. It is one of the many DSP tools for personal 
computers that are taking some low end DSP design away 
from mainframes, minis, and array processors. 

in coming. Moreover, it will be a long time before 
the average DSP designer can deal with them. 

Algorithm reserchers point out that many conven
tional and well known algorithms have to be recast 
for NON-VON DSP. This is an area of active DSP 
research, but it is hampered by the difficulties 
inherent in NON-VON algorithms. 

Array processors are a major application for the 
wide variety of chips and algorithms discussed. These 
DSP subsystems, either as standalones or as add-ons 
to micro, mini, or mainframe computers (used to 
speed algorithm-based repetitive calculations), 
represent a lucrative market. They are made by 
nearly a dozen firms in the United States alone. 
These include both established firms and the start
ups that are appearing too fast to list them all. 

A partial listing includes Analogic Corp (Wake
field, Mass) (see "Array Processor Doubles As DSP 
Engine," in this issue, page 89), Ariel Corp (New 
York, NY), CSP Inc (Billerica, Mass), DSP Systems 
(Ottawa, Canada), Floating Point Systems (Beaver
ton, Ore), Numerix Corp (Newton, Mass), Sky Com
puters (see "DSP/ Development Board Offers Host 
Independence," in this issue, p 109), Star Technol
ogies Inc (Portland, Ore), and Systolic Systems (San 
Jose, Calif) . 

The range and diversity of applications of array 
processors is quite amazing. For example, array 
processors from Analogic Corp are not only found 
embedded in such dedicated system applications as 
a nuclear magnetic resonance machine where it helps 
sharply define the inside-the-human-body "picture" 
the NMR machine generates. But, they are also in 
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such general-purpose products as the firm's APL 
programming language-based, overlapping-windows 
computer that is geared to inexpensive computing 
power. The field is fiercely competitive and there is 
one rule the DSP designer must remember-what 
you get is proportional to what you pay. For exam
ple, at the low end, a lot of array processors are 
made as plug-in, add-on boards for the IBM XT per
sonal computer (Ariel, Systolic, Marinco). 

Even lower on the cost scale of personal computer 
plug-ins made for DSP is the Intel 8087 floating point 
coprocessor. It may be plugged into an empty socket 
in the XT or Tl Professional Computer mother
board. And, IBM's brand-new multi-user personal 
computer-the AT-has a spot for the even more 
sophisticated Intel 80287 floating point coprocessor 
(see "Multi-user AT Computer Creates Standards 
Overnight," Computer Design, Oct 1, 1984, p 25) . 

Price/performance trade-offs 
At the other end of the price spectrum are boards 

made by such firms as Floating Point Systems for 
high end applications. These involve six-figure costs 
and 10 to 15 MFLOPS or more speed, depending on 
the application. Better yet, array processor capabili
ties have been upgraded so much by their chips that 
some of them achieve a percentage of supercomputer 
performance (or even better) at a price that justi
fies the buy. 

For example, Floating Point System 's FPS-164/ 
MAX can hit 331 MFLOPS (when it is coupled with 
a mainframe) for certain algorithms. It's a steal at 
$300,000 if you are running one of those algorithms. 



New 
high-speed, low-power, 
6-bit A/D converter 
• 650mW power dissipation 
·25MSPS 
• $29* 

When small package and low power dissipation 
are critical factors in your design, and you 
need a high performance, low cost A ID con
verter, TRW has the answer to your problem. 

Now TRW LSI, the industry leader in high 
performance AID converters, brings you a 
new low priced, low power, flash AI D con
verter in a small package for a wide range of 
video digitizing applications! Our TDC 1046 
is a high-speed (25MSPS) , 6-bit AID mono
lithic video converter capable of digitizing an 
analog signal with full power frequency up 
to 7MHz. The power dissipation is a low 
650rnW. These performance specifications are 

guaranteed over the full operating temperature 
range of0-70°C (ambient). And you get all 
this capability in an ultra-thin 18 lead DIP. 
Other characteristics include 1I4 LSB linearity 
and selectable output format (two's comple
ment or unsigned magnitude). 

With the TDC1046, design costs are lowered 
because sample-and-hold circuitry is not 
required . All digital inputs and outputs are 
TTL compatible, and the TDC1046 is simple 
to interface with low analog input capaci
tance (30pF). The low, low price of$29 (U.S. 
price in 1000s) makes it possible to lower your 
design costs even further-and without 
sacrificing performance. 
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The applications are limitless-high-speed 
data conversion in consumer electronics, 
robotics, medical imaging, vision systems, 
digitizing for PCs, facsimile . .. The 
TDC1046 AID video converter is available 
now from Arrow Electronics, Hall-Mark, 
and Hamilton/ Avnet. 
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The alternative, a Cray-1 supercomputer, may be 
slower for that algorithm and cost $5 to $10 mil
lion. Also consider the fact that newcomer Star 
Technologies says it will soon deliver 100 MFLOPS 
at 32 bits. It uses ECL gate arrays whose heat is said 
to be blown away by a novel forced air system. 
Finally, Analogic Corp's AP-500 array processor 
is making a strong DSP mark in many applica
tions areas. It is an outgrowth of the firm's success
ful AP-400. 

The high end 64-bit array processors are not every 
DSP designer's cup of tea, however. A strong 32-bit 
market served by "lesser" machines for many appli
cations also exists. For both of these bit sizes, the 
second key to success, after speed, is applications 
software. This is written by the DSP designer, third
party gurus, or the board vendor. In any case, it is 
a major problem even with the traditional von Neu
mann architectures these processors enjoy. 

Trying to get an exotic, nonconventional algo
rithm implemented quickly for 64-bit machines (let 
alone cheaply) can give the designer a lot of grief. 
Even 32-bit machines are difficult to supply with spe
cial software. Sometimes DSP designers are the only 
ones sufficiently interested and they are not suffi
ciently skilled to do the job. Compilers that trans-
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form existing software to run on an array processor 
present one partial solution. Even these are not ade
quate, however, since the processor's capabilities 
might not be used efficiently. 

The large array processor manufacturers try to 
help by making as much software as possible avail
able for their processors in the form of application 
libraries. But algorithms are a very special thing
subject to personal preference much like the choice 
of a programming language. So it is hard to satisfy 
everyone's specific interests. 

Although the DSP world will ultimately go to 64 
bits for the scientific calculations that are the main
stay of the array processor field, 32-bit machines are 
most common today. They range in price from hun
dreds of thousands to tens of thousands of dollars, 
with throughputs ranging from 100 MFLOPS to 5 or 
10 (which is a function of price) . Typical machines 
in this range made by Sky and Analogic Corp are 
discussed in detail in the articles on p 109 and p 89 
in this issue. They are good representations of state
of-the-art technology for different types of array 
processors. 

The coming 64-bit array processors off er more 
than precision. They make it possible to accommo
date DSP applications not otherwise achievable. The 



reason is simple. At 32 bits, for certain algorithms 
and calculations, round-off errors make results 
worthless. The 64-bit array processor does not have 
such a problem for a large additional number of 
applications and algorithms. As such, when coupled 
to an existing mainframe, it may substitute for super
computers in, for example, certain simulation ap
plications. 

DSP designers may use a DSP board or an array 
processor in an IBM XT, or they may hook it to a 
DEC minicomputer or an IBM mainframe. Array 
processor subsystems cannot replace these 
machines-nor are they intended to-because they 
are too limited in application. The goal is to comple
ment the larger machine's capabilities for DSP. As 
such, the boards are designed to easily interface. For 
example, Sky provides Multibus, VMEbus, and SIOO 
bus connections for its boards. In fact, many of 
Sky's boards and those of other manufacturers in 
the 16- and 32-bit DSP world are directly set to plug 
in workstations and minicomputers to increase their 
floating point calculation capability. 

DSP design comes to PCs 
Serious practitioners of the DSP art who need to 

be able to design complete systems must rely on such 
gear as Digital Equipment Corp's (Maynard, Mass) 
PDP-I I and VAX minicomputers for their program
ming environments and DSP programming tools. 
They use these machines along with the software de
sign tools provided by many of the VLSI chip 
manufacturers who serve the DSP market. 

The surprise low end design tool of the 1980s
the personal computer-is getting its share of DSP 
software, however. The personal computers (usually 
from IBM in Boca Raton, Fla or Texas Instruments 
often need an Intel 8087 mathematics coprocessor 
(for floating point arithmetic) as their only nonstan
dard hardware-and then only if the designer can
not wait for the 8088 or 8086 to chug along and come 
up with the needed DSP numbers. 

Many of the personal computer software packages 
are geared to Tl's TMS320 DSP microcomputer chip. 
This is because TI realized early on that application 
software would be invaluable to designers involved 
in signal processing, and its availability would help 
sell chips . For example, Alembic Systems (Santa 
Monica, Calif) sells a speech sciences development 
package and cross assembler / loader for the TMS320 
and Computalker Consultants (also in Santa Monica) 
has an assembler and simulator for the same product. 
DSPS, Inc in Ottawa, Canada, offers a TMS 320 cross
assembler among other DSP products. 

Some of these firms are moving beyond mere soft
ware and offering plug-in PC boards. For example, 
Alembic has a board geared to the Advanced Micro 
Devices DSP telephony chip known as subscriber line 
audio processing circuit (SLAC). This high speed 

MOS chip offers DSP-based, programmable filters at 
the central office interface with each telephone sub
scriber line as well as A-D and D-A conversion. It is 
designed to tailor the specific subscriber line connec
tion for either voice, data or teletext transmissions 
from the computer-controlled, networked business 
office. To do this chore, it adjusts the parameters 
of the communications link so whatever data is 
transmitted (or received) can be optimally handled 
as far as noise, error rate, and other factors are con
cerned. SLACs may appear in many computer sys
tems of the future. 

The surprise low end design tool of 
the 1980s-the personal computer
is getting its share of DSP software. 

The fast Fourier transform is widespread in DSP 
and a variety of software packages implement it in 
software. One for the PC is offered by Whitman 
Engineering, Inc (Maitland, Fla). Still another com
monly performed function is digital filter design. 
Software packages for this chore are offered by var
ious firms including Signix Corp (Wayland, Mass) 
and Atlanta Signal Processors, Inc. 

Atlanta's software package is geared for the IBM 
PC or XT or the TI Professional Computer. An 8087 
speeds up calculations (the filter design programs 
recognizes its presence automatically) but it is not 
necessary. Not only does the program come up with 
a digital filter's parameters, it automatically gener
ates the assembly code to implement the parameters 
on the TI TMS320 DSP chip. 

DSP design software for personal computers 
makes advances in VLSI and algorithms even more 
significant for the designer. In the coming years, 
DSP will be applied to an increasing number of com
puter design problems not only because DSP 
produces better-specified computer systems, but 
because it is easy to use. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 701 Average 702 Low 703 
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Now, total floating point capabilities at 
1/5 the price, 1/20 the power-and faster 
than board-level processors! 
This revolutionary chip set 
(comprised of a WTL 1032 32-bit 
multiplier and WTL 1033 32-bit ALU) 
has brought real-time floating point 
technology to market at a down
to-earth price and size. 

If your design specialty is 
instrumentation, graphics, telecom
munications, CAD, CAE, aerospace 
or mini/micro applications, you'll 
want to use these powerful tools for 
faster, smaller designs while lower
ing your overall system costs. 

In 100 + quantities, for example, 
each chip costs $325 ($650 for the 
set); floating point boards typically 
cost about $5000. And our complete 
two-chip set is only 1/50th the size 
of the old 15" boards, allowing your 
system to shrink before your eyes! 

There 's more. Through 
advanced NMOS technology and 

state-of-the-art circuit design, each 
device offers a throughput of 5 
megaflops, letting you process data 
faster than ever before. 

With less than 2 watts dissi
pation in each chip, power supplies 
can be smaller, and your system 
will run longer. In addition, the 
chips' circuitry is based on the 
IEEE 754 standard, assuring you 
greater software portability and 
compatibility. 
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Available on leadless chip 
carriers and 64-pin DIPS for even 
lower power-consumption and 
broader interfacing alternatives, the 
new chips undergo an exhaustive 
proprietary burn-in process that 
assures reliable performance. 

Best news of all , you can start 
designing now with these advanced 
floating point chips. So call or write 
today for complete literature. 

INNOVATIONS IN MICROSYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
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When choosing VMEbus 
Industrial 1/0, consider this: 
Xycom offers you the widest 
choice of modules in the world. 
With a common system archi
tecture that can save you sub
stantial design and program
ming time ... while greatly in
creasing your system's design 
flexibility. You can also count 
on Xycom's team of technical 
support engineers - before 
and after the sale. 

Each module is backed by a 
full two-year warranty and 
Xycom's 15 years experience 

in designing and manufacturing 
industrial microcomputers. 

So make the right VMEbus 
1/0 choice, right now. Call us 
toll-free (1-800-367-7300) for 
details, or write for our 
free 1/0 module brochure. 
Then put our better 
VMEbus mousetrap 
to work for you. 
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Look closer. We deliver added value. 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

GENERAL-PURPOSE 
BOARD IS DESIGNER'S 
FIRST STEP INTO DSP 
An entry-level , single-board computer performs 1-K complex 
point fast Fourier transforms, matrix operations, and filters. 

by Rajesh Tanna 

Digital signal processing technology has been avail
able for a number of years. But new PCs have 
forced designers looking at the technology's prob
lems to continually update their solutions. Before 
this can be done, however, the basic principles of 
digital signal processing design must be understood. 
One of the best ways the designer can learn these 
principles is to review an actual design of a high 
speed, single-PC board, digital signal processing 
computer suitable for repetitive calculations. 

One way to explain the design process is to state 
the typical system requirements and describe the 
appropriate design . The fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) is the central algorithm in signal processing. 
Its implementation is the basic design requirement. 
Note, however, that the architecture to be described 
lends itself to any algorithm that requires high speed 
number crunching. These include filters and matrix 
multiplications, additions, and subtractions. 

The architecture chosen for the digital signal 
processing (DSP) board must support the designer's 
specific goals. For example, the arithmetic architec-

Rajesh Tanna is an applications engineer at 
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc, 901 Thompson Pl, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088, where he is responsible for 
digital signal processing applications. Mr Tanna holds 
a BS in electrical engineering from Bombay 
University, Bombay, India and in an MS in electrical 
engineering from Pennsylvania State University. 

ture must support the speed requirements of the 
processes to be run . The memory architecture must 
be properly chosen to support realtime applications. 
In addition, the architecture of the addressing section 
can be straightforward. This section needs different 
address generators to support different DSP 
algorithms. The microword width for the control 
section would be decided by the rest of the architec
tures. Finally, the section should be designed based 
on the data acquisition method and the nature of 
the host. 

After the design is completed on paper, a thorough 
timing analysis makes sure that speed goals are 
achieved. More processing power may have to be 
added if the goals are not achieved and cannot be 
relaxed. Finally, the code is written. Ideally, it should 
be thought of during the design phase. This ensures 
that all resources can be used efficiently for the par
ticular algorithms for which the board is designed. 

Fundamental considerations 
The basic component of the FFT computation is 

t~e "butterfly" -named after the shape of its 
graphic representation. A butterfly requires compu
tation of one complex multiplication and two com
plex additions. DSP system throughput is the rate 
function at which these calculations are performed . 

Assume that the input signal only contains fre
quencies below 500 kHz, which are to be separated 
into spectral components with a 500-Hz bandwidth. 
Assuming both in-phase and quadrature signals are 
available and no guard band is necessary, aliasing 
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is avoided by digitizing at a 500-kHz sampling rate. 
If 1024 is selected as a suitable memory size, real
time operation requires a dual-memory bank and 
that a 1-K FFT be performed every 2 ms. Thus, data 
acquisition can continue while the FFT is performed 
on the previous data batch. 

A 1-K FFT contains I 0 columns of 512 butterflies 
each, for a total of 5120. This figure translates to 
5120 x 4 real multiplications and 5120 x 6 real addi
tions. Since the FFT algorithm consists of short 
loops that are highly repetitive and multiply
intensive, a micro-programmable, pipelined architec
ture is best. Included in this architecture are a micro 
program control section, an arithmetic section, a 
data memory section, an addressing section, and an 
110 section. Hardware must be capable of IO-MHz 
operation so that a single multiplier performs all re
quired multiplications. 

The butterfly performance for architectures with 
a differing number of resources that are potential 
bottlenecks has been calculated. To accomplish a 1-K 
FFT in 2 ms at 10 MHz, each butterfly can take no 
more than 400 ns (4 cycles). A two-bus, two-ALU, 
one-multiplier architecture may be chosen for the 
DSP computer board design. Note that the multiplier 
and the two buses are occupied 100 percent of the 
time, and the ALUs 75 percent of the time. Fig l 
shows a block diagram of the board architecture. 

The arithmetic section, including ALUs and multi
plier (Fig 2), performs all number crunching. The 
three ports and six registers of the Am29501 ALU are 
a good choice for pipelined operations. The Am2951 7 
16 x 16 multiplier is also suitable because of its single 
clock requirement. The butterfly equations for radix 
2 DIF transforms are A' B = A+ B, B' = (A - B)Wk; 
the DIT transforms are ~ = A+ BWk and B' = 
A- BWk. A and B are complex input data points 
and W (superscript k) is the complex coefficient. 

ALGORITHM I 
IMAGINARY BUS 

FFT AOORESS GENERATOR 
REAL BUS 

As seen from these equations, multiplication 
always involves one coefficient (constant) and one 
data point. So for the FFT algorithm, the coefficient 
is the multiplier and the ALUs furnish the multi
plicand. Squaring to form a magnitude requires 
multiplication between data inputs. For this compu
tation, a multiplexer switches the multiplier input 
from the coefficient source to the ALU. Also, com
plex arithmetic requires that data be able to flow 
from either ALU to the other. Finally, the product 
from the multiplier flows back into the ALU to con
tinue through the pipeline. 

All these data paths can be achieved using the 
ALUs and the multiplier. A transceiver allows data 
flow between ALUs and prevents bus contention. A 
carry lookahead generator connected between ALUs 
allows double-precision arithmetic. 

When a fixed point system is designed, data scal
ing must be considered so that results do not over
flow. Although scaling can be on the input data or 
on the results, a shifter at the input to the pipeline 
serves the function without restricting the input data. 
When the shifter is at the output, input data is re
stricted, to ensure that no overflow occurs on the 
first pass through the pipeline. 

Memory is important too 
Data memory must be designed to support the 

high speed architecture. The minimum requirement 
is one memory bank, toggled between the host sys
tem and the DSP processor. But this design causes 
the DSP processor to be idle for the time data is un
loaded and new data reloaded. Realtime applications 
typically sample data continuously at a fixed rate. 
Results of the process are read continuously from 
the data memory. Thus, with two memory banks, 
one can be unloaded and reloaded, while the other 
is processed by the DSP. 

REAL 
PROCfSSOR 

IMAGINARY 
PROCESSOR 

Fig 1 A single-board, digital 
signal processing (DSP) system 
under microprogram control 
handles a variety of computer
intensive chores. This design is an 
entry-level computer for the DSP 

beginner. It handles fast Fourier 
transforms (FFTs), filters, and 
matrix operations under host 
control. 

ALGORITHM 2 
FILTER AND MATRIX 

ADDRESS GENERATOR 

MICROPROGRAM 
AND 

CONTROL UNIT 
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BUFFER 

SCALER 

REAL ALU j4----;;iI.......,l..i:;;------i IMAGINARY 
ALU Fig 2 The single-boa rd DSP uni t's 

arithmetic section architecture 
features separate buses fo r real and 
imaginary data values, two ALUs, 
and one multiplier. As a realtime 
unit, it can accomplish a radix-2 
butterfly every four cycles. 

COEFFICIENT 

MULTIPLIER 

A typical dual-memory architecture has two 
address buses supplying addresses to the two banks 
(Fig 3). One supplies data addresses for the DSP 
process and the other supplies addresses for load
ing of data and unloading of results. The memory 
needs to be arranged so that complex numbers can 
be easily stored and accessed. Assuming that the 
design calls for a 16-bit DSP system, each memory 
bank must be 32 bits wide and 1-k deep to hold 1024 
complex data points. This restricts the designer to 
in-place FFTs. 

Separate data buses from the memory to the ALUs 
allow all 32 bits of data to flow in unison into both 
ALUs. However, the host system might be 8 or 16 
bits wide. The complex number would then be 
loaded in two or four parts. Three transceivers inter
facing the host system data bus to the memory must 
be controlled to ensure correct sequence data flow. 

The transceivers between the memory and ALUs 
must also be controlled to prevent bus contention. 
Transceivers between the memory and host system 
are controlled for the same reason. Finally, mem
ories must be high speed to support the realtime 
architecture (45-ns RAMs in this design). 

To achieve parallel operation, both memory banks 
are addressed simultaneously. One is handled by the 
host for data unloading and reloading. The other 
is handled by the DSP address generator (Fig 4). The 
Am29540 FFT address sequencer, which can generate 
data and coefficient addresses for all combinations 
of in-place/ non in-place, radix 4/ radix 2, and DIT/ 
DIF FFTs, supports transform lengths of 2 to 
65,536 points. 

The Am29116 controller is suited for address 
generation for other DSP processes (matrix arith
metic and filters). This is because it takes care of 
all addressing, and board space is usually critical. 

Because the board runs one process at a time, the 
two address generators are never used simulta
neously. Therefore, microcode bits for the two parts 
can be overlaid. 

To synchronize the arrival of addresses and data 
at the memory, there is a pipeline register between 
the address generators and the data memory. The 
Am29520 pipeline register must also be used to make 
the microcode efficient and allow butterfly comple
tion every four cycles. This part has four registers 
and can serve as a dual two-level pipeline register. 
Two source addresses for the data inputs for one 
butterfly are saved in one level. The two destination 
addresses for the results of the previous butterfly are 
saved in the other level. 

The FFT process needs coefficients or constant 
values that are PROM-programmed. These PROMS, 
can be addressed by the Am29540 address generator. 
The filter process also needs coefficients programmed 
into a separate PROM and addressed by the filter 
address generator. A separate pipeline register holds 
coefficient addresses for each FFT butterfly. 

Addressing from the host side for data is provided 
at high speed to make the application real time. The 
best way to achieve this is through a DMA scheme. 
Finally, the design requires four, tri-state buffers to 
switch buses when memories are toggled. 

Stay under control 
Because microcode controls the system, the con

trol section is the heart of the design. Microcode 
width must be decided during this design phase and 
a microprogram sequencer must be selected to exe
cute the microcode. Microcode bits need a pipeline 
register so that the sequencer can fetch the next 
microinstruction while the present one is executing. 
Note that the arithmetic section requires the bulk 
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of the microcode, the addressing section requires a 
small share, and a small amount is needed for miscel
laneous control. 

The Am27S45A registered high speed PROMS are 
suitable for microcode memory, and serve as pipe
line registers, thus saving board space. In addition, 
these 2-K x 8 PROMS have a 2049th location which 
can be programmed as a reset condition. The board 
is then in a defined state when power is applied. 

A way of testing the board for "conditions" must 
be provided. The sequencer usually has one test 
input. Conditional jumps and branches are taken 
based on this input's state. To test one of several 
inputs, a condition code multiplexer is needed. The 
microcode then directly selects the condition to be 
tested. 

The host system indicates to the board what pro
cess needs to be run (eg, FFr or filter) . The 
microcode PROMS have a vector table from which 
the starting address for the process is obtained. The 
instruction register provides a link between the DSP 
board and the host , and indicates the FFr or matrix 
size to the address generators. With this design, the 
same microcode serves any size FFT or matrix. 

The host interface also has a flipflop, indicating 
on which memory bank the board is to work. The 
host sets or resets this flipflop, turning on the switch
ing logic for either one memory bank or the other. 

The designed board does not have writable control 
store. In other words, the microcode is programmed 
into PROMS and cannot be changed unless the 
PROMS are changed. However, writable control 
store can be added. The PROMS have to be replaced 
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by RAMs, and a means must be provided to load 
these RAMs with microcode. 

The I/O section is the interface between the board 
and the host system. Decoding logic is required to 
decode I/O addresses reserved for the board . It is 
also necessary to provide a DMA controller and 
some registers and buffers to interface with the host 
address and data buses. 

This design phase depends on the data acquisition 
method and the host system. Here, the host is as
sumed to be an AmSys 29/ 10 computer. It is further 
assumed that data is host supplied. Therefore, DMA 
is used to transport data from the host into the data 
memory. A flyby OMA allows memory-to-memory 
transfers in half the usual time and an extra address 
counter (flyby counter) supports this capability. A 
process-complete flag (set by microcode) interrupts 
the host when the running process is complete. 

Keep time 
Determining the speed at which the algorithms will 

run is the most critical design phase. The designer 
starts out with a set of goals divided into two cate
gories. Category 1 lists the different algorithms that 
the design has to process; Category 2 lists how fast 
they must run. 

The design must begin with Category 1, and the 
architecture must be designed so that all algorithms 
run. The designers then write microcode for these 
processes. Knowing the architecture, and having 
written the microcode, they can easily evaluate 
worst-case data paths. They then compute process 
times and compare them with the Category 2 goals. 

Fig 3 The DSP memory section has 
two address buses that enable 
simultaneous addressing of its 
1-K x 32 double memory banks. 
The many transceivers make the 
connections to the host data bus 
and to the DSP system's real and 
imaginary data buses. 
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All is well if the criteria in both categories are met. 
If not, trade-offs must be made. If the designer can
not write more efficient microcode, the architecture 
must be changed or goals relaxed. 

Changing the architecture implies adding hard
ware for more processing power. Because of board 
space and cost limits, this is not always possible. The 
alternative solution (relaxing goals) means either 
eliminating some algorithms (thus reducing hard
ware, eliminating propagation delays, and increasing 
speed), or accepting slower speeds. 

A data path time is the total of all setup and hold 
times, propagation delays, and access times that data 
encounters between two registers. One example is 
the path time from when the pipeline register emits 
an address to when the ALU's register clocks the 
data in. This includes the clock to output of the 
microprogram pipeline register, access time of the 
pipeline register, propagation delay through bus 
switching buffers and transceivers, data memory 
access time, delay through shifters, data setup time 
for the ALU's register, and the data hold time for the 
ALU's register. 

All possible data paths should be considered. 
Usually, the longest one is the path for testing condi
tions. The longest data path determined the best pos
sible cycle time. One way to improve performance 
is to control clock cycles with a clock generator. 
Long paths can use a slower clock and short paths 
a faster one. Careful data path analysis leads to sig
nificant performance gains-especially when only a 
few paths are slow. 

Microcoding made easy 
Microprogramming involves writing a coherent 

sequence of microinstructions to execute commands 
required by the machine. A microinstruction usually 
has two primary parts: the definition and control 
of all elemental microoperations, and the definition 

Fig 4 The addressing section of 
the entry-level, single-board DSP 
computer uses an Am29540 address 
generation for FFT data addressing. 
The Am29116 controller does the 
job for data addressing for matrix 
multiplications (and other matrix 
operations) and digital fil tering. 

and control of the next-executed microinstruction's 
address. 

Various microoperations include controlling the 
AL Us, multiplier, data address generator, data 
memory, address pipeline registers, shifters, and con
dition code multiplexer. Defining the next micro
instruction includes spotting the source selection for 
the next microinstruction address . Two principles 
help when writing efficient microcode for these 
chores . Parallel execution of different operations is 
the most efficient technique; maximum resource use 
is gained via a pipelined architecture. 

The arithmetic section should be programmed 
first. Then, the code for the rest of the system should 
be mapped into the code for this section. This ap
proach is best because the arithmetic section is the 
bottleneck and the available resources need to be 
used as efficiently as possible . 

Writing the code is made much easier with the 
AMDASM meta-assembler. This is because it lets the 
designer create a symbolic language. First, instruc
tions are user defined-each instruction defines a 
bit pattern for a microword section. These instruc
tions are then grouped, in the second phase, to write 
the microcode. Microcode debugging can be a costly 
and time-consuming process if PROMS are burned 
every time code is changed. The writable control 
store in the host replaces the microcode PROMS dur
ing the development phase. In order to aid debug
ging, the host enables single-stepping through the 
code. After the code is debugged, a PROM fuse map 
can be created. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 704 Average 705 Low 706 
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256K DRAMS IN CHMOS. 
THERE HAVE BEEN OTHER 

INNOVATIONS AS IMPORTANT. 



But not lately. Intel's 
256K DRAM in CHMOS 
will set new industry 
standards. Redefine 
high performance. And 
change the direction of 
VLSI technology. 

Our revolutionary new 
chip provides four times 
the storage capacity, a 
high data bandwidth 

mode and a drastically methods of data access. 
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- --M:-:i rphy's ~irst Law of Mac~ine Paj el Controller Design: 

~you can use a TM71 or TM77 Microtermipal™ 
~ ntroller, anything else yo4 do will 'Gbst {oo 
~rw.ch and take .. tpo long." 'J 

These compact, high speed control termi
nals can probably put your machines and 
systems to work faster and for less money 
than anything you can design and make 
in-house. 

Here's what you get. Off-the-shelf deliv
ery; $595 unit price; 16-character alpha
numeric display; rugged , water-resistant 
construction; 14 programmable function 
keys; choice of two easy-to-use key
boards; 110 to 19,200bps communications; 
RS232, current loop, or RS422 communi
cations interface; 5VDC power, and lots 
more. 

Here's what you don't get. Hundreds of 
hours of design, development, testing 
time; thousands of dollars of development 
cost; scores of new parts to order, store, 
and track; and headaches. 

FEATURES TM71 TM77 

Input Buffer Size 
(characters) 2 x 80 2 x 80 

LED Indicators 2 2 
LED Status Indicators 4 3 
Keyboard Type Alpha- Numeric 

numeric 
Digital Outputs Yes Yes 
Non-polled Yes Yes 
Polled Yes Yes 
User EPROM Yes Yes 
Power Supply + 5VDC +5VDC 

650mA 650mA 

at Murphy's Law for once. Buy TM71's 
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ARRAY PROCESSOR 
DOUBLES AS DSP ENGINE 
Almost host independent, an application software-driven 
subsystem solves a wide range of design problems. 

by Bruce R. Mackie 

Computer designers are adopting digital signal pro
cessing techniques at an ever-increasing rate. Unlike 
analog systems, digital systems are fairly immune 
to time and environmental variations. They are also 
easily changed via software modification. 

Analog system changes often require hardware de
sign modifications. However, for many realtime pro
cessing applications, continuous analog processing 
techniques remain dominant due to the speed and 
power limits of the array processors performing real
time calculations. One of the latest industry steps 
to overcome this bottleneck is the AP500. 

The AP500 is an array processor based on distrib
uted processing (Fig 1). Its 12.5-MHz Motorola 
MC68000 executive processor supervises, schedules, 
and monitors each of the array processor's discrete 
processors. Moreover, its 384-Kbyte maximum pro
gram memory can host a sophisticated array pro
cessor executive program. This allows many array 
processor control tasks to be user transparent. 

The prime responsibility of the array processor's 
CPU is 1/0 operation control between the minicam-

Bruce R. Mackie is director of sales and marketing at 
Ana/ogic Corp, Computer Systems Group, Audubon 
Rd, Wakefield, MA 01880, where he is responsible 
for all array processor related activities. He holds a 
BS in electrical engineering from the University of 
Rhode Island. 

puter or mainframe host and the array processor. 
But, the array processor is designed to be as host 
independent as possible in performing its applica
tion program chores. Equally important tasks for 
the MC68000 are the setup, control, and monitoring 
of the array processor's various supplementary (dedi
cated) processors. 

One such device, the peripheral interface adapter 
(PIA), works with the array processor's optional 
AMA-500 Multibus adapter (through an independent 
OMA controller). Using the PIA, the computer system 
designer can connect any peripheral device, such as 
monitors, disks, tapes, local networks, and graphics 
controllers. In addition, these devices are array 
processor-dedicated and put no burden on the host. 

There is an alternative to the PIA in the array pro
cessor's dual auxiliary 1/0 ports. These are high 
speed (6-MHz), 16-bit, bidirectional data paths 
directly into or out of the large (l megaword, each 
word 32 bits) AP500 data memory . Here again, the 
MC68000 is responsible for setting up and monitoring 
an independent OMA controller for each 1/ 0 port. 

The final element in the array processor distrib
uted processing environment is an arithmetic pipeline 
controller. As with the previously mentioned ele
ments, the array processor's MC68000 sets up and 
monitors the pipeline controller. Detailed control of 
the pipeline and its associated data memory is 
reserved for a dedicated pair of processors. The first, 
the address generator, is responsible for information 
movement into or out of data memory to various 
array processor locations. The second, the pipeline 
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sequencer, controls all the pipeline functions . This 
distributed, discrete processing capability under CPU 
control characterizes a fourth-generation array pro
cessor (see Panel, "Array processors evolve"). 

The pipeline approach 
The AP500's arithmetic pipeline (Fig 2) is key to 

its performance. For example, internal registers 
("M" and "Z" files) utilize memory bandwidth re
sources better than nonbuffered pipelines. In addi
tion, various bypass and feedback paths maximize 
memory bandwidth resources and the array proces
sor's arithmetic resources, by eliminating static passes 
through unused memory elements. 

Although most array processors perform data
dependent addressing, they must perform these oper
ations from system data memory . This procedure 
absorbs limited data memory bandwidth. In contrast, 
the AP500 allows data-dependent addressing directly 
from the pipeline to its address generator-eliminat
ing usage of scarce data memory and bandwidth 
resources. 

The pipeline design allows an array processor that 
is raw speed rated at 9 million floating point opera
tions per second (MFLOPS). But, its practical 
throughput can outperform processors initially rated 
at 12 to 13 MFLOPS . Similarly, the computation
only, extended-precision nature of the pipeline (40 bits 
with a 32-bit mantissa and an 8-bit exponent) allows 
a 32-bit data memory, not the usual 38 bits. This 
feature reduces costs without a negative impact on 
the resolution of computed results. 

When configured as an attached array processor, 
the AP500's number-crunching facility is accessed by 
host-based, high level language application programs. 
However, the array processor's software function s 
almost as a standalone device. Host program and 
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Fig 1 The array processor, with 
its arithmetic pipeline heart, is a 
standalone or host-controlled 
subsystem containing all the 
hardware needed for digital signal 
processing (DSP) applications. The 
computer designer need only supply 
application software in a high level 
language. 

array processor communication is initiated by calls 
to host K-functions. These user-written or Analogic
supplied routines initiate the construction of data 
structures known as function control blocks (FCBs). 
Ultimately, they direct array processor operation. 

K-functions provide rudimentary parameter 
checking before invoking the array processor man
ager. Together with the array processor driver , this 
controls the host side of all transactions with the 
AP500. The manager reports errors encountered in 
array processor operations or during host/ array pro
cessor communications. It also handles host-initiated 
requests to report on or change the array processor's 
operational status. Furthermore, the manager answers 
requests to stop or reset the array processor. It also 
sets up the common variables to be used in array 
processor calls . 

Unlike the manager, the array processor driver is 
host-specific and considered part of the host's oper
ating system . The driver has many functions. It 
directs host to array processor data, array processor 
control/status, and message registers; and handles 
array processor-requested host interrupts. The driver 
also maps host memory, when necessary, for host 
to array processor DMA transfers. 

Executive forms operating system 
The array processor counterpart of the driver is 

the array processor executive, which resides in the 
array processor's program memory . It monitors and 
controls all of the processor ' s resources. Together 
with service subroutines, the executive forms an ele
mentary, realtime, single-user array processor oper
ating system. Interrupts can be sent to the arithmetic 
pipeline and any array processor peripheral device . 
Once it has appraised a critical situation, the executive 
can stop and redirect array processor activities 



almost immediately. Most often, it initiates host to 
array processor DMA transfers and presides over all 
other I/O functions. One of its most important 
duties is acquiring host-constructed FCBs. 

After obtaining one or more FCBs, the array 
processor executive calls one of a set of array pro
cessor Q-functions. These generate FCBs. Some K
functions simply make calls to the array processor 

. manager and have Q-functions associated with 
them. Written in MC68000 assembly language (sup
plemented with Analogic-written macros), array pro
cessor Q-functions check the parameters contained 
in the FCBs. K-function parameter lists refer to data 
buffers, rather than absolute data memory addresses. 
(Data buffer ID numbers are all that the user need 
supply.) Therefore, Q-functions will ensure against 
any discrepancies between the amount of data pro
cessing requested and the amount of data present. 

Q-functions also call executive service subroutines 
to organize and manage data memory buffers as spe
cified by the original K-function calls. Q-functions 
set up small structures in data memory containing 
the initial values to be loaded into the address gen
erator's registers. These consist of data buffer first
word addresses and the number of points to be 
processed. The final array processor Q-function 
duty is to start address generator execution. 

Having been started by the array processor execu
tive as the result of a call by an array processor Q
function, the address generator loads its 16 registers 
from data structures set up in data memory by the 
Q-functions. Arithmetic unit control is then passed 
to a function subroutine. These programs consist of 
address generator and pipeline sequencer microcode. 
The address.generator sections of function subrou-

tines contain instructions to start and stop the arith
metic pipeline. They also direct data flow to the 
arithmetic pipeline by supplying data memory with 
addresses. The address generator directs processed 
result flow back to data memory by entering write 
addresses in the first in, first out (FIFO} buffer. 

The issuing of a read address also starts the pipe
line if it is not running. Once started, the pipeline 
runs synchronously with the address generator. Data 
flow through the pipe is controlled by the pipeline 
sequence microcode section of the function subrou
tine. (As noted earlier, a function subroutine may 
have more than one section of pipeline sequence 
code.) In addition, the address generator may call 
other function subroutines or simply execute the 
pipeline sequence code associated with some other 
function subroutine. 

APSOOs with auxiliary 1/0 ports have additional 
executive software known as the auxport driver. This 
code controls communications between the array 
processor and data acquisition hardware (for exam
ple, A-D converters). It checks the state of the FIFOs 
that buffer data in and out of the auxiliary 110 ports 
and issues priority interrupts to the array processor's 
control processor. 

The auxport driver sets up and switches data flow 
to and from buffers in the array processor's data 
memory. It also requests an interruption of the data 
flow into the array processor by changing the aux
port's message register state. Similarly, an external 
device signals the beginning or end of a data trans
mission by manipulation of the auxport control/ 
status register. A set of special K- and Q-functions, 
for user interface with the auxport driver, makes it 
possible to design an APSOO application involving 
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Fig 2 The arithmetic pi11eline of the array processor sports both "M" and "Z" files (each with sixteen, 40-bit 
registers), with both feedback and data-dependent, decision making. It performs operations on up to 4096 Kbytes of 
onboard data memory. 
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realtime data acquisition, and code the application 
in a high level language such as Fortran. 

A new hookup 
Computational throughput rates for complicated 

application programs can be greatly enhanced by con
catenating array processor directives in data struc
tures (chains). Two chaining types are supported by 
the array processor's system software. A sequence 
of FCBs can, by suitable K-calls to the array pro
cessor manager/ driver, be set prior to execution. 
Thereafter, they can be executed as a group. 

Array processor chain execution may proceed 
from the host or may be down-loaded into the array 
processor's program memory. The latter option im
proves array processor efficiency by reducing the 
amount of host-array processor communication 
needed to carry out a sequence of high level calls. 
Thus, a series of Q-function calls can be executed 
repeatedly without host intervention. However, FCB 
chaining does not eliminate the need for the MC68000 
to check parameter lists each time a Q-function call 
is issued. This and other service duties by the array 
processor executive consume approximately 500 µs 
for each Q-call. This form of chaining, however, 
eliminates the 1. 7 ms of overhead that is incurred 
by each K-call. 

To eliminate the overhead burden associated with 
FCB chaining, Analogic has developed a proprietary 
chaining capability. This design allows the results 
of several Q-function calls to be collected prior to 
the start of actual pipeline operations. Once pipeline 
execution has begun, pipe control can be passed 
directly from one function subroutine to another
without control processor intervention. The array 
processor executive sets up a string of data struc
tures containing address generator register initial set
tings (as described previously) in the data memory. 
At execution time, specialized microcoded instruc
tions direct both the loading of the address generator 
registers by the pipeline's characterizers and the exe
cution of the appropriate function subroutine. 

This process is repeated for each data structure 
in the chain. Thus, host K-call sequencing can be 
obtained without host or control processor interven
tion . In fact, the overhead associated with the func
tion subroutine execution is reduced to the address 
generator register reload time (approximately 5 µs). 
Analogic has dubbed this technique address gen
erator chaining. 

Setup and execution of address generator chains 
are directed by the host application program via spe
cialized K-function calls that allow a chain to be exe
cuted several times (as a loop). They also provide, 
via event flags, a communication channel between 
a pipeline chain and some related process executed 
by the control processor. For example, chain exe
cution may be halted by an event flag. This remains 
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Array processors evolve 

By today's standards, the first array processors of the 
late 1960s were primitive. In fact, these processors 
were nothing more than combinations of fast adders 
and multipliers, very tightly coupled to a host proces
sor's CPu and core memory. Not widely used, they 
were research curiosities created at great cost . 

The emergence of minicomputer technology in the 
early 1970s ushered in the commercial array processor 
market , Again, by current standards, these second
generation devices were still primitive machines. Dis
crete digital signal processing functions like fast Fourier 
transforms (FFTs), filters, and the like, could be per
formed on these early devices . But, they were still inti
mately coupled to their heavily burdened hosts and 
inefficient in performing their main computing chores. 

Increased array processor competition in the mid to 
late 1970s featured third-generation devices that 
broke the tight coupling bottleneck. Third-generation 
array processors are characte rized by several factors , 
For one, they contain enough intelligence to com
pletely absorb an entire multistage mathematical task 
(auto-correlation or power spectrum density calcula 
tions), and leave the host free for other chores. For 
another , they control the data flow to and from the 
host processor. This again re lieves the host of tedi 
ous overhead tasks. And finally , they contain vary
ing amounts of data memory to release the host's 
memory . 

The next step in the evo lution of host-independent 
array processors is well represented by the AP500. It 
is characterized by more extensive local intelligence 
and varied 110 capabilities . Other attributes the com
puter designer should look for in a state-of-the-art 
array processor are low cost , small size, and broad 
functionality . 

set until the control processor is notified (by an inter
rupt passed from the auxport driver) that the auxport 
has filled one data buff er and is transferring data 
to a second. The control processor may clear the 
flag, causing the pipeline to resume processing the 
recently acquired data. 

Software control applications 
The AP500 is user-programmable at several levels. 

In addition to calling library K-functions from For
tran, Pascal, or C, sophisticated designers/ users 
write their own Q-functions or executive service 
subroutines in MC68000 assembly language. They can 
even create an address generator-pipeline sequencer 
microcode with the help of the pipeline microassem
bler. However, with the address generator chaining 
capability, the ever-growing list of Analogic-supplied 
K- and Q-functions, and application function sub
routines, the users do not necessarily need to write 
applications in anything but a host-based high level 
language. 

Automatic testing is a prime application of the 
array processor. For example, communication 
equipment often has a high digital signal processing 



(DSP) content. The production testing of such gear 
requires test signals to be input and device responses 
be analyzed. An array processor with optional aux
iliary 1/0 ports forms the kernel of such a test sys
tem. The unit accommodates digitized test signals 
stored in its memory or on a standalone disk . These 
signals are transmitted to the equipment under test 
through one of the auxports and a D-A converter. 
Response signals are digitized by an A-D converter 
and shipped back to the array processor through the 
other auxport. 

If a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to the 
received signal, its power spectrum can be calculated 
and matched to templates stored in the array proces
sor's data memory. The pipeline then determines the 
quality of fit between the observed and expected 
power spectra. The control processor, in turn, uses 
the analysis results to decide if the unit has produced 
a signal within tolerance. If not, it is subjected to 
further tests to determine, via signature analysis, 
where the problem lies. No host computer is required 
for this application. 

In a similar application, the processor can be part 
of the test equipment contained in a jet engine test 
cell. Here, output signals of several accelerometers 
are attached to various sections of the engine, digi
tized, time multiplexed, and input to the array 
processor through auxports. The array processor 
demultiplexes the digital signals and performs an 
FFT on each of them. 

The next procedural step is the power spectrum 
computation. The array processor compares the 
intensities at various frequencies to preloaded 
threshold values. Should a situation arise where the 
vibrational amplitude at a particular frequency ex
ceeds the threshold, the array processor's control 
processor transmits a signal (through the serial port 
or a host computer) causing the engine to shut down 
gracefully. The threshold values are recomputed at 
each engine speed change. The APSOO's ability to 
compute FFTs quickly (4.7 ms for a 1024-point com
plex FFT) allows the analysis to be repeated fre
quently enough to prevent engine vibration damage. 

The unit can also aid in robotics applications. For 
example, in addition to performing DSP chores, it 
can perform high speed execution of image process
ing algorithms. This capability, coupled with those 
of the control processor, is valuable in object recog
nition and positioning. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 
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distribution package. 

Rogers laminar bus 
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wiring harnesses. They 
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characteristic impedance. 
Fully customized designs. We engineer bus 
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for production runs. And of course, provide 
complete prototyping. 
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Free design/value analysis. To find out how our 
laminar busses can fit your power distribution 
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Engineer or our Product Manager today at 
(6021 830-3370. 
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Add the above together, and what do you get? The Mostek Matrix 68K'". It combines a 
multi-user, 16-bit microcomputer system based on the VMEbus architecture-plus a UNIX 
operating system. The result is a powerful and cost-effective tool for system integrators. 

The Matrix 68K is also a high performance tool. It's modular. Structured. Flexible. 
And easily expandable for future application requirements. What's more, it can lower 
your development costs, and get your product to the market faster. 

This new system in its base configuration features 640KB of expandable main memory, 
a 36MB Winchester disk, lMB of floppy disk storage, serial RS-232 interfaces for five 
users, a standard parallel printer interface, and three open slots for expansion. 

The heart of the system is the VME-MMCPU board with its 16-bit processor. The 
VMEbus-based modular board designs meet today's 16-bit needs. And permit fast, easy 
reconfiguration for 32-bit applications in the future. So, you won't have to develop 
another architecture as more powerful hardware becomes available. 

The flexibility of VMEbus architecture is further enhanced by the powerful UniPlus + ™ 

operating system (UNIX System Ill with Berkley enhancements). It provides you with a 
flexible, expandable operating system that's well suited to program development, text 
preparation, and general purpose processing. Its supported languages include "C," Fortran, 
and Pascal. 

Another big plus is Mostek's ongoing development of new cards for the VMEbus: a 
one megabyte ORAM, SMD disk controller, and Intelligent I/O boards will soon be 
available. With the reconfiguration software package, UNIX can easily be expanded to 
use these and many more VMEbus boards. 

With the Matrix 68K, you get high performance. Full VMEbus compatibility. Trans
portable software. Flexibility. And unusual value. Because it's all you need today. And 
tomorrow. 

Get in on VMEbus +UNIX + all the future applications. Contact Mostek, 1215 W. 
Crosby Road, MS2205, Carrollton, Texas 75006, (214) 466-8801. In Europe, (32) 
021762.18.80. In Japan, 03/496-4221. In the Far East (Hong Kong), 5-681157. 

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labor.nories. UniPlus+ is a trademark of UniSoft Systems. UniPlus+ is derived from UNIX System II under license from ATISi.. T. Matrix 
68K is a registered trademark of Mostek Corp. 
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THAT'S WHAT KEEPS ALL THE POINTS 
ON YOUR SIDE. 

All about defense. And winning. 
Designing information systems to 
compete for different business needs 
is a lot like putting together a winning 
sports team. 

Each component has to offer you 
the maximum number of offensive 
and defensive advantages to assure 
success. Take computer printers. 

The key advantage for the defense 
is reliability. Will the printers that have 
all the offensive capability going for 
them be able to hang tough inside 
your system? 

How Okidata stacks up for you. 
Defensively. Oki data keeps piling up 

the points on your side of the board. 
Their tank tough bodies can take the 
most punishing hits. 

Their MTBF stats score up to 4.000 
hours. Their printheads always go the 
distance. up to 200.000.000 charac
ters. Their MTTR's are down to an im
pressive 15 minutes. There are no duty 
cycle limitations. 

And their warranty claim rate record 
book says 99 1/2 out of every I 00 
Okidata printers are always in the 
game for you. 

We'll help you win. In OEM system 
building. just like in Super Bowls. reli-
ability is the name of the game. 
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If you 're putting together a compo
nents team where defense counts. call 
us at l-800-0KIDATA (609-235-2600 in 
NJ). Or write OKIDATA. Mt. Laurel. NJ 
08054. We'd be more than happy to 
suit up for you. And help you win. 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

DATA FLOW CHIP 
OPTIMIZES IMAGE 
PROCESSING 
An image processor uses data flow architecture, an internal 
circular pipeline, and a large instruction set to maximize 
efficiency in digital image processing systems. 

by Vong M. Chong 

Image processing system designers must typically 
make a trade-off between speed and flexibility. If a 
minicomputer is used for image processing and mem
ory storage, the system will be too bulky and slow 
for dedicated, realtime applications. If dedicated 
hardware is added to the system, very high processing 
speeds can be achieved, but the hardware must be 
redesigned if a small program segment is changed. 

A dedicated, programmable image processor that 
features data flow architecture can help resolve this 
trade-off (Fig 1). The NEC µPD7281 image processor 
uses an internal circular pipeline and a powerful in
struction set to allow high end image processing. As 
a data flow processor, the µPD7281 does not fetch 
instructions; it processes "tokens" that represent 
operand data. A data flow architecture allows the 
processor to maximize efficiency in a variety of 
multiprocessing applications. 

The µPD7281 can be used in design efforts for 
image analysis, and in pattern recognition for arti-

Yong M. Chong is an applications engineer at NEC 

Electronics, Inc, DSP Division, Natick Technology 
Center, One Natick Executive Park, Natick, MA 
01760. Mr Chong is responsible for image processing 
products. He holds a BS and an MS in electrical 
engineering from Old Dominion University, 
N01folk, Va. 

ficial intelligence applications. Its internal circular 
pipeline allows the processing unit to operate non
stop at a 5-MHz rate. The processing unit contains 
a 17- x 17-bit (including the sign-bit) multiplier, and 
an ALU that performs normal arithmetic, logical, 
barrel-shift, comparison, and bit-manipulation oper
ations. The chip, the first VLSI device on silicon to 
use data flow architecture, has a more extensive 
instruction set than conventional von Neumann 
processors. 

The chip is well-suited for image processing appli
cations using algorithms involving two-dimensional 
convolution, enlarging, shrinking, and rotation. In 
addition, this digital signal processor is suitable for 
realtime signal processing applications, since most 
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Fig 1 A typical image processing system, regardless of its 
application, has the same basic parts. Minicomputers and 
dedicated hardware have been used for such processing. 
One recent implementation involves NEC's data flow 
architecture-based VLSI chip. 

signal processing algorithms contain large amounts 
of concurrencies. Finally, the processor is available 
for numerical processing applications such as matrix
matrix multiplications, matrix-vector multiplications, 
floating point arithmetics, and realtime evaluations 
of transcendental functions such as cos(x), sin(x), 
exp(x), log(x) and &quare root of x. 

Opting for the data flow scheme 
A data flow architecture allows the image process

ing computer designer to take advantage of the high 
computational efficiency and the simplicity of multi
processor system design. These advantages are not 
found in the conventional von Neumann processor. 
The conventional processor executes a program step, 
by first fetching, then decoding, and executing an 
instruction. All three processes must be performed 
serially. In order to figure A= B + C, the von Neu
mann processor loads an operand B, loads the other 
operand C, and then performs the addition opera
tion to get the result A. If result A will be used in 
a future operation, it must be stored in memory . 

HOST 
PROCESSOR 
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PROCESSING 
UNIT 

MATCHED 
TOKEN 
STORE 

A data flow processor does not fetch instructions. 
It has a program store that represents a form of data 
flow graph . Each operand data is represented by a 
"token ." This token contains a processor address 
field, a control field, an identifier (or tag), a data 
field, and other control fields. During program exe
cution, the data flow processor learns exactly what 
type of operation will be performed on a token by 
referring to the data flow graph image in its program 
store. It can also recognize whether or not all tokens 
are available for instruction. When all operands or 
tokens are available, the data flow processor sends 
the tokens and instructions to the processing unit. 
The processor also contains local memory to store 
the tokens (with intermediate results) during compu
tations. Writes and reads to/ from local memory are 
performed concurrently while the processing unit 
executes an instruction. 

A typical data flow processor in a multiprocessing 
system is shown in Fig 2. In such a design, the only 
way the processor communicates with the outside 
world is through the 1/0 switch. When the host 
processor wants to communicate with the data flow 
processor, the host sends a token. 

When a token enters a data flow processor , the 
processor address field of the token is examined to 
determine whether or not the token is for the par
ticular processor. If it is for that particular processor, 
the token is accepted. Otherwise, it is sent to the next 
data flow processor. Clearly, tagging a data token 
with a specific address enables many data flow pro
cessors to be connected in a cascade configuration 
for multiprocessing. 

A data flow processor is data driven. In other 
words, in each data flow processor, program exe
cution is driven only by the available data needed 
to execute the program. For example, for a data flow 
processor to perform the A= B + C operation, the 
processor must receive a token with the data Band 
a token with the data C before the addition operation 
can be performed. These two tokens may arrive in 

Fig 2 Data flow-based image 
processors are suitable for a 
multiprocessing system. The generic 
design shown provides the basis for 
the data flow architecture-based 
image processor that, among its 
other chores, simulates the 110 

switches. 



No matter how specialized your 
customers' business needs, Canon's new 
compact desktop computer is uniquely 
designed to accommodate them. 

Because the TX-50 is a self-contained 
computer that can be customized for a 
wide range of specific business 
applications. 

Its all-in-one design includes: 
• A high-performance 16-bit 
microprocessor with MS-DOSt operating 
system. Standard 128 KB memory is 
expandable to 256KB. 
• Seven-inch high-resolution 
monochrome CRT display. 
• Fifty-function LED keyboard plus 
separate ten-key calculator pad and 
cursor control keys. 
• Three-inch compact floppy disk drive 
with 150 K-bytes memory capacity per 
side. 
• Optional RS-232C serial interface and 
Centronics-type parallel interface 
available. 
• Wire dot impact printer that gives a 
© 1984 Canon US.A., Inc. 
'MS·DOS is a trademar1< of MICRO SOft 

sharp 5X7 dot matrix and has a maximum 
30 characters per line. One original plus 
two copies can be made on plain paper in 
either black or red. 

With such impressive, self-contained 
flexibility, the TX-50 is ideal in areas such 
as customer operations and counter 
service. Especially since the TX-50 
provides such a huge range of varied 
functions, yet takes up so little space. 

Businesses such as gasoline stations, 
banks, mail rooms, real estate brokers 
and numerous others will find the TX-50 
particularly useful for sales, credit, loan or 
general customer calculations. 

So if you're dealing with business, 
whether large or small, and you feel they 
need a rather special computer, consider 
the new Canon®TX-50desktop computer. 

There isn't a desk it won't fit. 
For more Information: 
Call 1-800-323-1717, Ext. 302. 
{In llllnols call 1-800-942-8881, Ext. 302.) 
Or write Canon U.S.A., Inc. 
Systems Division/TX-Serles 
P.O. Box CN 11250, 'n'enton, N.J. 08650 
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any order due to the data flow processor's token
matching capability. 

Token matching for token B and token C can be 
done by examining each identifier field. From the 
object code previously down-loaded into it, the pro
cessor knows that tokens Band Care to be matched 
together to form token A. Once the tokens B and 
C are matched, they are sent to the processing unit 
for an addition operation. The resulting data is then 
tagged by the identifier A. If token A is to be 
matched with another token within the same proces
sor, token A is stored in the temporary token storage 
memory until the partner token enters the processor. 
The processing unit can operate nonstop, assuming 
there are many operations other than A= B + C to 
be performed. 

Achieving multiprocessing power without the need 
for complex control hardware gives the data flow 
architecture a major advantage over the conventional 
von Neumann architecture. Data flow machines do 
not waste time fetching instructions. Nor do they 
load and store intermediate results to/ from memory 
during computations. 

The image processor's architecture (Fig 3) is based 
on the architecture in Fig 2. The link table and the 
function table store object code, while the data 
memory temporarily stores the tokens to be matched. 

DOB 15 THROUGH 0 

OREQ 
OACK 

Fig 3 The image pipelined 
processor is a 40-pin device that 
can be cascaded to operate in a 
multiprocessing environment in a 
variety of image processing 
systems. Multiple chips can be 
used in two different basic 
configurations. 

The address generator and flow controller match two 
tokens, and the queue temporarily stores the 
matched tokens before they are processed by the pro
cessing unit. The output queue temporarily stores 
outgoing tokens, and the refresh controller generates 
refresh tokens. These refresh tokens refresh the chip's 
dynamic RAMs. The link table, function table, data 
memory, and queue are configured using DRAMS. 

Theme and variation 
The input controller and the output controller are 

equal to the 110 switch in Fig 2. The input controller 
studies the incoming token ' s processor address fields. 
If the processor address matches with an incoming 
token's processor field, the token is directed to the 
link table . However, if the processor address does 
not coincide, the incoming token is directed to the 
output controller. 

There are two basic system configurations for mul
tiple µPD728Is. These are the cascade [Fig 4(a)] and 
the ring [Fig 4(b )] . A cascade configuration requires 
that one or more processors feed the input data 
tokens in from one end, and receive output data 
tokens from the other end. In a ring configuration, 
there is an image memory, a host processor, and 
hardware logic to multiplex data from the host pro
cessor and the image memory . 

SENDING 
PROCESSOR 

IMAGE PIPHINEO 
PROCESSOR 

IMAGE PIPELINED 
PROCESSOR 

NO. 1 

IMAGE PIPELINED 
PROCESSOR RECEIVING 

PROCESSOR NO I 

'" 

IMAGE MEMORY 

HOST 
PROCESSOR 

IMAGE PIPELINED 
PROCESSOR 

NO I 
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Fig 4 Either the cascade (a) or the 
ring (b) configurations are useful 
architectures for systems requiring 
multiple image signal processors. 
An additional chip for memory 
access and bus interfacing is under 
development to support the ring 
configuration. 



Microbar's COMl6. It begins where "intelligent" 
serial 1/0 controllers leave off. 

The new COM16 communications single board computer from Microbar means your next 
Multibus™-based system can set new standards in serial communications performance and flexibility. 

COM16, for example, simultaneously runs all 16 serial ports-full-duplex-at 9600 baud. 
And that's only the beginning. COM16 is "Unix™- optimized" to a degree that leaves the 

competition on "square one:' 
Flexibility? Each COM16 transmit and receive channel has its own programmable baud-rate 

generator-offering 32 baud rates from 50 to 56K baud. And your 8- or 16-bit l/O or memory data 
transfers can use any mix of protocols needed. 

There's more. Our eight-line COM16 boards-in either RS-232C/Current Loop or RS-449 
versions-can be expanded by four-line expansion modules that allow mixed interfaces within a single 
COM16 system. Or that add DMA channels to each of four to eight baseboard lines. Or give you 
128K of Dual-Ported RAM. 

Obviously, we've been busy-working to make your next system a pacesetter. Of course, we're 
well qualified to do that. Because we're independent-and objective. And because making SBCs is 
our only business. 

Call or write today. Learn how COM16 makes the leap from simple intelligence to pure genius. 

Within California: (800) 421- 1752 
Outside California (continental U.S.): (800) 821-1011 MICROBAR 

SYSTEMS, INC. 
785 Lucerne Drive, Sunnyvale, C4 94086 

Your future system is our current project. 
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TABLE 1 

Execution Times in a Cascade System 

Operation 

Multiplication 

3 x 3 matri x 
multiplication 

64-stage 
finite impulse 
response filter 

Floating point 
multiplication 

Cosine (x) 

One Image 
Pipelined Processor 

22 µS 

24 µs 

50 µs 

4 .6 µs 

40 µs 

For the ring configuration architecture, NEC is 
developing a support chip known as the Memory 
Access and General bus Interface Chip (MAGIC). It 
handles all token flows between the image processor, 
the image memory, and the host processor . The 
MAGIC chip can support up to four image proces
sors. Its other capabilities include self object-code 
loading and OMA between the image memory and 
a display processor. 

Throughput results 
Tables 1 and 2 show what the image pipelined pro

cessor chip can do in a cascade and a ring system, 
respectively. Actual processing through put rates 
differ depending on the application and the specific 
system implementation . However, the overall pro
cessing time decreases almost exponentially as the 
number of processors increases. Consequently, an 
increase in the number of processors after a certain 
point does not yield a profitable decrease in the 
processing time . Therefore, the hardware designer 
must select the optimum number of processors for 
each application . 

Image processing with the µPD7281 will be useful 
in artificial intelligence (AI) and other advanced 
technologies . AI applications are often dependent on 
image analysis to extract certain features from 
images; and pattern recognition to classify and 
match these features with a known pattern. While 

Three Image 
Pi pelined Processors 

8 µS 

18 µs 

18 µS 

1.8 µs 

15 µs 

Note 

48- x 48 -bit = 96 bits 

1 7 -bit fixed point 

1 7-bit fixed point 

17-bit mantissa 
1 7 -bit exponent 

33 -bit fixed point 

there are many image analysis techniques and pat
tern recognition algorithms, not all of these methods 
work well in each application. Therefore, it is often 
necessary to modify existing algorithms or write new 
algorithms for a certain application. 

The purpose of image analysis is to divide images 
in some "meaningful" regions and then analyze 
these regions for more information. When dividing 
images, gradient and directional edges, texture, 
color, and contrast parameters may be considered. 
Most of these parameters are identified through con
volution operations over the complete image with 
one- or two-dimensional masks. These masks charac
terize different feature parameters. For example, to 
extract edges that run only in southwest directions 
in an image, a directional mask that can detect only 
the southwest directional edges is convolved over 
the entire image. The mask's size is highly dependent 
upon the statistical properties of the image and the 
application at hand. 

Other image analysis methods include region 
growing, region clustering, and merging. After seg
menting an image into regions using various tech
niques, the shape and orientation of each region can 
also be analyzed. Once an image is thoroughly ana
lyzed, pattern recognition algorithms are employed 
to "understand" the analyzed image. As in speech 
recognition, image pattern recognition attempts to 
match the extracted and analyzed features (from a 

TABLE 2 

Operation 

Rotation 

On e-half shrinking 

Smoothing 

3 x 3 convo lution 

1 024 complex fast 
Fourier transfo rm 
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Execution Times in a Ring System 

One Image 
Pipelined Processor 

1.5 s 

80 ms 

1.1 s 

3.0 s 

60 ms 

Three Image 
Pipelined Processors 

0.6 s 

30 ms 

0. 4 s 

1. 1 s 

24 ms 

Note 

51 2 x 51 2 binary image 

512 x 512 binary image 

51 2 x 51 2 binary image 

51 2 x 51 2 gray image 

1 7-bit fixed point 



segmented image region) to a set of features previ 
ously stored in the processor's memory. The set of 
features previously stored in the memory includes 
the features extracted and analyzed from many 
known image patterns or objects to be recognized. 
To obtain such feature parameters from known 
image patterns, the patterns undergo the same image 
analysis techniques applied to the image to be recog
nized. In speech recognition, this process is called 
"training." 

Pattern recognition accuracy 
As with speech recognition, it is impossible to 

exactly match an input pattern to one of the reference 
patterns. Therefore, a typical result from a pattern 
recognition attempt is given in a probabilistic manner, 
such as "76 percent match with pattern number 4." 
The pattern recognition accuracy depends on how 
good the feature extraction procedure is, how many 
feature parameters are used, how many image pattern 
trainings are performed, and how much of "percent 
match" is a match.There are many more factors that 
could be analyzed. But, since the recognition time 
is directly proportional to the number of parameters 
to be matched, the parameter number should be as 
small as possible when a pattern recognition system 
is utilized. 

In medium-level pattern recognition schemes, the 
designer can develop a pattern description language 
with a set of primitives and a grammar set. Such a 
language is useful in describing many interconnected 
regions within an image. In fact, it may be possible 
to describe an image with several sentences. This feat 
is called syntactic pattern recognition. In the syntactic 
pattern recognition scheme, the designer has to cope 
with incorrect syntax embedded in the input picture 
because of noise, perspective distortions, and image 
patterns that are not in the language dictionary. 

In high level pattern recognition schemes, the 
recognition system has a broad knowledge base on 
which to call. Moreover, the system can learn from 
past experience. Learning from past experience 
means that after a scene is analyzed and recognized, 
the data and data structures obtained from the scene 
are stored in a knowledge base's data bank for later 
use. This type of learning ability is used in AI-based 
expert systems currently used in defense, medical, 
and commercial applications. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 
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THE AIRFLOW SWITCH 
THAT NEVER 
CRIES WOLF 
•Temperature compensation 

feature eliminates false 
alarm 

• Setpolnt doesn't drift with 
ambient temperature 

• Solid State protection 

Now you can utilize an airflow switch to 
guard your electronic equipment against 
the loss of air flow, and assure proper 
operation without the nuisance of false 
alarm triggering and/ or the slow re
sponse of mechanical switches. 
Quantem's solid state design re
sponds In 3 seconds, senses 
from 50 fpm, Indicates alarm 
condition with an LED, Is 
vibration resistant and has 
user adjustable trip 
points In overlapping 
ranges to 1,000 fpm. 

a~~ 
SERIES 70 

P.O. Box 7599, Trenton, NJ 08628 
(609) 883-9191 Telex 642228 
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New dimensions in 
data storage ... 

Techtran 
cassette/disc 
recorders, stan
dard of the industry. 
They do what you want where you want it-fast. 
• High reliability, built for commercial/industrial use 
• Storage capacities up to 397K 
• 110 to 9600 baud, RS-232C I/O's 
• Powerful text editor, character string search 
• Motor shutoff, programmable commands, self-test 
• Single and dual drive models 
• Desktop, rack and carrycase mounting 
• AC and battery power, RS232 I/O's 
• Priced $995 to $3,000 with liberal OEM discounts 
• Custom designs upon request 
Fully compatible to RS-232C PBX, SMDR, programmable con
trollers, dataloggers, 
N/C, instrumentation, • 
program loading. Call or 
write us today. r£CHTRAN 

INOU§TR/E§, INC 

200 Commerce Drive, Rochester, New York 14623 
Telephone (716) 334-9640 TWX 510-253-3246 
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Before you waste any more time, you 
may want to read about this. 
VRTX~ That being the real-time 

operating systen1 packaged in silicon. 
Fron1 Hunter & Ready 

It's a versatile kernel, efficient I/O 
system and flexible file manager. 

Or to put it another way, it's every
thing you'd want in a multi-tasking 
operating system. 

But not in the usual all-or-nothing 
sense of the word. 

Fact is, you can use as much -
or as little - as you like. And 
yes, then take as many 
years off as you like. 

A good place to start is 2 Years 

the VRTX kernel. Because with it, 
you can subtract two years 
from a lengthy design 
cycle. 

Think of it as task 
management, real

for life. Or tie you to one type of I/O 
and file management forever. VRTX is 
compatible with all major processor 
families and all standard types of file 
management and I/O. 

And with that choice, we' re back 
to the count. 

Meaning if you don't want to spend 
time on I/O, take off another two.years. 
Since our IOX component works with 
VRTX to take care of all block, disk 
and character I/O. 

And right along with that goes 
our FMX file manager. And another 
two years off. Besides which, 
FMX includes all the things you'd 
want in a hierarchical file system. 
Concurrent file access. Random and 
sequential access. And compatibility 

with standard file systems, 
including none other 
than PC-DOS. 

time clock support, 
dynamic memory allocation, 
basic I/O, interrupt handling 

4 Years 

We could go on. But 
it's now time for our 

final summation. 

and fast pinpoint timing 
- all rolled into a neat 
4Kof 
memory 

OK, 
sounds like 
a lot, but not 
quite two years? 
You're right. That 6 Years 

doesn't just come from design time. 
But from what makes VRTX as reliable 
as a quartz watch. 

100,000 manhours of debugging and 
testing. The stuff nights and weekends 
can be made of. 

Still you'll be happy to know, for all 
VRTX takes off, there's not much to 
give up. 

Unlike other operating systems, 
it doesn't lock you into one processor 

A total of six years if you 
want it all off (VRTX, IOX 
and FMX). Two or four years 

if you'd like a 
real-time 

head start. 
Or if 

you'd like 
to know 

more before 
you decide, 

write Hunter & Ready, 445 Sherman 
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306. Or call 
(415) 326-2950. 

There should always be more than 
one way to buy time. 

HUNTER 
~READY 

We've taken the hard part out of operating systems. 
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RG-62/U Coax 

LANS-type Coax 

95 ohm Coax 

100 ohm Twinax 
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At Amphenol Products it's only 
the beginning. 
You can terminate most coaxial and twinaxial 
cables with minimal assembly time and effort 
using Amphenol® R.F. connectors. Our 
QUICKTRIM™ and SQUARE-CUT™ connector 
designs reduce cable preparation to a single 
cut. SURETWIST'"' connectors thread directly 
onto the cable jacket. Our crimp designs offer 
low cost terminations using standard tooling. 

Each design provides the ultra-reliable 
performance you require when interconnecting 
a host computer system with terminals, printers 
and other peripheral equipment. But top quality 
BNC and TNC plugs and jacks are only part of 
our computer connection capabilities. 

We also provide a wide range of adapters and 
accessories to meet these functional require
ments of your total data transmission system: 

e Splicing. Amphenol jack-jack and tee adapters 
provide easy, reliable splices of twinax, coax 
and LANS cable. To provide protection from 
electrical shock on LANS installations, silicon 
rubber boots cover splices and cable ends. 

e 1solation. Reduce noise by virtually eliminating 
"ground loop" or common mode current. 
Amphenol 31 Series isolated BNC and TNC 
feed through adapters and bulkhead recep
tacles provide uninterrupted signal paths and 
continuous shielding. 

Termination. Eliminate open circuits on signal 
transmission lines when output plugs are discon
nected. Amphenol 362 Series automatic coaxial 
terminators with self-contained resistive loads 
and automatic circuit insertion switches feature 
a unique make-before-break mechanism. 

e Switching. Help eliminate EMI and costly data 
transmission errors with Amphenol isolated
from-ground data switches. Available in panel 
mount, wall mount and desk top designs, these 
low cost, non-shorting switches are ideal for 
use in computer installations and local area 
networks. 
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For more information, technical assistance 
and prices . .. 

Call the new connector company 

1-800-323-7299 
Amphenol Products world headquarters: 

Lisle, Illinois 60532 

Connect with Amphenol Products 
at Wescon/84-Booth 2289 

Anaheim, CA October 30-November 1 

~LLIED Amphenol 
Products 





SPECIAL REPORT ON DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

DSP/DEVELOPMENT 
BOARD OFFERS HOST 
INDEPENDENCE 
The application is programmed, the board is plugged into a 
Q-bus, and the designer enjoys virtually host-independent 
digital signal processing. 

by George Pawle and 
Tom Faherty 

Designing a digital signal processor that offers the 
throughput advantages of parallel arithmetic and 
32-bit accumulation is not easy. This is because there 
are few low cost, efficient, single-PC board digital 
signal processing systems. A processor designed with 
these concerns in mind would, for example, be able 
to run at 5 million instructions per second and need 
only application software to do its job. All the 
necessary hardware would be in place to fit many 
applications at the low end of array processor 
capabilities. These capabilities include speech, image, 
and communication processing; vibration analysis; 
realtime control; and digital filtering . 

George Pawle is a senior product development 
engineer at Sky Computers, Foot of John St, Lowell, 
MA 01851, where he is responsible f or the SKY320 

digital signal processor. He holds a BS in chemistry 
f rom Tufts University . 

Tom Faherty is a system engineer at Texas 
Instruments, Inc, 504 Totten Pond Rd, Waltham, 
MA 02154, where he is responsible for 
application / sales of semiconductors. He holds a BS 

in physics f rom Holy Cross College. 

Such a processor , the SKY320, is now available 
and can be plugged into Digital Equipment Carp 's 
popular PDP-I I minicomputer-based Q-bus. Its 
board is also capable of standalone operation. More
over, by redesigning its onboard modular bus inter
face, it can be made compatible with virtually any 
mini- or microcomputer. 

Central to the board's hardware architecture is its 
fast, four-port data memory. All the board's major 
buses have access to this memory. With a fast, static 
RAM, the board also provides the maximum pro
gram memory space that its onboard TI TMS320 digi
tal signal processing (DSP) chip can address. 

A major part of the SKY320 (Fig 1) is its Q-bus 
interface that connects the host computer with the 
processor. The interface (Fig 2), consisting of a 
transceiver set (a DEC-provided chip set), detects the 
address and data sent from the Q-bus to the pro
cessor, and vice versa. It also includes a status con
trol register for operation control such as status 
reports. A general-purpose, 16-bit wide communi
cation register, with no specified hardware function , 
is software controlled for transferring data words 
between the board and the Q-bus. 

The Q-bus is connected to a tri-state bus known 
as the Q-bus interface bus (QBI bus). This bus 
connects the Q-bus to the status control register, 
communication register , the P-(program) memory 
address, the P-memory data register, the D-(data) 
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Q-BUS 
INPUT REGISTER V--------~ 

AUXILIARY 
INPUT MINP BUS (16) 

PRIORITY AND 
ORAM 

CONTROLLER 
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AUXILIARY 
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DATA MEMORY 
64 KBITS x 16 
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OATA MEMORY 
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Q-BUS DATA MEMORY 
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DATA MEMORY 
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AUXILIARY 
OUTPUT 

DATA MEMORY 
ADDRESS COUNTER 
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DATA MEMORY 

ADDRESS COUNTER 
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DATA MEMORY 

OUTPUT REGISTER 
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SPECIAL 
FUNCTIONS 
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MULTIPLEXER 
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PROGRAM ~ 
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4 KBITS x 16~ 
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OUTPUT REGISTER t-----------~----~~---------.._/ 

Q-BUS 
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ADDRESS REGISTER 

MINP= MEMORY INPUT 
MOUT=MEMORY OUTPUT 

Fig 1 The SKY320 application processor/ development board is centered around the TMS320 digital signal processing 
(DSP) chip. Designed for connection to the Q-bus and other host buses, the board operation is almost host 
independent. Only application software need be written. 

memory address, and the D-memory data register. 
It incorporates interrupt control that allows the 
board to interrupt its host on two independent 
channels . The interrupt control also permits the 
Q-bus to interrupt the board on two interrupt 
channels. From the host side, the Q-bus interface 
uses four words in four consecutive addresses in the 
110 page of the Q-bus to transfer data to and from 
the board. 

The first word is incorporated in a 16-bit wide 
status control register, while the next word is allo
cated to the communication register. The third word 
is assigned to the address for the D-memory transfer. 
Finally, the fourth word is allotted to the data that 
handles transfers to or from the D-memory. 

The status control register is used to start and reset 
the DSP chip . This register also determines whether 
or not a data transfer corresponds to data in the 
board's P-memory or D-memory. As might be 
expected, an interrupt-enable signal prevents the 
processor from interrupting the host. Furthermore, 
six programmable status lines (with no hardware 
definition) are used to provide information on either 
the interrupt type or board processor status. 

The communication register allows a 16-bit data 
word to be transferred between the board and the 
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host without an address register. Since data organi
zation on the board is by word (16 bits / word), it 
is convenient to be able to send 16 bits of data 
directly, without having to use an address . Other
wise, the bits would have to be controlled by the 6 
bits in the status register. Or , they would have to 
be put into the D-memory. This latter procedure 
requires an address from both the DSP "side" and 
the Q-bus "side," (and is useful for interrupt 
routines). When an interrupt to the board occurs, 
data can be quickly sent to and from the host with 
little overhead. 

Inside story 
A look at a realtime board application shows the 

relationship among the various board function 
blocks. A loosely coupled application like a finite 
impulse response (FIR) filter requires that a program 
be loaded from the host onto the board. This starts 
the DSP chip. Then, without host intervention, the 
board will take a word in continuously from its auxil
iary input port, process it through the filter, and send 
a single word out through its auxiliary output port. 

Another example is a realtime spectral analysis 
with a 1-Kbyte complex fast Fourier transform 
(FFT). The FFT operates in the same way as the FIR 



filter except that it works on data blocks, and its 
output is displayed. For a loosely coupled system 
like this, only downloading is necessary. In contrast, 
a tightly coupled system requires that data be brought 
in from an auxiliary input port to the D-memory to 
have a signal processing operation done (eg, edge 
enhancement). Once the edge enhancement is per
formed, the host is notified to save that data. The 
host picks the data out of D-memory and stores it 
on a disk , one line at a time, if necessary. 

The DSP is a fixed point arithmetic chip, and 
block scaling is needed to handle wide dynamic range 
data. The amount of shift in the chip's barrel shifter 
is fixed, making dynamic scaling difficult. So, the 
board designers opted for a register checker on the 
DSP's data bus. This register looks for the maximum 
absolute value bit transferred on the bus in a given 
time period. It can be reset to zero and read back, 
and turned on and off. 

As stated above, the register checker tells the 
board user the maximum value transferred on the 
bus in a given time period. Thus , computer designers 
need not do any internal testing (through DSP-based 
software) to find the largest magnitude of transferred 
data. Since the register automatically reports, a single 
chip can handle all dynamic scaling-a useful feature 
for high dynamic range FFTs. 

The board interrupt consists of a single program
mable logic array (PLA) that can handle six inter
rupts. The reason for such complex interrupt logic 
is simple. Such logic allows the designer to expand 
the DSP's single interrupt line to accommodate six 

possible interrupts. Two come from the host, and 
four are generated by the auxiliary l/O ports. Of 
these six interrupts, five are maskable. These have 
enable bits that prevent or enable an interrupt under 
application software control. The sixth interrupt 
(from the host) is nonmaskable. Thus, if the DSP is 
ready for interrupts, it can receive one from the host 
regardless of other events. 

Interrupts are gated with an AND gate with the 
enable. Then, all of the interrupts which pass 
through the gate are ORed together and sent to the 
DSP's interrupt line. The interrupts, as they come 
into the PLA, are saved in a recommended standard 
flipflop that holds the data until the interrupt is 
acknowledged. Finally, the PLA allows the designer 
to clock the output of the interrupt line with the 
chip's system clock. 

The operational key 
The heart of the SKY320 board is the TMS320 DSP 

chip (Fig 3) and its associated circuitry. Since the 
board sports two separate tri-state buses for address 
and data, the DSP chip presents both address and 
data to the board simultaneously to speed data 
transfer. 

The board's P-memory is 4-Kbit x 16 static RAM 
with a 70-ns access time. It is connected to the address 
bus. Also connected to the address bus is the chip's 
port selection circuitry for its eight l/O ports. The 
P-memory address bus uses the Q-bus address register 
to access the P-memory that initializes the DSP's 
application program. There is a connection to the 

VECTOR 
SELECT 

DIRECTION ...---'--
INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

INTERRUPT FROM 
TMS320 

Q-BUS 

ENABLE 

STATUS/ CONTROL 

STATUS/CONTROL 

ENABLE 1/0 CONTROL 

16 QB I-BUS 

COMMUNICATION PROGRAM-MEMORY 
ADDRESS 

PROGRAM-MEMORY 
DATA 

TO TMS320 BLOCK 

6 

START/RESET TMS320 
INTERRUPT TMS320 
SELECT DATA- OR PROGRAM-MEMORY 
ENABLE TMS320 INTERRUPT OF Q-BUS HOST 
PROGRAMMABLE STATUS FROM TMS320 
INTERRUPT Q-BUS HOST FROM TMS320 

DATA-MEMORY 
ADDRESS 

DATA-MEMORY 
DATA 

TO DATA-MEMORY BLOCK 

Fig 2 The Q-bus interface of the board depends on address/ data transceivers built from a DEC-provided chip set. 
Interrupts may come from either the host computer or the DSP chip and the board' s data and addresses are divided 
into two parts as shown. 
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16 TMSD BUS 
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12 
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TMS320 DATA-MEMORY ADDRESS 
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AUXILIARY 1/ 0 TRANSFER REQUEST 
PENDING INTERRUPTS 
AUXILIARY 1/ 0 STATUS OUTPUT 
AUXILIARY 1/ 0 STATUS INPUT 

Fig 3 The board's chip block is key to the application processor/ development board operation. Eight 110 ports 
handle the board's Q-bus, data-memory, 110, and maximum bit detector. The DSP chip can be interrupted from the 
Q-bus, the auxiliary input, or the output. 

Q-bus block (on the data bus attached to the chip) 
that allows the Q-bus to transfer data to and from 
the communications and status register. 

A connection to the D-memory block uses ports 
2, 3, 6, and 7 of the DSP chip's 1/0 space. This 
design helps define the address registers used for 
transfers to and from the D-memory to the DSP 
chip's and the auxiliary 1/0 ports. Actual data trans
fer occurs via a separate data register. 

For its part in the board operation, the maximum 
bit detector is attached to the data bus and used for 
lead digit detection, block floating point operation, 
and dynamic scaling. Attached to the data bus is the 
1/0 control (port 5). It controls all the board/ chip 
1/0 functions. This port defines the increment used 
for the D-memory address to the chip. It also selects 
the auxiliary 1/0 mode and requests transfers on the 
auxiliary 1/0 ports. Lastly, it defines the interrupts 
that will be enabled to input the interrupt register 
status. 

Because the P-memory is static, the row address 
strobe (RAS) or column address strobe (CAS) 
sequences can be eliminated. (This cannot be done 
with dynamic memory.) All the designer need do is 
supply an address and wait for the response. The pro
cedure is simple since the TMS320 chip's address and 
data lines are not multiplexed. 

The D-memory block allows local mass storage 
for the DSP chip. The large board-based memory is 
needed because the chip has only 144 internal words. 
This amount is a very convenient scratchpad size but 
is not enough for mass storage. It is certainly not 
enough for data processing, or DSP. 

The 100-ns access time, dynamic RAM-based 
D-memory is organized into 64,024, 16-bit words. 
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Such speed is necessary to keep pace with the chip's 
cycle time. The chip itself is a dynamic device. Thus, 
the designer has to keep its clock constant. In other 
words, to achieve the maximum transfer rate (in and 
out of the chip), the 200-ns cycle time must be 
matched to that of the chip. 

Four ports needed 
The D-memory organization is designed to allow 

as much data transfer to and from the D-memory 
as possible without DSP chip intervention. To this 
end, there are four D-memory ports . Each port con
sists of an address register and a data register. The 
address register defines the data transfer location 
while the data registers hold the data that is being 
transferred in a pipeline fashion. This design ensures 
that the port need not wait for memory response 
before it gets on with its other activities. 

Three input data registers and three output data 
registers are used on the input side. One takes care 
of the Q-bus, another accommodates the chip, and 
the last one serves the auxiliary input. On the out
put side, one serves the data register for the Q-bus, 
another serves the chip, and one serves the auxiliary 
output. Associated with the dynamic memory is all 
the control circuitry necessary to implement the 
four ports. 

A priority resolver accepts requests for access to 
the D-memory. Five possible requests from each of 
the four ports and a request from the refresh clock 
time-out are used. The priority resolver (for each 
200-ns cycle) selects one of these five requests and 
gives it to the dynamic RAM controller . The DRAM 
controller provides the signals to the D-memory 
needed to define the address. It also handles the data 



Telex Shamrock 9250 has everything 
you vvant in a GCR tape subsystem. 
Right down to your favorite color. 

It's the color of the money you stand to 
save with the new Telex Shamrock 9250. 
The most affordable GCR subsystem in 
its class. 
Telex engineers have been making 
advancements in GCR technology for 
over a decade. The Shamrock 9250 is the 
biggest breakthrough yet. It gives you 
the faster access and throughput, greater 
storage efficiency and higher data 
reliability you look for in a full perfor
mance GCR subsystem. And it does so 
with the kind of cost efficiency other tape 
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The savings start right up front. The unit price 
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space. And with the assistance of Telex Engineering 
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as it goes into the memory or comes out of it. The 
signals are the standard signals for dynamic 
memory-the RAS, CAS, and write enable. 

The chip communicates with the external D
memory in several ways-all based on the system 
clock output provided by the chip (Fig 4). This clock 
synchronizes the entire board and chip. In the first 
clock cycle, an instruction defines the address of the 
transfer to the D-memory. This is an OUT instruc
tion and proceeds through port 2 of the chip . The 
second cycle is used to output data and transfer data 
from the chip to the register used for the D-memory 
address. The D-memory actually stores a new 
address. 

In the third cycle, the chip initiates an IN instruc
tion. This instruction starts a read from the data 
memory. In this cycle, the D-memory has now auto
matically (as a result of the previous OUT instruc
tion), already been read from the D-memory. This 
means that during the third cycle, data is ready to 
be clocked into the chip. 

After data is clocked, the address associated with 
the D-memory transfer is incremented, and a new 
data transfer from D-memory to the output data reg
ister is started. This data transfer is a variable incre
ment that can be added to by the 1/0 control register 
in powers of 2, from 1 to 128. This feature is useful 
for FFT data interlacing. It can also be useful for 
arrays or rotations in two-dimensional transforms. 

In the fifth cycle, a second IN instruction is per
formed. This cycle now looks exactly like the first 
IN cycle. Note that the board can transfer data into 
the chip as fast as this chip can generate instructions 
to initiate the transfer. So, if a 256-point complex 
FFT is required, the designer has to set up that FFT 
in blocks of 32 points each. Each block of 32 points 
must consist of 64 words-one word for the real 
part, and one for the imaginary part of each complex 
point. The transfer is accomplished by a series of 64 
consecutive IN instructions. This minimizes the over
head needed to transfer data in and out of the chip. 

Once the block of 32 complex points has been oper
ated on, it is again output to the D-memory. Now 
a sequence of 64 consecutive OUT instructions is in 
order. The overhead is just a single OUT instruction 
to define an address at the block transfer beginning. 

CLKOUT 
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The auxiliary I/ O ports transfer real-world data 
into and out of the SKY320 board; they are directly 
connected to data memory. This design allows data 
to be transferred into the board at rates up to 5 MHz/ 
word. This rate is possible only if one port at a time 
is active. If additional ports are active at the same 
time, they can each achieve a throughput rate of 
2.5 MHz/ word. 

Keep in step 
The board operates synchronously for two 

reasons . First, the chip is a synchronous device. Se
cond, to achieve very fast processing speeds, the 
designer should stay away from asynchronous oper
ation and its processor wait states. Once wait states 
are available, there is a tendency to use them as a 
design convenience, thereby letting speed fall by the 
wayside. 

Speed also plays a part in the auxiliary 1/0 ports. 
Each of these ports has eight programmable status 
bits (four input and four output). These status bits 
can be used for several purposes. For example, they 
can modify or define the type of "data" transfer 
that is occurring on the port. The "data" may not 
necessarily be actual data. It might be control data 
to set the clock rate of the transfer, to define the 
number of words to be transferred, or to define the 
address and D-memory where the data might be 
transferred. The "data" could also be used to set 
up a special software protocol. This design is neces
sary if there is an external device with a protocol 
that does not correspond to the implemented hard
ware protocol. 

The C compiler-based software provided with the 
board establishes a development environment for 
applications. C was chosen because it allows 
designers to get closer to the hardware than any other 
high level language. To optimize time-critical parts 
of the designer's application program, facilities for 
generating inline assembly language code are part 
of the C compiler. There is also a macro-expander 
that generates the chip's inline code. Finally, an "in
clude facility" provides a set of library routines. 

A linker is not provided. The "facility" differs 
from a linker in that it actually incorporates assembly 
language programs into another assembly language 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TMS32D 
DATA 

OUTPUT DATA IN DATA IN : 

Fig 4 Data-memory timing is 
accomplished for a two-word read 
with all operations in either the OSP 

chip or the data-memory are 
controlled by the osP chip-furnished 
CLKOUT signal. This signal also 
synchronizes all other OSP board 
operations. 

I 
I I I 1 J 

:READ MEMORY.: OUTPUT DATA : READ DATA, 1 OUTPUT DATA 1 READ DATA, 
s~~~~E~~w I SAV[ IN DATA I REGISTER ANO I SAVE IN DATA : REGISTER AND l SAVE IN DATA 

: REGISTER J ADDRESS : REGISTER : ADDRESS : REGISTER 
DATA-MEMORY 
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Paradal nate-of-the-art single board 
1181Jmr8and CMOS VLSI circuits, you can 

ilpplement PC-DOS compatibility in various 
rations. At lower cost. And with a shorter 

market. 
Jaraday single board computers are available with 

various combinations of integrated disk, video display 
and CPU controller functions. These and other functions 
are also available on Faraday adapter cards. 

The single board computers include the Faraday 
BIOS in EPROM and support Faraday PC-DOS 
(enhanced MS™-DOS). Faraday provides MS-DOS and 
GW™-BASIC under license from Microsoft. 

Using Faraday integrated circuits, you can integrate 
disk, monochrome display and CPU controller functions. 
These devices replace more than 75 integrated circuits. 

To take advantage of the powerful cost, packaging and 
time advantages you'll get with this and future levels of 
integration, simply contact Chuck Devita, Vice President, 
Sales and Marketing, Faraday Electronics, 7 43 Pastoria 
Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086, (408) 74~-1900. 
MS and GW are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. 
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POWER THAT GOES ANYWHERE! 
S ingle Board Computer 

FAST - 6MHz Z80B® CPU 
POWERFUL - 64K to 256K RAM , 2K to 64K ROM 

- 5){" and 8" Floppy Controller, SASI 
- 2 RS-232, Centronics Port 

FLEXIBLE - 50-pin 1/0 Expansion Bus. 

SMALL - 5%" x 10 " 

DAVIDGE CORPORATION 
292 East Highway 246 
PO. Box 1869 
Buel lton, CA 93427 

·zeo is a registered trademark of Z1log 

CIRCLE 50 

(805) 688-9598 

A Galaxy of Stepper Motors Ranging 
from 0. 9° to 18° Step Angle 

For more 
information 
write or call : 

MOLON MOTOR & COIL CORP. 
340 E. Main. Lake Zurich. IL 6004 7 
(312) 438-4400 
TWX 910-651-0028 Molon Lazh 
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program before the assembly state. In contrast, a 
linker adds programs after the assembly state. Or, 
in other words, a linker ties "everything" together 
after "something" is assembled. 

Since only 4 Kbytes of program space are available 
on the TMS320, there is no need for a linker with the 
facility. The assembly language code is either gener
ated directly, or through an absolute assembler that 
converts the assembly language code into machine 
code. This code can be directly downloaded into the 
chip. The generated machine code is loaded into the 
chip through a set of software routines from the host 
(the host operating environment). 

The high level language subroutines have parame
ters that allow the board user to specify either a file 
name for a file of machine code that is to be loaded 
into program memory, or a file name of data that 
is to be loaded into the data memory. The host oper
ating environmental control also allows the designer 
to easily start and stop the chip, transfer data directly 
from arrays, and look at the chip's D-memory. 

Spectral analysis is a software-intensive applica
tion for the board. In this application, data is read 
in through the auxiliary input port in blocks of 1-K 
real points. This data comes into one area of the data 
memory. When the block is full, it is then Fourier 
transformed, using a 1-K complex FFT. A complex 
FFT is done on real data by zeroing all the imaginary 
points. By incrementing the data memory address 
by two, the board zeroes out the imaginary part and 
uses the complex FFT to transform real data. 

Once it is transformed, the data is put in a third 
area of data memory and output through the auxili
ary output port to an X-Y display. An X-Y display 
is handled by requiring that every other point (in this 
third area of data memory) correspond to a fixed 
X coordinate. The output of the FFT then becomes 
a variable Y coordinate. This output comes directly 
out of the output port to an X-Y scope. Actually, 
it goes through a D-A converter and then goes to the 
X-Y scope where the realtime display of the FFT of, 
for example, voice data, is observed. 

Note that the 1-K complex FFT takes 30 ms. But, 
the display refresh rate is such that 50 ms is needed 
for each data block. These figures allow 20 ms for 
software manipulation (such as looking for a par
ticular frequency or looking for frequency errors). 
Clearly, sufficient time is left to do a realtime 
analysis of the problem at hand. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the " Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 713 Average 714 Low 715 



''With the lnterphase Storager: 
lean make a 
5 1/4' hard disk 
perfonn like 
an 8" disk?' 

Frank Emser 
Manager Hardware Development 
Paradyne Corporation 

The Interphase Storager Multi
bus® controller can give a 51/4

11 

Winchester disk capabilities 
never before possible . Storager 
not only gets more performance 
from existing ST506 
drives , but also supports 
the new ESDI and 
ST412HP interfaces for 
more power and capacity 
than ever before . And 
since Storager can con
trol two Winchester disks , 
four 114'' tapes (QIC-02), 
and two 3 f/2 ", 5 17.i" or 811 

floppies , the same con
trolfer can be used for 
every storage need. 

Storager features 1: 1 
interleave, with concur
rent disk and tape trans
fers and simultaneous disk and 
bus transfers for speed and high 
performance . And Storager's 
unique "virtual buffer" archnec
tu re with UNIX® -optimized 

intelligent cach ing can reduce 
or eliminate disk rotatio na l 
latency and overcome d ata 
overrun/underrun problems of 
FIFO-based controllers . Plus, 

for the very first time on a con
troller, Storager has an on-board 
68000 CPU. 

The Storager controller is the 
latest product in Interphase's 

2925 Merrell Rd. •Dallas,TX 75229 
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line 
of high
performance 
Multibus controllers. Interphase 
also offers Multibus controllers 

for SMD disks, local area 
networks and video mon
itors. Plus ROwerful disk 
controllers for the IBM® 
PC. T hey're all backed by 
a great customer surport 
team that works ful time 
wit h In terph ase cu s
tomers to assure that our 
p roducts wo rk the way 
th ey s h o uld - in th e 
system. 

Find out how Storager 
ca n m a ke a 5 1/ 4

11 di s k 
perform like an 811 disk. 
Call Interphase today at 

(214) 350-9000. 
Storager is a trademark of I nterphase Corporation 
Multibus is a trade mark of Ime l Corporation 
UN IX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories 
IBM is a re giste red trade mark o f Inte rn ati o na l 
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The Power ol a Mini, 
The Cost ol a Micro, 

The Clout ol UNIX. 

Introducing The Perfect 
System Builder 
With the VISUAL 2000, we've de:;igned 
the perfect tool for system builders and 
integrators. A multi-user computer system 
that supports more terminals, offers more 
expandability, and gives you more con
figuration flexibility than any other system 
in its price range. Truth is, it outperforms 
a lot of higher priced systems as well. 

What that means for you is an important 
competitive edge in delivering integrated 
business solutions. An edge that comes 
not just from the VISUAL 2000's sur
prisingly low price. But from its higher 
technology. Technology that gives you . .. 

Power to support more on-line users 
in demanding applications-up to 16 
independent terminals or workstations. 

Flexibility to accommodate a remarkable 
variety of application requirements, thanks 
to an open architecture, compatibility with 
mainstream industry standards, and a full 
spectrum of configuration options. 

Expandability that can take you further 
than any other system in its class-an 
unrivaled upgrade path to protect your 
system investment. 

Put the Full Power of Inters 
286 in Your Systems 
The Intel 286 is today's chip of choice for 
UNIX-based systems. Only the 286 gives 
you: on-chip memory management; an 
instruction set ~';Jtimized for multi-tasking; 
pipelined architecture; and an optional 
287 numeric coprocessor which can 
speed up floating point by a factor of 10. 
What do these features mean to the end 
user? Faster response time, more users 
supported, and lower system cost. 

A "Mainframe" on a Single 
Board 
The VISUAL 2000's single-board base
level design is the key to higher perfor
mance, greater reliability and lower cost. 
A single high-density board includes the 
286 CPU; 512KB-2MB of RAM; controllers 

for Winchester, floppy and streaming 
tape; an intelligent communications 
processor; six RS-232 ports; and a 
parallel printer port. There's even a real
time clock with battery backup. A few 
short years ago a system with these fea
tures might have been called a mainframe. 

From a Multi-User System to 
a Multi-System Network 
With the VISUAL 2000 you never pay for 
more system than you need, and never 
have to settle for less. Up to 6 megabytes 
of RAM. 4 Winchester disk drives. Floppy. 
Streaming tape backup. And mainframe 
communications. All in a small stand-up 
enclosure which looks right at home next 
to a desk. 

Use it as a central processor for 
inexpensive video terminals, or as a 
database manager for a cluster of intelli
gent workstations or personal computers, 
including VISUAL's own IBM®-compatible 
COMMUTER'". 

And if a fully expanded VISUAL 2000 



isn't enough, you can connect up to 254 
systems in an ARCNET® local area 
network. 

In all configurations, the VISUAL 2000 
achieves an exceptional ratio of price/ 
performance. 

Software: A Complete System 
Builder's Tool Kit 
Ultimately, the strength of a system is the 
strength of its software. And there too, the 
VISUAL 2000 really shines. Start with 
XENIX'", Microsoft's enhanced version of 
UNIX'", which gives you everything you 
expect from UNIX plus greater speed, 
reliability and ease of use in business 
applications. Then add all the tools you 
need to deliver end-user applications 
quickly and easily. Languages such as C, 
SMC BASIC, RM/COBOL'", TOM BASIC'", 
SOFTBOL'", and MicroFocus Level II 
COBOL'" to give you instant compatibility 
with hundreds of proven business applica
tions. Plus sophisticated system founda
tions such as INFORMIX'" database 

management and RealWorld'" modular 
accounting. And professional productivity 
software such as 20120'" spreadsheet 
modelling and XED'" word processing. 

The Bottom Line 
High performance. Superior flexibility. 
Extensive software. And low cost . . . 
VISUAL 2000 systems start at 
under $10,000, suggested list. No 
one gives you more in a UNIX
based multi-user system. 

And when you consider 
that VISUAL has long been a 
leader in video terminals, and 
can supply a full range of compatible 
terminals and workstations, we think 
you'll agree that VISUAL is the sys
tem builder's system supplier. 

The VISUAL 2000. 
It began with a better design. 

And irs available now to help you 
build better systems. But don't take 
our word for ii. 

See for yourself. 
Call VISUAL today. CIRCLE 53 

'\llSl.R See for yourself ® 

Visual Technology Incorporated 
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876 
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951 -539. 

REGIONAL OFFICES: 
Northwest: (415) 490-1482 
Southwest: (213) 534-0200 
North Central: (513) 435-7044 
South Central: (21 4) 255-8535 
Northeast: (201 ) 528-8633 
Southeast: (301 ) 924-5330 

ARCNET• trademark The Datapoint CorpJUNIX trademark 
AT&T Bell Labs/XENIX trademark MicrosofVIBM trademark 
1n1ernat10nal Business Machines/COMMUTER trademark 
Visual Technology Incorporated/AM/COBOL trademark 
Ryan-MacFarland/TOM BASIC trademark The Office 
Manager/SOFTBOL trademark Omtool CorpJM1crcFocus 
Level 11 COBOL trademark M1crofocus/INFORMIX trade 
mark Relational Database Systems/Real\Norld trademark 
AealWorld CorpJ20/20 trademark Access Technology/XEO 
trademark Computer Concepts lid 



HORSEPOWER 
Packing greater performance 
into a more efficient package. 

In the semiconductor industry, 
horsepower translates into gate 
array density. And just as the space shuttle 
engines shown above have won a reputation 
by putting more pure power into the most 
compact and reliable package possible , 
so have computer components assembled 
with Honeywell custom and semi-custom 
hardware. 

For instance, the Honeywell HT5000 
gate array packs five thousand logic 
gates on a single chip. Twice that of other 
bipolar arrays. 

Speed figures in, too . With a 0.6nS 
gate delay speed , that 

It took over three decades to 
build the know-how necessary to 

consistently design and manufacture this 
kind of performance. And Honeywell puts 
it into every chip we make. 

For more information on the most 
powerful digital signal processors , semi
custom gate arrays , radiation-hardened !C's, 
and VHSIC !C's , talk to the company that 
has been in this industry since before it 
was an industry. 

The Honeywell Digital Product Center, 
1150 East Cheyenne Mountain Blvd., 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906. 

1-800-328-5111 ) 
same HT5000 operates 
about five times Together, we can find the answers. 

faster than typical 
ALSTTL chips . Honeywell 

extension #3402 . 
(In Minnesota, call 
1-612-870-2142) 
extension #3402.) 
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ANALOG BOARD CUTS 
DATA ACQUISITION COSTS 
USING STD BUS 
In computer-based industrial measurement and control 
environments, an STD bus-compatible analog input board can 
cut data acquisition cost per channel by 60 percent. 

by Andrew Davis and Steve Connors 

To effectively serve industrial control applications, 
data acquisition boards must be able to withstand 
harsh environments while allowing system designers 
sufficient flexibility. Environmental considerations 
dictate that the boards must withstand high tempera
tures as well as electrical and magnetic interference 
and noise. Furthermore, the products must deal with 
the low analog-signal levels typical of industrial sen
sors, and they must be able to reject the common
mode voltages that often appear between sensor 
ground and A-D converter ground. They should be 
avai lable in several configurations to permit precise 
system tailoring to user needs. 

It should be easy to design such data acquisition 
boards into industrial control systems. After all, 
system designers should concentrate on the process 
being controlled, not on the electrical and mechani
cal nuances of the analog input board that interfaces 
a controll ing computer with the process . Therefore, 
data acquisition devices should easily interface with 
other functions with in the process control system. 

Andrew Davis is vice president of sales and 
marketing at Data Translation In c, JOO Locke Dr, 
Marlboro, MA 01752. He holds a BS and an MS in 
materials science from Cornell University and an MBA 

from Harvard University . 

Steve Connors is director of analog devices at Data 
Translation Inc, where he is responsible for analog 
designs for 110 boards and data acquisition modules. 

In addition, they should be low cost, giving designers 
more money to spend on such critical process con
trol system components as transducers and actua
tors, whose mechanical nature precludes the cost 
reductions typical of solid state electronics products. 

An analog input board for the STD bus 
An example of such a board-level data acquisition 

product is the model DT2712. This 32-channel, 
3330-sample/ s analog input board fo r STD bus sys
tems is compatible with 8- or 16-bit CPUs. The STD 
bus, a microcomputer bus based on a modular, small 
board format (in contrast to the large board format 
of the Multibus), lends itself to low cost systems. 
Its bus structure is straightforward to simplify system 
design , and its modular architecture permits design 
flexibility . The various STD bus boards avai lable 
allow a system to be tailored to user needs . No per
formance shortcuts need ever be taken, but no expen
sive, unnecessary extras need be included either. 
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JI" CHANNELS 0 TO 15 

STD BUS 

10PIN CO NN ECTORS 

J2° CHANNELS 16 TO 31 

UY 
REFER£11Cf 

Fig I The analog input board multiplexes 32 analog 
inputs to a 10-bit A-D converter. When the control and 
status register receives a channel address, the multiplexer 
channel is selected and an A·D conversion is started. At 
the end of the conversion, the interrupt line signals the 
processor that the process is complete and data at the 
data buffer is valid. 

Moreover, the 8-bit microprocessors often used on 
STD bus boards are ideal for control systems. 

The board's structure includes an A-D converter 
that is a CMOS IC with 10-bit resolution and a 250-µs 
conversion time (Fig I) . The digital interface to the 
STD bus consists of a data buffer and an address 
decoder. Other board functions implement the 
control/status register, the low and high byte data 
registers, an interrupt control, a 50-µs delay, and the 
multiplexer that selects one of 32 channels to feed 
to the A-D converter. 

During board operation, the address decoder 
looks for valid commands sent to the board, and 
controls the tri-state data buffer's mode. If a received 
command is a read operation, the data buffer writes 
to the bus. If the command is a write operation, the 
buff er reads from the bus. During other operations, 
the data buff er is placed in a high impedence mode. 
Writing a valid channel address to the control/ 
status register triggers the 50-µs delay. Th is gives the 
selected channel time to settle before conversion 
begins. After the conversion is complete (as signaled 
by an interrupt or by the control/status register's 
A-D done bit), the data register's low and high bytes 
must be read, in that order, to clear the board. Once 
the board is clear, it is ready for another conversion. 

To furnish its cost/ performance features, the 
board includes numerous circuit design innovations. 
For example, to operate the A-D converter over a 
0- to 5-V input range requires that it operate from 
an 8-V supply. Because the STD bus's supply is 5 V, 
an onboard charge pump is included to boost the 
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STD bus to the 8-V level. A charge pump, however, 
can introduce noise problems. These are avoided by 
synchronizing A-D conversions so that they occur 
between the charge pump's noise spikes. 

The sample/hold function, which maintains a con
stant input-signal level during the A-D conversion 
process, is another problem. Most sample/hold chips 
require bipolar supplies-they will not work with the 
unipolar supply avai lable on the board. Using the 
multiplexer along with a capacitor as the sample/ 
hold results in sample/hold performance specifica
tions that include a 1-m V /ms droop rate, a 200-ns 
aperture delay, a 50-ns aperture uncertainty, and a 
f eedthrough attenuation of - 66 dB at I kHz. 

The board's CMOS components also contribute to 
its low cost and interfacing simplicity. The compo
nents' low power consumption allows the board to 
derive its power-250 mA at 5 V-from the STD 
bus. This eliminates the need for an expensive exter
nal power supply. To ensure flexibility, the board 
can be mapped into either the memory or 1/0 space 
of the CPU, and can support either software-polled 
or vectored interrupt schemes. 

Interfacing considerations 
A host CPU communicates with the board via a 

command / status register. Writing a channel to this 
register initiates a conversion. The host then reads 
two data registers when a bit in the command/ status 
register indicates an end of conversion or when the 
board generates an interrupt to signal that data is 
ready. In keeping with its low cost and interfacing 
simplicity, the board has no error bits that must be 
monitored by the host CPU before the host inititates 
a conversion or reads results. However, the host's 
software must ensure that all old data is read before 
requesting a new conversion. 

Optional screw-terminal panels simplify connec
tions to transducers while providing designers with 
sufficient flexibility to adapt the board to user needs . 
These panels can accommodate active and passive 
components for signal conditioning and input pro
tection to ± I 00 V. Contributing to its low cost, the 
analog input board accepts 32 single-ended inputs. 
However, adding two fully populated boards allows 
the input board to digitize 32 differential inputs. 
Unpopulated versions can accept 250-0 resistors to 
convert the 4- to 20-mA signals typically found in 
process control applications to the 5-V, full-scale 
level. 

The board can operate with Z80, 8080A, 8085, 6800, 
6802 or 6809 microprocessors serving as the host CPU. 
An onboard jumper allows synchronization differ
ences between these two groups of processors: the 
Z80, 8080A, and 8085 in one group; the 6800, 6802, and 
6809 in the other. 

The host processor treats the unit as either a 
memory or an 1/0 device. The board can be 



memory mapped with 16-bit addressing or l!O 
mapped with 8-bit addressing (onboard jumpers 
select either memory or l/O mapping. It occupies 4 
bytes-the base address plus the next 3 bytes-within 
the memory or 110 space. The factory-assigned base 
address is FFFC(hex); other addresses [from 
FFOO(hex) to FFFC(hex) in the memory space and 
from 0 to FC(hex) in the l/O space] are jumper 
selectable. 

The system CPU communicates with the board via 
the board's read / write, control/status register, 
located at the base address, and two read-only data 
registers, located at the base address plus one and 
plus two (Fig 2) . Triggering an A-D conversion on 
a specific channel involves writing that channel's 
address to bits 4 to 0 of the control/status register. 
These bits are read/write bits; reading them indicates 
the channel on which a conversion is in progress or 
the channel on which conversion last took place. 

One method of obtaining the converted data 
involves the host computer's monitoring of the con
trol/status register unti l the A-D done bit (bit 7-a 
read-only bit) is set and reading the data from the 
two data registers. As an alternative, the host CPU 
need not monitor the control/status register for 
assertion of the A-D done bit. Instead, the CPU can 
program the board to furnish an interrupt when con
version is completed. The CPU can select this inter
rupt operation by asserting bit 6-the interrupt 
enable bit-of the control/status register. This is a 
read/ write bit that indicates whether an interrupt has 
been requested. 

Interrupts can occur in two modes, as determined 
by onboard jumpers. In the first mode, the board 
pulls the STD bus's interrupt request (INTRQ) line 
low when a conversion ends . To determine which 
board initiated the interrupt request, the host CPU 
must read the board's control/status register to see 
if the A-D done and interrupt enable bits are set. 

The second interrupt mode requires a priority 
interrupt controller (PIC) card. Then, all devices 
able to generate interrupts must be connected to the 
PIC, each by two wires external to the STD bus . The 
PIC monitors all interrupt-generating peripherals 
and arbitrates interrupt requests based on user
assigned priority levels. 

As mentioned, the board accepts 32 single-ended 
analog inputs and does IO-bit A-D conversion at a 
3330-sample/ s throughput rate. It supplies a straight 
binary output code directly proportional to the 
input. In keeping with the board's cost goals, it con
tains no on board digital offset circuitry. Therefore, 
if connected to a 4- to 20-mA current loop, it never 
generates the lower fifth of its output-code range. 

The analog-input range on each channel is 0 to 
5 V. Inputs can swing to ± 20 V (with board power 
on or off) without damaging the board. A selected 
channel presents a 10-mO, 1000-pF input impedence 

CONTROL/ STATUS 

A-D NOT 
MULTIPLEXER 

DONE USED 
CHANNEL ADDRESS 

INTERRUPT 
ENABLE 

DATA: LOW BYTE 

I 7 6 I 5 I 4 I 2 I I I 0 I 
Dl D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 DI DO 

LSB 

DATA: HIGH BYTE 

I 7 6 I 4 I 3 I 2 I I I 0 I 
D9 DB 

MSB 

Fig 2 The board appears to a cru as a read / write, 
control / status register located at the selected base address. 
Any write to this address will start an A-D conversion. 
When the A-D done bit is set in the control/status register, 
the data can be read from the read-only data registers. At 
the base + 1 address the data low byte is read, followed by 
the high byte at the base + 2 address. 

to an input signal, while input impedence on non
selected channels is 100 mO, IO pF. Channel cross
talk is - 66 dB at I kHz, and channel-to-channel 
input voltage error specs at ± I m V. Nonlinearity 
specs at ± 0.5 LSBs, while noise equals 0 .2 LSB rms. 
System accuracy is ± 0.12 percent. Gain and zero 
error are adjustable to zero. 

Measuring 4.5 x 6.5 x 0.37 in. (11.43 x 16.51 x 
0.94 cm), this board weighs 4.4 oz (124. 7 g). It oper
ates from 0 to 70 °C, and its A-D converter is mono
tonic over that temperature range . Storage 
temperature specs at - 25 to 85 °C. Connections to 
the board can be made via two 20-pin connectors. 
These include one pin for each of the 32 analog-input 
channels (16 channels per each connector). Each con
nector also includes analog and digital common pins, 
an amplifier-low pin for remote-ground sensing (over 
a ± 0.1-V range), and a 5-V output pin for use with 
the screw-terminal board. 

Analog input characteristics 
The board can be used in three input schemes (Fig 

3). Used without the screw-terminal panel, it can 
accept 32 single-ended inputs (a), or can be used in 
pseudo-differential input mode (b) . In the normal 
si ngle-ended mode, the board's amplifier-low pin 
connects to analog common, and any common-mode 
voltages between sensor common and board com
mon appear as part of the input voltage. These 
common-mode voltages can thus contribute errors 
to the converted output. 

In contrast, the pseudo-differential input mode 
allows the amplifier-low (sense) pin to be separated 
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VcM 

V1 

VcM 

MULTIPLEXER 
I 

CHANNEL I 1 

CHANNEL 2 

AMPLIFIER 
LOW 

(a) 

MULTIPLEXER 
I 

CHANNEL I 1 

CHANNEL 2 

AMPLIFIER LOW 

ANALOG COMMON 

(b) 

from the board's analog common and connected 
directly to sensor common. This allows rejection of 
the common-mode voltage common to all input sig
nals. T he connection minimizes ground problems 
and acts as a remote ground sense . In either of these 
modes, the board requires a 0- to 5-V input. The 
addition of 250-n resistors panel converts 0- to 
20-mA current signals to th is level. 

Adding one or two fu lly populated screw-terminal 
panels allows yet a third input scheme (c) . These ver
sio ns contain true differential input amplifiers, and 
each can convert 16 differential input signals to the 
0- to 5-V level. Each input channel has a 200 kn input 
impedance. The required ± 15 V power supply is de
rived either from the STD bus (5 V at 250 mA) by 
version with an onboard de to de converter, or from 
an external ± 15 V, 30-mA supply for versions with
o ut a de to de converter. These versions have an 
on board 2.5 V reference source that converts - 2.5-
to 2.5 -V signals to the 0- to 5-V level. 

T hese boards also include 15- or 35-Hz low pass 
output filters. They achieve better than 60 dB of 
common-mode rejection at 60 Hz. Moreover, a bal
anced 20 V peak-to-peak common-mode input vol
tage at frequencies to l MHz typically yields only 
an LSB of output flicker. This performance stems 
from the amplifier's common-mode rejection at low 
freq uencies and the low pass filter's normal-mode 
reject ion at higher frequencies . 
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' OPTIONAL CURRENT SHUNT 

(c) 

LOW PASS 
FILTER 

AND 
OUTPUT 
CLAMP 

TO BOARD 

Fig 3 The board allows either single-ended (a) or 
pseudo-differential (b) input schemes. With 
hookup (a), any diffe rence in ground potential will 
appear as an error on all the analog inpu ts (V cM>· 
With hookup (b), the amplifier-low inpu t (sense) will 
reject the difference in ground potential between the 
external ground and the board ground or common. 
Populated screw-terminal panels (c) provide full 
differential input capability with options for bipolar 
( ± 2.5 V) inputs and 250-0 resistors to scale 
0 to 28 mA to 0 to 5 V output. Filtering and 
clamping minimize noise. 

These populated boards are also available with 
250-n current shunts to convert 0- to 20-mA current
loop signals to voltage signals. An additional fea
ture is the voltage-clamping function, which protects 
inputs . If one DT709 amplifier saturates due to an 
overvoltage input (perhaps resulting from an open 
4- to 20-mA current loop, which can result in appli
cation of the loop supply voltage-typically 24 V-to 
the board input), the board's multiplexer is pro
tected, and the board can continue acquiring data 
on other channels. 

Hence, the flexibi lity and ease with which the 
board can interface analog sensor outputs with the 
STD bus make it a suitable data acquisition product 
for use with STD bus based process-control systems. 
This board/ amplifier combination should prove 
valuable in industrial markets where price sensitivity 
and human engineering play important roles. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 716 Average 717 Low 718 



Introducing the PC alternatives 
for the office and the factory. 

For Office Control: ISI's 5160. For Factory Control: ISl's 6160. 

More flexible.More functional. 
More cost effective. 

ISI International (formerly Intersil Systems) introduces two 
new IBM-compatible systems, one for the office and one for 
the factory. 

Factory Control: !Si's 6160. 

Each is PC and XT-compatible in both hardware and software. 

The ISI 6160 is essentially the same easily expandable proces
sor as the 5160, featuring the same PC and XT-compatibility, 

But both offer significant advantages in flexibility, expandability 
and cost effectiveness. 

but with important additional features that make this the ideal 
system for factory applications. 

Office Control: !Si's 5160. 
For example, it's 19" rack-mountable RETMA enclosure is 

ruggedly designed and manufactured, and features fan cooling 
The ISi 5160 office system looks like, and works like, the PC/ XT, with positive airflow to eliminate hot spots; changeable filters 

and it will run the software its more expensive counterpart will for extra protection from contamination; and a key-lockable cover 
run. So you are assured of broad software availability. for limited access to power and reset switches, as well as to the 

But ISi designed the 5160 to be especially flexible in meeting shock-mounted disk drives. 
the needs of different sized offices, with differing (and changing) Both the 5160 and the 6160 offer MS-DOS* and GW-Basic;* 
processing requirements. in addition, the 6160 factory system offers VRTXt, a multitasking 

Expanding all the way from a single floppy to a fully loaded kernel that permits you to run real-time, interrupt-driven control 
Winchester system is far easier with the ISi system. In fact, over applications. 
60 MB of on-line storage capacity is available. Half-height floppies, For operation in a more office-like setting, the 6160 can be 
10, 20 and 30 MB Winchester drives, cartridge tape backup, and dressed up in its own "office" style cabinet, just like the 5160. 
a 130-watt power supply supports expansion. But underneath, it will still be the most versatile, expandable, 

The first step was to put all the CPU essentials onto the base- functional computer available to run factory control applications. 
board, leaving more open expansion slots ...---------------._ For more information on either the ISi 
and greater provision to meet users' chang- 5160 office system or the ISi 6160 factory 
ing needs. The standard 5160 system system, call us in the West at (408) 
includes all these essential features on the 743-4442, in the East at (201) 272-3920, 
baseboard: 8088 CPU and optional 8087 or in the Midwest at (513) 890-6450. 
coprocessor; 128K memory (expandable to 
640K);calendar/ real-time clock with battery 
backup; two RS-232C ports ; parallel 
printer port; floppy disk controller and 
SASI interface. 

So for an office system that truly offers 
room to grow, choose ISi International's 
5160 office system. 

*MS· DOS and CW are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
t VRTX is a registered trademark of Hunter & Ready, Inc. 

!Sf lntenzational also offers an expanding array 
of adapter cards for use with !SI International 
systems. as well as !BM and other PC· 
compatible systems. 

CIRCLE 55 

ISi 
INTERNATIONAL 

1275 Hammerwood Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California 94089, (408) 743-4442 
European headquarters, Paris (1) 878.42.25. 



Today, you can design the most sophis
ticated computer hardware imaginable. But 
if the system elements cannot interface at 
optimum data rates and performance levels, 
the effectiveness of your computers could 
be lost. 

That's why we're now introducing the 
AT&T ODL" Lightwave Data Link: the high 
performance data link. 

A product of the outstanding design 
capability and experience of AT&T Bell 
Laboratories, these state-of -the-art links 
will grow with your customers' data com-

munications needs. With data rates up to 
200 Mb/s, low transmission losses and low 
error rates, our data links will assure your 
computers' ability to meet the future. 

And AT&T offers the complete system. 
This includes all the required components
from the transmitter, through the cable and 
associated connectors and hardware, to the 
terminating receiver. You also get the com
mitment to customer support and user 
training services youtl expect from the lead
ing name in communications. Let us help 
you design a computer system with built-in 



growth, not obsolescence. For more in~or
mation, write: AT&T, Dept. CG, 555 Umon 
Blvd., Allentown, PA 18103, or call 1-800-
372-2447. In New Jersey, call 201-631-6790. 

ATs.T 

~-------------------------~ 

AT&T, Dept. CG, 555 Union Boulevard 
Allentown, PA 18103 

D Please send me information on AT&T ODI.:" Lightwave Data Links. 

D Let me know how I can get a 40 Mb/s Data Link models kit. 

Name (please print) Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

~-------------------------~ 



HOW TO DOUBLE 
YOUR CONTROL 

WITHOUT DOUBLING 
YOUR CONTROLLER. 
If your plans for 

controlling disk and 
tape drives call for two 
boards and two CPU 
slots, you can now cut 
your plans in half. 

And use the 
SPECTRA 25 LSI-11 
emulating multifunction 
controller instead. You'll 
get all the control of separate 
disk and tape boards in just 
half the space. Half the slots. 
Half the spares. While using 
less power. 

SPECTRA 25 is the 
smarter way to handle 
SMD/Winchester and 
\/2-inch tape drives, and 
it's the first and only multifunction controller designed for 
DEC Q-BUS® computers. 

Its block-mode data transfer capability can increase your 
throughput by up to 50%. And it performs Error Correction 
Code (ECC) independently of the operating system. All 32 
bits worth. 

SPECTRA 25 fully emulates DEC's RM02/5 and RM80 
disk subsystems, and TS 11 tape subsystem. It can run two 
SMD disk drives and four tape drives, in any combination. Plus 
an E2PROM lets you easily reconfigure while the controller is 
in your system. 

But SPECTRA 25 puts something else in your system, too: 
proven reliability. Because you're working with half as many 
parts and pre-tested ICs. 

You're also working with excellent documentation that's 
regularly updated. And the most comprehensive one year 
warranty in the industry. All backed by responsive nation
wide service. 

BUS 

Disk 
Emulation 

TSll 
(4 drives) 

2.0MB/sec 

Yes 

controller 

SPECTRA25 
is the multifunction 
controller that 
doubles your control. 
And your advantage 
on the competition. 

Before you look 
at Emulex or Dilog, 

consider the SPECTRA 
25 from Spectra Logic. 

It could be all the controller 
you'll ever need. For further 

information on our expanding 
family of controllers for DEC 
Q-BUS and UNIBUS® 

computers, call or write 
us today. 

Spectra Logic Corporation, 1227 Innsbruck Drive, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089, (408) 744-0930, TWX 910-339-9566, 
TELEX 172524 SPL SUVL. International Sales Office: 
Belgium (32) (2) 5134892. 

The Multifunction Controller Company. 
C t984 Spectra Logic Corporation 

See us at COMDEX, Booth #1676 CIRCLE 57 



WINCH ESTER/FLOPPY 
CONTROLLER EASES 
DISK INTERFACING 
Chip performs seek overlaps and interleaved data transfers for 
high performance disk control. Other techniques such as disk 
caching and elevator sorting are easily supported. 

by Mark S. Young 

Forming a reliable interface between a serial disk and 
its parallel computer processing data represents the 
main problem integrators face. Unique requirements 
of disk/ drive system integration such as disk control, 
data transfer, data reliability, and error handling 
demand costly hardware and extensive software sup
port. Also, coupling an asynchronous, serial data 
channel to a synchronous, parallel computer data 
channel can prove to be a difficult hard ware task. 
Data buffering, data blocking/ deblocking, bus 
usage, and system interface timing require extra 
system logic. Finally, making the disk conform to 
the operating system's data handling needs requires 
development of additional software. 

Creating disk directories, addressing disk memory, 
optimizing disk access, and using the controller disk 
1/0 commands all combine to make interfacing 
difficult. One chip set that addresses these concerns 
is the Am9580 hard disk controller (a Winchester I 
floppy controller) and the Am9581 disk data separa
tor. The set is ST506/ 412 compatible, but it can be 
made to conform to Enhanced Small Disk Interface 

Mark S. Young is a product planning engineer in 
charge of the hard disk controller chip at Advanced 
Micro Devices, Inc, 901 Thompson Pl, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086. He holds a BA in computer science from 
the University of California at Berkeley. 

or Small Computer System Interface by adding 
several other chips . 

One of the disk controller's primary tasks is coup
ling the serial disk bus from the parallel system bus. 
Even though such peripherals as modems and printers 
allow the user to stop a transfer after each character 
by using a ready/ not ready signal line, halting a disk 
is not as easy. The nature of disks prevents such a 
data transfer interface; once it starts transmitting 
data from a sector, the operation must either finish 
or abort. Because data transfer cannot be stopped, 
the controller and the system must deal with complex 
data buffering and transfer over the system bus. 

A typical Winchester drive sends data serially at 
5 Mbits/ s. If the data is moved directly to the system 
bus in 16-bit blocks, the disk controller must hold 
the bus for more than 800 µs to complete a 512-byte 
transfer. Because data leaves the disk at a relatively 
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slow speed (but not so slow that the bus can be shared 
among different masters), the disk controller can 
easily become a system bottleneck . This is especially 
true in multi-user or multitasking environments. 

Several different data buffering methods are com
monly used to prevent this bottleneck. The first in, 
first out (FIFO) buffer provides a simple, and gener
ally effective, method of buffering disk data in low 
performance systems that use floppy disk drives. In 
the higher data speed environments of Winchester 
drives, however, a FIFO does not provide sufficient 
bus buffering. Moreover, the FIFO does not free the 
bus from the problem of long accesses by the disk 
controller-it only decouples the disk from the CPU 

bus timings. If the FIFO is not sufficiently deep (256 
bytes or more), the bus buffering only provides 
longer lag between the time disk transfer begins and 
the time it takes to obtains access to the bus through 
arbitration . In the mean time , the controller still 
needs to use the bus for long periods. 

Buffer dilemmas 
A FIFO buffer may also encounter data underflow 

and overflow. These problems are especially prevalent 
in systems with high bus loading or with multiple 
bus masters that require frequent servicing. Usually, 
if another peripheral interrupts a disk controller 
during a data transfer, this operation must be aborted 
and tried again. FIFO buffering cannot prevent this 
event, unless the depth of the FIFO is sufficient to 
store an entire sector. Finally, the FIFO does not 
allow the controller to determine the validity of the 
data-that is, whether the data has been certified 
as correct by the error detection circuitry-until most 
of the sector has already been sent to the system. 
Either incorrect data must be corrected using addi
tional bus cycles, or the entire sector must be reread 
from the disk and transferred to the system again. 

A full sector buffer is another technique that is 
commonly used in Winchester controller designs. 
The single sector buff er normally uses a single static 
RAM chip. The size of the buffer is limited only by 
the SRAM devices available . With 2-Kbit x 8 SRAMs 
widely available today, and the newer 8-Kbit x 8 
SRAMs starting to appear, just about any size buffer 
can be easily built. Multiplexing the address, data, 
and control lines between the controller and the 
system requires a minimum of extra hardware with 
this buffer . 

The full sector buffer approach avoids many of 
the problems associated with the FIFO approach. 
Overflow and underflow are no longer a problem, 
and data integrity is ensured, because the entire sec
tor is stored in the buffer before it is sent out to the 
system. However, the single sector buffer cannot per
form zero interleaved data transfers between the sys
tem and the disk controller-data cannot be loaded 
into the buffer until the previous sector has been fully 
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emptied. As a result, single buffer disk l/O can be 
at least 25 percent slower than zero interleaved sector 
operations, depending on how much interleaving is 
required . 

The dual sector buffer approach used on the hard 
disk controller has the advantages of single sector 
buffering, while it greatly increases disk l/O through
put. These integrated dual sector buffers allow the 
user to select data sector sizes of 128, 256, or 512 
bytes. The dual sector buffer system employed by 
the hard disk controller always has one buffer avail
able to the system and the other buffer available to 
the disk [Fig l(a)]. 

When both the system and the disk are finished 
using their respective sector buffers, the buffers are 
switched (or toggled) so that the former disk buffer 
is now avai lable to the system and the former system 
buffer is available to the disk [Fig l(b)]. This buffer 
toggling method allows the hard disk controller to 
transfer data continuously from the disk without any 
sector interleaving, even at disk speeds of 20 Mbits/ s. 
Besides allowing complete decoupling of the disk and 
the system bus from each other, the dual sector 
method maximizes data throughput as it minimizes 
system bus use . Because each data sector on the disk 
is stored entirely within the hard disk controller, the 
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SYSTEM 
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BUFFER 
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BUFFER 
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(a) 

BUFFER 
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BUFFER 
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(b) 

DISK 
FO RMAT 

CONTROLLER 

DISK 
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CONTROLLER 

Fig 1 The dual sector buffe r approach illustrates how 
data can be transferred between the disk and the system 
simultaneously. Buffer No. 1 is allocated to the 
system/ OMA while the other buffer is used by the disk 
formatter (a). When the system and formatter are fi nished , 
the buffers a re switched (b). In this manner, the system 
empties one buffer while the disk formatter fills the other 
(or vice versa), thus continuously moving data to and fro m 
the disk. 



system bus is not tied up continuously during the 
physical transfer of the data to and from the disk. 

The controller's bus use can be limited to short, 
fast data transfers without the danger of data under
flow or overflow. In addition, the controller can be 
interrupted by more important activities for much 
longer periods than allowed by FIFOs, without 
sacrificing any disk data transfers. And because the 
sector is fully loaded onto the controller and checked 
for errors before it is transferred to system memory, 
the data need only be sent once. Erroneous data is 
never transferred out of the controller unless the sys
tem specifically requests the controller to do so . Full 
sector buffers allow the Winchester / floppy con
troller chip to gather from diverse memory locations 
on-the-fly, instead of assembling contiguous data 
blocks before the transfer occurs. 

To adjust overall bus performance, 
the system can alter burst and dwell 
values on the hard disk controller. 

All disk controllers, especially Winchester control
lers, must perform data transfers efficiently between 
the disk and system memory. Usually, this requires 
that a DMA device or DMA channel be dedicated to 
the disk controller. From a design viewpoint, a com
promise is made when an external DMA controller 
operates with a disk controller. This is because an 
external DMA controller is usually slower than a cus
tom, integrated DMA unit. 

In order to make the DMA control handshake 
work properly, the DMA must receive high priority 
in the system bus hierarchy . At the same time, the 
interface must be generalized to handle the different 
DMA devices. Extra software is also required by the 
system to set up the DMA controller for each disk 
transfer. From a controller design point of view, in
terfacing to an external DMA unit requires a trade
off in disk controller performance. If the controller 
has to handle commands, status, and data without 
constant system intervention , at least three DMA 

channels have to be dedicated to the disk controller. 
The fully integrated DMA controller on the hard 

disk controller eliminates all external system hard
ware support functions. Thus , system interface 
requirements are reduced to bus drivers, bus receivers, 
and a disk driver software routine. The Winchester/ 
floppy controller chip' s DMA controller can handle 
an 8- or 16-bit data bus and up to 32 bits of address
ing . The hard disk controller' s DMA unit can trans
fer data at up to 5 Mbytes / s. 

An extra strap option allows the system interface 
to support either synchronous or asynchronous 
memory transfers . The user can also extend the basic 
four-clock transfer cycle with either the READY line 

or with programmable wait-state insertion. A failsafe 
measure ensures that a faulty memory board will not 
cause the hard disk controller to stall the system bus. 
A time-out counter releases the system bus, thus 
ensuring that the hard disk controller aborts any 
memory transaction taking longer than 5 ms. 

The Winchester/ floppy controller's DMA bus acti
vity can be determined by setting the burst and dwell 
characteristics in one of its control registers. The 
burst characteristics indicate how many bytes of data 
are transferred every time the DMA unit uses the sys
tem bus. This number can be programmed from 1 
byte to as many bytes as are required in a single 
transfer request of the hard disk controller. The 
dwell characteristics determine the amount of time 
the DMA unit stays off the system bus between 
bursts . During a multibyte DMA transfer, the DMA 

unit will release the bus . This occurs only after the 
number of bytes indicated by the burst count have 
been transferred. After waiting the amount of time 
specified in the dwell count, the hard disk controller 
will request the bus to continue the DMA transfer, 
as necessary. 

To adjust the overall system bus performance, the 
system can alter burst and dwell values on the hard 
disk controller. These burst and dwell characteris
tics allow other peripherals in the system to use the 
bus and to prevent "lockout" of lower priority 
peripherals. Because the DMA unit can transfer data 
to and from the buffers much faster than the disk 
can, the onboard sector buffers give the system 
plenty of time to move data in and out of the con
troller. The buffer will maintain maximum disk 
throughput, even with the use of burst and dwell. 

Controlling the bus 
In the event of a system emergency, the DMA unit 

can be forced to abort the current DMA transfer. A 
two-wire handshake scheme is used on the Win
chester / floppy controller chip interface to gain con
trol of the system bus. The hard disk controller 
asserts the bus request line and waits for the bus 
acknowledge (bus grant line) to be asserted by the 
system arbiter. When the DMA unit is finished trans
ferring data on the bus, it de-asserts the bus request 
line. This indicates to the arbiter that the bus is now 
free. If the system needs to force the hard disk con
troller off the system bus, all it has to do is de-assert 
the bus acknowledge line. The hard disk controller 
will cleanly finish the current word or byte transfer , 
and then get off the bus. This is called preemption. 
Even in an emergency, none of the data transfers 
to or from the hard disk controller are affected. The 
hard disk controller will continue to request the bus 
as it would normally and attempt to finish the inter
rupted transfer as though nothing unusual happened. 

The system has access to seven 16-bit control/ 
status registers , as well as to an onboard DMA unit. 
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These registers allow the system to keep track of the 
hard disk controller while the chip is operating. The 
command/status register allows the system to start, 
stop, or resume a command chain operation. A soft
ware "reset" is also provided. Its function is equiva
lent to that of the hardware reset pin. Software reset 
allows users to reset the chip without actually using 
the reset pin, which can be tied to the system reset 
line. This causes the chip to immediately abort the 
current command operation. 

The system has access to seven 
16-bit control/status registers, as well 
as to an onboard DMA unit. 

The stop chain command forces the hard disk con
troller to abort the current chain at the end of the 
current command. The resume command allows the 
hard disk controller to pick up where the interrupted 
command left off without restarting the command. 
This is possible when a noncatastrophic error is the 
cause of the interruption. The upper byte in the reg
ister contains the current chip status-information 
about certain types of errors are reported in this field 
whenever the hard disk controller halts. 

The mode register determines bus activity by using 
the burst or dwell fields. In addition, a program
mable interrupt option allows users to enable or dis
able interrupts from the hard disk controller. The 
number of wait states inserted into each memory 
transfer (0, 1, 2, or 3) can be specified to allow the 
hard disk controller to accommodate slow memories 
and the memory transfer acknowledge line. A reg
ister lock bit freezes the register set. This allows the 
system to monitor all the registers while the hard disk 
controller is running, without the danger of having 
them altered during a read access. Finally, the disk 
control interface is specified in this register by the 
seek mode field. It determines whether implied and 
overlapped seeks, implied seeks only, no seek opera
tions but disk status (restricted), or no seeks or disk 
status (buffer mode) will be performed by the hard 
disk controller. 

The next block pointer always points to the current 
command being executed in the command list. The 
status result pointer always points to the next status 
block to be written. The status result length speci
fies how much memory is allocated for status results 
information. The next block pointer is initialized 
before each go command; it points to the beginning 
of the command chain. Then, the hard disk controller 
automatically fetches commands and reports their 
status to the area specified by the status result pointer 
and status result length registers. The status result 
pointer and status result length registers only need 
to be updated when they overflow. By monitoring 
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these registers, the system can determine what the 
hard disk controller is doing while this chip is exe
cuting a command list. The next block pointer and 
status result pointer are both 32-bit pointers, 
accessed as two 16-bit registers. 

Among the most poorly implemented features on 
many disk controllers are the command set, status 
information, and the mechanism for transferring 
these between the system and the controller. The 
small, primitive disk 110 commands in many con
trollers force the system to build up more powerful 
macro commands just to facilitate the writing of the 
disk driver software routines . 

A typical controller might have read, write, and 
verify sector commands. It would also have a seek, 
a load/ dump buffer, a format track command, read 
error correction code syndromes, and read ID . 
These primitive commands usually require a separate 
seek command before any track can be accessed . 
They also require the system to monitor the posi
tion of the read/ write heads. In many controllers, 
the drive parameters must be loaded every time the 
drive is accessed, or the flexibility of the user is 
limited by fixed drive control parameters. Addi
tionally, the system must continuously feed all com
mands to the controller, keep track of errors, and 
control the data transfers to and from the disk. 

An indirect software cost associated with a simple 
disk controller design might result from interfacing 
a typical Winchester with a personal computer. This 
would reqmre a co_mplex software 110 driver to 
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Fig 2 The 110 parameter block (IOPB) command structure 
is a 10-word block containing all the data needed to allow 
the hard disk controller to move data to and from the disk 
(a). The write command will transfer 18 sectors from a 
contiguous block of system memory indicated by the data 
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perform simple disk read and write operations. For 
example, when an operating system requests 10 disk 
sectors, the CPU must issue a seek command and 10 
groups of alternating read sector and dump buffer 
commands. Besides issuing these 21 commands to 
the controller, the external DMA controller must be 
set up for the data transfer. At the same time, the 
CPU becomes responsible for monitoring the con
troller's progress after each of these commands has 
been completed. The hard disk controller, on the 
other hand, could complete such an operation in a 
single command and alert the system via interrupts 
if any problems requiring intervention of the oper
ating system arose. 

The basic command structure of the hard disk 
controller is the 110 parameter block (IOPB), shown 
in Fig 2. All disk-specific parameters are obtained 
from the individual drive parameter RAMs that are 
stored on the hard disk controller. Only parameters 
for executing the command are required. The first 
two words of the IOPB contain the 32-bit pointer to 
the next IOPB in the command chain; the IOPB 
equals 0 when it is the last command in the chain. 
Finally, a 16-bit ID value is provided to help the sys
tem identify errors. 

When the hard di sk controller issues status result 
block commands, the ID field of the IOPB is put into 
the status result block to indicate which IOPB caused 
the error or had a problem. The command byte says 
what command the IOPB gave. The operating system 
has 16 different IOPB commands. The options byte 
allows users to specify both command-independent 
and special command-dependent control options. 
The command-independent options allow users to 
stop on any status result block, on fatal errors only, 
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Fig 3 The IOPB command list is a 
linked list structure residing in 
system me mory. The linked list 
structure facilitates command list 
manipulation. Optional data map 
entries (DMEs) allow data blocks of 
any size or memory location to 
move to and fro m the disk. The 
hard disk contro ller automatically 
fe tches and processes the command 
list without a ny host CPU 

intervention. 

or at the end of each IOPB. The command
dependent options include track verify after a seek, 
data map control enable, user-defined data marks, 
error location information, and location of specific 
disk ID fields. 

Up to six 16-bit parameters are provided with each 
IOPB. Typically, the drive's starting track number, 
starting head number, starting sector number, and 
the number of sectors to be transferred are required 
in each command. In addition, options such as user
defined data marks, format patterns to be used, and 
relocated track information are needed. A 32-bit 
data pointer is also needed to specify the beginning 
of the data to be transferred, or to point to the data 
map indicating how the data is transferred. 

Each of the controller's primary commands-read 
sector, write sector, and verify sector-can handle 
from 1 to 256 sectors. Specific user-programmable 
bytes in the drive parameter RAMs indicate how the 
controller will respond to multihead and multitrack 
overflows. All commands on the hard disk controller 
automatically seek the track specified in the parame
ters and perform any multiple track seeks the com
mand requires. A separate seek command is not 
required for any disk 1/0 command. Each 
command also has a pointer or pointers to the data 
needed for write or verify operations, including 
pointer or pointers to memory space in the case of 
read operations. This allows the hard disk controller 
to perform all buffer read and write operations auto
matically between the controller and system memory 
without using separate load and dump buffer 
commands. 

Other commands such as load disk parameters, 
restore drive, and format track allow the user to 
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initiate the controller for normal operation. The for
mat track command specifies from 1 to 65,535 
tracks. It also formats the entire disk with one com
mand, again using the mutlitrack, multihead policy 
byte to handle overflow. Once the disk is initialized, 
the hard disk controller monitors the location of the 
current read/write heads' tracks, thus relieving the 
system of the responsibility. Moreover, a seek com
mand allows users to move the disk read/ write heads 
to any track. This is useful, for example, if a disk 
is to be accesssed in the near future. 

The read data absolute and read ID commands 
enable recovery of data from disk fields that are 
damaged by head crashes or media defects. The relo
cate track command allows the user to move data 
from defective tracks and re-map the new track onto 
the old track. Whenever the damaged (relocated) 
track is accessed, the hard disk controller will detect 
this. It automatically moves to the new track without 
stopping the command or burdening the operating 
system. 

The dump sector buffer, dump error correction 
code syndromes, and correct buffer commands allow 
the system to examine disk data error before correc
tion . If necessary, the hard disk controller can per
form error correction automatically, without system 
intervention. The load sector buffer, load error cor
rection code syndromes, and dump drive parameter 
commands, in conjunction with the other load and 
dump command, allow onchip diagnostics of the 
Winchester / floppy controller chip's degree of 
function. 
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PARAMETER 0 
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ID NUMBER 

I 
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PARAMETER 2 

PARAMETER 3 
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NONVERIFY 
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Fig 4 The status result block reports complicated disk 110 

errors to the system. Eac h five word status result block has 
an ID value and up to fo ur parameters (a). A typical status 
result block ill ustrates the type of status information given 
to the CPU (b). In this case, the data specified by a verify 
command was not the same as data found on the disk's 
track 293, head 3, and sector 29. The drive number is 
specified in the IOPB wi th the appropriate ID number. 
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With many disk controllers, the operating system 
must issue commands to the hard disk controller. 
The hard disk controller fetches its own command 
instead. The operating system arranges the command 
in a linked list command chain (Fig 3). When the 
next block pointer points to the beginning of the list, 
the hard disk controller is ordered to execute the 
command chain. Then the hard disk controller 
fetches the commands, processes them, and transfers 
the data to and from the disk and system without 
system intervention. Using the link pointer in com
mand will cause the hard disk controller to fetch 
commands until the last command in the chain is 
executed. 

Operating system stays informed 
When the hard disk controller completes the com

mand chain, or when an error/ control fault occurs, 
the hard disk controller interrupts the system to tell 
it what has happened. If a correctable error or fault 
caused the command execution, the system tells the 
hard disk controller to resume processing, but in
structs it not to restart the command . Other options 
allow the hard disk controller to interrupt the operat
ing system whenever data is transferred and is there
fore available. 

The linked list command structure eases the imple
mentation of the overlapped seek routine. A special 
software routine handles the command chain in the 
hard disk controller chip . When the operating system 
enables this routine, the hard disk controller follows 
the command chain via the linked pointers, and looks 
for commands ahead of the command being exe
cuted. Whenever it finds a command involving an 
inactive drive, it calculates the necessary seek infor
mation. It then issues the seek command to this 
drive, well before the command is actually executed. 
And when a previously busy drive finishes its current 
command, the hard disk controller starts to look far
ther down the chain for a command that involves 
some seeking for that drive. In this manner, time
consuming head positioning is executed in parallel, 
providing a dramatic improvement in disk 110 
performance. 

In addition to fetching and processing its own 
commands, the hard disk controller issues status 
result blocks to indicate when certain events occurred 
while disk data was being processed. The status result 
block is a five-word unit (Fig 4). Each block contains 
a 16-bit ID number to say which IOPB issued the sta
tus result block, an error code to explain the error, 
and up to 7 bytes of parameters to indicate other 
error-specific information. For memory efficiency, 
status result blocks, unlike IOPBs, are stored in con
secutive order in the status result area specified by 
the status result length register . 

By examining the status result area after a com
mand chain has been executed (or halted because of 



~~Corporation has comblned\ieWi»f 
e~ .in gUtphicsprocessjng with the tateatib 
~micro-processing technology to prOdUce 
the new VP-10 Graphic Element Processor. The speed, 
reliability and cost-effectiveness of the VP-10 make it 
the ideal graphic controller for a wide variety of color and 
monochromatic raster hardcopy devices. 

Performance Features 
High speed hardware interpolation allows the VP-10 

to drive most popular hardcopy raster output devices, 
including smaller electrostatic plotters, at full rated 
speed. The Tektronix 4691, the Versatec V-80, the 
Seiko CH-5201, and Benson plotters are but a few of the 
raster devices currently supported by the VP-10. The 
VP-10 features color support for both intensity modulated 
and dithered or halftone devices. Input requirements and 
host processing are minimized by the VP-10's ability to 
handle high-level graphic structures such as polygons, 
cirE:les and text. Automatic dual modes of operation 
allow page-size plots with unlimited element capacity 
and large format plots with 200,000 element capacity. 

Integrated Communications 
For the remote use of the raster output device, the 

VP-10 features a full range of input communications 

• Transparent mode of operation 
• Print spooler capabilities 
• Input and output overlapping 
• Multiple copy capabilities 
• Real-time optimization of memory for list processing 

or full-page buffering 
• Color or monochromatic device control 
• High-level graphic element input such as polygons, 

circle/arc, vectors and text 
The VP-10 also features internal diagnostic capa

bilities including test plot and error handling. 

If you think Graphic Element Processing is a trick, let 
the VP-10 work a little graphics magic on you . 

• 
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SYSTEMS 
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8307 Highway 71 West• Austin, Texas 78735 ·Call toll free 800/531-5167 
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Fig 5 The DME uses a linked list structure similar to the 
IOPB command list. Each DME can handle up to 32, 768 
bytes. The load enable (LE) bit determines whether the data 
specified by the DME will be skipped. This option specifies 
what data in each sector will be downloaded, thus avoiding 
unnecessary data transfer on the system bus. 

errors), the system can determine what has happened 
on the disk. When the status result area becomes full 
or overflows during a normal hard disk controller 
operation, the hard disk controller ceases operation 
and alerts the system. Then, the system can either 
increase the area allocated for status reporting or 
analyze the status and reset the status result pointer 
and status result length to the beginning of the status 
area. It performs one of these functions before tell
ing the hard disk controller to resume operation. 

Optional stops 
Status reporting is an important function of a 

peripheral that controls the system's primary mass 
storage device. Many errors can occur in a typical 
disk subsystem during normal processing; each 
affects the system, controller, or disk to a different 
extent. For example, upon detecting an incorrect 
seek operation, the hard disk controller will auto
matically attempt a re-seek operation. If the second 
attempt is successful, the hard disk controller issues 
a nonfatal status result block to alert the system of 
the disk error. If the reseek attempt fails, however, 
the hard disk controller automatically issues a status 
result clock and ceases operations. The system 
should have the option of specifying whether or not 
the controller will stop on any error (fatal or not) 
or only on the fatal errors. 

It may be unwise to abort a disk operation even 
for a fatal error in some cases. Consider a zero inter
leaved multisector read operation. In the process of 
transferring the disk data to the system, a flaw might 
be noticed by the error detection unit. Because few 
error correction codes can correct the error and physi
cally continue reading the sectors in sequence, a typi
cal controller would abort the read operation and 
immediately initiate data recovery operations. How
ever, since data errors are relatively rare in most 
drives, it would be wiser for the controller to indi
cate the sector that is damaged, prevent the error 
from being transferred to the system, and continue 
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reading the remaining sectors. Once the last of the 
data has been transferred, the system has the con
troller recover sectors that had problems . In this 
scenario, the controller avoids wasting time caused 
by stopping and starting the read procedure or result
ing from introduction of extra rotational latencies 
into the disk 110 operation . 

The status result system in the hard disk controller 
handles errors in many different ways. Users are 
given maximum flexibility in deciding what errors 
are to be aborted automatically and which errors are 
merely informational. Users of most small personal 
computers probably do not want to halt the con
troller every time an error is detected-especially if 
the controller can be programmed to perform retry 
operations automatically and to use the onboard error 
correction codes. These users are only interested in 
being alerted when the data cannot be recovered 
automatically. Users of minicomputer systems might 
want to examine the status result information for 
system maintenance logging. Users of such error
sensitive systems as fault-tolerant computers have 
a greater investment in detecting errors, no matter 
how minor. The hard disk controller allows these 
users to tailor the status system to support their 
applications. 

Data in a computer system's memory is represented 
by groupings of bytes or words of various sizes that, 
on a disk, are divided into groups of bytes called 
sectors . Although sector sizes vary from disk to disk , 
and sometimes from track to track, they are always 
the same size on a given track. Sectors on a disk usu
ally come in 128, 256, or 512 bytes; less frequently 
in 1024, 2048, or 4096 bytes. Unfortunately, com
puter data and disk data rarely agree on sizes. The 
controller must usually divide all system data into 
blocks equal to the sector size on the disk. The 
reverse operation is required when data is read off 
the disk . 

The embedded control algorithms in the Win
chester / floppy controller chip allow this common 
data preprocessing task to be offloaded onto the con
troller. The hard disk can automatically fit data into 
sector blocks for writes and into continuous data for 
read operations. It can also perform data blocking 
and deblocking for any other size of data. 

The hard disk controller allows the user to specify 
an optional data map whenever disk data is trans
ferred between the disk and sys tem memory . With 
this data map, users can fetch data from the system 
memory in any size block (1 to 32 Kbytes/ block) and 
pack the data into the required number of sectors. 
Conversely, when data is being read from the disk, 
the data mapping option allows users to deblock the 
data into any size block and store it in widely dis
persed, noncontiguous memory locations. Users also 
have the option of reading only certain fields from 
each sector and transferring only that data into the 



system. Thus, bus bandwidth is saved from unneces
sary data transfers. 

Data in system memory is not always arranged in 
continuous blocks that are easily moved, as units, 
to the controller and onto the disk, however. Increas
ingly, users are creating complex data structures in 
Pascal, C, and Ada to store data in a form that can 
be easily manipulated. It is very inefficient to store 
data in blocks of memory that encompass the data 
structures themselves. It is also wasteful to have the 
CPU gather the data and transfer it to a temporary 
buff er for the disk controller. The same applies when 
the data needs to be read back into the system. Hav
ing the CPU perform the data packing and unpacking 
requires extra system memory for buffers and in
creased system overhead because all data needs to 
be transferred twice in system memory to be read 
from, or written to, the disk. 

The data map structure used by the hard disk con
troller is a block of five 16-bit words (Fig 5). It con
sists of a 32-bit pointer to the next data map block, 
a byte count word with a load flag, and a 32-bit 
pointer to the actual system memory location where 
data is to be read or written. Data map blocks can 
be strung together just like IOPBs to create a data 
map as large as needed for the data blocking/ 
deblocking task. Because the OMA unit is much 
better at handling data transfers than the CPU, the 
data map is considerably more efficient than having 
the system perform the task. 

As disk controller peripherals become more sophis
ticated, the system interface must also progress. 
Although it is impractical to provide users with every 
permutation in hardware and software, the hard disk 
controller design allows for a large degree of flexi
bility and programmability. At the same time, the 
disk controller should not overwhelm the system with 
a design so flexible that it is unusable . System inte
grators need a controller that can be easily integrated 
into today's standards and upgraded to future 
requirements without complete redesigns or compro
mises in performance. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 719 Average 720 Low 721 

BECAUSE OF 
CHEMOTHERAPY 
KAREN 
ANDERSON 
IS A STATISTIC. 
THE KIND OF 
STATISTIC 
WE LIKETO 
BRAG ABOUT. 

When Karen was 18 years old, 
her doctor discovered she had a 
deadly form of leukemia. Facing 
incredible odds, Karen spent three 
years in intensive chemotherapy. 

NOW, eight years and two sons 
later, you'd never suspect that she 
had battled a disease that kills more 
than 15,000 Americans every year. 

Your donations help us con
tinue the programs that will give us 
more statistics like Karen Anderson. 
Statistics we can all be proud of. 

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE. 
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There Are Only Two Things 
New Tested Pairs 

The Testing. 

OEMs face major problems trying to--' 
decide which hard disk drive A uild 
into their microcomputer systems. What 

with the wide range of drives, and so 
many hidden costs associated 
with evaluation, testing and 
integration, the process 

ie"comes ime-consumfng and costly hassle. 
But there's a way out-from the company that's 
helped solve OEM disk controller integration prob
lems more often and over a longer period of time 
than anybody in the business. That company is Xebec. 
From standard-setting to vertical 
integration, from heavy investment 
in computer-aided design to the 
total commitment to the most auto
mated manufacturing technologies, 
Xebec has demonstrated its leader
ship position in supplying micro
computer storage solutions. 
Tested Pairs. The Guaranteed Match. 
With its new tested pairs program, Xebec solves a 
major industry problem: post-delivery drive failure 
when interfaced to the controller. Having to do "after 

the fact" drive testing for many o our OEM cus
tomers, we have decided to offer a "before the fact" 
program. We'll guarantee quality and reliability 
by assuring a match between our zero defect 
controllers and a choice of drives in different 
capacities and form factors. 

It's simple. !ell us wlti.di dtives 
you're considering and we'll test 
them on Xebec-designed equipment 
against the most rigorous standards 
in the industry. Standards we at 
Xebec have set. Then we'll tell you 
which of our controllers is the best 
match for that drive-or we'll cus
tomize a corrrrollerfor yuu-and 
accelerate your time to market. 
The Edge In Controller Technology. 
Xebec controllers are well known as the best in the 
industry. Their single-board designs incorporate MOS 
microprocessors and the latest standard cell and sur
face mount IC technology. Compatible with standard 
interfaces, our contro Iers have set e pace w1 
sophisticated data separation, advanced error detec
tion and correction, hard-fault isolation, a high-level 

CORPO RATE HEADQUARTERS 
2055 Gateway Place. Suite 600 
San Jose, California 95110 U.S.A. 
(408) 287 -2700 



And The Pairing. 

command set and other performance and reliability 
features. 

Now these superior controllers can be paired with 
high-quality, Xebec-qualified drives. And you save 
time and money on evaluation engineering, incoming 
inspection, and service-while gaining a single-source, 
· cbase order solqtio.n to diskdrivejntegration. 

The Front Line Of Drive Testing. 
We were recently asked to design and 
build a disk drive tester for one of the 
world's largest OEMs. We'll be using that 
tester to analyze disk drive performance 
for you . Full environmental testing, 
·nGluding nQGk and-vibration. Full -
functional testing at elevated tempera
tures, with read / write tests at marginalized 
voltages. Careful calculation of hard and 
soft bit error rates. Complete checking 
of FCC and other agency emission stan
dards. We'll make sure any drive meets its 
stated s ecifications and erformance ;;.... __ 
an qua 1ty c aims. 

How Xebec Does It. And Why. 
Xebec can offer its tested pairs service to OEMs 
because of our commitment to quality. Zero defect 
quality symbolized by our "Xero D" 
signature and demonstrated by our 
superior computer-aided design, 
manufacturing and testin . Our 
talented people. Our experience. 
That's how we can provide high
quality products for prices no more 
than products that deliver a lot less. 

Why offer our tested pairs? Why originate a new 
concept in quality? Enlightened self-interest. Because 
if we don't, someone else will. Frankly, we want to 

,...,..-~--------continue to enjoy the benefits of our leadership 
position as much as our customers do. 

Call Xebec today. Pair up with one of our 
representatives to find out more about 
how Xebec tested pairs can 
benefit you . 

SALES, INTERNATIONAL, 
Belgium 

SALES, U.S.A. U.S.A. AND CANADA DISTRIBUTORS The Quality_ 
lnvesbnelll 32·02-762 -9494 

England 
44-734 -6935 11 
Ita ly 
39·6·35020 1 

Sunnyvale, CA ( 408) 733 -4200 
Irvine, CA ( 714) 851 -1437 
Atlanta, GA (404) 457-9872 
Boston, MA (6 17) 740 -1707 
Dallas, TX ( 2 I 4) 36 I -0687 
Baltimore, MD (301 ) 992 -7377 

Federal (301 ) 621·3010 
Chicago, IL (3 12) 93 1-1420 

Kierulff 
Hamilton-Avnet 
Avnet Electronics 
Hamilton Electro Sales 
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The most effective communications 
medium ever devised is still the human 
v01ce. 

But now, technology makes voice go 
farther, faster, more efficiently-with 
the new VoiceServer'"from DSC. 

VoiceServer is the low-cost OEM 
integration solution for digital voice 
processing and storage. From a stand
alone voice store and forward "mailbox" 
for any PBX-to applications like text
to-voice conversion and speaker/ 
command recognition, VoiceServer 
handles them with plug-in hardware and 
UNIX-based software. DSC's Open 
System Architecture'" means many 
OEM opportunities for adding value, 
and long product life cycles. 

VoiceServer's proprietary compression 
techniques yield high-quality digitized 
speech at only 8,000 bits per second. 
Use of standard peripheral interfaces 
and low-cost long-haul circuits 
simplifies the design of integrated voice/ 
data systems. 

So when you're thinking business 
conununications, be sure to talk with 
the experts at Digital Sound. 

We guarantee you won't be left 
speechless. 

WHEN DESIGNING 
YOUR BUSINESS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM, 
DON'T FORGET 
THE MOST 
IMPORTANT PART. 

I - - - - - - - - - CD1084l 
I'm a (check one) 

I D Telecommunications OEM or I 
I distributor I 
I 0 Computer or OA manufacturer/ I 

reseller 
I Send me details on the VoiceServcr. I 
I Name I 
I Title I 
I Company I 
I Division I 
I Address I 
I City I 

State __ ZIP________ I 
I Telephone( ) _____ _ L ___________ _J ...,.,. ~~~~~ 
-'"""- Corporation 
We speak the future. 
2030 Alan1eda Padre Serra 
Santa Barbara, CA 93103 
(805) 569-0700 
UNIX li a muUmarll of AT0-T Bdl Laboratories 
VoauSm•rr and Opm S.vstrm Arclmuturr art traR,marks af/J1f11tal Sout1d 
Corporatwn . 

IQ 1984 DwraJ Sound Curp. 
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MULTIPLE MICROS 
DISTRIBUTE TEXT AND 
GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS 
An integrated system distributes design and editing work load 
of technical publishing across multiple microprocessors. This 
architecture automates document production by enhancing 
traditional methods. 

by Robert S. M. Wulff 

Computerized technical publishing presents special 
problems for system designers because there are 
many kinds of users with different needs-authors, 
editors, layout artists, illustrators, drafters, and pro
duction managers. Editors, for example, must be 
able to see the interrelationship of art and text, and 
illustrators and artists must be able to easily create 
and modify art. A graphics text system to satisfy the 
needs of these users requires an easy-to-use interface 
that is ''transparent'' to the complex operations 
being performed. This interface must also have the 
same "feel" as manual methods of illustration, page 
layout, and typography. 

One way to accomplish this is to use a multipro
cessor architecture that combines an interactive 
graphics processor to support the user interface; a 
special purpose graphics processor to handle realtime 
zooming, scanning, and scrolling; and text and 
graphics that are integrated into the same data base. 
In a single integrated system developed by Qubix, 

Robert S. M. Wulff is vice president of research and 
development at Qubix Graphics Systems, 1255 
Parkmoor Ave, San Jose, CA 95126, where he is 
responsible for the graphics capabilities of the Qubix 
system. He holds a BS in mathematics from 
California State University, Fresno. 

the graphics editing and manipulation capabilities 
of a computer aided design (CAD) system are com
bined with word processing functions, text editing, 
pagination, and composition. With a large landscape 
display incorporating 2240 x 1680 viewable elements, 
the system can generate type fonts in a wide range 
of styles and sizes. To drive the display, the company 
has designed a proprietary video board that operates 
much like a stored logic computer. 

Graphics and text are combined into a single data 
base that lets the user view and interactively edit 
pages containing both text and art on a screen prior 
to output. Input can be accepted directly from word 
processors or personal computers (text) and CAD 
systems (art), as well as from any workstation, 
keyboard, and/ or graphics generator. In addition, 
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Fig 1 The system consists of four graphics workstations 
and up to 320 Mbytes of Wi nchester mass storage. The 
various operations of the controller are distributed among 
three microprocessors. 

illustrators can create graphics directly on the screen, 
and then store the graphics in vector form. Fonts 
in actual sizes are displayed as they appear on the 
completed page~ -edited, and sent to a typesetter 
without any intermediate manual makeup or 
photographic steps . This single data base is made 
possible through the development of a special, 
proprietary program written in C and running under 
Unix version 4.2. 

Enhance, not replace 
One of the designers' basic goals was to develop 

an Electronic Technical Publishing (ETP) system 
that enhanced the traditional methods of document 
production, rather than replacing them. While pres
ent computer aided publishing (CAP) systems have 
increased the efficiency and productivity of the pub
lishing process, they have eliminated a powerful 
spatial and visual problem-solving methodology, 
replacing it with a more limited linear thinking style. 
This new style is similar to the way programmers 
think and work. However, editors must be able to 
see the interrelationship of art and text in real time 
on the screen. Illustrators and artists must be able 
to create new art easily, as well as to edit and to 
modify old art quickly and easily. For this, an easy
to-use graphics text interface similar in "feel" to 
manual methods of illustration, page layout, and 
typography is needed. 

The results of actions taken by the editor I designer I 
illustrator in the production of a document must be 
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immediately perceptible. Yet, this is one aspect of 
document production that current approaches to 
CAP have done little to resolve. Final decisions as 
to type size, layout, the relationship between art and 
text on a page, and the style of a document can only 
be made when an actual document is produced, in 
either page, spread, or complete form. 

The operator must have interactive realtime feed
back, even for a small change such as correcting a 
single mistake in one illustration in a large document. 
While implementing global changes, eg, reorganiza
tion of the outline of the document, the results of 
those changes should be immediately seen on the 
screen, in the actual fonts and type sizes of the final 
document. Users interact with the system in a direct, 
visual manner by pointing at objects as they are dis
played on the screen. The user tells the system what 
to do by touching and selecting first the object to 
be acted upon, and then touching a menu button 
representing the action to be performed. 

This straightforward "object/ action verb" 
grammar is consistent across the entire system, inde
pendent of the application being run. For example, 
the user activates all editing functions in an identical 
manner, regardless of the environment. First, the 
object-a word, a sentence, an illustration, an entire 
document, a page layout-is selected. Then the verb 
performs the actual change. While the process by 
which underlying programs actually accomplish their 
internal editing functions varies from view to view, 
the method by which the user initiates the edit opera
tion is identical. 

The actions to be performed within a particular 
view (the verbs) are selected from a menu in the com
mand pane. Because of the object/ verb structure of 
the command language, all operations (editing of 
text, graphics, layout) are initiated by a concise com
mand set found in a command pane menu. The user 
is never locked out or "mode bound." As users select 
an object, the system ensures that the correct menu 
is displayed. For example, all text objects are manipu
lated using the same familiar text edit menu, regard
less of surrounding context or task. A strength of 
this visual/ gestural grammar is that users do not 
generally need to spend their time typing. None of 
the manipulation involved in page layout, selection 
of correct type face and size, or creation and revi
sion of illustrations requires any use of the system 
keyboard. 

The system is built around a distributed function 
architecture consisting of multiple MC68010 micro
processors. These share up to 8 Mbytes of internal 
RAM, and are linked by an internal Ethernet-based 
bus. A single full function cluster (Fig 1) can have 
up to four graphics workstations and up to 320 
Mbytes of Winchester mass storage. An unlimited 
number of nodes can be linked using an external 
Ethernet local area network interface. 



Each cluster has a multitasking controller com
prised of three MC68010s and attendant memory, 
and interface circuitry. Various controller operations 
are distributed among the CPUs . Central to the 
design is the interactive processor, which handles all 
functions relating to graphics processing, drives the 
screens, and, most importantly, coordinates all of 
the activities of the multiple-view user interface. 

In raster scan systems, the graphics 
processor's function is to furnish 
inf ormation in bit-mapped form. 

The background processor functions as a file server 
for the 80- to 320-Mbyte Winchester disk drive, coor
dinating all batch operations and various system data 
management functions. A third CPU handles all 
demand publishing functions . All disk management 
functions are under the control of a single MC68010 
with 2 Mbytes of internal RAM. It also controls the 
system's archival tape backup (nine-track, 1600 
byte/ in. standard and streaming tape). This proces
sor's basic function is to act as the system file server 
and task manager. 

Distributed function multiprocessor architecture 
Since the rest of the processors in the system do 

not have their own disk drives, the background 
processor handles program storage for the graphics. 
It also performs the batch operations associated with 
scanning and publishing documents sent to the photo
typesetter and proofreader. It can handle all of these 
functions because many publishing functions are 
nonrealtime, batch processes, and are not high pri
ority operations. Their output can stretch over sev
eral minutes to several hours. Consequently, these 
low priority functions can be performed in the back
ground and can be interrupted for several seconds 
or several minutes to access the disk. 

Word processors or personal computers are linked 
to the background processor via a serial octal inter
face board, while communications with the other 
processors in the system use an internal Ethernet 
interface. To avoid any unnecessary overloading of 
the microprocessor, the disk control, tape control, 
and serial octal interface boards are configured for 
OMA; that is, they reference memory without going 
through the CPU. Additional space in the eight-slot 
Multibus rack is available for interface boards to the 
proofreader, phototypesetter, and scanners. 

Contained in the same chassis are multiboard back
planes for the interactive graphics processor and the 
demand publishing CPU, each of which incorporates 
its own MC68010 and I Mbyte of RAM. The graphics 
processor contains these things plus interface boards 
for the internal Ethernet bus, serial processor 1/0 

ports for the keyboard, and digitizers for each of 
the graphics terminals. Whenever the interactive pro
cessor needs anything from the Winchester, it accesses 
the disk via the internal 10-MHz Ethernet bus. 

The interactive processor also contains a video 
memory board with 2240 x 1872 bytes (4 Mbytes) 
of bit-mapped image RAM, and a 155-MHz raster 
generator capable of generating 2240 x 1680 viewable 
elements on a 19-in . landscape display . Thus, the 
system can produce any font style sized between 4.5 
and 72 point. A 64-bit word and access times ranging 
from 0. 775 to I µ,s allow for many user interface 
operations. 

For many applications, there is enough processing 
power available in either the graphics or data man
agement processors to handle the scan input and 
raster output print functions. However, to further 
ensure that neither the graphics nor the data manage
ment processors are overloaded by unnecessary batch
oriented nonrealtime functions, each of these 
incorporate dedicated microprocessors . Physically, 
the two are very similar, each contains I Mbyte of 
RAM, and an internal Ethernet interface. However, 
each has different interface boards and translation 
software. The demand printing processor performs 
raster-image processing, translating the vector images 
into the appropriate raster output. 

Four functions, performed in what appears to the 
user to be real time, enable user interaction with 
screen elements. This interaction is similar to the 
intuitive spatial/nonlinear process that the majority 
of ETP system users a re most comfortable with . The 
system is designed so that panning (moving the 
screen view horizontally), scrolling (moving the 
screen view vertically), zooming (increasing and 
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Fig 2 The use of dual-ported display and logic design 
allows high speed video processing without impacting the 
performance of the video processor. 
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Fig 3 The chart shows the flow of a technical document as it passes through the system. Integration of text and 
graphics into the same data base is done using a proprietary integrated text/graphics database program. 
This program is written in C. 

decreasing the size of the view on the screen), and, 
instantaneous recall and display of various dynamic 
menus can be performed without impact on the inter
active processor's performance. 

In raster scan systems, the graphics processor's 
basic function is to furnish information in a bit
mapped format that may bear no relation to the order 
of the lines, points, and characters in the system file. 
The most common solution is to insert a refresh dis
play memory buff er between the raster display and 
the CPU. This is a large memory that records a digi
tal value for the intensity of each pixel in the raster 
image. The video generator reads values from the 
memory in scan order to generate a video signal to 
refresh the display. 

Video computer uses stored logic 
The problem with this approach is that even low 

resolution screens contain a great many pixels. And, 
most of these must be modified in order to perform 
even the most mundane image change operations, 
let alone more sophisticated ones such as zoom, pan, 
scroll, and instantaneous menu display. The tradi
tional solution used by many CAD/ CAP vendors is 
to construct specialized graphics processors using 
high speed (and high cost) bipolar memory, bit slice, 
and conversion circuitry to achieve the necessary 
clock rates. 

To drive a 2240 x 1680 disp lay at the necessary 
155-MHz rate, without overloading the interactive 
processor and without depending on high speed 
bipolar memory and bit slice components, Qubix has 
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designed a proprietary (patent pending) video board 
that operates much like a stored logic computer. This 
board uses a dual-ported refresh memory architec
ture and a special video address lookup table to map 
a window in the 64-K words x 64-bit image memory 
into video values (Fig 2). Each entry in the table 
memory is viewed as a binary number. These num
bers are used to index a table of video values 
represented as 64-bit raster words . 

The 2240 visible pixels are scanned horizontally 
in 64-bit chunks for a total of 35 raster words per 
line. As each 64-bit word is scanned, the lookup table 
counter is incremented and, at the end of a com
plete screen, a clear signal is sent to the counter. By 
scanning in 64-bit raster words, the video memory 
need only operate at 1 / 64th the clock rate of the 
screen's 155-MHz raster generator. This is about 2.2 
MHz or 800 ns, or about one-half the speed at which 
the memory can be driven. This allows the memory 
array to be dual-ported, with interleaved cycles, 
some going to the interactive processor CPU via the 
16-bit wide Multibus, and some to the 64-bit wide 
video bus. 

Zoom operations with the system are relatively 
straightforward. They involve only the addition or 
deletion of address lines in the lookup memory' s 
address table. For example, to double the size of a 
character that is 16 bit lines high without losing defi
nition, the address of each line must be reloaded, 
each one drawn twice. Similarly, to double the size 
of the image in the horizontal direction, a control 
signal from the control portion of the lookup table 
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system, confidence in your supplier should 
be priority one. If that's your kind of think
ing, Plessey Microsystems is your kind of 
memory company. 
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nologies designed into our boards. And 
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for VERSAbus* and Multibust Systems, as 
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memory must be sent to the video display. This cuts 
the clock rate in half. Thus, instead of shifting 64 
bits out in 64 clock states, 32 bits are shifted out. 
The result is a bit transit ion every two clock states. 
In effect, this stretches each pixel in the designated 
area to twice its original width . 

To perform pan and scroll operations, the system 
uses a 36th 64-bit word. Rather than incrementing 
all of the display addresses by one, the system loads 
and displays the invisible 36th word in 8-bit byte 
amounts. Since this is a table update, pan and scroll 
operations require only 1 / 36th as many memory 
location writes in the horizontal direction and 
1 / 72nd as many in the vertical direction. 

Finally, a variety of dynamic menus and other dis
plays can be removed from the display and returned 
in microseconds and nanoseconds . Such "instanta
neous" operation takes advantage of the fact that 
only 90 percent of the display memory (2240 x 1680 
bits versus a total of 64-K x 64 bits) to address the 
raster display at any one time. Other systems with 
similar capabilities must erase the display completely, 
then recreate it. Similar operations in this system are 
nondestructive. That is, when a particular display 
is removed from the screen all that changes is its 
address location, from the used to the unused por
tion. With the Qubix system, redisplay is simply a 
matter of accessing the correct locations in memory 
rather than recreation of the needed image. Because 
the lookup table memory is only one-fourth the size 
of the video memory (64-K words x 16 bits versus 
64-Kwords x 64-bits), such operations are usually 
four times faster than those systems which require 
complete recreation of an image. 

Integrate text and graphics 
The final element in the design of an ETP system 

that meets user needs is the integration of text and 
graphics into the same data base (Fig 3). This is 
achieved through the use of a proprietary integrated 
text/ graphics database program, written in C, and 
running under a ported implementation of the multi
user Unix version 4.2. 

Graphics information entered via the screen is 
processed through a figure translation program and 
entered into a figure data base stored on the Win
chester hard disk . Scanned art is also entered into 
the figure data base after being converted from raster 
into vector form by passage through the graphics 
workstation and ghosted. Photographs are scanned 
and stored directly in rasterized form in a separate 
disk location . Graphics information from external 
CAD systems is passed through a graphics translator, 
then entered into the same figure data base. At the 
same time, a generic coded text data base is built on 
the disk. This consists of input accepted directly from 
text entry terminals and standard word processing 
input that has been passed through a text/translator. 
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Also on the disk is a style data base, consisting 
of a set of rules to define the style for a particular 
user of the system (eg, a technical publishing depart
ment). It usually has specifications for column size 
and length, figure size, and the relation of figures 
to text and pages. This information is entered into 
the data base in two ways-it is either coded from 
the terminal keyboard or via a style editor. A style 
editor allows the user to layout the page directly on 
a workstation CRT and performs all the exception 
processing related to the data base. 

Redisplay is a matter of accessing the 
correct memory locations rather than 
recreating the needed image. 

Once the style, figure, and generic text are entered 
into the system, the user simply invokes a batch com
position command from either the keyboard or the 
screen. During the first pass through the batch com
position and pagination process , the style and text 
is passed through a generic translator. This generates 
a logical data base on the disk in which the two are 
combined. On the second pass, the logical data base 
goes through a pagination process. At this time, the 
figures in the figures data base are combined with 
the style and textual information. On the last pass, 
a physical data base that combines all three elements 
is generated . 

Exception processing best illustrates the system's 
ability to respond to and interact with users . Excep
tion processing involves determining the location of 
stylistic, artistic, and textual errors, cataloging and 
bringing them to the user's attention. In this system, 
the process is performed in parallel with batch pagi
nation and composition. All exceptions generated dur
ing graphics, text, and generic translation are sent to 
an exceptions file on the disk. Then, during the last 
pass of the batch pagination and composition process, 
all of the exceptions-textual, graphics, and generic
are tagged to a specific page and/ or line. Then, an 
exception list is generated and sent to the screen. 

Manipulating the text/graphics data base 
The process by which the operator interacts with 

the various elements of the integrated text/ graphics 
data base to produce a completed document is similar 
to manual page layout and typesetting. In the man
ual process of layout, the editor takes a piece of 
paper, a pencil, and a ruler, and constructs a blue 
line with the appropriate column widths indicated. 
Next, the various components are listed: headlines , 
subheads, text, italics, and footnotes . Next, the edi
tor selects the various type styles. Then , the actual 
typewritten copy is marked with the appropriate sym
bols, indicating where each type style is to be used. 
This marked up copy is then sent to a typesetter who 
selects or creates the hot type in the correct styles. 



This is then put into a large wooden frame, called 
the mold. 

In many semi-automated systems, the marked up 
copy is given to a computer operator who translates 
the copy editing instructions into a code the com
puter understands . In the more automated systems, 
which merge text and graphics in batch mode, the 
editor must abandon traditional copy editing instruc
tions and enter the computer commands directly into 
the text. 

In the Qubix system , instead of drawing on a piece 
of paper with a ruler and a pen, the editor takes a 
pen-like sonic stylus and draws the layout on the out
line of a piece of paper on the screen. As the editor 
draws in the vertical and horizontal directions with 
the stylus, the appropriate lines are drawn with their 
measurements in picas shown in small windows on 
the side and at the bottom of the screen. Once the 
lines are drawn, the system understands that those 
are the boundaries of the columns on the page. It 
is not necessary to type in the appropriate computer 
instruction to indicate the measurement in picas, 
since it is already drawn on the screen. 

Instead of looking up the typestyles and writing 
down the appropriate symbols, the editor goes to 
the command window on the screen, which contains 
all of the major 20 or so subelements of a page lay
out. The editor points to the appropriate subelement 
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Yot1r Mentor now makes 
design engineering 

fot1r steps faster. 

The concept of Computer-Aided 
Engineering has now reached its 
logical and highly productive 
conclusion: 

A non-stop path from schematic 
entry to debugged prototype hardware. 
One that anticipates all your engineer
ing needs and has the right tools 
waiting every step of the way. 

The Mentor Graphics IDEA 1000. 

Capture schematics and 
creativity as well. 

With Mentor's powerful graphics
driven interface, the transition from 
concept to symbolic circuitry has 
never been faster. 

And in addition to " flat" 
schematics, the IDEA 1000 lets you 
create an entire hierarchy of design 
data. From function diagrams down 
to transistors, you have a better 
conceptual grasp of your design. 

Save time and money 
through simulation. 
Mentor's digital and analog circuit 
simulators let you bypass much of 

the expense and labor associated 
with breadboard prototype circuitry. 

These simulator tools simply access 
the software version of your design 
which resides in the IDEA 1000 
system database. You head off most 
hardware problems before they're 
even physically realized. 

Automate physical 
layout tasks. 

When you' re ready to take your 
design to physical layout , Mentor's 
integrated tool set tracks right along 
with you . 

Our CADISYS gate array layout 
tools deliver true state-of-the-art 
performance. The entire gate array 
layout process can be completely 
automated from start to finish . 

Use integrated 
logic analysis. 

Mentor Graphics completes the hard
ware design cycle through MIDAS 7000, 
a fully integrated logic analysis system. 

The same Mentor workstation that 
helped you produce your hardware 

will now help you verify its function
ality. You can even compare real-time 
data acquisitions with earlier 
simulation runs. 

Your Mentor puts 
it all 'ogether. 

The IDEA IOOO's computerized and 
integrated design environment is the 
key to faster, better electronic 
engineering. Contact us and we'll 
show you why. 
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SYSTEM COIPOIEITS 

Image processing vaults beyond the world of 512 x 512 pixels 
The MPX-3 provides the system integrator 
with a potent image processing subsystem 
for high resolution, large image display. 
Built around a unique Ringbus architec
ture, the MPX-3 offers versati le, "image 
crunching" capabilities for applications 
that match imaging with computer power. 
Remote sensing applications stand out 
when considering this system, but geo
physical, medical, simulation, graphic art, 
and picture archiving applications are 
other areas likely to be pursued . 

Rather than using a bit-plane memory 
structure, the MPX-3 uses a dynamically 
reconfigurable memory format. This 
means that images being processed can 
take any arbitrary rectangular shape or 
can consist of several hundred overlaid 
sections viewed in parallel. For example, 
three-dimensional seismic data and mag
netic resonance imagery can be viewed. 
The three-dimensional data set may be 
scanned along any of its three principal 
orthogonal axes without further process
ing. Diverse image formats can be loaded, 
combined, extracted, and overlaid with 
this system. In mapping applications, 
Landsat and radar data can be overlaid . 
In medical settings, cardiographs and 
X-rays can be simultaneously viewed. 

At the center of the MPX-3 is a Ring
bus that allows data exchange among sys
tem components at a 40-Mbyte/ s rate. 
Memory is dynamically allocated accord-

ing to the dimensions of each image. The 
Ringbus supports a supervisory proces
sor, a working memory, an integer 
processor, and a display window capable 
of feeding data to four independent work
stations. The 32-bit wide Ringbus can 
accommodate up to 16 parallel proces
sors. It can also connect to other 
Ring buses. 

Working memory board capacity mea
sures 2 or 8 Mbytes. Cycle time for a 64-bit 
word hits 208 ns. Maximum system 
capacity is 128 Mbytes. A fu lly configured 
system can hold over 500 images, each 
400 lines x 300 pixels x 16 bits / pixel. The 
tri-ported working memory provides pro
gram incremented access to the Ringbus, 
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a DMA port to the supervisory processor 
for host image loading, and random 
access to the supervisory processor. 

The NS32016-based supervisory proces
sor operates at I 0 MHz and features 512 
Kbytes of RAM and 128 Kbytes of ROM. 
Through the supervisory processor, the 
MPX-3 links to the host. Currently, DEC 
VAX 100 series machines represent typical 
hosts, but MPX-3 designers indicate other 
hosts can be efficiently connected. The 
host to working memory data transfer 
rate hits 1.5 Mbits / s in the burst mode . 

Realtime display features offer dynamic 
operating range. Synoptic overview 
allows zoom from a large image overview 
to a single pixel and back without reload
ing the image. A "filmloop" feature pro
vides dynamic assignment of image 
memory to create full color film loops (at 
rates approaching realtime video) across 
more than 500 image sections . Images can 
be moved around the screen, stacked ac
cording to priority, peeled to uncover the 
image beneath, or expanded in either axis. 

The system's multiple display capability 
supports up to four screens, each with 
numerous display windows of any rectan
gular shape. An overview reference dis
play can be held on one screen, while 
other screens undergo image processing 
activity. Formats include 512 x 512 or 484 
x 512 (selectable), or 1024 x 1024 pixels. 
Display buffer D-A converters offer full 
8-bit resolution. Shipments of the MPX-3 
are scheduled for the second quarter of 
1985. Dipix, Inc, 10220 Old Columbia 
Rd, Columbia, MD 21046. -J. v. 
Circle 260 
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YSTEI COIPOIEITS 

In-circuit testers expose device timing errors 

Designed for LSI and VLSI testing, the 
series 700/730 are in-circuit testers that can 
detect device-data timing errors. Devices 
that function-but perform outside the 
desired range of specs-can be identified 
during in-circuit testing. The result is an 
improved yield at the next test station. 
The Flexpin hybrid architecture allows the 
flexible programming and easy debugging 
found on nonmultiplexed systems-all 
while maintaining low cost per pin of 
multiplexed in-circuit testers. 

The testers consider the 
time and relational specs 
from a manufacturer's data 
book. Standard tests include 
fixture verification, shorts, 
and continuities, analog 
components, SSI, and VLSI. 

Conventional in-circuit 
testers have clock generators 
that only produce control 
signals . These signals deter
mine whether the device 
under test (DUT) works. The 
730 tester offers timing and 
format control of the OUT 
input stimuli, at pattern 
speeds to 10 MHz. 

The 730 tester has a fea
ture called the Protector. 

Automatic back-drive time and duty cycle 
control sets back-drive time according to 

manufacturer's specs or user's standards. 
Flexpin architecture, like multiplexed 

systems, packages its hybrid pins in 
groups. Any pin in the group can be 
designated the dynamic pin. Using a 
multiplexed system, once all dynamic pins 
are assigned, the remaining pins become 
unavailable. Using Flexpin architecture, 
the remaining pins are controlled by their 
own drivers, which can be set high or low. 

Card family puts 8088 on STD bus 
In order to bring 16-bit processing to the 
8-bit STD bus domain, a family of STD 
cards arrives supporting the Intel 8088 
processor. The 8088 not only brings a 
16-bit internal architecture to the STD 
bus, but also allows code to be developed 
on IBM PC or PC-compatible computers, 
then down-loaded to the STD environ
ment via an RS-232 channel. 

The card family consists of two 8088 
CPU cards and a 512-Kbyte dynamic RAM 
card. The new memory board takes 
advantage of many 8088 features, but the 
CPU boards can also work with the vast 
number of existing STD boards from 
more than 100 different manufacturers. 

The two CPU cards are the 7861 multi
function CPU card and the 7862 8088 
processor card. The 7861 has 136 Kbytes 
of on board addressing capability in five 
byte-wide JEDEC sockets and can address 
the 8088's full 1-Mbyte memory address 
space. The 7862 accommodates up to 64 
Kbytes of onboard erasable PROM and 
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8 Kbytes of onboard RAM. 
Both CPU cards address the 
20-bit memory address space 
by using the STD bus, 16 ad
dress lines, and by time mul
tiplexing the first four data 
lines for extended address 
range. For memory or 110 

cards that do not decode 20 
bits of memory address, the 
CPU cards can be jumpered 
to drive the memory expan
sion signal to bank select 
memory. 

The 1112 DRAM card can contain 512 
Kbytes of RAM, if 256-Kbyte DRAM chips 
are used. It is capable of full 20-bit 
addressing for use with the 8088 CPU 
cards. Because refresh takes place on
board, the card can appear to the system 
as a static RAM. 

Prolog has envisioned the use of IBM 
PC and Pc-compatible computers as soft
ware development environments for its 

This whole process eliminates pin con
tention when the need for extra guarding 
arises during debug and change. Other 
benefits of the scheme include reduced 
board programming times and eliminat
ing fixture rewiring. 

Behind the pin is a RAM that can be 
configured in two ways depending on the 
device being tested. The 4-K x 4-pin RAM 
used together with the sequence processor, 
the Accelerator, introduces algorithmic 
pattern to devices such as microprocessors 
and dynamic RAMS. The 16-K pin config
uration tests custom and semicustom 
devices (gate arrays and devices that use 
LSSD test techniques) where long linear 
pattern depths are needed. 

Also included is a diagnostic software 
package that analyzes the initial results 
and removes potential ambiguities result
ing from a fault message. This helps the 
user to spot the causes of failure. For bus
related faults, a software feature will 
automatically pinpoint a failing device. 
For time-related bus faults, a current 
probe pinpoints the failure at speed. Price 
is $150,000 . Factron / Schlumberger , 
299 Old Niskayuna Rd, Latham, NY 
12110. -M.B. 
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8088 card family. By communicating with 
the 8088 CPU via the RS-232 port and the 
communication port on the PC, software 
can be written and debugged on the PC 
and down-loaded for testing and appli
cation to the STD environment. Prolog 
Corp, 2411 Garden Rd, Monterey, CA 
~~O. -TW 
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SYSTEM COMPOIEITS 

Bubble memory serves well in tough settings 

The MBM-IA is a rugged bubble memory 
system built to withstand the effects of 
hostile environments. Available with 
either 500 Kbytes or I Mbyte of non
volatile solid state memory, the unit re
sides in an enclosure the size of an 8-in. 
floppy disk drive. 

This unit links to a host as a floppy disk 
drive or as a block access peripheral. In 
the floppy emulation mode, the MBM-IA 
emulates up to four 5 Y.- or 8-in. drives, 
supporting varied single- and double
density formats. This mode requires a 
Shugart-compatible controller. No addi
tional software development is needed . 
The MBM-IA's write-protect feature 
allows each emulated drive to be write
protected by setting a front-panel switch. 

In the block access mode , individual 
blocks of bubble memory can be randomly 
accessed in 512-byte segments using sim
ple software commands. Commands in
clude Write, Dump and Read Data Status 
Read, and Abort. The interface required 
here is an RS-232-C serial 110 port. 

The enclosure measures 8.55 x 14.6 x 
4.62 in . (217 x 370 x 117 mm). Track-to-

track access time hits 6 ms in the 5 Y. -in . 
floppy emulation mode-3 ms for 8-in. 
emulation. Block access mode transmis
sion ranges from 300 baud to 9.6 kbaud . 
An internal switching power supply 
handles line surges and dropouts. 

Bubble technology provides reliable 
operation. Bubble memory is nonvolati le, 
so data remains intact when the system 
loses power. Battery backup is not 
required. Because the MBM-IA is based on 
solid state technology, it is not subject to 
problems associated with electro
mechanical devices. 

The 1-Mbyte version of the MBM-IA 
costs $4950, while the 500-Kbyte model 
sells for $3450. Hicomp Computer Corp, 
5016 148th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 
98052. -J. v. 
Circle 263 

Printer uses binary charge technology to combine text/graphics 
This multifunction ink-jet printer offers 
full-page, all points addressable printing . 
It combines graphics and text at 
300-dot/in. resolution and prints up to 18 
pages/ min . Standard features include 128 
Kbytes of internally buffered RAM 
storage, a resident multipurpose font set, 
automatic two-sided printing, Centronics 
interface and Xerox 2700 emulation, and 
self-test and operator diagnostics. 

The printer can operate in two modes . 
Quality mode prints letter quality at a 
300- x 300-dot / in. resolution. Alternate 
mode prints draft quality at high speeds. 
The host terminal controls formats with 
automatic subscripts and superscripts. 
The device prints in portrait or landscape 
modes or a combination of both. Many 
type fonts are available, including 
logotype . 

Using multiple array ink-jet technology 
as an approach to binary continuous-flow 
ink-jet printing , the printer permits all 
points addressable direct imaging for cus
tom graphics, mixed type fonts, and 
logos . The continuous flow approach cre
ates individual drops by pressure waves. 
Then, the drops are charged selectively , 
adopting particular trajectories. 
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The charges determine 
which drops hit the page and 
which go to a special ink 
catcher. Two types of deflec
tion techniques are available: 
multideflection and binary . 
The binary approach leaves 
droplets charged or un 
charged. If uncharged, they 
travel on a direct path to the 
paper. If charged, they are 
deflected into a catcher sys
tem where the ink is recycled. 

The printing process begins 
when ink, under pressure, is 
forced through an opening, 
while the ink chamber is 
stimulated at a particular 
frequency in the printhead 
by a piezoelectric crystal. 
The ink stream breaks into 

FILTER 
SCREEN 

precisely spaced, uniform drops. As each 
drop breaks off, it passes through an elec
trical charging zone that imparts a con
trol charge on the drop . 

The binary system requires an opening 
for each dot position. In the company's 
patented approach each position in the 
array matrix corresponds to an individual 

INK 
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jet. The closer the jets, the higher the 
resolution, and with multiple jets, higher 
throughput is available . The printer will 
sell for $5000 to $7000. Deliveries begin 
first quarter of 1985. Diconix, Inc, div of 
Eastman Koda k Co . 3800 Space Dr. PO 
Box 3230, Dayton, OH 45431. 
Circle 264 -M.B. 



Hardware/software standards merge in design workstation 
The c1200 workstation is specifically 
designed for engineering applications in 
the office environment. Performing at 
1 Yi- to 2-times the speed of a VAX-111780 

for engineering work loads, the unit exe
cutes 2-million single-precision and 1.5-
million double-precision Whetstone 
instructions/s. The system architecture 
allows single- or multi-user systems, either 
standalone or networked for peripheral 
access and sharing data. 

Combining high performance with 
industry standards in hardware and soft
ware, the deskside unit offers a large vir
tual address space, full 32-bit data paths, 
and the Unix operating system. In addi
tion, it can be configured with up to 24 
Mbytes of memory. 

On the hardware side, the workstation 
uses a proprietary ACCEL processor-a 
true 32-bit computer. The architecture is 
optimized for high performance on com
putationally intensive tasks and supports 
flexible bit-mapped display generation. 
To advance the hardware standards 
approach, the units incorporate an 
integrated network, called Accelenet. It 
can communicate with other systems con
nected in IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) LANS. The 
110 subsystem is compatible with the 
IEEE 767 (Multibus). 

The processor has separate registers 
and processing units for both integers and 
floating point numbers. Basic trigonomet
ric and arithmetic functions are micro
coded in the FPU. The workstation along 
with demand-paged virtual memory, sup
ports individual program address spaces 
of up to 2 Gbytes. The file system auto
matically optimizes file placement and 
performs operations in large blocks to 
minimize disk access overhead. 

The operating system is based on 4.2 

BSD Unix, and software is optimized with 
extensions to support bit-mapped graph
ics, multiple window displays, distributed 
files, and communications. Optimizing 
compilers are available for Fortran 77, 

Pascal, and C. 
The unit has two different color graph

ics display subsystems, both available 
with tablet or mouse. One display uses a 
19-in., 60-Hz, noninterlaced refresh 
monitor to provide 1280 x 1024 resolu
tion, eight-bit planes for color selection, 
and vector writing speeds of 60,000 one
cm vectors/ s. 

Basic configuration includes the 32-bit 
ACCEL processor, the extended FPU, 

56-Mbyte disk drive, streaming cartridge 
tape drive, 2-Mbyte ECC memory, and a 
system software license. In quantity, the 

price for the basic unit is $45,000. The 
high resolution color display is $27 ,600. 
Celerity Computing, 9692 Via Excelencia, 
San Diego, CA 92126. -M.B. 
Circle 265 

Scanner digitizes graphics and reduces storage requirements 
Typewritten pages that include graphics 
can be scanned and read into a host com
puting system with series 100 image scan
ners. In addition, an optional series 4400 

character recognition controller reduces 
data storage requirements by transmitting 
text as ACSll character codes. 

Series 100 image scanners can read a 
typewritten page, including logos, charts, 
or signatures, and transmit a bit-mapped 
image to the host. They can also be pro
grammed to recognize typewritten text 
only. These desktop scanners come in 
three models with scanning resolutions of 
200, 240, or 300 pixels/ in. Scanning 
speeds range from 9 to 13.5 s/ page. 

The character recognition controller is 
a board located in the host system . 
Character recognition can reduce data 
storage requirements by as much as 

10 to I. Only the graphic information is 
retained as bit-mapped data. 

By converting text to character codes, 
the controller lets users edit, merge, or 
manipulate text. For example, documents 
can be filed and retrieved by keyword, 
and word processing applications can be 
developed by the user. 

The combination of the series 100 

image scanner and the series 4400 charac
ter recognition controller allows the cre
ation of documents with text and 
graphics. For example, a manual where 
schematics and text are scanned, manipu
lated, and merged could be produced. 

All series 100 models include an auto
matic stack feeder that hooks up to 75 
pages. Page sizes can range between 6 x 
6 in. and 8 Y2 x 14 in. The scanner will 
automatically adapt to paper with vary
ing color and contrast. 

Prices for the scanner and controller 
should range between $7000 and $10,000, 
depending on quantity and configuration. 
Product shipment is scheduled for the 
fourth quarter of 1984. Dest Corp, 2380 
Bering Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.-R.G. 
Circle 266 
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Supercomputer gets a 
four-processor adaptation 
The four-processor X-MP/ 48 with 8 mil
lion words of central memory and the 
X-MP/ t with l, 2, or 4 million words high
light the Cray X-MP series. Additionally, 
redesigned X-MP/2 models are available 
with reduced size and power require
ments. A DD-49, which is a 1200-Mbyte 
high performance disk drive, and a model 
of the solid state storage device featuring 
1 Gbyte of semiconductor memory. All 
models in this series are in production, 
with first deliveries schedu led for the 
fourth quarter of this year. Mainframe 
prices range from $5 million to $I 4 mil
lion. Cray Research, Inc, 608 Second Ave 
S, Minneapolis, MN 55402. 
Circle 267 

Hardware virtual memory 
distinguishes 32-bit machine 
MegaMicro computers incorporate the 
NSI6032 CPU for 32-bit internal logic with 
an internal data path configured on the 
Mul tibus 16-bit interface. Demand-paged 
virtual memory is used in hardware, as 
is 64-bit double-precision floating point 
arithmetic. The hardware virtual memory 
provides up to 16 Mbytes of address space 
per process. Systems can include I to 16 
Mbytes of RAM, an intelligent disk con
troller supporting four Winchesters and 
two floppies, and a 1-Mbyte floppy drive 
with cartridge and nine-track tapes. A 
reconfigurable Berkeley 4. t Unix (with 
16-user license standard), plus C and For
tran 77 compilers are available. A unit 
with 5 12-Kbyte RAM and 33-Mbyte 
Winchester, costs $20,000. Logical 
MicroCompu ter Co, 4200 W Diversey 
Ave, Chicago, IL 60639. 
Circle 268 

Entry-level supercomputers 
achieve 28-MFLOPS performance 
Five IBM-compatible supercomputers 
form the AS/9IXO series, which aims at 
providing low cost vector processing. 
Machines in this series can typically per
form at 28 ~!FLOPS. Users of existent 
AS / 90XO computers can upgrade to 
AS/9IXO performance levels . The AS/9IXO 
computers include a software tool called 
VAST (Vector and Array Syntax Transla
tor). With these units , users can run 370 
software on a machine running vector
processing applications . Prices in the ser-

ies range from $2. l million for the 
AS/9140 to $5 million for the AS/9180 . 
Upgrades are priced at $300,000 for 
uniprocessor systems, and $600,000 for 
multiproces sor model s. Na ti o na l 
Advanced Systems, 800 E Midd lefield 
Rd, Mountain View, CA 94040. 
Circle 269 

Realtime 3-D color images join 
artificial intelligence line 
A LISP machine line adds the IRIS system 
for rea ltime 3-D color graphics. IRIS 
includes a 1024 x 1024 raster image 
memory, currently d isplayed on a 1024 x 
768 RGB monitor. T he system has 12 bits 
of image memory (expandable to 24 bits) 
and yields over 16 million colors. A 
proprietary VLSI circuit-the Geometry 
Engine-allows high speed disp lay 
processing and realtime manipulation of 
3-D shapes. IRIS has computer-generated 
animation rates exceeding 65,000 3-D 
transformations / s. Ten Geometry 
Engines handle object rotation, transla
tion, scaling, four-plane clipping, and 
perspective. A graphics library has over 
150 subroutines. Price is $40,000; deliv
eries start in the fourth quarter. LISP 

Machine Inc, 6033 W Century Blvd, Los 
Angeles, CA 90045. 
Circle 270 

Supermini employs ECL and 
supports 4-Mbyte memory 
The 9750 midrange supermini melds high 
speed ECL circuitry to a five-stage pipe
lined CPU architecture . It supports up to 
128 terminals and 255 interactive pro
cesses simultaneously, and is available for 
extant system upgrade. The system sup
ports all series 50 communication and 
peripheral devices. Cost of a typically 
configured 9750 (including 4 Mbytes of 
memory , two 315-Mbyte fixed media 
di sks, a 1600-bit/ s streaming magnetic 
tape subsystem, a CRT console, and 
Primos operating system) is $251,500. 
Upgrade pricing starts at $98,000. 
Another model, the 9650, supports 96 ter
minals and has 2 Mbytes of memory . The 
9650, using a custom gate array-based 
processor and two-stage pipeline , costs 
$146,500. Prime Computer , Inc, Prime 
Park, Natick, MA 01760. 
Circle 271 

Workstation can stand alone 
or support 3270 host access 

Designed to run most PC software, the 
t 186 intelligent workstation operates as a 
standalone local processor or as an on line 
3270 display station . As a standalone 
un it, the t 186 uses MS-DOS. An 80186 
microprocessor speeds program execu
tion. The J 186 comes with either two 
dual-s ided, double-density floppy disk 
drives, each with 360 Kbytes of format
ted memory. Or, a 10-Mbyte hard disk 
and single floppy can be used . The unit 
is priced at $3025 for the two-floppy disk 
model, and $4980 for the hard disk. 
Telex, 6422 E 4lst St, Tulsa, OK 74135. 
Circle 272 

Multi-user graphics system 
turns terminals into workstations 
The Gc-1000 graphics series converts 
D-Scan GR-1100 or GR-2400 terminals into 
workstations for high resolution graphics 
applications. This multitasking, multi
user unit is based on the 16-bit 8086 with 
local RAM and mass storage, and runs the 
concurrent CP/ M operating system. The 
Gc-1000, model 1020, consists of 256 
Kbytes of RAM , one 5 114 -in. 655-Kbyte 
floppy disk, a bidirectional Centronics 
parallel interface and four serial 110 

ports, plus RS-232 and RS-422 ports. Lan
guages include C, C-Basic and 
Fortran-77 . The Graphics System Exten
sion is supported. Prices start at $4950. 
Seiko Instru ments U.S.A, Inc, 1623 
Buckeye Dr, Milpitas, CA 95035 . 
Circle 273 

Like to write? 
The editors invite you to 
write technical articles for 
Computer Design. For a 
free copy of our Author's 
Guide, circle 503 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 
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Molded construction highlights 
assemblies that surpass emi standards 

A series of D-subminiature assemblies 
exceeds all electromagnetic compatibility 
standards. Dubbed the Ulti-Mate-D, the 
series is rated at 60 to 70 dB . I ts genera!
purpose shielded style meets RS-232 and 
RS-449 standards. Thumbscrew/ nut reten
tion systems are optional on all three 
models. Contacts are c11000 nickel silver 
with optional selective gold finish. Single
conductor or twisted-pair cables may be 
specified, UL-Style 2464 and UL-Style 24~S. 
It includes three basic models with four 
sizes (9, 15, 25, and 37 positions), each 
in male and female types. Sy m bex, 72 
Corwin Dr, Painesville, OH 44077 . 
Circle 274 

Memory management enhances 
68000-based system 

Dvorak format unit is 
replacement for PC keyboard 
An IBM PC replacement keyboard fea
tures the Dvorak format. Such keyboards 
in the Maxi-Switch 8500 series feature 
improved tactile feel. Also distinguishing 
this product are built-in palm rest and 
adjustable support legs. The replacement 
keyboard, housed in a white molded case 
that matches the standard IBM PC cabi
net, is available from stock at a price of 
$149.95. Century Research & Marketing, 
10800 Normandale Blvd, Bloomington, 
MN 55437. Circle 275 

Solderless LED device provides 
simple electrical connections 
Conxrite CNX 310 series has a molded 
plastic body with a self-contained inter
changeable Y. W resistor. The connector 
can be used on circuits from 3 to 28 V 
with wiper type contacts compensation 
for varying sizes of LED leads. It requires 
no tools for assembly, whi le providing a 
simple fast press fit connection. Price is 
$0.34 each in quantities of 10,000. Visua l 
Com m unicatio ns Co, PO Box 986, El 
Segundo, CA 90245. Circle 276 

8 Mbytes of hardware refreshed, no-wait
state dynamic RAM can be accessed by 
the CPU, which interfaces with a disk 
controller through the SBEX-SASI multi
module interface. Mass storage includes 
a 10-Mbyte, 5 Y. -in. hard disk. The sys
tem has IO Multibus slots, (eight available 
for expansion). Quantity- I 00 price is 
$5795. SBE, Inc, 4700 San Pablo Ave, 
Emeryville, CA 94608. 
Circle 278 

Multi-user system based 
on 68000 sports 3-M I PS rate 
The Pinnacle is a 12-MH z 68000 
microcomputer executing at a 3-MIPS 
rate. RAM size reaches 8 Mbytes. Part of 

Connectors suppress 
emi / rfi leakage 

~ . 

The Metal Shell "D" subminiature con
nector has a tin-plated metal shield design 
to suppress emi / rfi leakage. Grounding 
integrity derives from a threaded rivet and 
diverse grounding brackets, including a 
wraparound version that passes under the 
mounting flange to the PC board. Users 
can choose either molded and threaded 
inserts or jackscrews. These connectors 
ensure a closed entry interface and posi
tive pin protection. Devices are available 
in 9, 15, 25, and 37 contact sizes. Burndy, 
Richards Ave, Norwalk, CT 06856. 
Circle 277 

!ates floppy and Winchester activity (eg , 
storing often used programs). The Pin
nacle uses a portable ucso p-System 
operating system. Seven RS-232 ports 
mean seven users can simultaneously use 
the machine . The hard disk system starts 
at $5995 and the dual floppy at $3895. 
Pinnacle Syste ms, 10410 Markison Rd, 
Dallas, TX 75238. 

Th~ Multibu~-compatible SBc 300 line of 
16/ 32-bit computer systems executes at IO 
MHz without wait states. The SBE 300 line 
combines a 68000 or 68010 MPU with the 
Unix-like Regulus operating system and 
features memory management circuitry 
that contains 32 independent maps. Each 
map can support a realtime task of 
4 Kbytes to 8 Mbytes in size. Up to RAM is used as a " RAM disk" that emu- Circle 279 
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The first thing 
ISi International put on 
this new Multibus· card 
was 2 megabytes ... 

And that was just 
the beginning. 

Squeezing 2 megabytes 
of memory onto a single 
Multibus• card is quite 
an accomplishment in itself. 
But we believe it takes 
more than just memory to 
meet the increasing needs 
of today's systems. That's 
why our new MCB-2X 
Multibus card is designed 
with a number of significant 
special features. And 
why ISI International is 
truly a leader in Multibus 
memory products. 

Superior 
Dynamic 
Memory 
Relocation. 

The new MCB-2X 
can relocate up to eight 
64K or 256K blocks MCB364 

independently-making 
it a very powerful tool 
for "RAM disk;' 
graphics 
display or 
multiple 
table look-up 
applications. 

Expanded Error 
Correction Logic. 

All single bit errors 
are automatically scrubbed 
during refresh cycles 
without system 
interruption. 
And thanks 
to the automatic 
memory initializa
tion feature, software 
doesn't have to be pre-
conditioned. Mcs.sl2 

On-board ECC detects 

all 
single 
and 
double bit 
errors, while 
providing 370ns 

read access 
through stan

dard 64K 
or256K 
RAMs.Plus, 

theMCB-2X 
has CSR and 

ESR interrogation 
capability and soft

ware control of ECC 
enable/disable, allowing 

users to provide 
comprehensive 

system-level 
diagnostics. 

Flexible 
Addressing 

Capabilities. 
Board addresses 

starting on any 4K 
boundary can be mapped 

to cross 1 and 4 
megabyte 

boundaries. 
TheMCB-
2X can also 

occupy a con
tinuous 512K 

or 2048K memory 
space within its 16 

megabyte range. 

Look 
into ISi 
Intemational's 
newMCB-2X. 
You'll find all the 
features you need .. . 
plus up to 2 megabytes 
of memory for the largest 
capacity available on a 
single card. Or, for non
volatile CMOS require
ments, see our MCB-364 
and MCB-332 modules. 
For simpler dynamic 
requirements, investigate 
our MCB-512. 

Since 1970, ISi Inter
national has shipped over 

10 
billion 

bytes 
of memory 

cards, giving 
us a level of 

experience that's 
hard to match. Put 

it to work for you. For 
systems needs just call 
us in the West at (408) 
743-4442, in the East (201) 
272-3920, or in the Mid
west call (513) 890-6450. 
For off-the-shelf products, 
contact your nearest ISi 
International distributor: 
Alliance, Anthem, Arrow, 
Future Electronics, R.A.E., 
Quality Components or 
Sch weber. 
*Multibus 1s a Trademark of Intel Corp ,., 

1 N r E R NA r 1 o NA , Formerly Intersil Systems 
ISi International Corporation 
1275 Hammerwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 • (408) 743-4443 

CIRCLE 68 
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Conversion of PC to xr 
enabled by memory upgrade 

The Gemini is an upgrade that converts 
a PC to an XT-type machine. Located 
internally and using available power, the 
system combines a 10-Mbyte, half-height 
hard disk drive and a half-height floppy 
disk drive . The Gemini comes with a 
SandStar floppy drive controller card and 
a hard disk controller module . Ir will also 
work with the SandStar hard disk con
troller card or memory card with hard 
disk controller modules . Features include 
10-Mbyte formatted capacity, low power 
draw, MTBF of 14,000 h, and four-point 
shock mounting . Maynard Electronics , 
430 Semo ran Blvd, Casselberry, FL 
32707. Circle 280 

Floppy disk systems provide 
high level data file management 
The 2000 series features 1600 Kbytes of 
storage and an RS-232-C interface. The 
standalone, file-oriented disk subsystems 
include two or more 5 Y. -in., 400-Kbyte 
floppy drives, disk controller, power sup
ply, and interface . On board firmware 
uses CP/ M structured commands, opera
tions, and formats. Features include direc
tory controlled file allocation, file and 
disk copy capability in the subsystem, 8 
baud rates to 19.2 k, and optional current 
loop interface. Prices range from $2600 to 
$5500. Da-Tech Corp, 92 Steamwhistle 
Dr, Ivyland, PA 18974. 

Circle 281 
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Winchester drives offer 
85-Mbyte capacity 
The 85-Mbyte v1ss disk drive extends the 
v100 series of Winchesters. These models 
offer 30-ms average access times and 
incorporate standard ST412/ST506 inter
faces. The v1ss uses four platters. 
Increased capacity is achieved via higher 
track density and the use of the landing 
zone for recording data . Track density is 
increased from 960 tracks / in. to 1000 
tracks/ in . The drive's four metallic disks 
have a sputtered, hard carbon protective 
overcoat. Volume production should 
begin during the fourth quarter of this 
year at $695. Vertex Peripherals, 2150 
Bering Dr , San Jose, CA 95131. 

Circle 282 

Memory modules aimed 
at Q-bus applications 

The CI-1173 ranges in size from 128 Kbytes 
to 4 Mbytes on a single card. Access and 
cycle times are 130 and 300 ns, respec
tively . The memory is user configured to 
start and stop addresses on any 16-Kbyte 
boundary in the 0- to 4-Mbyte address 
range. Extended addressing allows expan
sion to 32-Mbyte memory. An onboard 
control status register, addressable at any 
of 16 reserved locations in the 110 map, 
gives instant status of the memory and 
exact location of any failing RAM. Single
quantity prices range from $1695 to 
$7995 . Chrislin Industries, Inc, 31352 Via 
Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91362. 
Circle 283 

Disk duplicator 
frees computer time 

The Victory Duplicator produces 100 per
cent flawless copies. It will copy up to 
three disks at a time from an original disk
ette or up to four disks at a time from a 
built-in Winchester. An auto-feed option 
will be available soon for unattended 
operation. The unit has dozens of formats 
to choose from and will match the pro
tocol of almost any current computer. 
The company will provide custom for
matting, serializing, or copy-protection 
where required. Victory Enterprises Tech
nology, Inc, 8910 Research Blvd, Austin, 
TX 78758. 
Circle 284 

Disk drives offer 48- and 
96-track/ in. operation 
The MDD413 and the MDD423 disk drives 
have a single drive motor for each di sk 
with two stepping motors that enable 
independent disk access. The MDD413 is a 
low profile, dual 5 'Ii -in . disk drive run
ning at 48 tracks / in . with an unformat
ted capacity of Y2 Mbyte per disk and a 
1-Mbyte total. Track-to-track access time 
is 6 ms. The model MDD423, with 3 ms 
track-to-track access time, is a low pro
file dual 5 Y. -in. disk drive operating at 
96 tracks / in . with an unformatted 
1-Mbyte per disk capacity and a 2-Mbyte 
total. Canon , U.S.A., Inc, Disk Drive 
Div, One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 
11042. 

Circle 285 
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PUT YOUR PRODUCTS IN THE CENTER OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN ACTIVITY 
There is only one publication in the world that concentrates 100% on the design, integration, and test of computer based 
systems: Computer Design. 

We define your market in terms of individuals ... those engineering managers and engineers who design systems that 
incorporate computer products. These are the systems creators, the technical experts who put it all together at chip level, 
board level, and box level ... who marry hardware and software and who specify everything that goes into these systems. 

You reach more than 90,000 computer based systems designers - worldwide - in OEM companies , systems 
houses, consulting organizations and Fortune 500 companies. No other computer and/or electronics publication 
penetrates this subscriber base by more than 50%. 

Wherever computer based systems are designed or integrated , Computer Design readers are the key to specifica
tion and purchase! 

Contact Your Local CD Sales Representative, or Call 
Bob Billhimer, Marketing Director, Toll Free, at 

1-800-225-0556 
In Mass: (617) 486-9501 

COIPUTER DESIGN 
PennWell Publishing Company, Advanced Technology Group 

119 Russell Street, Littleton, MA 01460 
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Fast disk drive contains 
160 Mbytes of memory 

With an average o n line access time of 18 
ms under normal demand conditions, the 
Atlas disk drive incorporates 50 read / 
write heads on three platters. They can 
be stepped to a total of 160 cylinders or 
8000 individual tracks. Each cylinder pro
vides instant access to a full megabyte of 
data . The system is interfaces and format 
compatible with ANSJ /SMD specs. The 50-
head configuration reduces the amount of 
arm movement, accommodates more 
than 70 percent more user requests, and 
maintains acceptable response times even 
under high demand. A lpha Data, Inc , 
20750 Mari ll a St, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
Circle 286 

Device offers low cost entry 
to packet switching network 
T he TX-700 series X.25 PAD is a multiple 
microprocessor-based packet assem
bler/ disassembler. It assembles data for 
transmission over telephone lines and 
reassembles it at the receiving end of a 
network. The device can support data 
throughput of 160 packets/ s. Each unit 
can concentrate up to 32 data channels, 
operating as fast as 9.6 kbits/ s onto a 
single phone line . All data programming 
is done from a standard terminal con
nected to the system's supervisory port. 
Pricing starts at $1950. ComDesign , Inc, 
75 1 S Kellogg Ave, Goleta, CA 93117 . 
Circle 290 

Micro-to-mainframe SNA interface 
available in custom version 
T he NSA-SNA series is a family of flexible 
communication emulators a llowing small 
computers to talk to mainframes. The 
emulators provide a multiprogramming 
environment on the PC. Thus, PC-DOS 
programs can run concurrently with the 
SNA em ulator. The user can switch 
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Increased capacity resides 
in half-height form factor 
A 25-Mbyte, half-height dri ve is desig
nated the 3425. The unit meets standard 
half-height dimensions and weighs 4 lb . 
It uses a two-disk , four-head design with 
612 cylinders, track capacity of 10.4 
Kbytes, and ST412 interface. In addition, 
the 3425 has an average access time of 85 
ms, 14-W heat dissipation , and a head 
shipping zone in a no ndata area. 
MiniScri be Co rp , 1861 Lefthand Cir, 
Longmont , CO 80501. 
Circle 287 

Disk drives feature 
capacities up to 1 Mbyte 
The two TM65 family models focus on 
portable and desktop applications. These 
5 Y. -in., half-height flexible disk drives 
feature storage capacities up to I Mbyte. 
Model TM65-4 is a 96 track / in., double
sided drive that offers I Mbyte of storage. 
It features an onboard microprocessor 
that controls spindle speed, positions the 
heads to achieve minimum hysteresis , 
switches the write current for optimum 

between the two tasks at will. Written in 
C, they are easily ported to other systems. 
System requirements are PC-DOS 2.0, 128 
Kbytes of memory, and the IBM SDLC 
card. Network Software Associa tes, Inc, 
19491 Sierra Soto, Irvine, CA 92715. 
Circle 29 1 

Fiber optic interface beefs up 
VAX and PDP-11 communications 
A high speed fiber optic modem, the 
DCIOO, sports compatibility with DEC VAX 
and PDP-I 1 machines, as well as DEC
compatible peripheral devices. The oc 100 
permits fiber optic interconnection of 
DR t J-W and DR 1 J-B interfaces at distances 
up to 3300 ft (1006 m.) The oc100 is a 
two-modem system. It converts the 
parallel ORJI interface to a 60-Mbit / s 
serial optical bit stream that is reconverted 
into parallel electrical signals at the far 
modem end. Artel Co mmunications 
Corp , PO Box 100, West Side Station, 
Worcester, MA 01602. Circle 292 

recording quality, and provides a 
programmable ready signal. Track-to
track access time hits 3 ms. The TM65-2L 
is a 48-track/in., double-sided drive offer
ing Yi Mbyte of storage and track-to
track access of 6 ms. The TM65-2L costs 
less than $125, while the TM65-4 is under 
$150. Tando n Corp , 20320 Prairie St, 
Chatsworth, CA 913 11. 
Circle 288 

Universal memory board 
features 32-bit transfers 
Designed for the VMEbus, the V-1612 offers 
24 universal 28-pin memory sockets. Chip 
sizes can be configured at 2-K, 4-K, 8-K, 
16-K, or 32-K x 8 bits. The board handles 
8-, 16-, and 32-bit data transfers, and has 
jumper programmable DTACK delay. 
Features include write protection and 
power up / down protection for battery 
powered CMOS RAMS. Price is $695. Iron
ies Inc, 117 Eastern Heights Dr, PO Box 
356, Ithaca , NY 14850. 
Circle 289 

Full-duplex modem 
features adaptive equalizer 
Communicating at 2.4 kbits/ s, the 2024 
modem operates in either asynchronous 
or synchronous mode and has an exter
nal switch that selects the data format. A 
1.2-kbit / s rate is automatica lly adaptable 
in answer mode, and is switch selectable 
in call-origination mode. In asynchronous 
mode , character lengt h can be 8, 9, 10, 
or 11 bits, including start and stop bits . 
Synchronous transmission permits clock
ing via modem internal clock, DTE exter
nal clock, or transmit clock slaved to the 
receive clock. The 2024 has a built-in 
autodialer and an automatic adaptive 
equalizer, which adjusts the 2024 recei ve 
circuitry for optimal data reception. 
Penril , Da ta Communicati o ns Di v, 207 
Perry Pkwy, Gaithersburg , MD 20877. 

Circle 293 
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The only reason you're not using 
Pioneer's disk drive tester already. 

If you still haven't seen the Pioneer 
hard disk drive tester in action, it's time 
to take a look. And judge for yourself. 

Beginning with the price tag, every 
aspect of the Pioneer Qualifier™ is 
designed to meet your requirements for 
pocketbook and performance. 

It's the only tester to interface with 
any and all SMD drives. 

It's the only one with a hefty 20-
megabit per second capability. Even at 
triple the price. 

It's the only one that can read and 
transfer Fujitsu's error map right into 
your computer. In seconds. 

It's the only one that will format to 
your custom specs. And it does it at one 
megabyte per second. Over five times 
faster than by computer. 

It pinpoints your errors to a specific 
media sector. And separates the correct
able from the uncorrectable. So you can 

-Dionczczr 
i=IC!)C!arch 
Qualifier is a rei;!istered trademark. 

CIRCLE 70 



Data output card allows 
realtime digitized data transfer 

-------, , ,, .) ') J -J J 
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A data output card-called the 
srsoo-provides full trans fer of digitized 
realtime values from up to 16 channels 
(eight per card). This optional, 
microprocessor-controlled card is com
patible with the ESIOOOB electrostat ic 
chart recorder. Model 23-2101-23 transfers 
data unidirectionally to an externa l IEEE 
488 controller (or other bus listener) and 
plugs into the SP800/ 3600 interface. The 
SP800 digitizes data from each input 
channel at a 10-k Hz sample rate with 
10-bit resolution. Through the card, the 
minimum and / or maximum of any chan
nel's data can be transferred along a bus 
to the system controller. Price is $1200. 
Gould Inc, 3631 Perkins Ave, Cleveland, 
OH 44114. Circle294 

Network processor emulates 
DMF-32 controller operation 
The System 207 net work processor 
represents a Unibus interface network 
processor that emulates the asynchronous 
controller operation of the DEC DMF-32. 
Both character and DMA-mode output 
capabi lities are included. Working with 
other DCA equipment, this device sup
ports a remote terminal cluster. The Sys
tem 207 consists of a single hex-sized 
circuit controller board that plugs into a 
Unibus sma ll peripheral contro ller slot. 
It supports two point-to-point trunk 
links, each of which can communicate at 
rates of up to 19.2 kbits / s. A lso, the Sys
tem 207 supports up to 16 emulated 
DMF-32 controll ers for up to 128 virtual 
circuit connections. Prices start at $4950. 
Digital Communication Assoc, Inc , 303 
Technology Pk, Norcross, GA 30092. 
Circle 295 
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Auto-dial modem has 
two-level security system 
The AJ 1212-AD2 is a multispeed, syn
chronous/asynchronous modem compat
ible with Bell 212A and 1031113 operation. 
Speeds supported range from 0 to 300 
bits / s. It can also operate as a 1.2-kbit/s 
modem . Sophisticated security features 
mark this auto-dial unit. The 1212-AD2 
protects data a t two independent levels. 
When an operator tries to access a pro
tected field, the modem requests the secu
rity level and the appropriate password . 
It quickly checks protected passwords and 
log-on sequences. It also requires a 
second-level password before allowing 
access to the modem 's memory. The 
device is priced at about $695. A nderso n 
Jacobson, Inc , 521 Charcot Ave, San 
Jose, CA 95131. 
Circle 296 

Data bus transceiver 
improves bit error rate 
The MIL-STD-1553 device, BUS-63104, is a 
form-fit-function replacement for CT323 I 
and is TTL compatible. The receiver sec
tion accepts Manchester phase-modulated 
bipolar data at the input and produces a 
biphase TTL signal at the output. The 
transmitter section accepts biphase TTL 
data at the input and produces a 30-V 
nominal peak to peak differential signal 
across a 145-fl load. Measuring 32.0 x 
32.0 x 5.1 mm and weighing 11 g, the 
device is packaged in a 24-pin square 
hybrid . Price is $295. ILC Data Device 
Corp, 105 Wilbur Pl, Bohemia, NY 
11716. 
Circle 297 

Telecomm software 
enhances smart modem 
Smartcomm 11 2.0 software includes the 
Xmodem Protocol, VT52 and VT1021100 
terminal emulation, and batch commands 
for auto-data transmission at specified 
times . The software protects passwords, 
tests the modem without going online, 
and lets users switch between voice and 
data. It includes a batch command set 
directory for storing up to 26 command 
sequences that automatically perform any 
Smartcom function. A macro security 
feature protects passwords and account 
numbers. Price is $149. Hayes Micro
computer Products, Inc , 5923 Peachtree 
Industrial Bl vd, Norcross, GA 30092. 
Circle 298 

Plug-in board provides text/graphics 
overlays for IBM PC 
The rc-MicroKey System is offered at 
two levels. Level 1 is a low cost RGB only 
system, requiring a Sony KX series 
monitor or its equivalent. It sells for $900. 
Level 11 offers RGB plus NTSC composite 
video output. lt can not only overlay the 
output of a video disc player, but also any 
video tape player, sti ll-frame video tape, 
or camera. This combined display can be 
broadcasted and recorded for use in inter
active training development. Level 11 is 
$1895. Video Associates Labs, Inc , 3933 
Steck Ave, Austin, TX 78759. 
Circle 299 

Reduced parts count 
marks analog multiplexers 
Two analog multiplexers-the DG526 and 
DG 527-are compatible with TTL and 
CMOS devices. They perform 16-channel 
and dual 8-channel multiplexing, respec
tively. Combining analog sw itch and data 
latch functions on a single chip, these 
devices reduce interface hardware be
tween the microprocessor sys tepi bus and 
the analog system under control. Avail
ab le in 28-pin DIPS (plastic or ceramic), 
the DG526 and DG527 are priced from 
$ 11.37 to $27.93 (depending on package 
and grade specified) in lots of 100. Silico
nix, Inc, 2201 Laurel Rd, Santa Clara, 
CA 95054. Ci rcle 300 

Dichroic LCD driver chip enhances 
display contrast and viewing angle 
The S4520 dichroic LCD dri ver chip can 
supply 30 V, providing wider viewing 
angle and high color contrast for displays. 
Operating from a logic supp ly of 4 to 16 
V and a display supply as low as - 29 V, 
this CMOS device allows drive voltage 
swing of up to 32 V, while drawing as 
little as 400-1-tA ct.:rrent. An onchip oscil
lator generates the ac backplane signal, 
with the frequency determined by an 
external resistor and capacitor. Users can 
bypass the internal oscillator with an 
externally generated backplane signal. 
Plastic DIP S4520s are $ 12.60 each in 
quantities of 1000, or $22 .85 for ceramic 
leadless chip carriers. Go uld AMI Semi
co nductors, 3800 Homestead Rd , Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 301 
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Integrated manufacturing 
system adds two interfaces 
Information can be passed direct ly from 
semiconductor fabrication equipment to 
the CTX4000 data base with two inter
faces. The first , the Interface Manager , 
provides an enhanced operating system 
environment for running CTX interfaces. 
It allows starting, stopping, and monitor
ing of up to eight interface tasks running 
on a CTX4000 task processor or series 1000 
data concentrator. The second, the CTX 
Xincom interface, provides for data 
capture directly from the Xincom 5540. It 
allows data from the Xincom to be refor
matted and transferred to the CTX4000 
data base. Interface Manager price is 
$2000; the Xincom interface costs 
$15,000. CTX Internati onal, 575 N 
Pastoria Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 302 

Hard disk controller 
fits 3112-in. form factor 
The DJ2IO connects micros that use SAS! 
or Konan DJ interfaces to ST-506/412 Win
chesters. The 124-pin chip performs the 
entire set of disk drive controller func
tions with the exceptions of the firmware, 
processor, drivers, receivers, and data 
clock separator. The chip does control the 
bus, 256- or 512-byte state machine, CPU 
control, 110 decode, 110 registers, data 
conversion, RAM control, shift register, 
and error correction, among others. Price, 
in quantity, is $150 each . Konan Corp, 
1456 N 27th Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85009. 
Circle 303 

Power line current transceiver 
handles 16 BSR XlO house codes 
The 410 model is a microprocessor power 
line current carrier transceiver. Thi s 
device resides on a standalone 4 \/2 - x 6-in. 
(115- x 152-mm) card containing a zs 
microprocessor. BSR modules need not 
be ganged together for multichannel con
trol because the 410's two-way transmis
sion feature provides confirmation that 
commands are properly received. The 410 
can transmit and receive a ny of 16 house 
codes used by the BSR x10 system, simply 
by setting DIP switches. It is also field 
selectab le for either of two 110 configu
rations. A model 420 represents an RS-232 
version that can handle 256 channels and 
96 commands. Hydrus Coq>, 6218 Cedar 
Springs, Dallas, TX 75235. 
Circle 304 

Interface links half-inch tape 
transports with computers 

Designed to couple RS-232 serial data to 
half-inch tape drives, model IN-210 serial 
communication interfaces support both 
asynchronous and synchronous protocols 
and operate in remotely or locall y 
programmable modes . Most standard 
baud rates are selectable up to 28.8 
kbaud. The IN-210 interface is packaged 
on a 10- x 13- x 0.5-in . (25.4- x 33- x 
1.2-cm) PC card. It requires 5 Vat 2.5 A 
and 12 Vat 100 mA. Operational temper
ature range is 0 to 50 °C. The IN-2 10 sells 
for $1360 in quantities of I 00. Tele byte 
Tech nology In c, 148 New York Ave , 
Halesite, NY 11743. Ci rcle 305 

Sixteen shades of gray 
are available with upgrade 
The Grayscaler converter upgrades an 
IBM or compatible color graphics card to 
full gray scale operation. It provides 16 
distinct brightness levels of composite 
video. Driven from the RGB port, this 
adapter delivers RGB crispness to green, 
white, or amber screen monitors . The 
Grayscaler generates a distinct brightness 
level for every color and eliminates color 
grain found when operating directly from 
the color card. The Grayscaler costs 
$59.95. Avocado Compu ter, 17352 York
shire Ave, Yorba Linda, CA 92686. 
Circle 306 

Analog ouput board supplies 
two channels for the IBM PC 
The DAC-02 allows direct connection to 
four 20-mA proportional control valves 
and other output devices. The board con
tains two double buffered 12-bit D-A con
verters plus interface circuitry with output 
ranges of± 10 Y, ±5 V, 10 V, and 5 V. 
The D-A converters are also multiplying 
D-A converters for ac measurements and 
resolver/ synchro conversion applications. 
All connections are made via a 25-pin 
female D connector located at the rear of 
the PC. Price is $240. MetraByte Corp , 
254 Tosca Dr, Stoughton, MA 02072. 
Circle 307 

Intelligent disk controllers 
offer additional features 
Three enhancements for the 8890 Syber
cache include: up to 18 Mbytes of cache 
memory, an 8-channel switch, and a dual
frame configuration that combines two 
units. The 18-Mbyte memory, a fie ld 
installable option, supports the 8380, 8350, 
8360, and 8650 drives . T he switch feature 
allows eight channels to be connected to 
the unit so the controller can be shared 
by mu ltiple processors. T he dual-frame 
option lets one controller take over for 
another during a power interruption. 
Storage Technology Corp , 2270 S 88th St, 
Louisville, CO 80028. 
Ci rcle 308 

Low cost CRT controller 
is STD bus compatible 
The ANC-7345H provides a completely 
programmable character display format 
and a user alterable 256-char font. The 
font includes ASC II chars, upper/ lower 
case, and semigraphics . The independent, 
memory mapped, 1024-char controller 
has cursor control and hardware scroll
ing, as well as character by character 
inverse video. RS-170 level composite video 
is available at the rear mounted 10-pin 
ribbon connector. In addition, 12 V can 
be obtained from this connector to power 
the video display. Cost is $119. Anto na 
Corp , 13600 Ventura Blvd, Sherman 
Oaks, CA 91423. 
Circle 309 

Comm controller board 
furnishes eight channels 
Featuring the 80 186 CPU, the Am96/3500 
intelligent interface board can operate as 
a slave controller or bus master. It relieves 
the system CPU and software of the over
head associated with serial 110 service, 
allowing higher data rates for M ul tibus 
compatible systems. It has eight channels 
based on the Z~530 serial comm con
trollers and is compatible with RS-323-C 
and RS-423 protocols. The board is soft
ware selectable for asynchronous opera
tion at up to 76.8-kbaud, and for higher 
synchronous rates . With asynchronous 
operation at up to 38.4 kbaud, price is 
$2795 each in quantities one to nine. 
Advanced M icro Devices, Inc, 901 
Thompson Pl, PO Box 3453, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94088. 
Circle 3 10 
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Qume can give your system extra appeal-with terminals 
made to order to your exact specifications. 

We'll work from your specs, or be your 
partner in the development process. A 
dedicated Qume applications engineer 
will be with you from start to finish, 
to help identify your needs and 
recommend the right ingredients 
to make your product plan a success. 

Choose a different interface. A unique command set. 
Even specialized electronics. No modification is too small, no 
specification too unusual for our experienced team 
of hardware and software design profes
sionals. On the outside, select custom 
colors, your own labels and logo, pro
prietary packaging and owner's 
manuals. Without paying heavy 
premiums for these extras. 

From custom design to 
assembly, we can do it all for you - or any portion of it. We'll 
build your terminal with the strict quality control that has 
earned us the industry's lowest DOA rate. We'll give you quick 
turnaround and delivery schedules 
you can count on. And we'll keep 
service simple with modular 
design and a ready-to-ship 
spare parts inventory. 

When you really 
• 

You'll find doing business with us 
easy, because we work hard to maintain 
your flexibility. Simple, straightforward 
contracts. No surprising incremental want it your way, 

we'll be there. charges. And because Qume is a member 
of the ITT family of companies, you know 
we'll be there to serve you. 

If you're looking for ways to beef 
up your system, call Mike Sugihara, 
Manager of OEM Marketing, at 
(800) 223-2479. And get the details 

from the one 0 EM terminal team 
that can really deliver it your way: 

Qume Corporation, 2350 Qume Drive, 

~~~2~~.::,,~mA 9sm "ume. 
CIRCLE 72 ~ Subsidiary of ITT 



OEM Decision Makers 

"Only the Invitational Computer 
Conferences bring the latest 
OEM computer and peripheral 
products to your front door 
You'll fmd 
us there!" 
A nd you'll find other top 
I\. OEM manufacturers, 
such as IBM, Control Data, 
DEC, Fujitsu, NEC and 
Seagate, to name a few. 

In their 14th year, the 
"OEM Only" Invitational 
Computer Conferences bring 
you, the volume buying deci
sion makers, together with 
the key suppliers of com
puter and peripheral prod
ucts. The recs, a series of 
ten, one-day regional shows 
are convenient to where you 
live and work. The social 
business setting makes it 
easy for you to meet paten-

tial suppliers one-on-one, 
and attend high tech semi
nars of your choice. As an 
invited guest. there is no 
cost to you. 

Hear what the OEM manu
facturers have to say, learn· 
more about their products, 
and remember, you may 
attend "by invitation only." 

1984/85 U.S. ICC Locations 

Sept. 6, '84 
Sept. 25, '84 
Oct. 10, '84 
Oct. 23, '84 
Jan. 8, '85 
Jan. 29, '85 
Jan. 31 , '85 
Feb. 26 , '85 
Mar. 19, '85 
Apr. 2, '85 

Newton/Boston, MA 
Southfield/Detroit, MI 
Cherry Hill, NJ 
Englewood/Denver, CO 
Irvine, CA 
Houston, TX 
Dallas, TX 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Palo Alto , CA 
Nashua, NH I No. MA 

Call your local OEM supplier Jor 
your invitation or Jill out the cou
pon and mail to: 
B. J Johnson & Associates, Inc. 
3151 Airwqy Ave., #C-2 ~ 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Phone: (714) 957-0171 T 
Telex: 188747 TAB !R!N ~ - .. ~ 

Yes! I need an invitation to your "OEM Only" ICC. The nearest ICC to me is: _____ ____ _ _ 

I buy in volume: 

0 Computers 
0 Disk/Tupe Drives 
D Controllers I Interfaces 
D Terminals I Graphic Displays 
D Software 
D Printers 
D Memory Boards 
0 Modems / Multiplexers 
D Power Supplies 

Name 

Title 

Company/Division 

Address 

City State Zip 

Mail To : B.J. Johnson & Associates. Inc .. 3151 A i rway Avenue. #C-2. Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Phone: (714) 957-0171 Telex: 188747 TAB IRIN 

CIRCLE 73 
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Cached disk controller 
enhanced with firmware 
Firmware for the ASC-525 cached disk 
controller allows it to run in Unix and 
multi-user environments. It complements 
the 320-Kbyte, onboard cache and is a full 
impiementation of the SCSI bus interface . 
Simultaneous SCSI data transfers from 
cache and overlapped disk seeks on all 
supported drives increases the SCS I bus 
bandwidth . With a high hit ratio, disk 
access time can be reduced from 85 to 
under 10 ms. The unit is $1995 and fits 
the 5 \14 -in. form factor. Advanced Storage 
Co ncepts, Inc , 9660 Hillcroft, Houston, 
TX 77096. 
Circle 311 

Address extension module 
supports the 11173 processor 
Compatible with the Q-bus, the MSC 8904 

can combine 18- and 22-bit controllers 
with a 22-bit memory bus to configure 
systems with 4-Mbyte memory and 18-bit 
peripherals. The hex-wide boa rd trans
lates 18-bit addresses to 22-bit ones. A 
subsystem version includes the PAE mod
ule, a power sequence/ line , time clock 
module, backplane , and 300-W power 
supply with fans . The module is $1600 , 
the backplane is $850, and the subsystem 
is $5300. Monolithic Systems Corp , 84 
Inverness Cir E, Englewood , CO 80112. 
Circle 312 

Second-generation design language 
handles diverse target devices 
The CU PL design la nguage fo r program
ma ble logic enters it s seco nd genera ti o n 
with CU PL Version 2. Versio n 2 lets the 
designer describe logic in a ny o f three 
ways: sta te di agrams, Boo lea n equations, 
o r fun ctio n ta bles. Sta te m achine cover
age includes D, J K, a nd RS flipfl o ps. The 
la nguage run s on CP/ M a nd MS/ DOS
based PCs as well as Unix systems. It 
a ut o ma ti ca lly co nve rt s des ign logic 
descriptions into the appro pria te fuse pat
tern data fo r the ta rget device. CUPL 2.0 

is available fo r $895. Assisted Technology, 
238 1 Zank er Rd , Sa n Jose , CA 95 13 1. 
Ci rcle 317 

Two 110 modules are available 
for data acquisition systems 
The 32-bit , Unix-based MC-500 system 
now has a SC- 16F 16-channel condi tioning 
module and a TC- 16F thermocouple input 
module . The signal condi tio ning module 
contains 16 independent differentia l input 
instrumentat ion amps fo r use with low 
level sources, current loop interfaces, and 
bridge type transducers. The thermocouple 
module contains 16 independent amps for 
use with J , K, S, or T thermocouples. 
Cold junction compensation is provided . 
Each module costs $2500. Masscomp , 
One Technology Pk , West fo rd , MA 
01886. 
Circle 313 

Long distance channel extender 
handles IBM mainframe peripherals 
The model MBX-T IOI provides block 
multiplexer channel communications at 
I .544 Mbits/s over distances of more than 
25 mi . The extender is transparent to host 
software and a llows placement o f plot
ters, laser printers, and o ther output 
devices. Compat ible with Bell Tl carrier 
digital communicati on circui ts, this chan
nel extender requires no proced ural 
changes, additional programming, or soft
ware modi fication . Megabit Communica
tions, Inc, 90 West County Rd C, St Paul, 
MN 5511 7. 
Circle 314 

Geometric transformation 
power gained by image processor 
Fast Image Warp is a software program 
add ed to th e T rapix seri es of rea lt imc 
image processing systems. It is a genera l, 
"6 degrees of freedom ," geometric trans
f ormer that in cludes image warp, image 
rotat ion, a nd co nti nuous image magnifi
cat ion and red uct io n . Modu lar design 
a llows warping of subimages with user
specified dime nsions, and of whol e 
images up to I 024- x I 024- x 32-bit pixels. 
Executio n ti me for the package is about 
1 s for a 512 x 5 12 array. Fast Image 
Warp costs $1200. Recognition Concepts, 
Inc , PO Box 85 10, Incline Vi llage, NV 
89450. Circle 31 8 

Add-on board turns IBM PC into 
realtime multitasking computer 
Called the RC / VRTX, the board concur
rently manages and processes all tasks 
associated with the execution and perfor
mance of the user's application programs. 
It supports the DOS operating system 
concurrently with its realtime operating 
system, allowing access to BIOS func
tions. T he board requires about 250 µs to 
switch from one task to another. Dedi
cated memory space stores the specific 
parameters for location, size, and stat us 

·of each task. Cost is $ 1495. Dyad T ech
nology Corp , 4040-G Sorrento Valley 
Blvd, San Diego, CA 92121. 
Circle 315 

Printer adapter provides 
interface for IEEE 488 devices 
The GP/\D-C allows printers with a 
Centronics interface to co nnect to any 
computer or controller with an IE El: 488 

(GP IB) interface. The GPIB address is 
selected by a five-position DIP switch. No 
special software is required . Without ca
bles the GPAD-C measures 3.5 x 5.75 in. 
(8.9 x 14.6 cm). Two cables and a power 
supply are included. The cables allow 6 
ft between the printer and the GP ll3 con
nection. The printer adapter costs $179. 
Connecticut microcomputer, 150 Pocono 
Rd, Brookfield , CT 06804. 
Circle 316 

Fortran-77 now runs under 
the RT-11 operating system 
A PDP-I I Fortran-77 implementation is 
targeted for RT-11 users, with applica
tions in the development and execution 
of analytical programs. The compi ler will 
run under Version 5 or 5.1 of RT-I I on any 
PDP-11 or Professional 300 configuration 
with 48 Kbytes of user memory, I Mbyte 
of avai lable disk space, and an FPP 
Features include the support of precision 
and complex arithmetic, virtual arrays, 
encode/ decode statements, formatted and 
unfo rmatted sequential and direct access 
110, and runtime formatting. Price is 
$950. Digi ta l Equipment Corp , 10 Main 
St, Maynard, MA 01754. Circle 3 19 
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System/ 370 processors 
gain Lisp capabil ities 
A version of Lisp includes Virtual 
Machine (VM) capability and runs on the 
IBM System/ no processor line. It pro
vides tools to ease creation, debugging, 
maintenance, and execution of Lisp pro
grams. The product is interactive and dis
play oriented. Known as Lisp/ VM, the 
system lets users observe an executing 
program and specify, as each semantic 
unit is reached, what debugging informa
tion should be displayed. Lisp / VM 
consists of a programming language and 
development environment. Lisp/ VM pro
grams and data are accessed through the 
system editor, or through the VM /SP edi
tor. The product is available for a $6500 
one-time license fee. IBM, Dept 68Y PO 
Box 152750, Irving, TX 75015. 
Circle 320 

Programmer's workbench tools 
aid software development 
Dubbed the software development 
environment (SDE), thi'> collection of 
tools eases program writing. SDE tools 
generate test data and programs, provide 
control for auditing purposes, and merge, 
rearrange, and reformat files. An SDE 
training course, online help, and a library 
storage facility are provided. Within SDE, 
an access manager (which handles SDI:: 
file security) controls file access. License 
for the program is available for $265 per 
month . NCR Corp, Dayton, OH 45479. 
Circle 321 

Programming accelerated with 
preprogrammed C language functions 
Preprogrammed C language functions 
and subassemblies, dubbed C-Power 
Packs, save programming time and sim
plify debugging. They feature six libraries 
of preprogrammed functions and subas
semblies that easily integrate into software 
to enhance code uniformity. The more 
than 600 functions can be mixed and 
matched . Int erfacing with DOS 2.0 and 
earlier DOS versions, C-Power Packs in
clude code for communications, mathe
matics, utilities, as well as database and 
building block functions. Operation is on 
Microsoft and Lattic C compilers, and as
sorted PC-compatible devices. C-Power 
Packs are priced from $99. Software 
Horizons, Inc, 165 Bedford St, Burling
ton, MA 01803. 
Circle 322 
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Signal processing software 
available for the IBM PC 
A compatible subset of the ILS software 
runs on the PC and XT. Called the ILS-PC 
1, it offers over 30 integrated programs 
for data acquisition support, waveform 
display and editing, digital filtering, and 
spectral analysis. Data aquisition includes 
support of A-D and D-A hardware; wave
form features include graphical display 
(single or multichannel) and cursor edit
ing of signals. It requires 256 Kbytes of 
memory and a graphics board running 
DOS 2.1. An 8087 is recommended for run
ning the software at close to minicom
puter speed. License fee is $1495. Signal 
Techno logy, Inc, 5951 Encina Rd, 
Goleta, CA 93117 . 
Circle 323 

Software moves programs between 
micros, minis, and mainframes 
The 2.0 release of the Network 
DataMover software includes features for 
full partitioned data and library support, 
remote unattended operation, and 
improved security and audit capability. 
The software lets the user manipulate data 
or programs via menus from a personal 
computer, instead of a mainframe. It runs 
on the MYS mainframe operating system 
and moves data throughout the network. 
Applications can be as diverse as Cobol 
or Lotus programs. Systems Center, 2988 
Campus Dr, San Mateo, CA 94403. 
Circle 324 

Multilingual word processor mixes 
languages in one document 
The ML.WP word processing package 
offers standard word processing features 
and accepts any language or combination 
of languages. The system displays help 
messages, prompts, error messages, and 
other interfaces in the user's choice of lan
guages, and can accommodate left-to-right 
and right-to-left languages on the same 
line. The software is available on VAX 
systems to support single or multiple user 
systems. Compulex, Inc, 188 Middle St, 
Lowell, MA 01852. Circle 325 
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Modem chip set provides 
token-passing performance 
The NE5080 high speed FSK modem trans
mitter and NE508 1 receiver offers phase 
continuous modulation and demodula
tion of a digital bit stream in various 
architectures. The chip set conforms to 
the IE EE 802.4 standard, yet permits the 
designer to tailor performance in data 
rate, carrier frequency, and cable type. 
Carrier frequency is adjustable between 
50 kH z and 20 MHz. A modem built with 
this set offers a range exceeding 30 dB. 
Price for each chip in the set is $15.50 in 
1000s. Signet ics Corp , 811 E Arques Ave, 
PO Box 409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 326 

Floating point chip set achieves 
high speed and precision 
Offering 2 to 8 megaflop performance, 
the WTL 1064 and 1065 handle single (32-bit 
and double (64-bit) precision formats, 
while taking ca re of 32-bit two's co mple
ment integers. The array flowthrough 
time for the WTL 1064 is under 360 ns for 
single precision multiply and 600 ns for 
double precision. The array can be 
divided into stages separated by pipeline 
registers so that an operation can begin 
before a previous operation is finished. 
With 2-micron NMOS technology, the 
devices dissipate 2 W typical and meas
ure approximately 300 mils on a side. 
They are housed in standard 144-pin grid 
array packages. Weitek, 501 Mercury Dr, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 327 

Universal disk controller combines 
hard disk, floppy, and tape features 
The HDC 9224 offers transparent error 
detection and correction, programmable 
automatic retry option, precompenstation 
logic, and 24-bit DMA controller. Detec
tion and correction of disk data errors 
occurs with no micro intervention or 
interrupt servicing requirements. It inter
faces to ST506-compatible hard disk 
drives with as many as 16 surfaces / drive. 
Flexible format command allows the user 
to select hard disk sector sizes of up to 
16 Kbytes in length. The chip can control 
both streaming and start-stop tape drives. 
Standard Microsystems, 35 Marcus Blvd, 
Hauppauge, NY 11788. 
Circle 328 



Universal digital loop transceivers 
combine data and voice 
The MCI45422 and MCI45426 are universal 
dig ita l loop transceivers (UDL Ts) that can 
combine digital and voice band commu
nications. These devices move data over 
dig ital PBXs using twisted-pair wire, 
transm itting and receiving voice data at 
64 kbits / s and signaling data at 16 
kbits/ s. With two operating modes
master and slave-they consist of a 
modulator, demodulator , two intermedi
ate data buffers, sequencing and control 
logic, and Tx and Rx data registers. They 
operate on a single, 5- to 8-V supply, and 
can be driven by TTL or CMOS logic. 
Production quantities are p lanned for the 
fourth quarter, with a 1000-piece price of 
$20.23 for the 422 and $18.95 for the 426. 
Motorol a Inc , Logic and Special Func
tions Produc ts Div, 350 I Ed Bluestein 
Blvd, Austin, TX 78721. 
Ci rcle 329 

Nonvolatile 256-bit memory 
has onchip voltage generator 
A 256-bit serial EEPROM chip is dubbed 
the NCR 59306. T his 16- x 16-bit device 
uses a single 5-V power supply. An on chip 
voltage generator allows programming 
without the need for external high voltage 
supplies. In standby mode, power con
sumption is only 25 mW. Fabricated with 
the firm's n-channel silicon-nitride-oxide
si licon process, the NCR 59306 is pin 
co m patib le with the NMC9306 from 
National Semiconductor. Other charac
teristics include a 500-kH z clock rate, 
TTL compatibility, and eight-pin DIP . T he 
price is $4.52 each in quantities of JOO. 
NCR Microelectronics Div, Product 
Marketing, 8181 Byers Rd, Miamisburg, 
OH 45342. 
Circle 330 

Quad op amp is plug-compatible with 
industry standard devices 
LTIOI4, a 14-pin DIP, is compatible with 
the LMl24, Dll48, OP-11, and RC4156. The 
LTIOI3 is packaged in an 8-pin mini DIP 
and in T0-5 configurations and is com
patible with the MCI458 and LMI58. The 
L TIOI4 has a maximum offset voltage of 
180 mV, maximum drift is 2 µ.V I °C, and 
it has 0.8 nA maximum offset current. It 
delivers more than 20 mA load current 
with no crossover distortion while dis
sipating less than 500 µ.A per amp. In 
IOOs, the devices are priced between $2.95 
and $5.35. Li near Technology Corp , 1630 
McCarthy Blvd, Milpitas , CA 95035. 
Circle 33 1 
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With the VAP-64, you only need two VMEbus 
cards for a complete array processor that can 
execute a 1024-point FFT in 10 msec, or a 200-
point FIR filter (without decimation) in 41 µ,sec. 
The system can contain either 32K or 64K words 
of high speed, dual-port, cache memory. 

You get VMEbus reliability and the VAP-64's 
unparalleled performance. Compared to other 
array processors with similar capability, the 
VAP-64 offers the lowest cost per function, 
per unit time .. . in a fraction of the size. 

VAP-64 FEATURES: 
• VMEBUS-COMPATIBLE (16 BITS) 
• UP TO JQ7 OPERATIONS/SEC 
• 50 KHZ REAL TIME PROCESSING BANDWIDTH 
• 19 HIGH-LEVEL, EASY-TO-USE INSTRUCTIONS 
• FF!; COMPLEX DEMODULATION, FIR FILTER AND 

PEAK PICK INSTRUCTIONS 
• HAMMING WEIGHT (STANDARD) 
• BUILT-IN SELF-TEST 
• CAN DO ITS OWN CONTROL OVERHEAD 

DSP SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
1081 NORTH SHEPARD ST., M/S-E 
ANAHEIM, CA 92806 
PHONE: (714J 630-1330 •TELEX: 298615 DSPS UR 

DSP SYSTEMS ALSO OFFERS OTHER ARRAY PROCESSORS FOR MULTIBUS™ SYSTEMS 
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Management projects run on Formtek 
workstations as well as PC /XT 

The Facilities Management System ena
bles a ut o mated planning and design of 
facility projects . The package runs on 
both Formtek workstations and IBM 
PC/ XT microcomputers. A key feature i> 
space programming, which manages spa
tial standards and determines building or 
layout program. Other features include 
spatial stacking, which provides evaluated 
alternatives, and allocates different func
tions or departments to different floor> 
of multi floor buildings; and space projec
tions, which a ssesses different growth 
scenarios of layout alternatives. Forma
tive Technologies Inc , 500 1 Baum Blvd, 
Pittsburgh , PA 15213. 
Circle 332 

Turbo Pascal made easy 
with Toolbox programming aid 
Where search and sort capabilities are 
important, programmers writing software 
in Pascal can use the Turbo Toolbox to 
save time. De>igned to complement the 
Turbo Pascal compiler for zso and 
8088 18086 systems, Turbo Toolbox offers 
solutions to basic programming tasks. In 
the Toolbox are tools such as Turbo
ISAM on a disk, Quicksort, and the GINST 
(general installation program)-which i., 
a terminal installation module that auto
matically gets Turbo Pascal programs up 
and running on zso- and 8088 8086-based 
microcomputers. The package allows 
users to access file records on key 
sea rches. With this feature , direct acce, ., 
is available to records in a sorted 
sequence . Price is $49.95. Borland Inter
national , 4113 Scotts Valley Dr , Scott s 
Valley, CA 95066. 
Circle 333 
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Level/noise/frequency test set 
comes in compact package 
The LNF-3 test set measures noise, level, 
and frequency. It measures transmission 
traits of VF lines in accord with 
BSTR41009. Contro l of 829 loopback sets 
is provided by a 2.7-kHz loopback tone 
controlled by a momentary action switch. 
Designed to mount in a I 9-in (48.2-cm) 
relay rack, the LNF-3 takes up only 1. 75 
in. (4.4 cm) of vertical space. The unit 
conta ins an audib le monitor, a var iable 
fixed signa l generator, dual level and fre
quency display; plus auto-ranging digital 
readout. Atlantic Resea rch Co rp , 5390 
C herokee Ave, Alexandria, VA 22314. 
Circle 334 

Design tool family expands 
with PC-based workstation 
Simulog logic simulator and Symgraph 
schematic capture system provide design
ers with tools for logic design and verifi
cation. Simu log is a nine-state , event 
driven device with a set of 20 logic primi
tives. Both TTL and MOS circuits can be 
simulated. It displays the state of the logic 
signals as waveforms in color on the high 
resolution workstations. Symgraph allows 
logic designs to be entered as multiple 
sheet schematic diagrams and to extract 
a netlist for simulation . Simulog is $2500 
per copy, while Symgraph is an integral 
part of the grap hi cs subsystem . 
C hancellor Computer Co rp , 1101 San 
Antonio Rd, Mountain View, CA 94043. 
Circle 335 

Workstation meets needs of 
analog design engineering 
The Analog Workbench is a standalone 
for the analog circuit designer. It consists 
of a 32-bit computer, mass storage, dis
play, and software . The product features 
a menu-dri1 en scheme and mouse 
pointer. A circuit can be modified (for 
example, the va lue of a co llector resistor 
can be changed from 50 to l 00 rl), and 
the effect on the rest of the circuit quickly 
analyzed. Three setups are provided: a 
time-domain setup, with multichannel 
function generator and multichannel 
oscilloscope; a frequency-domain setup, 
with sweeper a nd multichannel network 
analyzer; and a de setup with de multi
meter. A compi ler for the C language is 
inc luded. Workbench price is $74,800. 
Analog Design Tools Inc, 800 Menlo Ave, 
Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
Circle 336 

Logic analyzer combines 
with microcomputer 
A logic analyzer capable of timing, state, 
and signature analysis integrates with a 
CP/M microcomputer to form the Omni 4. 
H oused in a rugged 27-lb package, the 
Omni 4 can collect 1000 data samples on 
each of 16 channels or 500 samples on up 
to 32 channels. Four chan nels of glitch 
detection are provided with a minimum 
detectable pulse of 10 ns. The system uses 
qualifiable internal or external clocks as 
fast as 20 MHz. The CP/ M computer uses 
a Z80A CPU and 64 Kbytes of RAM. Two 
5 Y. -in. disk drives provide 760 Kbytes of 
storage. The Omni 4 is priced at $4495. 
OmniLogic , Inc, 350 Sunset Blvd N , 
Renton, WA 98055. 
Circle 337 

Portable standalone emulators 
designed for 8- and 16-bit micros 
The Sophia SA 700 is a family of compact 
emulators that provide full symbolic 
debugging capabil ity-independent of the 
host development system. The emulators 
are self-contained with a CRT, ASCII key
board, 8-in. floppy drive, PROM pro
grammer, logic state analysis probes, and 
an in-circuit emulator. Programs to be 
debugged can be entered directly from the 
floppy, which can directly read executable 
object files from Intel's MOS series 11 and 
Ill, iRMX-86, CP/ M-86, and CP/ M 2.2. The 
systems are priced at less than $10,000. 
Sophia Computer Systems, 3337 Kifer Rd , 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 338 

Graphics software release 
increases system speed 
A hardware and software combo for 
Telesis engineering design workstations 
increases system speed by two to six times. 
Addition of a high resolution monitor, 
expanded pixel memory, filled line 
graphics, dynamic rubberbanding, plus 
color priority and blank-by-color capabil
ities enhance system performance. A 
2000- x 2000-pixel memory plane option 
equips the graphics processor with roam 
and zoom functions that are free of 
flicker. The 50 Hz, noninterlaced moni
tor has a 1000- x 900-pixel count. Blank
by-color lets the user remove a class of 
items designated by color. Telesis Systems 
Corp , 2 1 Alpha Rd , Chelmsford, MA 
01824. 
Circle 339 



Package for CAD is 
computer independent 
Super-CADS is 3-D full-function software 
for the IBM XT, v AX, and ELXSI. Features 
include dynamic interactive menus and 
relational database support. The data base 
stores design data and generates reports 
and interactive queries. The mechanical 
software has more than 1000 commands 
in construction primitives and unlimited 
viewing in 3-D space. Scaling is from I to 
I million . Six standard orthographic 
views, a standard isometric view, and 
some user-defined views are available. 
Tasvir Corp , 2490 Charleston Rd, Moun
tain View, CA 94043. Circle 340 

Bit-map color graphics station shows 
true memory device topology 
With the capacity to display I Mbit of 
data simultaneously on the 19-in. high 
resolution color moniotr, this portable sta
tion is designed for testing semiconductor 
memories. Bit manipulation capabilities 
are accessible through keyboard and 
joystick controls. The system stores up to 
8 planes of I Mbic each and, when cou
pled with the choice of 256 colors, allow> 
single-level or composite bit-map display. 
It can also zoom and pan individual seg
ments of the device . Used in conjunction 
with the Q2/ 52 memory test system, it is 
priced at $60,000. Megates t Corp , 1321 
Ridder Park Dr, San Jo>e , CA 95 131. 
Circle 341 

Prolog and programming tools 
run on DECsystems 10120 
Based on the high level logic program
ming language Prolog, Dec-10120 Prolog 
is aimed at development work in advanced 
app lications . It consists of an incremen
tal compi ler, an interpreter, and a run
time and debugging system. It runs under 
TOPSIO and TOPS20. Also included is a 
library of public domain utilities such as 
a natural language geography query pro
gram called CHAT. License is $10,000 per 
CPU. It is distributed on a nine-track , 
1600 bit / in . TOPS20 dumper format mag 
tape and includes documentation. Q uin
tus Computer Systems Inc, 2345 Yale St, 
Palo Alto, CA 94306. Circle 342 
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Graphics workstation combines 
multi-user Unix with high resolution 

Graphics workstations in the 80/G line 
match Unix with a graphics processor and 
an ultrahigh resolution raster-scan dis
play. Aimed at graphic design, document 
composition, scientific modeling and 
CAE, the machine's display resolution 
lists at 200 lines / in. (2 180 x 1728 pixels) 
with the 15-in. portrait mode, and 150 
lines / in . (2304 x 1728 pixels) with the 
19-in. landscape mode. High resolution 
interactive composition i' supported by 
a writing speed of less than 0.5 s. The unit 
is designed around the 68000 processor. 
Pixel Com puter Inc, 260 Fordham Rd, 
Wilmington , MA 01887. 
Circle 343 

Schematic designer allows 
fast product turnaround 
The Dash-2 schematic designer adds 
mouse-driven editing features to the 
Dash-1. Dash-2 capabilities include Tag 
and Drag , which enables the user co pick 
a symbol, drawing area, or alphanumeric 
field and then drag the targeted selection 
across the screen; Snap, which allows the 
user to position a cursor in the vicinity of 
a pin and "snap" the connection in place; 
and Realtimc Orthogonal Rubberband 
ing, in which all connecting lines move as 
sy mbols or areas move . Three zoom lev
els a nd onscreen help further enhance 
operation. The Dash-2 for the PC/ XT 
costs $6280 for the add-on package, and 
$12,980 for a whole sys tem. Upgrades for 
Dash-1 systems cost $250. Dash-1 pack
ages now cos t $600 less than correspond
ing Das h-2 models. Fut ureNet, 6709 
Independence Ave, Canoga Park, CA 
91303. 
Circle 344 

System supports three users 
for CAD applications 
Designer V-X series M represents a multi
user, multi-application system for 
CAD / CAM. Series M supports four 
300-Mbyce disk drives along with a stan
dard system 300-Mbyte disk. It also sup
ports CA DDS 4X software, which can be 
used for applications such as electronic 
and mechanical design and drafting. T he 
system manages three interactive users 
simultaneously and is compatible with 
systems including the Series V-X (which 
can be upgraded co Designer M opera
tion) and CDS 4000. Basic system is 
approximately $250,000 with a CG P 200 x 
processor, CA DDS 4X software, one 
300-Mbyce disk, cape drive, two high 
resolution color graphic terminals, and an 
application pack . Compute rvision Corp , 
100 Crosby Dr, Bedford, MA 0 1730. 
Circle 345 

Channel simulator tests systems 
including IBM 360 and 370 
The Channel Simulator is a testing device 
that simulates standard 110 operation on 
IBM 360, 370, 4XXX, or 30xx systems. Test
ing can be completed from one location 
in both the automatic and manual mode>. 
A built-in modem connection allows 
remote testing. Interactive manual mode 
gives the user realtime logical control of 
the 11.lM bus and tag line levels, so a user 
can single-step through an interface or 
command seq uence . The unit is packaged 
in an aluminum flight case . Comcheck 
Interna tio na l, Inc, 871 1 E Pinnacle Peak 
Rd, Sconsda le, AZ 85255. 

Circle 346 
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Daisywheel printer runs 
at quiet 55 dB 

Featuring a reliable hammer assembly, 
improved motion control systems, and 
acoustic mufflers, the M45 QuietWrite 
offers a choice of eight different inter
changeable interface modules. Bidirec
tional printing occurs at 45 chars/ s on 
average English text. Interfaces include 
R5-232 with current loop, Centronics, 
Dataproducb, IEEE , HP, Qume Sprinu, 
and IB~ systems 34, 38, and 5200. The 
multistrike ribbon is driven by a separate 
motor to optimize ribbon life. Daisy 
Systems Holland BV, 279 Nieuweweg, 
PO Box 125, 6600 AC Wijchen, The 
Netherlands. 
Circle 347 

Bit-mapped raster graphics 
enhance terminal alphanumerics 
A plug-in board option transforms the 
22005 terminals into a direct bit-mapped 
raster graphics system with 720 x 336 view 
area. In enhanced alpha/ graphics mode, 
the 22005 will generate characters from up 
to eight character sets. In a vector mode, 
primitive graphics are produced as solid 
or dot / dash lines. In point and interac
tive graphics modes, the unit emulates the 
Tektronix 4010. The 22005 features a 
70-Hz refresh rate, can be equipped with 
up to 56 Kbytes of memory, and can 
transmit by character, page, block, or 
line/ field. The terminal costs $1395, with 
an optional graphics board at $729. Tancl
berg Data, Inc, PO Box 99, Labriola Ct, 
Armonk, NY 10504. 
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Ergonomic display family 
designed for IBM 3270 users 
The displays include a low cost 12-in. 
monochrome version, model 078, and a 
color model, the 079. Both models are 
plug compatible with IBM's 3178 and 3179, 
respectively. They feature a two-piece, 
low profile design with tilt and swivel 
capabilities; and a coil cable, adjustable 
keyboard. Both display 1920 chars and 
attach directly to either the 3274/ 3276 con
troller or the Telex I 74/274C/ 276 control 
unit. The 078 is priced at $1550, including 
a choice of keyboards with a numeric or 
program function pad. The 079 is $2195. 
Telex Computer Products, Inc, 6422 E 
41st St, Tulsa, OK 74135. 

Circle 349 

High density monochrome displays 
incorporate switching power supply 
Series HF monochrome displays come in 
15-, 17-, and 20-in. sizes. They operate 
in noninterlaced mode for a flicker-free 
display. Video bandwidth is set at 80 
MHz. MTBF is specified, according to 
MIL-217-C, at 12,500 h. Series HF displays 
incorporate a switching mode power 
supply that reduces unit weight. Input 
voltage can vary from 85 to 133 Yac or 
47 to 63 Hz, without degradation of per
formance. A field -selectable strap sets the 
displays for 168- to 265-Y operation. The 
HF series also incorporates a regulated 
high voltage supply for stable dynamic 
graphic display. Ball Corp, Electronic 
Systems Div, PO Box 43376, St Paul, MN 
55164. 
Circle 350 

Magnetic nonimpact unit represents 
downsized version of MP 6090 
Resolution of 240 x 240 dots / in. and 
speed of 50 pages/ min are achieved on the 
MP 6050. Using proprietary perpendicular 
magnetographic technology, this unit 
sports an ~11 BF rate set at I million 
pages. Typical monthly print output of 
the ~IP 6050 exceeds 300,000 pages. Basic 
model with logic architecture includes a 
video interface and a power stacker. It 

also allows operator- and host-selectable 
densities, and its interface is monodircc
tional on a character line transfer basis. 
This unit is a downsized version of the 
MP 6090. Options include four additional 
sets of 96 chars and a vertical format unit 
tape reader. Cynthia Peripheral Corp , 766 
San Aleso A\e, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 351 

Matrix line printer furnishes 
bit-image graphics plotting 
The MVP I50C offers increased plug com
patibility for IBM PC and most other 
micro users. In addition to correspon
dence and draft print modes, data 
processing, and condensed printing, the 
printer offers elite printing and bit-image 
graphics plotting. In the elite mode, fully 
formed character printing occurs at 12.5 
chars/in. The unit can be used as a shared 
resource printer for workstation clusters 
or as a system printer for microcomputer
based LANs. Price is $2995. Printronix, 
Inc, 17500 Cartwright Rd, PO Box 19559, 
Irvine, CA 92713. 
Circle 352 

Data terminals are controlled 
by microprocessors 

Model 80155 uses Bell SAi protocol to 
send and receive asynchronous data at 
speeds up to 1800 bits / sand synchronous 
data at 4800 bits/ s. With multiple format 
storage, it offers 8 memory pages with 
cursor selectable page number, line, and 
column position. Command mode per
mits a host or terminal to download time, 
data, and passwords to all terminals on 
a network. The 80225 model uses the 
Univac protocol or synchronous trans
mission to 9600 bits/ s. Both terminals 
provide one EIA RS-232 port and one Cen
tronics printer port. Racal-M ilgo, 8600 
NW 41st St, Miami, FL 33166. 
Circle 353 



Laser printer also configures 
as scanner and copier 
The M3071 combines printing, scanning, 
photocopying, and optical image overlay 
in one machine. For letter-quality print
ing it uses laser electrophotography, and 
for copying it uses a halogen lamp. At a 
resolution ·of 240 x 240 dots / in., the 
M3071 prints 20 pages/ min. It performs 
scann ing by transforming data from hard 
copy to dot data that is sent to the ho>I 
computer for further processing. The unit 
se lls as a printer only, or can be con
figured with a ll or some of the above fea
tures. With all options, the M3071 is 
$7340. Fuj itsu America, 3055 Orchard 
Dr. San Jose, CA 95134. 
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Color monitor displays text, 
graphics, or video recorder output 
The Color 500 displays text or graphics 
from microcomputers with NTSC compo
site or RGB video outputs. Additionally, 
the monitor provides an auxiliary mode 
to display inputs from a video recorder. 
Resolution is rated at 460 (H) dots x 240 
(V) lines in the RGB mode and 320 (H) 
dots x 240 (V) lines in the TSC compo
site mode. Dark bulb CRT provides high 
contrast display. Optional tilt-and-swivel 
base improves viewer com fort. The Color 
500 monitor price is $525. Amdek Corp, 
2201 Lively Blvd, Elk Grove Village, IL 
60007. Circle 355 

Color light pen serves 
demanding applications 
The 260 HP has high sensitivity and func
tions when illumination is as low as 0.2 
ft-L. The pen features push-tip actuation, 
an electronic assembly with an MTBF over 
183,000 h, and high electrooptical perfor
mance. The actuation mechanism has a 
life expectancy in excess of 2 million oper
ations. A light pulse output is produced 
in less than 0.5 µs in response to a 0.2 
ft-L input. Completely self-contained, the 
pen operates from a single 5-V source. 
Interactive Computer Products, Inc , 
23951 El Toro Rd, El Toro, CA 92630. 
Circle 356 

November Preview 
Watch for a special article 
on memory systems 

Transportable printer 
features high reliability 

A DPU-40 printer offers silent thermal 
operation and interfaces wit h host via a 
parallel port. This compact unit weighs 
14.1 oz (400 g). Print speed is about 0.6 
lines / s. An on board character generator 
produces the 96-char ASCI 1 set. The unit 
uses standard heat-sensitive paper that is 
80 mm wide. Friction feed advances the 
paper. Using an ac adapter, the DPU-40's 
reliability is set at 500,000 lines MTBF 
minimum. Unit costs $86.25 in quantities 
of IOOO. Seiko Instruments , 2990 W 
Lomita Blvd, Torrance, CA 90505. 
Circle 357 

Medium speed printer runs 
with IBM System 34, 36, and 38 
The dot-matrix TX5180 interfaces directly 
to the IBM systems via a standard twin 
coaxial cable and is a plug-compatible 
replacement for the IBM 5256, 5224, and 
5225 printers. It supports cable through 
and terminate features for use as a termi
nating printer on a chain of seven or as 
an immediate device. Push-button control 
panel can access over 50 printer features 
that can be programmed by the user and 
stored in nonvolatile memory. Operating 
at 180 chars/s, the printer generates out
put ranging from 74 to more than 400 
lines / min. Price is $2995. Datasouth 
Computer Corp, 4216 Stuart Andrew 
Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28210. 
Circle 358 

Fiber optic light pen 
handles medium-resolution tasks 
A fiber optic light pen for medium
resolution applications consists of a 
5.7-in. pen, 4 ft of fiber optic cable, and 
a 3.7-in. fiber optic link that plugs into 
a computer. The pen features color com
pensation, low light level sensing, error 
fault rejection, and ambient light rejec-

tion. The light pen needs only three lines 
for operation: V cc• ground, and output. 
It displays maxin1.um propagation delay 
of I ms. Operating suppl y vo ltage is 4.75 
to 5 .25 V, with an output sink / source cur
rent of I. 75 mA. Anticipated price for the 
pen is $20 each in quantities of 10,000, 
plus modification costs. Honeywell Op
toelectronics Div , 830 E Arapaho Rd , 
Richardson, TX 7508 1. Ci rcle 359 

Printer can intermix fonts 
for word processing stations 
Laser technology is at the heart of the 
Smart Writer. This printer is designed for 
a duty cycle of up to 3000 pages per 
month. I t can print up to e ig ht 
pages/ min. MC68000 processor-based 
firmware includes Qume, Diablo, and 
Epson simulation , four standard fonts 
(three portrait, one landscape), plus capa
bilities to intermix fonts on one line. 
Fonts can a lso be down-loaded. Cen
tronics interface is standard; RS-232 is 
optional. A user-replaceable cartridge 
includes toner and a photoreceptor drum. 
Quality Micro Systems, Inc , PO Box 
8 1250, Mobile, AL 36689. 
Circle 360 

Battery-powered printer incorporates 
impact printing mechanism 
ThinType 80 letter-quality printers use an 
internal rechargeable power system. A 
spin-wheel impact printing mechanism is 
also used. True logic-seeking, bidirec
tional printing at 15 chars/ s is com
plemented by a long-life ink roll that 
prints over I million chars. The self
contained charger and battery pack give 
the flexibility of continuous ac and port
able de operation. NiCad charge con
troller and auto-turn-off / on feature> 
further enhance operation. The ThinType 
80 weighs under 7 lb (31. 7 kg). Cen
tronics int erface is standard, with other 
ports optional. The unit costs $395. 
Axonic Corp . 417 Wakara Way, Salt 
Lake City, UT 84109. 

Circle 361 

~~ IJ -.. -
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LltERATURE 

Controller handbooks 

A disk and tape products handbook and 
a communication products handbook 
contain systems integration data for DEC
connection of Emulex mass storage and 
data comm peripherals . Emulex Corp, 
Costa Mesa, Calif. 
Circ le 410 

Shielding windows for emi 
A 40-page brochure studies transparent 
barriers for viewing as well as emi 
shielding of large window areas . Specific 
treatment of emi shielding performance, 
optical performance, optically clear 
window substrates, contrast enhance
ment, plus assembly and mounting tech
niques stand out among topics covered . 
Technit, Cranford , NJ. 
Circ le 411 

Liquid crystal and other displays 

The 320-page display product catalog 
spotlights a full family of liquid crystal 
displays, LCD dot matrix modules, and 
LED lamps and displays. Application 
notes , glossary of terms, industry cross
reference information, and other data are 
included. A.N.D., Burlingame, Calif. 
Circle 412 
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Surface-mount chips 
A 303-page catalog describes chip resis
tors for surface mounting, resistor net
works, discrete leaded resistors, power 
semiconductors, and magnetic materials. 
Allen-Bradley Electro nic s Group, 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Circ le 413 

Control on the 0-bus 
Line of Q-bus data acquisition and con
trol systems, enclosures, monitors, inter
face modules , wiring accessories, and 110 

software gets full treatment in a 64-page 
catalog. ADAC Corp, Woburn, Mass. 
Circle 414 

Thermal printer/plotters 
Revised brochure reports on line of 44-
and 80-col thermal printer/ plotters. Indi
vidual dot addressing, enhanced vector 
plotting, plus programmable and manual 
format selection stand out among capa
bilities. Gulton Industries, Graphic 
Instruments Div, East Greenwich, RI. 
Circle 415 

Circuits in CMOS 
Describing a family of CMOS 1c s, a 
24-page directory provides detailed 
descriptions and technical data. Series 
G65SCOO microprocessors, G65SC150 
microcomputers on a chip, and the CFT 
(customer furnished tooling) program get 
special attention. GTE Microcircuits, 
Tempe, Ariz. 
Circle 416 

Resistor networks 
Ladder, chip carrier, and custom net
works implemented through thick- and 
thin-film resistors are profiled in a 
15-page bulletin. Cutaway and dimen
sional specification drawings, circuit sche
matics , and surface temperature graphs 
are included. TRW Electro nic Compo
nents Group, Resistive Products Div, 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Circle 417 

Memory card for the STD bus 
Model 70128 STD bus cards are described 
in a product bulletin, which includes 
detailed block diagrams showing the 
circuitry of these 8085- , 8088-, and 
Z80-compatible units. 1/ 0 Controls Inc , 
Newtown, Pa . 
Circle 419 

Vision system 
Eye vision system is explained in this 
4-color brochure, which details the appli
cations and theory underlying the 1vs.100. 
A software and hardware data sheet pro
vides complete specifications. Analog 
Devices, Norwood, Mass . 
C ircle 418 

Multiplexers, LANs, and more 
Data communication products from over 
70 manufacturers are detailed in a 
184-page catalog. Information on 
multiplexers, LANs, fiber optic equip
ment, switching and patching systems is 
included. Glasgal Communications, Inc, 
Northvale, NJ. 
Circ le 420 

T· 1 transmission 
This technical backgrounder examines 
digitized voice and effective use of T-1 
1.544 Mbit/ s transmission facilities. The 
16-page booklet presents issues involving 
the T-1 network's application in mixed 
data, voice, and video. Timeplex, Inc, 
Woodcliff, NJ . 
Ci rcle 421 

Test system for telecomm 
Twenty-page pamphlet outlines the A360 
telecommunications test system. Capable 
of testing mixed signal telecomm ICs, 
system allows complex signal generation 
and signal processing functions in 
parallel. Teradyne, Inc, Boston, Mass. 
Circle 422 

Design workstation 
A full color, six-page brochure profiles 
an integrated application module set for 
schematic design, logic simulation, place
ment, and routing for printed circuit 
board layout and drafting. Versatec, 
Santa Clara, Calif. 
Circ le 423 

Portable regulators 
Twenty-page, illustrated brochure details 
an expanded line of power conditioners 
designed to protect sophisticated 
electronic equipment from voltage 
irregularities. Portable and hardwired 
micro / minicomputer regulators, as well 
as constant voltage transformers, are 
featured . Sola Electric, Elk Grove 
Village, Ill. 
Circle 424 



y this magazine 
and more than 

1,000 others let us 
go over their books 

once a year. 
Some magazines, we're sorry to say, keep their 

readers undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA 
(Business Publications Audit of Circulation , Inc.) or any 
other independent, not-for-profit organization audit their 
circulation records. 

On the other hand, over 1,000 publications (like this 
one) belong to BPA. Once a year, BPA auditors examine 
and verify the accuracy of our circulation records. 

This audit provides the name, company, industry and 
job title of every reader each publication reaches. The 
information helps advertisers to determine if they are 
saying the right thing to the right people in the right place. 

It also helps somebody else important: you. Because 
the more a publication and its advertisers know about you, 
the better they can provide you with articles and 
advertisements that meet your informational needs. 

BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information . 
For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business 
Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc. W/iBnA 
360 Park Ave. So ., New York, NY 1001 O.V I rt'\ 
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CALENDAR 

CONFERENCES 
NOV 2-4-Autotestcon, Sheraton 
Washington Hotel, Washington, DC. 
INFORMATION : M.D. Myles (Code Air 
552), Naval Systems Command, 
Washington , DC 20361. 
Tel: 202/692-3146 

NOV 4-8-lnt'I Congress on Advances 
in Nonimpact Printing Technologies, 
Stouffer's Concourse Hotel, Arlington , 
Va. INFORMATION : Richard C. Beach , 
Itek Graphic Systems, 811 Jefferson 
Rd , Rocheste r, NY 14692. 
Tel: 716/475-9050 

NOV 12-15-IEEE lnt'I Conf on 
Computer Aided Design, Santa Clara, 
Calif. INFORMATION : John A. Domiter, 
Bell Telephone Labs, 4K523, Holmdel , 
NJ 07733. Tel: 201/949-6675 

NOV 13-17-Elektronica, Munich , 
W Germany. INFORMATION : Kallman 
Assoc , 5 Maple Ct, Ridgewood , NJ 
07450. Tel: 201/652-7070 

NOV 14-18-Comdex/Fall, Las Vegas 
Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nev. 
INFORMATION : The Interface Group, 
300 First Ave , Needham, MA 02194. 
Tel: 617/449-6600 

NOV 16-17-Forth Interest Group 
Convention, Hyatt Palo Alto, Palo Alto , 
Calif. INFORMATION: Forth Interest 
Group, PO Box 1105, San Carlos, CA 
94070. Tel: 415/962-8653 

NOV 27-30-Conf on Magnetism and 
Magnetic Materials, Town and Country 
Hotel , San Diego, Calif. 
INFORMATION : Alex P. Malozemoff, 
IBM Research Center, PO Box 218, 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598. 
Tel : 914/945-2154 

NOV 28-30-Winter Simulation Conf, 
Sheraton-Dallas Hotel , Dallas , Tex . 
INFORMATION : Udo W. Pooch, Dept of 
Computer Science, College of Engin, 
Texas A&M Univ, College Station, TX 
77843. Tel : 409/845-5498 

DEC 3-9-lnt'I Microcomputer Conf & 
Display 1984, China, The Guangdong 
Scientific Hall , Guangdong, PRC. 
INFORMATION : Meridian Technology 
Exhibitions Ltd, Rm 1201 Kai Tai 
Commercial Bldg , 317 Des Voeux Rd 
C, Hong Kong 

DEC 4-Detroit ; DEC 7-Houston ; 
DEC 11-New Orleans; DEC 14-New 
York-Lotus 1·2·3. INFORMATION: 
Software Institute of America, Inc, 
8 Windsor St , Andover, MA 01810. 
Tel: 617/470-3880 
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DEC 4-6-Western Design Engin Show, 
Moscone Center, San Francisco, Calif. 
INFORMATION : David J. Caplin , Clapp 
& Poliak, 708 Third Ave , New York, NY 
10017. Tel : 212/661-8010 

DEC 5-7-Conf on Artificial 
Intelligence Applications, Sheraton 
Denver Tech, Denver, Colo.-
IN FORMATION : R. Haralick, Dept of 
Elec Engin, VPI & SU , Blacksburg , VA 
24061. Tel: 703/961-6819 

DEC 5-7-Fiber Optics 
Communications, Washington, DC. 
INFORMATION: Merril A. Ferber, The 
George Washington Univ, School of 
Engineering and Applied Science, 
Washington , DC 20052. 
Tel : 202/676-6106 

DEC 6-Calilornia Computer Show, 
Hyatt Hotel, Palo Alto , Calif. 
INFORMATION: Norm DeNardi 
Enterprises, 289 S San Antonio Rd , 
Suite 204, Los Altos, CA 94022. 
Tel : 415/941-8440 

DEC 6-8-Realtime Systems 
Symposium, Hyatt Regency Hotel , 
Austin , Tex . INFORMATION : Miroslaw 
Malek, Dept of Computer Science, Univ 
of Texas at Austin , Austin , TX 78712. 
Tel : 512/471-5704 

DEC 9-12-IEEE lnl'I Electron Devices 
Meeting, San Francisco Hilton and 
Towers, San Francisco, Calif. 
INFORMATION: Melissa M. Widerker, 
Courtesy Associates, Inc, 665 15th St , 
NW, Suite 300, Washington , DC 20005 

DEC 10-11-IEEE Computer Society 
Computer Networking Symposium, 
Nat 'I Bureau of Standards, 
Gaithersburg, Md . INFORMATION: 
Computer Networking, PO Box 639, 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 . 
Tel : 301/589-8142 

DEC 10-11-Micro/Personal Computer 
Operating Systems, Boston , Mass. 
INFORMATION: Software Institute of 
America, Inc, 8 Windsor St , Andover, 
MA 01810. Tel 617/470-3880 

DEC 10-14-Hands-On Programming in 
Ada, Washington , DC. INFORMATION : 
George Harrison , The George 
Washington Univ, School of Engin and 
Applied Science, Washington , DC 
20052. Tel : 202/676-6106 

DEC 10-14-Modern Digital Signal 
Processing, Washington , DC. 
INFORMATION : Shirley Forlenzo, The 
George Washington Univ, School of 
Engin and Applied Science, 
Washington , DC 20052. 
Tel: 202/676-6106 

DEC 11-13-Fifth-Generation and 
Supercomputer Symposium, 
Rotterdam , The Netherlands. 
INFORMATION : Rotterdam Tourist 
Office, Stadhuisplein 19, 3012 AR 
Rotterdam . Tel: 010/14 14 00 

JAN 24-26-Modeling and Simulation 
on Microcomputers, Bahia Hotel , San 
Diego, Calif. INFORMATION : Ray 
Swartz, Berkeley Decisions/Systems 
Inc, 730 Park Ct , Santa Clara, CA 
95050. Tel: 408/984-6397 

FEB 5-7-Mini/Micro West Computer 
Con! and Exhibit, Anaheim Hilton 
Hotel , Anaheim Calif. INFORMATION: 
Nancy Hogan , Electronic Conventions, 
Inc, 8110 Airport Blvd , Los Angeles, CA 
90045. Tel: 213/772-1965 

FEB 13-15-lnt'I Solid State Circuits 
Con!, New York Hilton, New York, NY. 
INFORMATION: Lewis Winner, Almeria, 
Coral Gables, FL 33134. 
Tel: 305/446-8193/4 

Feb 25-28-Compcon Spring, Cathedral 
Hill Hotel , San Francisco, Calif. 
INFORMATION: Harry Hayman, PO 
Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. 
Tel : 301/589-8142 

SHORT COURSES 
NOV 26-27-Personal Computers/ 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, The 
Hilton , Natick, Mass. INFORMATION : 
Kathy Shaw, WPI , Office of Continuing 
Education , Worcester, MA 01609. 
Tel : 617/793-5517 

NOV 28-30- Engineering Use of Lotus 
1-2-3/Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 
lnt 'I Management Services Computer 
Lab, Framingham, Mass. 
INFORMATION: Kathy Shaw, WPI , 
Office of Continuing Education , 
Worcester, MA 01609. Tel : 617/793-5517 



LOGICAL DATA BASE DESIGN 
By Robert M. Curt ice and Paul E. ]ones 

This fa r-reaching gu ide provides a wo rkab le 
framework for appraising a sc l of concepts about 
da ta and data base as we ll as specia l tim e-savin g 
tips on how to docum e nt a logica l des ig n. Ex
a mples promote easy app licat ion of in fo rmation 
to on-the-job situ a tions. 
$34.50 Circle 445 

COMPUTER METHODS FOR 
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
By ]iri Vlach and K ishore Singhal 

A sto re house of co mpu te r-a ided techni ques fo r 
a na lyz ing a nd designing a wide ra nge of lin ea r 
a nd non li nea r c irc ui ts, inclu d in g a na log net· 
wo rks, a na log fill ers, a nd switched-capacito r net
works. P rov id es tips o n how to wr ite programs 
fo r new app li ca ti o ns as we ll as h ow to modi fy 
ex is ting programs. 
$42.50 

DESIGNER'S BOOKCASE 

SYNTHESIS OF DIGITAL DESIGNS 
FROM RECURSION EQUATIONS 
By Steven D. Johnson 

Defin es a circuit description la nguage th a t uses 
systems equati ons to s ta te co nnecti vity- sys tems 
tha t a re, in fac t, applica ti ve programs that com
pute the logica l behavio r of the circuit described. 
An inte rpre ter is th en prese nted through whi ch 
both spec ifica tions and targe t descriptions can 
be executed, a llow ing engin eers to expe rime nt 
direc tl y with th e des ig n nota ti on with out hav
in g to transla te into a simulation la nguage o r 
co nstruct a phys ica l prototype. 
S30.00 Circle 447 

AWRITHMIC PROGRAM 
DEBUGGING 
By Ehud Y Shapiro 

This book fo rmulates and ex plores a potentia ll y 
producti ve new subarea of computer science that 
combines e lements of p rogramming la ngu ages 
and enviro nments, logic, and inductive infe rence. 
It devices a theore ti ca l fra mewo rk for pro gram 
debuggin g a nd develops techniques tha t will 
pa rtl y mecha ni ze thi s ac ti vity. In parti cular, it 
fo rm ali zes a nd va lida tes a lgorithmi c solutions 
to findin g a nd the n fi xing program bu gs. 
$30.00 

15-DA Y FREE EXAM/NATION 
(U .S. AND CANADA ONLY) 

'llCROCOl\I P CT ER ASSEl\1 HU 
LA "\ G LAGE PROG R Al\11\11 '°'G 
B ~ Can· Char/Ps Elfring 

J\ 111i (' roco mp11ll' r :-; pec iali :--1 1·\ pl a i1i:-. l'\a(' l l~ h11\\ 

In <"!Tait' l'il<·c li11· prog ra rn,.; o n 111 icro proct'""' r' 
l ii a l LI >!' a,.;"'• rnhh la nu gag!'. Prm !' n l!'ci111iqu <':< 
for 11 rilin g hcll cr "' f1 11a r!', ,;o h in g r!'a l-1inll' pro· 
gra rnrnin g pro lil c rn s, and c n •a lin g 11!' 11 -rl ocu · 
nH·nl cd, r!' ad a hl <· co<les a r!' d1· 111 o n:< lral <· rl . 
Ht·a dn,.; a lso find " Lil ho11 lo st·l1T I a nd c hoo" · 
:1 rca l-l irn!' t'\l'C ul i1t·. a pph "'' f111an· bac k-up 
l!'c li n iq ut•,.;, doc urn !'n l ,.;o fl11 a 1T, 11 ril c an d inrple· 
nll' ll l nr acros, dc hug program,, a nd 111 o r!'. Sofl 
\\a n · l' rt g: in cl' r:-., progra 11111H· r:-: . a nd a n~<HH' \\ ho 

u :--t':-- a m i c rop rol·e~:-;or :-; ho11ld haH' thi:-. guid1· 
c lo,.;!' al ha nd. 
~:!'J.95 Ci rcle 449 

Simply circ le the appropr ia te number(s) on th e Reader Inquiry Card at the back of thi s magazine . Your book will be sent 
to you for your 15-day free trial. If you a re sa tisified keep the book and an invoice will follow . Otherwise return the book 

by the end o f the 15-day period , a nd owe nothing. 
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SYSTEM 
SHOWCASE 

CIRCLE 4 7 5 for rates and information 
CALL: SHIRLEY LESSARD 

800-225-0556; 1n MA 617-486-9501 

CUSTOM VIDEO TERMINALS 
Our video t erminal may be the solution t o 
your custom video display requirement. 
They are available housed, in ASR, KSR, or 
RO form , or in configurations suitable for 
use in your system . Special data formats 
and protocols, multi -page display , graphics, 
and intelligent features are possible. We 
also have standard hardware t o provide 
custom solutions for your non-display 
communi c ations needs . Call t oday . 
ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS CORP, Box 698 , 
Dover, NH 03820. Tel: (603)742-7 363 . 

CIRCLE 476 

..._~TELEDYNE RELAYS 

C76 SERIES SOLID STATE DIP 110™ 

Modules are designed for use in computerized control 
systems fo r noise -free isolated interfacing of computer 
logic elements to harsh industrial environments. Modules 
employ custom microci rcuit s in a T0 -116 DIP. Low " Per
point '' cost. M eet s VOE spacing and vo ltage requirements. 
Features CM OS and TTL compatibility , optical isolation , 
high noise immunity and an ENABLE function on input 
modules. $8 .70 to $9 .65 (depending on funct ion) at pro
duc tion quantities. TELEDYNE SOLID STATE PROOUCTS. 
1252 5 Daphne Ave , Hawthorne, CA 90250. Tel: 1203) 
777 -0077 . 

CIRCLE 479 
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Personal computer users: 

FOR FREE ACCESS 
TOABmERJOB 

CALL CLEO. 
EASTERN U.S.: (201) 688-5599 
(301) 982-0224 
WESTERN U.S.: (213) 618-8800 
(408) 294-2000 (415) 482-1550 
(619) 224-8800 (714) 476-8800 
(818) 991-8900 
300 BAUD, Full Duplex, ASCII code 
For 1200 BAUD #'sand access 
assistance: (213) 618-1525 
Advertisers call (800) 621-9147. 
In California, call (800) 328-2263. 

CLEe """-..,..,,.. .. __ 
CIRCLE 477 

6800/6809 
Micro Modules 

32bit Single Board Computer 
68008 Single Board Computer . 100 by 
160mm Eurocard. 3 RAM/EEPROM/EPROM 
socket s for 2K-64K byte devices (2 K RAM 
included). 6 8 bit Bi -Dir 1/0 ports w ith hand
shake and ind iv idually vectored interrupts. 
4 16 bit timers. Dual async se rial RS 232 
po rts . 2 56b nvRAM . Diagnost ics LEDs. 
Multitasking kernal option. 2 95/unit. Quan
ti t y discounts ava ilable . HERITAGE SYS
TEMS CORPORATION. PO Box 1058 8, 
Greensboro , NC 27 4 0 4. Tel: (9 19) 
274-48 18 . 

CIRCLE 478 

THE SBC90A designed for multiprocessor/ 
slave or 1/0 processor, has on card Z80A 
(4 MHz) ; OMA; 128K dual ported RAM, no 
wa it state, byte / word accessible ; 
MEMORY MAP RAM : EPROM sockets up 
t o 32K; 2 RS232 ; 2 parallel ports; 3 
counter/timers; floppy disk controller; hard 
disk interface; math chip AM9511 ; 20-bit 
address ; 21 vectored interrupts . Multibus 
compatible . INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 
INC., 1 707 1 Kampen Ln ., Huntington 
Beach, CA 9264 7 . Tel : (7 14 )842-0492. 
Multibus trademark of Intel. 

CIRCLE 481 



MATRIXED DIRECT MAIL LIST 
The most Precise , most Versatile, Cross
Mat rixed list of computer Based Systems 
Designers ever offered for bulk or custom 
selection . You can rent the entire list, or 
pinpoint the exact engineers you want to 
reach . NEW 48-HOUR EXPRESS PRO
CESSING . 
For details, contact Bob Dromgoole at 
COMPUTER DESIGN, 11 9 Russell St, Lit
tleton, MA 01460 . Tel : (800)225-0556 . 
In MA: (617)486-950 1. 

CIRCLE 482 

MULTIBUS* CLOCK AND CALENDAR 
•Running in hundreds of insta ll at ions 
• Suitab le for general purpose timekeeping 
•Sing le width iSBX * modu le 
• RM X * driver availab le 
• Presettab le alarms and interrupts 
•Lithium battery backup 
•Price is $249 , OEM Quant ities. 
COMPUTER MODULES INC . 
1190 M iraloma Way , Su ite Y Sunnyva le, 
CA . 94086 (408) 737 -7727 
* tm Inte l Corp . 

CIRCLE 484 

This publication 
is available 
in microform. 

Univers;ty Microfilms ~ ~ 
International ~~) 
Please send additional information 
Name _ _________ ~ 

Institution--------
Street _ _________ _ 
City _______ ___ _ 
State Zip ___ _ _ _ 

300 North Ze€b Road 
Dept.P.R . 
°'nn Arbor. Mi. 48106 
c.;;: .A. 

30·32 Mortimer Street 
Dept PR. 
London WIN 7RA 
England 

CIRCLE 486 

10809 STD BUS SINGLE CARD 
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER 
uses 6809 (E)MPU. Provides cost effective 
multicard capability-2K CMOS RAM may be 
battery backed (power fail / interrupt on 
board). sockets for 28 pin EPROM/EEPROM, 
RS 232/423 serial 1/0, 32 lines parallel 1/0 , 
4 timers . Other 10000 SERIES MICRO
COMPUTER MODU LES include 10812 
6 502 SCC/C, 10764 Universal Non-Volatile 
Memory , 10611 Universal TTL 1/0 (w/8 
ports-64 lines), 10301 Versati le Video Dis
play Card . Custom design/mfg . to your re 
quirements. Call today . ENTERPRISE 
SYSTEMS CORP, Box 698 Dover, NH 
03820. Phone (603)-742-7363 . 

CIRCLE 4 8 3 

INTELLIGENT MULTIBUS TM CARD 
CAGES 
lntelco's innovative design incorporates an 
intell igent backplane - available on sizes 9 
slots or larger. This allows for the arbitration 
of up to 8 masters using a programmable 
logic sequencer . Available unprogrammed 
or pre-programmed to allow up to 6 masters 
to have an equal priority level. Parallel Pri 
ority Resolution also avai lable. Complete line 
of cages ranging from 4 to 26 slots . 
MULTIBUS TM INTEL CORP . lntelco , 
P.O. Box 571 , Chatham, NJ 07928. (201 ) 
356 -8350, (20 1) 635-4777 . 

CIRCLE 48 5 

ZBX-348 CLOCK/CALENDAR 
MULTIMODULE 
Provides seconds , minutes, hours , day, 
date , month & year to host single board 
computer with iSBX interface. Accuracy ± 5 
seconds/month. On iSBX compatible single
wide ZBX module with lithium battery back
up. Estimated life: 10 yea rs. iRM X-86 
human interface appli cation program ava il 
able. Volume Discounts . 
ZENDEX CORP. 6700 Sierra Ln ., Dublin , CA 
94568 (41 5) 828 -3000 . TWX 91 0 389 
4009 . iRMX , iSBX , Multimodule TM of 
Intel Corp . CIRCLE 4 8 7 

OPPORTUNITY 
WITHOUT 

RISK. 
Tf'le biggest 

improvement in 
Savings Bonds in 

40 years. 

New Variable 
Interest Rate. 
Looking for an ideal invest
ment? One with a variable 
interest rate? But one 
where rates can't drop 
below a certain level? 

Well, there is one avail
able to everyone, even if 
you have only $25 to invest. 

It's U.S. Savings 
Bonds. Now changed from 
a fixed to a variable interest 
rate, with no limit on how 
much you can earn. 

A Guaranteed 
Minimum. 

Although interest 
rates will fluctuate, you're 
protected by a guaranteed 
minimum. And if you hold 
your Bond to maturity, 
you'll double your money. 
You may do even better. 

Take another look at 
Savings Bonds. We did, and 
made them better. 

~'I A public service of this publication 
l.OUlC and The Advertisi ng Council. 
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Cancer strikes 120,000 people in our work force every year. 
Although no dollar value can ever be placed on a human 
life, the fact remains that our economy loses more than $10 
billion in earnings every year that cancer victims would have 
generated. Earnings they might still be generating if they 
had known the simple facts on how to protect themselves 
from cancer. 

Now you can do something to protect your employees, 
your company, and yourself ... call your local unit of the 
American Cancer Society and ask for their free pamphlet, 
"Helping Your Employees to Protect Themselves Against I 
Cancer." Start your company on a policy of good health AMERICAN 
today' ~CANCER 
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General Dynamics Data Systems Division helps shape the future to create a more exciting future. 
of many significant programs at its major locations in San Diego, The Data Systems Division gives you the chance to join one of the 
California; Fort Worth, Texas; and Norwich, Connecticut; as well as at most skilled teams in the industry today, and offers excellent salaries 
satellite locations including Detroit, Michigan, and Pomona, California. and benefits. 
We provide diverse support functions for such high-technology If you're interested in shaping your own future on our innovative 
programs as the F-16 multimission fighter/attack aircraft, the Ml main support team, one of our opportunities listed below may be just right 
battle tank, nuclear-powered submarines, and the entire family of for you. 
cruise missiles. Throughout our division you'll find a variety of For immediate consideration, send your resume to the Vice 
opportunities to apply your own scientific and engineering expertise President/Director at the Data Center of your choice. 

PRODUCT SOFl'WARE CAD/ CAM ENGINEERING SYSTEMS 
- Bachelor's and/ or Master's degree, and 

3-8 years' experience. 
- SKILLS: FORTRAN, JOVIAL, PASCAL, Ada, 

Assembly Languages, Applied Math, 
Data Bases, Operating Systems, 
Documentation (MU. Standards) . 

-APPLICATIONS: Command & Control 
Software (Guidance, Navigation, C3I, 
Display Systems, Executive & System 
Support Software), Mission Planning, 
Data Handling & Communication, 
Automatic Testing Equipment/ 
Simulations, Image Processing, 
Estimation & Control Theory. 

- Embedded Systems: Real-Time Software. 

- Bachelor's and/ or Master's degree, and 
3-8 years' experience. 

- SKILlS: FORTRAN, Ada, Assembly 
Languages, IBM, CDC & VAX Operating 
Systems, Computational Geometry, 
Information Modeling & Data 
Dictionaries. 

- APPLICATIONS: Tum-key Graphic 
Systems, Solid Modeling, Robotics, 
CNC-DNC, Real-Time Processing 
Control, Group Technology. 

- CADAM, CAT /A, Computervision, 
SC/CARDS, Model 204, Systems 
Engineering, Group Management. 

- Bachelor's and/ or Master's degree, 
and 3-8 years' experience. 

- SKILlS: Simulation Languages, 
FORTRAN, COBOL & IBM Assembler, 
TSO, SPF, Dl~PI.A, RAMIS, Scientific 
Programming and Microcomputer 
experience. 

-APPLICATIONS: Simulation, SI.AM, 
Manufacturing, Operations Research, 
Image Processing, Graphics Application 
Development, Sneak Circuit Analysis. 
Program Marketing. 

LJ.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F 

GENERAL DYNAMICS 
Data Systems Division 

WESTERN CENTER 
P.O. Box 85808, Drawer 002 

San Diego, CA 92138 

CENTRAL CENTER 
P.O. Box 748, Drawer002 

Fort Worth, TX 76101 

EASTERN CENTER 
100 Winnenden Rd., Drawer 002 

Norwich, CT o636o 



Suddenly, everYI 
headed for MARS. 

The MARS-432 32-bit, programmable, floating point array processor. 
And with good reason. Because the MARS-432 has opened up a new 
world of speed, power and ease-of-use that's hard for anyone to resist. 

The MARS-432 already interfaces with some of this world's leading 
computers - DEC Apollo. Elxsi - to provide users with a new level 
of computational power. Interfaces for other leaders such as IBM, 
Perkin-Elmer, and Gould!SEL are scheduled to arrive soon. 

Simply put. we're setting the direction in state-of-the-art 
array processors with features such as: 
Programming Ease 
All of the computational power of an array processor 
doesn't mean much if accessing that power requires 
days of tedious programming, debugging and repro
gramming. That's why we engineered the 
MARS-432 with an architecture specifically 
designed to support a FORTRAN compiler and 
a screen-oriented debugging system that 
make accessing and utilizing its raw power a 
very civilized process. 

The MARS-432 also provides: 
D A Microcode Development System for off-line program 

development. 
D An AP Run Time Executive Support Package (AREX) for 

simplified processor initialization. 110 operations. and array 
function executions. 

D Applications Libraries for math. signal processing, 
and image processing. 

Speed 
D Add and multiply times of 100ns. 
D Computational power of 30 megaflops. 
D Computes a 1024-point complex FFT in 1. 7ms. 
D OMA transfers at 1/0 bus rates of 20 megabytes/sec. 
D Data memory write or two reads in 1 OQns. 

or paging for uninterrupted processing during 110 transactions. 



Bebe TEMPLATE; 
raphics software 

tha ran on mainframes· 
and minis and micros 

all looked like this. 

Which is to say, 
nonexistent. Some 
manufacturers make 
graphics software 
packages for main
frames. Others for minis. Still others make 
it for micros. But no one made high-level 
graphics software that ran on all three. 

TEMPLATE just changed all that. By 
becoming the only high-level graphics soft
ware available on micros, minis and main
frames. And it took our extensive experience 
in graphics software to do it. 

Now all computer-using design engi
neers and scientists can utilize the industry's 
finest software. And bring mainframe appli
cations right to the bench. Or vice versa. Which 
means TEMPLATE's device-intelligence 
and computer-independence is even further 
enhanced. And you get the graphics func
tionality for mechanical and electrical CAD, 

scientific analysis, 
seismic work, VLSI, and 
molecular modeling 
that puts TEMPLATE 
in a class by itself. In 

any environment, whether it's batch or 
interactive, 2D or 3D. 

TEMPLATE features table-driven archi
tecture, 3D software display lists, metafile 
capability over 250 user-callable FORTRAN 
routines, workstation model, post process
ing capability, run-time selection, and complete 
support functions. 

So when you're looking for graphics 
software that'll run on all your computers, 
call Megatek. 

And find out all about TEMPLATE. 
The product that just gave micros, 

minis, and mainframes a 
new computer ••• MEG ATEK 
graphics image ••• 1-\I . CORPORATION 

••• ®A l.NTEC>TELECOM COMPANY 

Making History out of State-of-the-Art 

World Headquarters · 9645 Scranton Road · San Diego, CA. 92121 · 619/455-5590 · TWX: 910-337-1 270 
TEMPLATE is a registered trademark of MEGATEK CORPORATION. 
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